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I. Introduction
1. The Administrator submits the folloding report and recommendations on the

application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in a pilot irrigation
scheme and improvement of agricultural research facilities in the Kano Plain,

Nyanza Province, Western Kenya.

II. Backkround
2. The Kano Plain, Nyanza Province, lies on the eastern shore of the Kavirondo
Gulf, which is an arm of Lake Victoria. The Plain covers 75,000 acres, of which

30,000 are thought to be irrigable. Iainfall in this area averages fifty inches

a year, but monthly precipitation is irregular and unpredictable. The Kano Plain

is adjacent to the provincial capital of Kisumu, which is serviced by railway,

road, lake transport and airline facilities.

3. Despite its accessibility, the Kano Plain is a seriously depressed region:

the population density is 530 per square mile and the productivity of the land

is poor. There are few labour employment opportunities, and many adult males

seek work in Kisumu, Nairobi or even liombasa. Agricultural activity is devoted

to subsistence cultivation of maize, sorghum, beans and cassava; other crops

include millet, rice and some fruits. There is a heavy concentration of

livestock, consisting of poor grade cattle, sheep and goats. The present gross

output generated by agricultural and livestock production is estimated at $8.40 per

acre annually. Of this figure, only a small proportion is represented by cash

income.

4. The aricultural development oi the Kano Plain is inhibited by the hazards

of floods or drought. The Plain is relatively flat and is dissected by the

Kibos, Luanda and Nyando rivers which flow into the Kavirondo Gulf. The soils

are alluvial and potentially irrigable, but their structure is poor; surface

water drainage is impeded, particularly after heavy rain; when dry, the soils

become badly cracked and compacted. Cultivation of subsistence and cash crops

has been limited by rudimentary tillage practices, drainage problems and

irregular rainfall. Thd first requirements of intensive land use and economic
cash crop production are surface water drainage and flood control. These should

be combined with irrigation to offset the effects of prolonged droughts.
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5. The system of land tenure in Kano Plain, which is inhabited by the Luo

people, is a further complicating factor. Under an uncodified system of law and

custom, land may be acquired by direct allocation, through inheritance or as a

gift; this has resulted in land fragmentation and co:*aplex ownership. There is no

registration of titles and the land itself is not demarcated. Development of

the Kano Plain will require the adaptation of existing tenurial patterns to the

demands of modern agriculture.

6. The Government is convinced that the rehabilitation of this over-populated

and depressed area is urgent. The successful operation of a pilot irrigation

scheme is a prerequisite to the mobilization of investment capital to finance

the development of the entire Kano Plain. hccordingly, UNDP (Special Fund)

assistance has been requested for this purpose.

III. The Project

7. The purpose of the project, the duration of which will be four and one-

half years, is to establish a pilot irrigation schem.e in a representative area

within the Kano Plain. The project ill also assist in the expansion of

agricultural research facilities.

8. The pilot iirigation scheme will be established on 1,800 acres at ahero

on the ri6 ht bank of the Nyando River. Discharge at this point is adequate to

supply pumped water to the pilot area on a year-round basis. The site at ithero

has been selected after intense study by qualified consultants provided under

a bilateral programme and is typical of conditions in the Kano Plain. The

operation of the pilot scheme will enable crop cultivation, irrigation and

drainage techniques to be tested on a significant scale. The project will also

experiment w'ith nevi patterns of land tenure, aLricultural supervision and

credit arrangements, in order to determine their acceptability to the local

population.

9. In conformity with Government regulations for irrigation developments,

strict supervision and management will be applied. Throughout this pilot scheme,

the emphasis ill be on economic crop production and gradual introduction of

modern cultivation techniques. The first eighteen months will be concerned ith

the survey, mapping, layout and settlement of the irrigable area, followed by a

three-year period of agricultural operations. Each farm holding will consist

/...
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of four acres (giving a total of 450 families settled on the scheme), and the

farming patterns will be combinations of rice/cotton or sugar cane/rice cul-

tivation. These three basic crops are familiar to. the local pcpulation ani their

market prospects are good. The scheme management, on credit, will undertake

basic land clearance and preparation and will provide the farmers with seed,

fertilizer, transport, warehousing and pest control; these items will subsequent-

ly be debited against the proceeds of crop sales, and the balance passed to the

individual farmer. Based on conservative crop yields, a net cash income of $520

per year is projected for each family.

10. Agricultural experimental work will be carried out throughout the

project at a Government research station near Ahero. This station, which now

covers 63 acres, will be rehabilitated, and expanded by a further 50 acres.

Present agronomic work is confined to sugar cane trials, but intensive research

on irrigated cotton and rice cultivation will also be undertaken. Research will

cover crop/water requirements, iiproved seed varieties, optimum fertilizer appli-

cations, as well as possible new crops. The data derived from this work will sub-

sequently form the basis of cropping patterns and techniques to be applied by

farmers on the pilot irrigation s cheme. A training programme for junior agricul-

tural extension staff will be carried out at the research station, prior to their

assignment to supervision duties on the pilot scheme.

11. The Ui\fL)P (Special Fund) will contribute to the project the services

of experts and consultants totalling eighteen and one-half man-years in the fieldt

of agricultural production economy, irrigation agronomy, agronomic research,

irrigation engineering and layout, soils surveying, rural sociology and land

tenure. The UNDP (bpecial Fund) will provide vehicles, tractors, pumping equip-

ment, implements, agricultural chemicals, fertilizers and improved crop varieties.

In view of the lack of housing in the project area, the UODP (Special Fund) will,

as an exceptional measure, finance the provision of basic accommodations for the

experts.

12. The; Government has recently established a National Irrigation Board
as a semi-autonomous agency with its own agricultural, extension, administrative

and maintenance staff. The Gov,rnmentts counterpart contribution will be made

available through the National Irrigation board, which will be the Cooperating
Government Agency. The contribution will include professional staff, extension
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personnel, buildings, agricultural machinery, and maintenance and operation of

all equipment. Marketing of crops produced on the pilot scheme will be strictly

controlled, and will be handled through Government organizations such as the

Kenya Agricultural Produce Marketing Board and the Gotton Lint and Seed Marketing

Board.

13. The Government intends to adopt a co-ordinated approach to the development

of the entire Kenya Nile Basin, of which the Kano Plain is a part. Close liaison

will, therefore, be established with the UNDP (Special Fund) assisted projects

for Survey and Pilot Reclamation Schemes for the Yala Swamp2/ and the Hydro-

meteorological Survey of Lakes Victoria, Kioga and Albertv. The present project

will determine the operating costs and production returns on a closely supervised

irrigated settlement scheme, and will indicate the investment required to finance

expanded developments. This data will facilitate the feasibility study for the

development of the whole Kano Plain, which the Government ultimately hopes to

undertake.

IV. hxecuting Agency

14. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations has indicated

its readiness to serve as Executing Agency.

Document SF/R.9/Add.21

Document DP/SF/R.l/Add.81

/---.
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V. Financial Provisions

15. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be

as follows:

Phasing of expenditure
Total cost First Second Third Fourth Fifth

(in 3US) year year year year year

Experts 444,00A/ 76,000 140,000 110,000 82,000 36,000

Equipment 208,300 30,000 85,000 60,000 15,000 18,300
Miscellaneous 26,600 3,800 9,200 7,400 4,100 2,100

TOTLL GROSS
PROJhCT COSTS: 678,900 109,800 234,200 177,400 101,100 56,400

Executing Agency
overhead msts: 74,700

UNDP (Special F 7d)
direct costs 25,000

GOJZRNING COUNCIL
EAIAMRKING: 778,600

:/ cross cost, representing 18 1/2 man-years of expert services.

b/ Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or operation
incurred directly by the Administrator: in this case, an amount of ';25,000 for
the provisicn of housing for the experts.

16. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated

at the equivalent of k66,600, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross

expert cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards

local operating costs of the project. In addition, the Government is expected to

make a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of 42,493,C00.
The exact amounts will be detirmnined at the time of signature of the Plan of

Operation.

17. To the extent administratively desirable, the Administrator is prepared

to include in the gross project budget, subject to the concurrence of the Govern-

ment, any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government agrees to make

in cash directly to the UNDP (Special Fund) and to show the Governing Council

earmarking increased accordingly.

/4. .
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VI. Recowmendations

18. The Administrator

(a) Recommends that the Governing Council earmark $778,600 for this

project, of which $678,900 will be for project costs, $25,000 for

UNDP (Special Fund) direct costs and $74,700 for clearly identifiable

additional costs incurred by the Executing Agency in the execution

of the project;

(b) Requests the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude 
the

appropriatc arrangements.
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Mr. Davrid L. Cordea
%nmsmat MIiamn I atoorm Afrca

p 0. o 3577
Xtairobt14wrt

Door Davos

Tbank yvm for your letter No. 770 of October 29 demribift your
daemmlam in Rome an the Mae Plain Pilot Preject. I ho" the die-

sime in Nairobprt p * m .ftfu and wo lwk worard to 1 Mlaing
of their utcamo.

I al.o a *off st the pper an this pre t *smtted to the
UVDP Cmaultativ Bfrd. To a wmor yr question, when the Bak ex.
presses its "Ipeoa Interest," and requests that the UDP ushe
ftpprpriate arrmngments with the fltmuting Agmany rweeting this

interest,," it mm tat the UDP vill madartake to arran" with the
MMIM N Agency to hove It uoamdt with the ftnk about its draft
lan of Operation, term of zefrnwm and che*o of ocomaWtnts, If

awy.

With best regards,

Simgerely yous,

A. . EW
Director

Atrtea Uepawtmn

coI Mooe*rs. Horwy (with copV of inemindg)
Rivkin
Evans (

HHama nese
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INTMGATIVAL BANK FOR RECONS tUCTICi AND DEWLOPYRNT

INTENATIONAL DEV=JO#4ET ASSOCIATIM

October 29, 1966

No. 770

Mr. A. 0. l a7
Director, Africa Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Developent
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433, LSA

Dear Abdelt

KeMas Kano Plain Pilot Project

Pursuant to grV letter No. 756 of October 24, I went to Rom
on the night of October 24 and returned on the 26th. I had various
discussions on the 25th and the morning of the 26th with the Kenya
Government representatives and, together with them, with the FAO
people concerned. The results were inconclusive but still, I think,
of some value.

FAO's difficulties with the project seem to be of several
kinda, which tend to interact:

a) They feel it is incumbent on them, as Executing Agency, to
take real substantive and administrative control of the project, to
tailor it to their specifications, which is quite understandable.
They are quic~o see and resent any implication that the content
or method of execution of the project is already settled without their
participation; unfortunately, such an implicatim is to some extent
inherent in the history of the project to date, and it has rather
been underlined by Bruce MbKensie and his colleagues.

b) They have quite basically misconstrued the nature of the
Kenrya Government's proposals, analysing and treating it as a fairly
conventional research project rather than as an 2prational pilot
scheme of sufficient size to provide a valid practical demonstration
or test of the feasibility of a large seale irrigation project in
the Kano Plain area--including costs and yields under field conditions
and with farmers having limited prior experience, organizational and
supervisory arrangements, political and sociological reactions, etc.
They appear to have little sense of the Government's urgency and
little knowledge of what has alreacy been done.

c) Apart from their natural reaction against being faced with a
fait accogpU they found it hard to reconcile the role proposed by the
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Oovernment for ADS (and 3.&CO) with their normal procedure of assign-
ing directly hired FAO personnel.

d) Finally there appeared to be considerable differences and
jealousies within FAO itself, especially between the Land and Water
Resources Division and the Ergas group, with Terver's office maintain-
ing a precarious balance; these differences partly reflect and
influence their respective attitudes toward ADS, the Nairobi Office and
the Bank as an institution.

The main meeting, attended by 12 or 14 FAO people from
various officies, started off on a pretty negative tone. The principal
participats from the Land and Water Resources Division initially
stated that the specific revisions in deployment of experts proposed
by the M4D1--e.g. elimination of the "soil conservationist" (which in
fact is a misnomer), the addition of a soil surveyor and a land tenure
expert for extended periode, etc.- could not be altered without going
back to the Consultative Board, since the latter's endorsement of the
project had been predicated on these specifies; but later it was agreed
that there is actually a great deal of flexibility within the biead
categories of expenditure (experts, equipment and miscellaneous). They
first asserted also that FAO's normal recruitment and operating pro-
cedures must be adhered to regardless of the time factor or ary other
special circumstances, but seemed later to relax this position somewhat.
They rather grudgingly agreed that it would be useful for someone from
FAO to come to Kenya, to examine on the ground the main features of the
project, the work done to date, the qualifications of the people involved
(including AS members), etc., and to discuss what arrangements would be
appropriate in the light of these factors; but they thought this would
be impossible for a couple of months because of limitations on travel
funds.

McKenzie's first reaction to all this was to say "to hell with
FAO and the UNDP money". I argued that he should at least await the
outcome of the agreed discussions in Kenya, but that these ought to take
place as early as possible. lie subsequently talked to Dr. Sen and to
Mr. Hauser (of Terver's staff?) and obtained agreement that a technical
man will come before November 15, to be followed a few days later by a
relatively senior adinistrator/negotiator. It has been decided, I think,
that the first of these will be a man named McNair who seemed to be more
flexible and sympathetic than his colleagues in the Land and Water Re-
sources Division, and the second may be Heuser himself. Peter Reid and I
later talked privately with Heuser, who seemed very reasonable. I feel
some optimism that the discussions in Kenya will be of a constructive
character. I shall probably be away from Nairobi at the beginning of
McNair's visit, which is just as well, but should be available for the
final round-up.

Could you please send me a copy of the paper submitted to the
Consultative Board on the Kano Plain project. Also could you tell me
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Just what the Bank's "expression of interest" in the project implies.
Does it mean FAO undertakes to consult the Bank about the form and
mods of exeution of the project, or what?

Best regards,

Sincerely yours,

David L. Gordmi

cc. Mr. Erana
Mr. Peter Reid

copied to Messrs. oraley
Rivkin
Evans
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Arnold Rivkin

Quarterly beviev of TAO and Bank Regional Offices Wrk Pregrame -
Kano Plain

1. I have just read your memoranbam to the Files dated August 26
on the above subject, particularly the discussion reported in paragraph 3,
in which I participated. I believe there is an unfortunate ambiguity in

the paragraph which could be misleading. The reference in the second
sentence to "the ADS arrangement" which was thought to be agreed at the
Nairobi meeting, following as it does, a aemtence vhich refer to the
present FAO difficulty with ADS's advice to the Kenya overnment indicating
its willingness "to manage the Kano Plain projeet", could in mV judgment
create a misleading impression.

2. The "ADS arrangement" reached in Nairobi related to the agreement
of all concerned that ADS wuld prepare a suitable project application, and
if needed related documentation, for submission by the Government of Kenya
to the UNDP. The "ADS arrangement" in the Nairobi meeting did not deal with

the subject of who would "manage" the project. On the contrary, the meeting
agreed that FAO would be asked to be the Executing Agency.

3. You will recall that at the meeting that I attended on October 7 in
the Bank on the Kano Plain project, I reiterated the position that the "ADS

arrangement" was for the preparation of a project application to the UNDF
and did not relate to, and certainly did not purport to, impose, any limitation
on the discretion of the contemplated Executing Agency for the UND? project,

viz., the FA0. In that connection, I invite your attention to the note on the
Kano Plain project discussions in Nairobi which I prepared on vq return to
Washington (see my memorandum to the Files dated April 20, 1966), and JW
letter (cleared by the Africa Departient and Agriculture Division of the Projects

Department) to the UNDP on the Kano Plain project dated September 23, 1966.

eat Mr. R..Death
Mr. .L.offan

ARivkin/mt
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Files October 26, 1966

From: 0. H. Calika

Subject: Quarterly Review of FAO and the Bank Regional Offices
Work Programs

1. Two meetings were held with Messrs. Ergas and de Lusignan on October 6
(morning and afternoon) and another meeting on October 7 in the Africa Depart-
ment Conference Room (No. 550) on the above. Messrs. Evans, Reid, Threlkeld,
Rowe, Veraart and Calika participated in all discussions. Messrs. Gordon,
Matter, Storrar, Duncan, Benjenk, Lutolf, Kruithof, Horsley, de la Renaudiere,
Billington, Koenig, Ba and Richardson participated in the discussions on
countries with which they are primarily concerned. Mr. Rivkin participated
in the discussions to which reference is made in para. 3 below. These meet-
ings followed similar review meetings, which took place with attendance by
Messrs. Matter and Gordon and the Projects and Africa Departments' staff on
October 3 and October 6, to clarify the Bank's position before the discussions
with FAO representatives.

2. The following is a country by country summary of the discussions and
the conclusions reached:

AIGERIA - An FAO staff member will participate in the Bank's
discussions with the Government which will be held
in Algiers around mid-November on the agricultural
chapter (in French) of the Bank economic report on
Algeria (to review mainly the question of agri-
cultural organization).

BURUNDI - Mr. Ergas stated that the Burundi Government had
withdrawn the proposed project for development of
coffee production.

- FAO will send 1r. Heymans (FAO), who was at the
time of the discussions in Rwanda, to Burundi to
look into Mosso and Ruzizi irrigation projects.
(It was later learned that Mr. Heymans had already
left Rwanda for Europe and this visit has not
materialized).

CAEROON - At the time of the discussions, the Abidjan Office
staff were shortly to visit Cameroon to give
guidance to the authorities in preparing oil palm,
cocoa, tea and rice projects. It was agreed that
an FAO staff member (Boumendil) would join this
mission to give advice on the preparation of Lagone
River rice project.
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CENTRAL AFRICAN
]EPUBLIC - FAO project identification mission will visit CAR

by mid-October for three weeks.

- The Bank economic mission (Mr. Booz) will visit
CAR late in October to overlap with FAQ visit.

CHAD - In consultation with the Bank, FAQ will follow up
the recommendations of its recent livestock project
identification mission to Chad (project preparation
visit?).

- FAQ will also explore the prospects for an agricul-
tural credit project in Chad.

DAHOI1EY - The Abidjan Office staff (Mr. Brochu) will visit
Dahomey in October to continue to assist the autho-
rities in the preparation of oil palm and coconut proj-
ects. One or two members of the Bank appraisal mission
to Ivory Coast, which is expected to be there in
January 1967, will also visit Dahomey to review
progress made with preparation of the oil palm project.

- Development of cotton production is considered of
lower priority; nevertheless, the Abidjan Office will
look into the cost structure and farmers' input/output
to ascertain the prospects for exports.

- FAO plans to send a mission to Dahomey in March, 1967
to explore the prospects for preparing an irrigation
project related to the Mono River UNDP study.

ETHIOPIA - The Nairobi Office will communicate with the Ethiopian
authorities urging that by a specified date, data
needed for the agricultural credit project should be
made available, if Ethiopia desires further Bank/FAO
assistance in the preparation of this project.

GABON - The proposed visit by FAQ staff to Gabon in connection
with a forestry project (Zone 3) will be deferred to
November.

GHANA - Findings of the Bank/FAO mission, now in Ghana, will
be awaited before any further action.

GUINEA - FAO will supply a member for the Bank economic mission
to Guinea (November).
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IVORY COAST - The Abidjan Office has been assisting the authori-
ties in preparing coconut and oil palm projects
which should be ready for appraisal in January 1967.

- The Bank appraisal team will review a dossier, to
be prepared by the Government in consultation with
the Abidjan Office staff (Mr. Haasjes), on a cocoa
project and will also examine the Government's
proposals for an expanded program for rubber develop-
ment.

- Development of cotton cultivation is not considered
a high priority; nevertheless the Abidjan Office will
look into the cost structure and farmers' input/output
for an assessment of the export prospects.

- The Abidjan Office (Mr. Haasjes) and a staff member
from the Projects Department will be in Ivory Coast
in November to assess possible demand for agricultural
credit and the existing institutional set up (to assist
in determining the basis for a future Bank project).

LIBERIA - FAO will consider what follow-up will be necessary in
Liberia to complete its report on the development
potential of the Kle Pujehun region. The Abidjan Office
staff (Mr. Haasjes) is expected to join an FAO team in
the field.

- FAO proposes to help the Government in preparing a
project for agricultural education (College of Agri-
culture and Forestry). The Bank will consider the
proposal.

MALAGASY - Staff from FAO (!kr. Thomas), the Bank's Projects
Department (an agricultural credit expert) and the
Nairobi Office (Mr. Groenveld) will visit Malagasy
Republic around mid-November to assist in the prepa-
ration of a livestock project.

MALAWI - Mr. van Dijck (Nairobi Office) will visit Malawi
briefly in November to assist FAO project preparation
staff in the dry-land cotton area of the Shire Valley
(mainly to advise on the access road requirements).

MALI - embers of the proposed Bank appraisal mission (January)
to Senegal (groundnuts project), accompanied by
Mr. Brochu (FAO),will visit Mali to assess the prospects
for groundnuts and cotton projects (in particular, the
economics of production and exports).



MAURITANIA - FAO has been asked to provide staff for an economic
planning advisory mission requested by the Government
(January). The terms of reference for the mission
will be provided to FAO.

MOROCCO - The Bank will be recruiting consultants for the
proposed agricultural organization study which is
likely to be launched in December or shortly there-
after. FAQ is being kept informed. The Bank will await
the Government's reaction to the findings of the study
before resuming lending for agricultural projects.

NIGERIA - The Abidjan Office has been assisting Western Nigeria
in preparing a palm oil project. Conditions permitting,
Mr. Haasjes will visit Nigeria in November to review
the progress of this project and to advise Mid-Western
Nigeria on a palm oil project. FAO will be informed
of the visit so that Mr. Clark (FAO) may join Rr. Haasjes
on this visit.

Mr. Haasjes will also review the progress made in
Western and Mid-Western Nigeria in preparing rubber
projects, with a view to an early appraisal visit from
the Bank headquarters. Mr. Clark (FAO) may accompany.

Conditions permitting, FAQ will send staff to Nigeria
to help the Government in the preparation of fisheries
and citrus projects.

RWANDA - FAO mission in field (now returned to Europe).

SENEGAL - Before the end of this year, a Bank mission, composed
of staff from the Projects Department, the Abidjan
Office (Mr. Haasjes), FAQ (Mr. Brochu) and probably
FAC, will visit Senegal to give guidance in the pre-
paration of a dossier on the econoraic and technical
aspects of a proposed groundnuts (SATEC) scheme with
a view to an appraisal visit early in 1967.

SIERRA LENE - The Abidjan Office will continue to supervise the
consultants' (IRHO) work on an oil palm project.

SOMALIA - Mr. Groenveld will visit Somalia in November to follow-
up the progress of the agricultural credit project; not
a high priority.

SUDAN - Mr. Ergas explained that the Finance Minister of the
Sudan had asked FAQ to help in:

(a) preparing an outline of a program for agricultural
investment;

(b) advising on development policies in specific fields
(development of fisheries,livestock, agricultural
processing).



FAQ is willing to help if the Bank participates in the
effort. It was agreed that this matter should be
further considered between FAO and the Bank.

TANZANIA - The Nairobi Office expects that the preparation of
the NDC Ranching scheme would be completed early in
1967.

- FAQ will make proposals to the Bank on assistance
to the Government in preparing the Sukumaland (land
survey and resettlement)project.

TUNISIA - FAO proposes a reconnaissance visit to Tunisia on an
agricultural education (Ecole Superieure de l'Agri-
culture) project. The Bank will consider the proposal.

UGANDA - The Nairobi Office is helping UDC in the preparation of
a small ranching scheme (for private or IFC financing).

- FAQ will make a proposal on reorientation of the
Mubuku project.

UPPER VOLTA - The Abidjan Office will follow up the findings of the
August 1966 visit in respect of groundnuts and cotton
development (visit early in 1967).

ZAMBIA - The Bank will consider the economic priority of proj-
ects identified by a previous FAO mission (forestry,
agricultural credit, fisheries, drainage, agricultural
education); the amounts involved are rather small.

3. With reference to the Kano Plains (UNDP) survey project in Kenya,
Mr. Ergas expressed FAO headquarters' disappointment that the Bank (ADS) had
indicated to the Kenya Government its willingness to manage this study,
although FAO was selected as the executing agency for this scheme and it
should have been FAO's prerogative to decide who would be the manager. TheBank staff explained that the ADS arrangenent, whi-ch t thought had been
agreed in high-level discussions by the Kenya Goyernment, FAO and the Bank,
was nof intended. to restrict FAO's right of Choice, FAQ might discuss the
matter with the Kenya Government. The discussions were inconclusive and it
was agreed that the matter would be taken up again with FAO after Mr. Ergast
return to Rome.

4. The Bank staff mentioned to Mr. Ergas the view that, for preparing
sound livestock projects in Western African countries, the potentialities and
requirements of both inland and coastal countries should together be taken
into account. Such an integrated approach might require studies based on
strips of countries, rather than isolated efforts on a country-by-country
basis. Mr. Ergas expressed agreement with this line. The Bank's staff
indicated that they would wish to consider the matter further within the Bank,
with a view to cooperative action with FAO. A project-oriented study might
emerge. (Hr. Matter will draft terms of reference for a joint Bank/FAO study
for further consideration within the Bank).
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5. In a meeting with Messrs. Evans, Matter, Threlkeld and Calika,
Messrs. Ergas and de Lusignan indicated that Mr. Brochu's assignment with
the Abidjan Office would terminate by the end of October, but FAO would
be willing to give him assignments in the West African region (i.e. Senegal)
until the end of the year. It was also agreed that the Bank would accept
Mr. Moyaux (FAO), as his successor; Mr. Moyaux would be transferred to
Abidjan by January 1, 1967, but FAQ would consider assigning him to scme
western African projects before the formal transfer takes place.

6. 11r. Ergas expressed his satisfaction that FAO is now receiving all
project reports by the Nairobi and Abidjan Offices.

OHCalika:mk

cc. Messrs. El Emary essrs. Evans/hrelkeld (2)
WTilliams (on return) Baum (2)
Larsen/Edelman Reid (/o Mr. Evans)

Africa Department Divisions Gordon (Nairobi)
Matter (Abidjan)
Rivkin
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Am"Id Jd~in

Quarterly Raview of FAO and Uauk Regional Offic" Wrk PrgWMee -
geeplain

1 I have just read your aworandua to the Files dated Aigust 26

on the above subject, partioularly the discussion reported in paragraph 3,
in which I participated. I believe there is an unfortunate ambiguity in

the paragraph which could be nisleading. The refere* in the second

sentemne to "the ADS arragement" which was thought to be agreed at the

Nairobi meeting, following as it does, a sentence which refers to the

present FAC difficulty with ADS's advice to the Kenya Govewwnt indicating
its willingness "to manage the Kan Plain projectV, could in w judgmt
create a misleading impresion.

2. The "ADS arrangement" reached in Nairobi related to the agreemont
of all conceraed that ADS would prepare a suitable prject application, and

if needed related documentation, for submission by the 0ovenment of Kenya

to the UNDP. The "ADS arrangement" in the Nairobi neting did =1 deal with

the subjeet of who would "manage" the project. On the sentrary, meting

agreed that FAO wmld be asked to be the Executing Agency.

3. You will reoall that at the meeting that I attended on October 7 in

the Bank on the Kane Plain project, I reiterated the position that the "ADS

arrangement" %no for the preparation of a project application to the WDP

and did not relate to, and certainly did not parport to- impose-any limitation

on the discretion of the ontemplated Executing Agency for the (iDP project,

via., the FAO. In that connection, I invite your attention to the note en the

Kano Plain project disauxsions in Nairobi which I prepared on i return to

Washington (see mnimorandua to the Files dated April 20, 19), and AW

letter (cleared by the Africa Departsant and Agriculture Division of the Projests

Department) to the UNDP on the Kano Plain project dated September 23, 1966.

*st Mr. R..Denuth
Mr. M.L.Hoffman

ARiftin/at
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I. Introduction

1. The Administrator submits the following report and recommendations on the

application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in a Pilot Irrigation Scheme

and Improvement of Agricultural Research Facilities in the Kano Plain, Nyanza

Province, Western Kenya.

I. Background

2. The Kano Plain, Nyanza Province, lies on the eastern shore of the Kavirondo

Gulf, which is an arm of Lake Victoria. The Plain covers 75,000 acres, of which

30,000 are thought to be irrigable. Rainfall in this area averages fifty inches

a year, but monthly precipitation is irregular and unpredictable. The Kano Plain

is adjacent to the provincial capital of Kisumu, which is serviced by railway,

road, lake transport and airline facilities.

3. Despite its accessibility, the Kano Plain is a seriously depressed region:

the population density is 530 per square mile, and the productivity of the land

is poor. There are few labour employment opportunities, and many adult males

seek work in Kisumu, Nairobi or even Mombasa. Agricultural activity is devoted

to subsistence cultivation of maize, sorghum, beans and cassava; other crops include

millet, rice and some fruits. There is a heavy concentration of livestock, consist-

ing of poor grade cattle, sheep and goats. The present gross output generated by

agricultural and livestock production-is estimated at $8.40 per acre annually. Of

this figure, only a small proportion is represented by cash income.

4. The agricultural development of the Kano Plain is inhibited by the hazards

of floods or drought. The Plain is relatively flat, and is dissected by the Kibos,

Luanda and Nyando rivers~which flow into the Kavirondo Gulf., The soils are alluvial

and potentially irrigable,.but their structurp~is~poor; surface water drainage is

impeded, particularly after heavy rain; when dry, the soils become badly cracked

and compacted. Cultivation of subsistezc, and cash, crops has been limited by

rudimentary tillage practices, drainage problems and irregular rainfall. The first

requirements of intensive land use and economic cash crop production are surface

water drainage and flood control. These should be combined with irrigation to

offset the effects of prolonged droughts.
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5. The system of land tenure in Kano Plain, which is inhabited by the Luo

people, is a further complicating factor. Under an uncodified system of law and

custom, land may be acquired by direct allocation, through inheritance or as a

gift; this has resulted in land fragmentation and complex ownership. There is no

registration of titles and the land itself is not demarcated. Development of the

Kano Plain will require the adaptation of existing tenurial patterns to the demands

of modern agriculture.

6. The Government is convinced that the rehabilitation of this over-populated

and depressed area is urgent. The successful operation of a pilot irrigation

scheme is a prerequisite to the mobilization of investment capital to finance the

development of the entire Kano Plain. Accordingly, UNDP (Special Fund) assistance

has been requested for this purpose.

III. The Project

7. The purpose of the project, the duration of which will be four and one-half

years, is to establish a pilot irrigation scheme in a representative area within

the Kano Plain. The project will also assist in the expansion of agricultural

research facilities.

8. The Pilot irrigation scheme will be established on 1,800 acres at Ahero on

the right bank of the Nyando River. Discharge at this point is adequate to supply

pumped water to the pilot area on a year-round basis. The site at Ahero has been

selected after intense study by qualified consultants provided under a bilateral

programme and is typical of conditions in the Kano Plain. The operation of the

pilot scheme will enable crop cultivation, irrigation, and drainage techniques

to be tested on a significant scale. The project will also experiment with new

patterns of land tenure, agricultural supervision and credit arrangements, in

order to determine their acceptability to the local population.

9. In conformity with Government regulations for irrigation developments, strict

supervision and management will be applied. Throughout this pilot scheme, the

emphasis will be on economic crop production and gradual introduction of modern

cultivation techniques. The first eighteen months will be concerned with the

survey, mapping, layout and settlement of the irrigable area, followed by a three-

year period of agricultural operations. Each farm holding will consist of four

acres (giving a total of 450 families settled on the scheme), and the farming

patterns will be combinations of rice/cotton or sugar cane/rice cultivation.
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These three basic crops are familiar to the local population, their market prospects

are good. The scheme management, on credit, will undertake basic land clearance

and preparation and will provide the farmers with seed, fertilizer, transport,

warehousing and pest control; these items will subsequently be debited against the

proceeds of crop sales, and the balance passed to the individual farmcr. Based

on conservative crop yields, a net cash income of $520 per year is projected for

each family.

10. Agricultural experimental work will be carried out throughout the project

at a Government research station near Ahero. This station, which now covers

63 acres, will be rehabilitated, and expanded by a further 50 acres. Present

agronomic work is confined to sugar cane trials, but intensive research on irrigated

cotton and rice cultivation will also be undertaken. Research will cover crop/

water requirements, improved seed varieties, optimum fertilizer applications, as

well as possible new crops. The data derived from this work will subsequently

form the basis of cropping patterns and techniques to be applied by farmers on the

pilot irrigation scheme. A training programme for junior agricultural extension

staff will be carried out at the research station, prior to their assignment to

supervision duties on the pilot scheme.

11. The UNDP (Special Fund) will contribute to the project the services of

experts and consultants totalling eighteen and one-half man-years in the fields

of agricultural production economy, irrigation agronomy, agronomic research,

irrigation engineering and layout, soils surveying, rural sociology and land

tenure. The UNDP (Special Fund) will provide vehicles, tractors, pumping equip-

ment, implements, agricultural chemicals, fertilizers and improved crop varieties.

In view of the lack of housing in the project area, the UNDP (Special Fund) will,

as an exceptional measure, finance the provision of basic accommodations for the

experts.

12. The Government has recently established a National Irrigation Board as a

semi-autonomous agency with its own agricultural, extension, administrative and

maintenance staff. The Governmentt s counterpart contribution will be made avail-

able through the National Irrigation Board, which will be the Cooperating

Government Agency. The contribution will include professional staff, extension

personnel, buildings, agricultural machinery, and maintenance and operation of
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all equipment. arketing of crops produced on the pilot scheme will be strictly

controlled, and will be handled throiigh Government organizations such as the

Kenya Agricultural Produce Marketing Board and the Cotton Lint and Seed Marketing

Board.

13. The Governmient intends to adopt a co-ordinated approach to the development

of the entire Kenya rile Basin, of which the Kano Plain is a part. Close liaison

will, therefore, be established with the UNDP (Special Fund) assisted projects

for Survey and Pilot Reclamation Schemes for the Yala SwampJ and the

Hydrometeorological Survey of Lakes Victoria, Kioga and AlbertY, The present

project will determine the operating costs and production returns on a clozely

supervised irrigated settlement scheme, and will indicate the iJ*Lnrr ment requircd

to finance expanded developments. This data will facilitate the f asihility study

for the development of the whole Kano Plain, which the Government ultimately hopes

to undertake.

14. Pending completion of the appraisal, the Administratorl s proposals for this

project are subject to revision.

IV. Executing Agency

15. The Administrator proposes to recommend that the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations be invited to serve as Executing Agency.

Document SF/R.9/Add.21

Document DP/SF/R.1/Add.81
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V. Financial Provisions

16. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be

as follows:

Phasing of expenditure
Total cost First Second Third Fourth Fifth

(in $US) year year year year year

Experts 444,oo00/ 76,000 140,000 110,000 82,000 36,000

Equipment 208,300 30,000 85,000 60,000 15,000 18,300

Miscellaneous 26,600 3,800 9,200 7,400. 4,100 2,100

TOTAL GROSS
PROJECT COSTS: 678,900 109,800 234,200 177,400 101,100 56,400

Executing Agency
overhead costs

UNDP (Special Fund)
direct costs/ 25,000

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARKING:

Gross cost, representing eighteen and one-half man-years of expert services.

Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or operation

incurred directly by the Administrator.

17. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated

at the equivalent of $66,600, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross

expert cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards

local operating costs of the project. In addition, the Government is expected

to make a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $2,493,000. The

exact amounts will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.

18. To the extent administratively desirable, the Administrator is prepared to

include in the gross project budget, subject to the concurrence of the Government,

any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government agrees to make in

cash directly to the UNDP (Special Fund) and to show the Governing Council

earmarking increased accordingly.
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Mr. Nyer Cohea
Assistant Adinistrator and Director
Bureau of Operations and Programming
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations, New York

Dear Mr. Cohent

Kenya Pilot ILrization Scheme Kano Plain

May I s*knowledge your letter of September 23, on the Pilot Ir-
rigation Seheme in the Kano Plain. Your letter trossod in the mail
my letter of the same date tranmitting the Bank's substantive connents
about which you were inquiring.

Sincerely yours,

Arnold Rivkin
Development Services Department

ARivkin/at
cc: Mr. Evans

Mr. Horsley



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 4 POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE; 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

REFERENCE: D1P/SF 310 Kn 16 23 Septcrmber 1966

Dear 1r, Demuth,

Subject: I EYA - PILDT II- GATQH_ SCE IIANd 0 PLIN

Your ref: !>r. A. l1ivkin's letter of 20 September 1966

I am writing further to Er. Henryts letter dated 17 August,
wl ich forwarded a copy of the above request. I also have for
acknowledeement ir. Rivkin t s letter dated 20 September.

It would be greatly appreciated if you could forward your
substantive conents on this request at a very early date. I am
sure you will understand that we are anxious to receive your
views, in advance of the forthcoming Inter-Agency Consultative
Board meeting.

Your s sincerely,

Myer Cohen
Assistant Adinistrator

and
Director, Bureau of Operations and Programiing

Kr. Richard Demuth
Director of Development Services
International Eank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, i.W.
1;ashington, D.C. 20433
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Mr. Paul-Rare Hny
Assistant Administrator ad Associate Director
Bureau of Operationa and Programing
United Natioms Development Program
United Nations, low York

Dear Mr. Henays

ftw fpillt LrwAaM. - Ema Plai!

I have reference to your letter of August 17, treumitting a summary
of the proposed project and various other atteants, and your more meant
letter of September 13, trandtting an adane draft of the proposed paper
on the project to be suabitted by the WD? to the Thter-Agency Consultative
Board in aid-October. In effet, the proposed ppr is an wmlution of the
earlier mwnary. Hse, it wild seem most usetWl it we consented on the
draft Consultative Ba rd paper rather than on the earlier smoary.

The proposed Board paper summiues the mubstmse of the 0overnent ap-
pliastim, in the peperation of which the Bank's Agricultural Dwvelopat
Servics assisted. As you also note in your letter of August 17, the project
was disessd at the meeting in Nairobi in April In uhich Bak staff partici-
pated. We am thorefors familiar with and ale in substantive agreumt
with e propoed project an set out in the draft Board paper.

We also note in the draft board paper that the FAO is proposed as Exe-
eting Agency. This, as you also indioate in your letter of Auust 17, is
in keeping with the "gaeral understanding rewhed in April 1 " at the
Nairobi uewting.

We appreoate the opportunity of baving a chance to review the draft
board paper. In view of the foregoing commente is have no sugestions to
make with repeet to possible vevisims in the paper before shumssiun to the
Censltative Board. We would, however, like to expres the Bink's special
interest in the project, and would appreciate it if you would make the ap-
propriate arrangemnts vith the Exeutng Agemy rflecting this interest.

Sincerely youne,

ARivkin/tm

Arnold ivin
Doewlopeut Services Dpartaeet

Clearance and cc: Mr.L.J.C.Evans
Mr.N.Hrmley
Mr.R.H.Demth/K.L.Hoffman (in substance)
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DP/SF/310 KEN 16 September 23, 1966

M. Paul-Marc Henry
Assistant Administrator and Associate Director
Bureau of Operations and Programming
United Nations Development Program
United Nations, New Ycrk

Dear M. Henry:

Kenya - Pilot Irrigation Scheme - Kano Plain

I have reference to your letter of August 17, transmitting a summary

of the proposed project and various other attachments, and your more recent

letter of September 13, transmitting an advance draft of the proposed paper on

the project to be submitted by the UNDP to the Inter-Agency Consultative Board

in mid-October. In effect, the proposed paper is an evolution of the earlier

summary, prvid~ng, ae ia w Hence,

it would seem most useful if we commented on the draft Consultative Board paper

rather than on the earlier summary.

The proposed Board paper summarizes the substance of the Government ap-

plication, in the preparation of which the Bank's Agricultural Development

Service assisted. As you also note in your letter of August 17, the project

was discussed at the meeting in Nairobi in April in which Bank staff participated.

We are therefore familiar with and also in substantive agreement with the proposed

project as set out in the draft Board paper.

We also note in the draft Board paper that the FAO is proposed as Executing

Agency. This, as you also indicate in your letter of August 17, is in keeping

with the "general understanding reached in April 1966" at the Nairobi meeting.

de appreciate the opportunity of having a chance to review the draft Board

paper. In view of the foregoing comments we have no suggestions to make with

respect to possible revisions in the paper before submission to the Consultative

Board.
Sincerely yours,

c r Ev Arnold Rivkin
Clearance and cc: Mr. Evan ? f Development Services Department

Mr. Horsley
Mr. Hoffman 1^4 1



FORm No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVEL, T INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. Rivkin DATE: September 22, 1966.

FROM: L. J. C.

SUBJECT: Kano Plain Pilot Irrigation Scheme - Kenya

We have read the advance copy of the draft UNDP paper which
will be presented forconsideration by the Inter-Agency Consultative
Board in October.

The UNDP paper is virtually a sumarized form of the
Government Application which was prepared with the assitance of ADS.
Mr. Mitchell discussed the Goverment Application with our people in
Nairobi and was in agreement vih the substance contained therein.

Nhilst the UNDP paper only states FAO as Ebcecuting Agency,
there are a number of points which must be clarified within the Bank
before pilot scheme goes into operation.

It is our understanding that the Government wishes ADS to
operate the pilot scheme. There has been some talk of a project
manager being obtained from ADS and seconded to FAO.

The principle of whether FAO is totally responsible for the
scheme, must be decided and agreed with the Government.

If the ADS is to play any part in the operation, then it \
should be decided what that part is, and clearly understood by the
Uovernment, UINDP, Bank and FAO to avoia . rup-.Ition of the Malari
situation.

With regard to the project itself, the Bank is particularly
interested, and would like to be informed of progress from time to
time.

TThrelkeld/er V

cc: Hr. Creyke
Mr. Mitchell v

I~JJ



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOI IT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Norbert Koenig DATE: March 17, 1966

FROM: Mr. Donald S. Mitche

SUBJECT: Morocco - UNDP (Special Fund) Project for assistance in carrying out
feasibility studies in the Sebou basin and the Western Rif 114

1. As you know a recent FAO/IBRD mission (Oct. .* Nov. 1965)
visited Morocco to examine the rural development program of the
Western Rif (DERRO) and identify projects which might be suitable
for financing by the Bank. The mission concluded that additional
studies were required so as to provide a firm basis for investment
decision. Four high priority zones were selected for preparation of
integrated agricultural development projects. In addition two prom.
ising forestry schemes and three medium-sized irrigation projects
were identified as suitable for further project preparation. The
UNDP (Special Fund) project referred to in documents OP/SF/310 MOR
15 and CB/l/SF/l/Add. 31 includes provision for financing feasibility
studies in this connection. We should support this assistance. At
the same time we might stress that meaningful results are likely to
be achieved only if appropriate procedures for drafting terms of re-
ference, selecting consultants and supervising their work are followed.
Bank assistance in this respect is available to the UNDP (Special Fund)
executing agency (FAO) through the Cooperative Program.

2. Whereas additional studies for the Western Rif seem warftnted,prior to consideration of a project by the Bank, there seems to be
little case for undertaking additional detailed studies on the Sebou
basin (as suggested by the new UNDP request), until direct discussions
about financing are underway. As a matter of fact, our FAO/IBRD mission
concluded that a first-phase project for the development of the Sebou
river basin might be technically ready for appraisal by mid-1266. Such
a project WWi$50-iwiei would includeia multi-purpose dam,, an irri,-
gation program for some 30,000 ha5 an d-ier dry-land development i
of -alon . The project would be presented against the background
of a long term development program fo he entire basin.
that The FAO/IBRD mission provided the Flw e wi4h Ln out.,'
line of the major subjects to be covered in a feasibility repori."-t
the times no difficulty was foreseen in preparing suh a report by
June 1966. It may well be that this assessment was europtimistic. a&d
thmn t--ed outthatmdre time was require4 Nevertheless, some of
the work items included in the new UNDP request appear to go in exces.
sive detail: detailed design of irrigation systems, feasibility studies
for new industries, detailed planning for implementation of hydro-electric
plants clearly go beyond what is required before d!eet discussions about
financing are initiateds-& + 0 k r -

3. The presence of the Special FundF'Sam in the field would of
course be essential for an appraisal of the 'prj c{' to proceed smoothly. F

VA&~A k~<i

4 K/
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Mr. Norbert Koenig March 17, 1966

This is partly because the study team has been staffed exclusively by
expatriates and operated in relative isolation from Morocco's agricul-
tural administration. Morocco provided a single counterpart, occupied
mainly in administrative chores. Furthermore, imore studies might be
needed aftertAg appraisal mission develops its findings.jFThe Ceee
Fund team has apparently accumulated valuable experience which Morocco
can ill afford to forego., For these reasons, appropriate means should
be found to retain the services of the team. But at the present junce
ture, we are not in a position to comment in detail on the desirable
scope of further investigations in the Sebou basin. The following re-
marks may however be in order. Weriunderstand that estimates as to the
useful life of the reservoir vary widely because of inadequate data on
the erosion and siltation hazard. If so, we would urge prompt and
more detailed studies in this connection.j We would also stressfIthe
importance of assepsi g e organizational and institutional aspects
Of the scheme ( ninis ration in charge of te1- prejes34t construction,
operations and maintenanceg research extension and credit organization;
land tenure, etc -"and of the desiralility of co ining the power gen-
eration aspects te form a multi-purpose project. This should be done
in close coordination with Morocco's power authority.j Finally, we
would urge the Special Fund team to enter into immediate consultations
with the government for the purpose of shaping its report on the impor..
tant aspects of project organization and management that would be ac-
ceptable to Morocco.

4. In view of the above, I would suggest that the terms of
reference for additional studies by the Special Fund team be kept broad
enough to allow flexibility in future discussions between Morocco and
bilateral (or multilateral) financial agencies.

,4"RPicciotto/DSMitchell:ag
IBRD

CC: Mr. B. Chadenet
CC: Evans )

Takahashi)
Courbois
Picciotto
Dumoulin
Benjenk



FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOP INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR M NTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECON STRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: 1r. H. Hansen DATE: September 22, 1966.

FROM: T. Threlkeld, 7

SUBJECT: DP/SF/310/KEN 16 - Kano Plain - Kenya

Mr. Krishnas conments are very interesting but we
feel the project, as proposed, should go forward.

Mr. Gordon will be discussing the various points

with Hr. Krishnas.

Trk /

TThrelkeld/er S



5 R NTERNATIONAL BANK FORFORM No. 15 RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPI
(2.60)

INTERNA-IONAL FINANCE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
C&hPORATION ASSOCIATION

Date
ROUTING SLIP 9-22-66

NAME ROOM NO.

14r. T hrelkeld 4l

To Handle Note and File
Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply
Comment X Per Our Conversation
Full Report Recommendation
Information Signature
Initial Send On

RE XS DP/SF/310/KEN 16) Kano Plain

Please let me have your comments on the
summary request and the draft UNDP Inter-
Agency Consultative Board paper for this
project at your very earliest convenience
- hopefully by noon tomorrow.

Please also comment on paragraphs 3-5
of the attached comments from Hr. Krisqna
of tqe Africa Department

From H.Hansen (2743)



Fo N 7 b INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPML. INTERNATIONAL BAN FOR I TERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION I R ECON STRIJCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Arnold Rivkin DATE: September 21, 1966

FROM: K. G. V. Krishna ' I-
SUBJECT: Request to the UNDP (Special Fund) from the Government of Kenya

for Assistance in the Establishment of a Pilot Irrigation Scheme
in the Kano Plain, Central Nyanza District (DP/SF/310/KEN 16)

1. The agricultural potentialities of the Kano Plain have been under
investigation since 1952, and previous studies have suggested that large
scale investment in irrigation might be worthwhile. The latest assess-
ment was made by U.S. AID and has led to a formal request from the Kenya
Government to the UNDP for assistance in setting up a pilot project at
Ahero in the Kano lain.

2. An obvious implication of the pilot project is that, if success-

ful, it would lead to a massive effort on the part of the Kenya Govern-

ment to exploit the full potentialities of the area through substantial

investment in irrigation schemes. It is logical to assume that the

scope of the future irrigation schemes would extend beyond the Kano Plain,
and perhaps cover a major part of the Nile Basin lying in Kenya.

3. While the returns from investment in irrigation might prove
attractive, it does raise the problem of mobilizing huge amounts of

capital in the years to come and of training farmers and extension workers.
Much of the capital resources will have to be obtained from outside

agencies with presumably the bulk of it coming from IBRD or IDA. Before
the Government makes a major commitment in this area, it is perhaps
advisable, within the scope of the pilot project, to investigate the
full potential of reinfed schemes, on the basis of improved standards
of husbandry and better management. This is suggested for two reasons.
The first of these is that figures relating to mean rainfall and rainfall
reliability in the area are not less favorable than in other parts of

Kenya where agricultural productivity has been significantly stepped up
through means other than irrigation. Second, previous experiements in
rainfed cotton production in the Cotton Research Station at Kibos have
shown that with drainage, timely planting and optimum fertilization, yields
approaching 2,500 pounds of seed cotton per acre have been achieved.
Since the ultimate anticipated output of cotton per acre in the proposed
irrigation scheme is not higher than in the rainfed scheme, it may be
worth running a parallel scheme in the Ahero Research Station to examine
the relative merits of irrigation and rainfed schemes, in respect of a

wider range of crops and on the basis of other crop combinations.

4. In the pilot project it is proposed that the Ahero Research

Station should be reorganized and expanded. With a relatively larger

personnel it might be possible for the Ahero Station and, perhaps the

Kibos Station, to undertake a more systematic investigation of the
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potentialities of rainfed schemes, concurrently with the exercise
in the field of irrigation. If provision is made for parallel studies
of the gains from irrigation and rainfed schemes, it might have im-
portant implications for future capital commitments for irrigation,
the balance between irrigation and rainfed schemes and the suggested
crop combinations. If the outcome of experiments in the field of rain-
fed schemes proves unattractive, the focus of attention could be shifted
to irrigation as the major, if not the sole, means of stepping up the
agricultural productivity of the Kano Rlain.

5. In emphasizing the role of irrigation as a means of raising
agricultural productivity, it should be noted that the present poor
performance of cultivators in the Kano area also stems from a cumbersame
tenurial pattern and the prevalence of archaic methods of land use.
Until it is clearly established that irrigation is the sole, or at least
the major, means of transforming the econon of the area, it would be
worth examining the extent to which this objective could be achieved
through a solution of the social and other non-physical problems inherent
in the present set-up. In this connection, there may be important lessons
to be drawn from schemes of agricultural reorganization that have been
successfully carried out elsewhere in Kenya.

6. The organizational basis suggested for the proposed project is
far from clear, and, in our view, could lead to administrative problemb.
However, we understand that the arrangements suggested are acceptable to
the Bank, UNDP and FAO.

cleared with and cc: Mr. Horsley

KGVKrishna: jsc
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Arnold Rivkin DATE: September 21, 1966

FROM: K. G. V. Krishna

SUBJECT: Request to the UNDP (Special Fund) from the Government of Kenya
for Assistance in the Ftablishment of a Pilot Irrigation Scheme
in the Kano Plain, Central Nyanza District (DP/SF/310/KEN 16)

1. The agricultural potentialities of the Kano Plain have been under
investigation since 1952, and previous studies have suggested that large
scale investment in irrigation might be worthwhile. The latest assess-
ment was made by U.S. AID and has led to a formal request from the Kenya
Government to the UNDP for assistance in setting up a pilot project at
Ahero in the Kano Plain.

2. An obvious implication of the pilot project is that, if success-
ful, it would lead to a massive effort on the part of the Kenya Govern-
ment to exploit the full potentialities of the area through substantial
investment in irrigation schemes. It is logical to assume that the
scope of the future irrigation schemes would extend beyond the Kano Plain,and perhaps cover a major part of the Nile Basin lying in Kenya.

3. While the returns from investment in irrigation might prove
attractive, it does raise the problem of mobilizing huge amounts of
capital in the years to come and of training farmers and extension workers.
Much of the capital resources will have to be obtained from outside
agencies with presumably the bulk of it coming from IBRD or IDA. Before
the Government makes a major commitment in this area, it is perhaps
advisable, within the scope of the pilot project, to investigate the
full potential of rainfed schemes, on the basis of improved standards
of husbandry and better management. This is suggested for two reasons.
The first of these is that figures relating to mean rainfall and rainfall
reliability in the area are not less favorable than in other parts of
Kenya where agricultural productivity has been significantly stepped up
through means other than irrigation. Second, previous experiements in
rainfed cotton production in the Cotton Research Station at Kibos have
shown that with drainage, timely planting and optimum fertilization, yields
approaching 2,500 pounds of seed cotton per acre have been achieved.
Since the ultimate anticipated output of cotton per acre in the proposed
irrigation scheme is not higher than in the rainfed scheme, it may be
worth running a parallel scheme in the Ahero Research Station to examine
the relative merits of irrigation and rainfed schemes, in respect of a
wider range of crops and on the basis of other crop combinations.

4. In the pilot project it is proposed that the Ahero Research
Station should be reorganized and expanded. With a relatively larger
personnel it might be possible for the Ahero Station and, perhaps the
Kibos Station, to undertake a more systematic investigation of the
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potentialities of rainfed schemes, concurrently with the exercise
in the field of irrigation. If provision is made for parallel studies
of the gains from irrigation and rainfed schemes, it might have im-
portant implications for future capital commitments for irrigation,
the balance between irrigation and rainfed schemes and the suggested
crop combinations. If the outcome of experiments in the field of rain-
fed schemes proves unattractive, the focus of attention could be shifted
to irrigation as the major, if not the sole, means of stepping up the
agricultural productivity of the Kano Plain.

5. In emphasizing the role of irrigation as a means of raising
agricultural productivity, it should be noted that the present poor
performance of cultivators in the Kano area also stems from a cumbersome
tenurial pattern and the prevalence of archaic methods of land use.
Until it is clearly established that irrigation is the sole, or at least
the major, means of transforming the econory of the area, it would be
worth examining the extent to which this objective could be achieved
through a solution of the social and other non-physical problems inherent
in the present set-up. In this connection, there may be important lessons
to be drawn from schemes of agricultural reorganization that have been
successfully carried out elsewhere in Kenya.

6. The organizational basis suggested for the proposed project is
far from clear, and, in our view, could lead to administrative problemA.
However, we understand that the arrangements suggested are acceptable to
the Bank, UNDP and FAO.

cleared with and cc: Mr. Horsley

KGVKrishna: jsc
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Mr. Paul-marc Henry
Assistant Administrator and Associate Director
BNreau of Operations and Programming
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations, New York

Dear Mr. Henry:

Kgya - Pilot Irrigation Sch.ee, Kano Plain

Many thaibs for the personal and confidential copy of the draft

paper on the Kano Plain Pilot Sobeme in Kenya. I have circulated it

to the interested departments in the Bank for their information.

Yours sincerely,

Arnold Rivkin
Dovelopment Services Department

ARivkin/mt
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Arnold RIUk*a

Kano rlain nilqt 1!:igation Scha, Nggya

Attalh-d hareto pieoae fin, an adidncet wiTP paper
whIch will be prwmnted for aemseration by thw Inter-Agmay Consultative
Boaid in October. Az you will note Prom thw cover letter tr itting the
draft, the paper I tentative m-1 wbject to revisim, and h" beem provided
to Us LC a zon2al =-12 onidet l batse. If you he r mounte or
saggestions to offer, I have been told that if they wv trm itted to
New York by tho cad of +hi w *k thry auld be Waen into oniderstiom If
drafting the final version of the attohed paper.

Attachbet

A~ith//at



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

REFERENCE: PEihSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 13 September 1966
DECLASSIFIED

AUG 0 5 2022

Dear Arnold, WBG ARCHIVES

Subject: Kenya - Pilot Irrigation Scheme, Kano Plain,
Western Kenya

As agreed on the telephone today, I am forwarding a copy of

the draft paper which will be presented for consideration by the

Inter-Agency Consultative Board in October. I should stress that

this paper is tentative, and subject to substantive ana editorial

revision.

Yours sincerely,

Paul-Marc Henry
Assistant Administrator and

Associate Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming

Mr. Arnold Rivkin
Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
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UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (SPECIAL FUND)

Recommendation of the Administrator

KEI+YA

Pilot Irriastion Scheme Kano Plain.Western Kera

Estimated UNDP (Special Fund) project costa $ 678,900
Estimated Government counterpart contribution&/

at the equivalent of: $ 2493,000
Duration:

Purpose: To establish a pilot irrigation scheme and to expand an
agricultural research station as the forerunners
to developmant of the whole Kano Plain.

Proposed Executing Agency: The Food and Agriculture Organiwation
of the United Nations
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V. Financial Provisions....... .................. 16 18

1/ Excludes Executing Agency overhead costs and UNDP (Special Fund) direct costs.

2/ The Government's cash payments towards local operating costs are included
under the UNDP (Special Fund) project cost and n in the Government's
counterpart contribution.
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.1. Inj dctic

1. Thb Administrator submits tho following report and reconewndations on the

application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in a Pilot Irrigation Scheme

aWd Lrn ovu.mnt of Agricultural Research Facilities in the Kano PLin , Nyanza

province, oestern Kenya.

II. ia kround

2. Th Kano Plain, Nyansa Province, lies on the eastern shore of the Kavirondo

Gulf, whicl, is an arm of Lake Victoria. The Plain covers 75,000 acrus of which

30,000 acres are thought to be irrigable. Rainfall in this area averages 50

inches a year, but montlhly precipitation is irregular and unpredictable. The

Kano Plain is adjacent to the provincial capital of Kisumu, which is serviced

by railway, road, lake transport and airline facilities.

3. Despite its accessibility, the Kano Plain is a seriously depressed region.

The population density is 530 per square milej and the output of the land is poor.

There are few labour employment opportunities, and many adult males seek work in

Kisumu, Nairobi or even Mombasa. Agricultural activity is devoted to subsistence

cultivation of maise, sorghum, beans and casava. Othor crops include millet, rice

.rt soms fruits. There is a heavy concentration of livestock, coniting of poor

grade cattle, sheep and goats. The present grose output generated by agricultural

and livestock production is estimated at $8.4 per acre annually. Of this figure,

only a sall proportion is represented by cash income.

4. The agricultural development of the Kano Plain is inhibited by the hasards

of floods or drought. The Plain is relatively flat, and is disseoted by the Kibos,

Luarda and Kyando rivers which flow into the Kavirondo Gulf. The soils are alluvial

/...
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and potentially irrigable, but their structure is poor; surface water drainage is

impeded, particularly after heavy rain; when dry, the soils become badly cracked and

compacted. Cultivation of subsistence and cash crops has been limitad by rudimentary
tillage practices, drainage problems and irregular rainfall. The first requirements

of intmnsiVe land use and economic cash crop production are surface water drainage
and flood control. These should be combined with irrigation to offset the effects

of prolonged droughts.

5. Th.. system of land tenure in Kano PlAin, which is inhabited by the 1*o

peoplw, ist. further complicating factor. Under an uncodified system of laIr and

cu;tom, laid may be acquired by direct allocation, through inheritance or as a
gift. This haa resulted in land fragmentation and complax ownership. There is no

registration of titles and the land itself is not demarcated. Development of the
[ano Plain will require the adaptation of existing tenurial patterns to te demands

of modern agriculture.

6. Tho Govarnment is convinced that the rehabilitation of this over-populated

and depressed area is urgent. The successful operation of a pilot irrigation scheme

is a prerequisite to the mobilisation of investwmnt capital to finance the developmsnt

of the entire Kano Plain.

iii. The Project

7. The purpose of the projet, the duration of which will be four and one-half

years, is to establish a pilot Irrigation scheme in a representative area within the
Kano Plain. The project will also assist in the expansion of agricultural research

facilities.

a, The pilot irrigation scheme will be established on 1,600 acres at Ahero an

the right bank of the myando River. Discharge at this.point is adequate to supply
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pumped watir to the pilot area on a year round basis. The site at Ahero has

been selected after intense study by qualified consultants-ania is typical of

conditions in the Kano Pl&Jnv The operation of the pilot scheme will enable

crop cultivation, irrigation, and drainage techniques to be tested on a signi..

ficant scale. The project will also experiment with new patterns of land tenure,

agricultural supervision and credit arrangements, in order to determine their

&tCt.p)lity to the local population.

9. In conformity with Government regulations for irrigation developments,

strict suporvision and management will be applied. Throughout this pilot scheme

the emphasis will 1e on economic crop production and gradual introduction of

modern cultivation techniques. The first eighteen months will be concerned with

the survey, mapping, layout and settlement of the irrigable area, followed by a
three year period of agricultural operations. Each farm holding will consist of

4 qcres (giving a total of- 450 families settled on the schems), and the farming

patterns will be combinations of rice/cotton or sugar cane/rice cultivation.

These three basic crops are familiar to the local population, their market

prospects are good and they have a reasonable chance of earning a cash income and

breakind away from the present subsistence cycle* The' scheme management Yill provide

tne farjiirj with basic mechanical cultivation, seed, fertiliser, transport, ware-

housing and post control on creditl these items will subsequently be debited against

the proceeds of crop sales, and the balance passed to the individual farmer. Based

on conservative crop yields, a not cash income of $520 per year is projected.

10. Agricultural experimental work will be carried out at a Government research

station noar Ahero throughout the project. This station, which now covers 63 acres,

WiK .>Q C'u4litated and expanded by a further 50 acres. Present agronomic work
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is confined to sugar can* trials, but intensive research on irrigated cotton

and rice cultivation will also be undertaken. Research will cover crop/water

requirements, improved Seed varieties, optimm fertilizer applicationu, as well

as possible new crops. The data derivud from this work will subsequently form

the baaiaLcropping patterns and techniques to be applied by farmars on the

pilot irritation scheme. A training programme for junior agricultural extension

stuff wili be carried out at the research station, prior to their assignment to

supvrviaion duties on the pilot scheme.

11. The UNDP (Special Fund) will contribute to the project the services of

experts and consultants totalling eighteen and one.shalf man-years in the fi.lds

of agricultural production econony, irrigation agronosq', agronomic research,

J..rH;;tri angineering and layout, soils conservation, rural sociology and land

,ri,$ UNtIP (Special Fund) will provide vehicles, tractors, pumping

zuipm,9nt, implements, agricultural chemicals, fertilisers and roved crop

A2. Titj Government has recently ostablished a National Irrigation Board as

a sfai- utonomous agency with its oan agricultural, extension, administrative and

1dufintenance staff. The Government's counterpart contiibution will be made available

tiarough the National Irrigation Board which will be the Cooperating Government

.. oncy. Tio contribution will include professional staff, extension personnel,

buildLq;u, agricultural machinery and maintenance and operation of all equipment.

arketing of crops produced on the pilot scheme will be strictly controlled, and

will bo handled through Governant organisations such as the Kenya Agricultural

Produco Miarketing Board and the Cotton Lint and Seed Marketing Board.

13. The Government intends to adapt a coordinated approach to the development
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of thw Itiire Kanya Nile Basin, of which the Kano Plain is a part. Close liaison

will b ;itablished with the UNDP (Special Fund) assisted projects for Survey and

Pilot 1--iclamation Schemes for the Yala Swamp tand the ydrometeorological Survey

of Lakos Victoria, Kioga and Albrt ' The present project will determine the

operatint; costs and production returns on a closely supervised irrigated settlement

scheme, and will indicate the investment required to finance expanded develop ents.

This data will facilitate a feasibility study for the development of the Kano Plainq

and ultimately of the Kenya Nile Basin as a whole.

14. Pending completion of the appraisal, the Administratorts proposals for thb

project are subject to revision.

Document 8MA.9/Add.2

SDocuamupt DP/8?F/i.1/Add 1



IV. Executing Agency

The Administrator proposes to recommend that the toqd and Ariculture Ornuni.t4

of the Unitf4 Nat .op be invited to serve as Exeeuting Agency.

Y.. Vinancial Provisos

It has been estimated that th .-totS. Governing Council earmarking wi be

as follows:

:. Phas&ng.of expendture
Total cost First Second Third Fourth Fifth QWO*

X"us) ypyear year. Zear, year

Experts 4" /76*OoQ -0,Q( ,0*0 02#09 36*000

Equipment PAW - 0 70p000 S400 0P$Oo ;$*OR, 20300

Miscellaneous 26s600 M000YA 2100

TOTAL GROSS 678, ic $.o * 2O 00 , *
PROJECT COSTS:

Executing-Agency
overhead costs

UNDP (Special Fund)
direct costs b/

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMABING:

a/ Gross cost, representing -8 man-years of expert services,

b Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or
operation incurred directly by the Administrator.



Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated

at the equivalent of $ , representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross

expert cost, including the foreign personnel component of subcontracts, which

will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards local operating

costs of the project. In addition, the Government is expected to make a coun-

terpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $ . The exact

amounts will be determined at the time o signature -of the Plan of Operation.

To the extent administratively desirable, the Administrator is prepared

to include in the gross project budget, subject to the concurrence of the

Government, any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government

agrees to make in cash directly to the tMTDP (Special Fund) and to show the

Governing Council earmarking increased accordingly.

4IT



CONFIDENTIAL Attachment to Confidential
DP SF 310 KEN 16 Letter of 30 September to

UNBP Resident hepresentative

DECLASSIFIED Kenya

AUG 0 5 202Z
Annex II

WBG ARCHIVES EXPLANATORY NOTE

I. CATzGCRY OF A6SISTANCE
Requested by the Proposed by the

Government UNDP (Special Fund)

1. Experts (Excluding PAG) 10 1/2 m/y US$281,400 18 1/2 m/y US$444,000

Project Manager (Agricultural
Production Economist) 4 1/2 m/y 4 1/2 m/y

Agronomist (Research) 4 1/2 m/y 4 M/y
Agronomist (Irrigation) - 3 m/y
Soil Conservationist 1 m/y -
Soils Surveyor 1 M/y
Irrigation Layout Specialist 5/12M/y 1 M/y
Rural Sociologist 3 i/y
Land Tenure Expert 1 M/y
Appraisal &xpert 1/12m/y
Consultants -_1 m/y

Gross Pxpert Costs US$281,400 US$444,000

2. Equipment US$283,600 US$208,300

3. Miscellaneous US$ 35,000 US$ 26,600

TOTAL GhOSS PTtOJECT COSTS US$600,000 US$668,900

II. GOVLRNMi.MNT COUNTJLPART CONTRIBUTION US$2,493,000 US$2,493,000

III. LOCAL OPiRiATING COSTS (not stated) US$ 66,600

IV. DURATION 4 1/2 years 4 1/2 years

Breakdown of equipment component Requested by the Proposed by the
Government UNDP (Special Fund)

(a) Pilot Scheme
Housing US$ 21,500
Buildings US$ 19,900 -
Vehicles US$ 20,800 US$ 20,800
Equipment US$ 52,300 US$ 52,300
Machinery US$104,200 US$104,200
Raintenance US$ 18,900

/...*
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Requested by the Proposed by the
Government UNDP (Special Fund)

(b) Research Station
Housing and Buildings US$ 8,000 -
Equipment US$ 21,000 US$ 21,000
Maintenance US$ 7,000 -

(c) Final Report - US$ 10,000

TOTAL US$283,600 US$208,300
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UNITED NATIONS
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CABLE ADDRESS UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

REFERENCE: PERS~omu. AND CONFIDENWTIA1
DECLASSIFIED 13 eptomber 1966

AUG 0 5 2022

Dear airnold, WBG ARCHIVES

Subject: Kenya - Pilot IrrigLtion .cheme, Kano Plain,
estern Kenya

As agreed on the telephone today, I am forwarding a copy of
the draft paper which will be presented for conideration by the
Inter-Agency Gonsultativ- Board in October. I shcul- str;ss that
this paper is tentative, and subject to substantive ana editorial
revision.

Yours sincerely,

Paul-Marc Henry
Assistant ,,dirinLstraLor iaid

Associate Director, Bureau of Orxmr-Aion urs .nd

Mr. Arnold Rivkin
Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N. v.
Washington, D. C. 20433
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..I. Introducticn

1. The Adudinitrator submits Lhj following report and recommen.ations on the

application of the Governmont of Kenya for assistance in a Pilot Irrigation Scheme
wad Li .ovu.:nt of Agricultural Research Facilities in the Kano Pl. .i, Nyanza
Province. -estern Kenya.

II. iackground

2. Tho Kano Plain, Nyanza Province, lies on the eastern shore o0 the Kavirondo

Gulf, which is an arm of Lake Victoria. The Plain covers 75,000 acr ;3 of which

30,000 acres are thought to be irrigable. hainfall in this area averages 50
inches a year, but monthly precipitation is irregular and unpredictable. The

Kano Plain is adjacent to the provincial capital of Kisumu, which is serviced

by railway, road, lake transport and airline facilities.

3. Despite its accessibility, the Kano Plain is a seriously depressed region.

The population density is 530 per square miles and the output of the land is poor.

Ther. are few labour employment opportunities, and many adult males seek work in

Kisumu, Nairobi or even 1ombaa. Agricultural activity is devoted to subsistence

cultivation of maize, sorghum, beans and casava. Other crops include millt, rice
and soms fruits. There is a heavy concentration of livertock, consiting of poor

grade caUtle, sheep and goats. The present gross output generated by agricultural

and livestock production is estimated at $8.4 per acre annually. Of this figure,
only a small proportion is represented by cash income.

4. The aricultural development of the 11ano Plain is inhibited by the hazards

of floods or drought. The Plain is relatively flat, and is dissected by the Kibos,
Luavda and yando rivers which flow Into the Kavirondo Gulf. The soils are alluvial

/...
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and potentially irrigable, but their structure is poor; surface water drainage is

impeded, particularly after heavy rain; when dry, the soils become badly cracked and

compacted. Cultivation of subsistence and cash crops has been limitsd by rudimentary

thllage practice., drainage problems and irregular rainfall. The first requirements

of intensive land use and economic cash crop production are surface water drainage

and flood control. These should be combined with irrigation to offset the effects

of pro.Longed droughts.

5. Th': syotem of land tenure in Kano Plain, which is inhabited by the luo

peopls, i i furthar complicating factor, Undar an uncodified system of laM and

cu3tom, land i ay be acquired by direct allocation, through inheritance or as a

tift. This has resulted in land fragmentation and complex ownership. There is no

rigistration of titles and the land itself is not demarcated. Development of the

Kano Plain will require the adaptation of existing tenurial patterns to the demands

of modern agriculture.

6. Th-j Govarnment is convinced that the rohabilitation of this over-populated

and depressed area is urgent. The successful operation of a pilot irrigation scheme

is a preruquisito to the mobilisation of investment capital to finance the development

of the entire Kano Plain.

niI. The Project

7. The purpose of the proje9t, the duration or which will be four and one-half

years, is to establish a pilot irrigation scheme in a representative area within the

Kano Plain. The project will also assist in the expansion of agricultural research

facilities.

8. The pilot irrigation scheme will be established on 1,800 acres at Ahero on

the right bank of, the Nyanda River. Discharge at this.point is adequate to supply

.1e.s
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pumped wat.lr to the pilot area on a year round basis. The site at Ahero has

been selected ifter intense study by qualified consultants, and is typical of

conditions in the Kano Plain.- The operation of the pilot scheme will enable

crop cultivation, irrigation, and drainage techniques to be tested on a signi-

ficant acale. The project will also experiment with new patterns of land tenure,

agricultural supervision and credit arrangements, in order to determine their

accepAility to the local population.

9. In conformity with Government regulations for irrigation developments,

strict aupervision and management will be applied. Throughout this pilot scheme

the emphasis will be on economic crop production and gradual introduction of

modern cultivation techniques. The first eighteen months will be concerned with

the survey, mapping, layout and settlement of the irrigable area, followed by a

three year pariod of agricultural operations. Sach farm holding will consist of

4 eores (giving a total of 450 families settled on the scheme), and the farming

patterns will be combinations of rice/cotton or sugar cane/rice cultivation.

These three basic crops are familiar to the local population, their market

prospects are good and they have a reasonable chance of earning a cash income and

breakind away from the present subsistence cycle. The' scheme managsmint will provide

tne farjar. with basic mechanical cultivation, seed, fertilizer, transport, ware-

houting and post control on credit; these items will subsequently be debited against

the proceeds of crop sales, and the balance passed to the individual farmer. Based

on consurvative crop yields, a not cash income of $520 per year is projected.

10. Agricultural experimental work will be carried out at a Government research

station niear Ahero throughout the project. This station, which now covers 63 acres,

)t ".>ilitated and expanded by a further 50 acres. Present a4ronomic work

1...
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is confined to sugar cane trials, but intensive research on irrigated cotton

and rice cultivation will also be uidfrtaken. kosearch will cover crop/water

requiremwnts, improved seed varieties, optimum fertilizer applicationj, as well

as possibla new crops. The data derivod from this work will subsequently form

tin bual- cropping patterns and techniques to be applied by farmara on the

pilot A rilation scheme. A training progr=mne for junior agricultural extension

stuff will be carried out at the research station, prior to their assignment to

supervision duties on the pilot scheme.

11. Ttys U14DP (Special Tund) will cotribute to the project the sdrvices of

experts and consultants totalling eighteen and one-half mn-years in the fields

of tgrit:ultural production econonr, irrigatuion agronongr, agronomic research,

A. ri1~t. i 4ngineering and layout, soila conuervation, rural sociologr and land

, a.' UNUP (Special Fund) will provide vehicles, tractors, pwnping

oquipm. , implements, agricultural chemicals, fertilisers and rovad crop

12. Te C;overnment has recently outablished a National Irrigation Board as

a iemii itonomous agency with its orn agricultural, extension, adminitirative and

%iUIntar-.ncj staff. The Government' s counterpart contribution will bo made available

tnrough the National Irrigatioh Board which will be the Couperating Government

,igncy. Tuo contributio4 will include professional staff, extension personnel,

buiidbi.j,;, 4iricultura machinery and maintunance and operation of all equipment.

ark'tin of crops poduced on the pilot scheme will be strictly controlled, and

will bo handled thr ugh Government organizations ouch as the Kenya Agricultural

Produce Markiting oard and the Cotton Lint and Seed Marketing Board.

13. Tiiu Gove nt intends to adopt a coordinated approach to Lho development



or tk, iire Kanya Nile Basin, of which the Kano Plain is a part. Close liaison

ill b) u-itablished with the UNDP (Special Fund) assisted projects for Survey and

Pilot i jclumation Schemes for the Yala Swamp /and the Hydrometeorological Survey

of Lzak- Victoria, Kioga and Alberti The present project will detirmine the

opiratI.zitn costs and production returns on a closely supervised irrigated settlement

schemn, and will indicate the investment required to finance expanded developments.

This data will facilitate a feasibility study for the development of the Kano Plain,

and ultimL.tely of the Kenya Nile Basin as a whoig.

14. Pending completion of the appraisal, the Administrator's proposals for thk

project are subject to revision.

Document 8?/A.9/Add.21

Dociument DP/3F/R.1/Adda.81



IV. Executing Agency

The Administrator proposes to recommend that the 7oe ad A cultU" 2rgnat4CU

of the 1Inite ationo be invited to serve as Executing Agency.

Financial Provisions

It has been .estimated -that the -tot.l Governing Council earmarking will be
11 folow:

APhasilng. of expenditure
Total cost First Second Third Fourth Fifth -&xe

S(in us) :year ,yr ear year po-
Experts 4.00 A/76,000 3AOOOO 4,0#0 36900

Equipment -0 "Opopo AOPP690 .5,000 3

Miscellaneous 26a600 38W 9p200 7u400 4a2O 2,100

TOTAL GROSS e o 24,200 I77,A00 O1,200 6,4o*PROJECT COSTS:

txecuting-.Agency
overhead costs

UIDP (Special Fund)
direct costs b/

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARkjNG:

Gross cost, representing IS man-years of expert services, 2nraac

b/ Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation oroperation incurred directly by the Administrator.



Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated

at the equivalent of $ representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross

expert cost, including the foreign personnel ccmponent of subcontracts, 
which

will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards local operating

costs of the project. In addition, the Government is expected to make a coun-

terpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $2 The exact

amounts Vill be determined at the time cf signature -of the Plan of Operation.

To the extent administratively desirable, the Administrator is prepared

to include in the gross project budget, subject to the concurrence of the

Government, any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government

agrees to make in cash directly to the. UMDP (Special Fund) and to show the

Governing Council earmarking increased accordingly.

14
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Annex II

iEXPLrnATQRY N\OTYE

I. 0ATkm0hY Ci' AdSIraNCE
Requested by the r;pose6d by 1tv.

Government UNDF (Speciai i 'urid)

1. Experts (Excluding PAG) 10 1/2 Vy US*281,40O 18 I/2 m/y U3t444,000

Project 14anager (Agricultural
Production dconomist) 4 1/2 m/y 4 11 2 m/y

Agronomist (Research) 4 1/2 m/y 4 nVy
Agronomist (Irrigation) - 3 m/y
Soil Consrvationist 1 /y -
Soils 6urveyor I m/y
Irrigation Layout 6pecialist 5/12m/y 1 m/y
Rural dociologist 3 m/y
Land Tenure dxpert 1 m/y
Appraisal expert 1/12m/y
Consultants -_1 m/y

Gross expert Costs US10281,400 U3$444,G0C

2. &quipment U&$283,600 US$208,300

3. Miscellaneous U3$ 35,000 UY" 26,600

TOTL GhOJS P:C3SCT C0TS U$600 ,000,

II. CCV A CuOUNTaIk.PART CONThIBUTION US$2,493,000 tJ;$2,493,000

Ill. LOCAL OPahATING COSTS (not stated) U 6 66,600

IV. DURATION 4 1/2 years 4 1/2 years

Breakdown of equipment component Requested by the Proposed bV lnh
Government UFDp (Special r u

(a) Pilot .cheme
Housing US$ 21,500-
Buildings U34 19,900
Vehicles US4 20,800 U1 20,00

Equipment USp 52,300 US 52,130
Machinery U3$104,200 US54,2 V

aintenance Uo$ 18, 900

/ --.
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Requested by the Proposed by the
Government UNDP (Special Fund)

(b) Research Station
Housing and Buildings US$ 8,OC-

Equipment US, 21,000 US, 21,00C

Maintenance US$ 7,000

(c) Final Report - US$ 1,00

TYPXAL U30283,6oo U04 32,I3cC



H. WiIliales
Headquarters:

Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUOTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

ORL"ANK Permanent Miesion in Eastern AMoa
Unlafric Hone. - Itoinange Street at Sadler Lane - Nairobi, Kenya -
P.O. Box 80577 - Telephone 23421 - Cable Address: INTRAFBAD

No. 607 September 2, 966

Mr. John H. Williams )
Deputy Director, Africa Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

Dear John:
Re: Relations with FAO

During the past week there have been several communications, from Washington
and Rome, bearing on the relations of this Mission, especially the ADS, with FAO.
It may be useful to wrap up my reactions in a single package.

l. Malawi - Shire Valley Cotton Project

According to Howard Tolley's telegram 211 you received a copy of Henry
Ergas' cable to me on this subject. I enclose a copy omy reply to Ergas
(Annex A). Our inclusion of this item as a "possible" DS was based on Don
Mitchell's report when he passed through Nairobi from lawi last July, to the
effect that the Malawi Government had proposed that ADS take on this additional
project preparation responsibility and that Bishop seemed favorably disposed.
I confess that when I heard this (at second hand, for I was away during Mitchell's
visit) I was: (a) very doubtful that Ergas would agree, whatever Bishop said;
and (b) not particularly anxious to broaden our unsatisfactory relationship with
FAO in the Malawi UNDP Project. But if FAO had asked we would have had to accede,
for the Government's sake; I am just as glad-they are not doing so. And it may
well be useful to have an FAO yardstick to check ADS performance, and vice versa.

2. Kenya-Kano Plains Pilot Project

I agree with the view expressed in your telegram 208 that the arrangements
as outlined seem to be Paul Marc Henry's "attempt to square /-the 7 circle".
Actually, in my opinion, there is not any real function for PAO t'E perform as
Executing Agency for this project-=the ADS paper sets forth a pretty complete
operational plan--and it has certainly been Bruce McKenzie's impression that
FAO's role would be a rather nominal one, a formal concession to their primacy
in the agricultural sector. On the other hand, our discussions--on the Malawi
business, subsequent to the April meeting here, suggest that FAO is likely to
insist on playing an active directing role regardless of its necessity or utility,
or their capacity to undertake it--indeed that their insistence may be in inverse
ratio to these latter considerations4

I have therefore been anticipating for some time that we might have trouble
agreeing with FAO on a workable division of responsibility on this project. Just
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how serious our differences may be--whether we'll be able to reach an acceptable
accommodation--will be clear, I think, only after quite detailed discussions
with FAO and UNDP. I have assumed that the week after the Annual Meeting, when
Ergas, Storrar and myself will all be in Washington, would be the time when
we'd get down to cases.

I do, however, have some preliminary reactions to your cable, as follows:

a) Seconding ADS members to FAO does not appear consistent with our essential
purposes in establishing this Service, nor with maintenance of its morale
and effectiveness.

b) I would have no objection to assigning ADS staff members to work directly
for the Kenya Government, subject to general policy direction and review
of their conclusions by FAO; but an FAO project manager who would super-
vise their day-to-day operations would be redundant and irritating.

c) If FAO did insist on exercising close operational direction I would be
inclined to withdraw and let FAO find their own men. This would doubtless
produce an explosion by McKenzie (directed mainly at FAO, since I believe
he would understand our position), which might be the most effective way
of bringing about an arrangement we could accept.

d) For the present, pendirng UNDP approval of the project, ADS services are
being paid for by the Kenya Government, using PLh80 counterpart funds.
We are content to ride along on this basis until the end of the year, at
least, by which time the future relationship should be clarified. We
could of course withdraw earlier, if it becomes clear that the ADS will
not be needed or that acceptable arrangements for its employment cannot
be agreed.

3. Friendly Gestures

I have just received a letter from Peter Reid (Annex B) and a telegram from
Ergas (Annex C), both designed in part, I guess, to improve the atmosphere.
I have responded to Ergas that I cannot arrange to stop over in Rome but look
forward to seeing him in Washington.

Best regards,

Sincerely yours,

D d L. Go on

c.c. Mr. Evans

Enclosures
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ROUTING SLIP August 2k, 1966
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Projects 4ppartaint 340

To Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Signature
initial _ Send On

R. _Ri KS

The accompawvng papers were left
with Mr. Mitchell for the meeting with
Mr. NIemnsie on August 23.

From R. HanDO (ext. 2743)
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Projects DepaItwnt DATE: August 22, 1966

FROM: H. Hansen

SUBJECT: Request to the UNDP (Special Nund) from the Government of Kenya for
assistance in the establishment of a Pilot Irrigation Scheme in the
Kano Plain, Central Nyanza District (DP/SP/310/KXf 16)

Attached is a suimary of a request received by the UND (Special
Fund) and two additional attachments. The UNDP has asked for our
comments on this project. Mr. D.S. Mitchell already has a copy of the
full request.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Bank's Area Department.

Development Services Department will reply to the UNDP in the
light of cozmants received.

In view of our previous connection with this request (Messrs.Evans
and Mtchell of your Department), please note the comments in the attached
covering letter from the UNDP and please let me have at your earliest
convenience the comment. of your Department.

Attachownt



FORM No 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPM, INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR M NTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORP ORAT ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Tolley, Africa Departament DATE: August 22, 1966

FROM: H. Hansen

SUBJECT: Request to the UNDP (Special Fund) from the Qovernment of Kenya for
assistance in the establishment of a Pilot Irrigation Scheme in the
Kano Plain, Central Nyansa District (DP/SF/310/134 16)

Attached are a copy of the full request, a copy of the sumanry
of a request received by the UNDP (Special Fund) and two additional
attachments. The UNDP has asked for our coxments on this project.

A similar memorandum enclosing a copy of the full request has
been sent to the Projects Department.

Development Services Department will reply to the UNDP in the
light of comments received.

In view of our previous connection with this request please
note the coments in the attached covering letter from the UNDP and
please let me have your comments at your earliest convenience.

Attachment



UNITE[D NATIONS 1ROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES

DiVEL.OPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 
CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO - NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP SF 310 KEN 16 17 August 1966

Dear Mr. Demuth,

Kenya - Pilot Irrigation Scheme in the Kano Plain. Central

Nyanza District.

I tttach one copy of an Application by the GovernmEnt 
of Kenya

for funds to develop a pilot irrigation scheme on the Kano Plain.

-. I also attach copy of the Minister of Finance's letter to the

Resident Representative dated 12 July 1966, which is the Government's

formal request to the United Nations Development Programme (Special

Fund) to undertake this project. In addition I attach a resum
6 of

supplementary information which was supplied 
by the Government to the

Resident Representative on 29 July 1966. Despite the unusual format

and presentation of the main Application for Funds (dated June 1966)

these three documents are being held by the UNDF to constitute the

completed request, and should be read together. I take this

opportunity of forwarding t copies of a resun4 of this request.

I understand that you have already received copy of the main

Application dated 'June 19661 which was prepared by the IBRD Office

in Nairobi.

I should be grateful for any comments which the IBRD may wish

to make on this request. As you know, the project was discussed at a

high level meeting between members of the Kenya Government, IBRD staff

from Washington and Nairobi, representatives of the UNDP, and the

Ambassadors of interested Governments, on 12 April 1966.

You will note that the Organization chapter of the main Appli-

cation (page 23) is not absolutely clear on the management of the

project. In a letter dated 29 July the Government has amplified the

original submission, and has recommended that the Project Manager

(financed by the UNDP) should be seconded from the ADS/h office in

Nairobi, and that the Government Co-Manager should be the General

Manager of the National Irrigation Board. we confirm that the terms

Mr. Richard Demuth
Director of Development Services Department

International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433 .
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of the request and the Government's subsequent clarification in no way

modify the general understanding ,reached in April 1966 on the identity

of the proposed Eecuting Agency, or the usual responsibilities with

which it would be charged. Subjoct to favourable review by the Inter

Agency Consultative Board in October 1966, the Administrator would

expect to recomend that the Food and Agriculture Organization should

be designated as Executing Agency.

As the project is being considered by the Administrator for

possible inclusion in the programe which he proposes to submit to the

Inter-Agency Consultative Board ir:. October and we wish to complete our

evaluation by 1 September, it would be most helpful if your comments

could be forwarded at the earliest possible date.

This request is also being referred to other interested Agencies

for comment.

Yours sincerely,

Paul-Marc Henry
Assistant Administrator and

Associate Director, Bureau of Operations and Programuning.
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UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO o NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP SF 310 KEM 16 17 August 1966

Dear Mr. Demath,

Kenya - Pilot Irrigation Scheme in the Kano Plain, Central
Nyanza District

I attach one copy of an Application by the Government of Kenya
for funds to develop a pilot irrigation scheme on the Kano Plain.

I also attach copy of the Minister of Finance's letter to the

Resident Representative dated 12 July 1966, which is the Government's

formal request to the United Nations Development Programme (Special

Fund) to undertake this project. In addition I attach a resum6 of

supplementary information which was supplied by the Government 
to the

Resident Representative on 29 July 1966. Despite the unusual format

and presentation of the main Application for Funds (dated June 1966)

these three documents are being held by the UNDP to constitute the

completed request, and should be read together. I take this

g..* opportunity of forwarding two copies of a resum of this request.

I understand that you have already received copy of the main

Application dated 'June 1966' which was prepared by the IBRD Office

in Nairobi.

I should be grateful for any comments which the IBRD may wish

to make on this request. As you know, the project was discussed at a

high level meeting between members of the Kenya Government, 
IBRD staff

from Washington and Nairobi, representatives of the UNDP, and the

Ambassadors of interested Governments, on 12 April 1966.

You will note that the Organization chapter of the main Appli-
cation (page 23) is not absolutely clear on the management of the

project. In a letter dated 29 July the Government has amplified the

original submission, and has recommended that the Project Manager

(financed by the UNDP) should be seconded from the ADS/IBRD 
office in

Nairobi, and that the Government Co-Manager should be the General

Manager of the National Irrigation Board. We confirm that the terms

Mr. Richard Demuth
Director of Development Services Department

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433 1***
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of the request and the Governmentts subsequent clarification in no way
modify the general understanding reached in April 1966 on the identity
of the proposed Executing Agency, or the usual responsibilities with
which it would be charged. Subject to favourable review by the Inter
Agency Consultative Board in October 1966, the Administrator would
expect to recommend that the Food and Agriculture Organization should
be designated as Executing Agency.

As the project is being considered by the Administrator for
possible inclusion in the programme which he proposes to submit to the
Inter-Agency Consultative Board in October and we wish to complete our
evaluation by 1 September, it would be most helpful if your comments
could be forwarded at the earliest possible date.

This request is also being referred to other interested Agencies
for comment.

Yours sincerely,

Paul-Marc Henry
Assistant Administrator and

Associate Director, Bureau of Operations and Progranxiing.
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plarwntar-Information aubmitted bz the Government of Kenya
to the UNDP on 29 July 196 6

The Government of Kenya was asked to amplify certain aspects
of the basic application dated June 1966 for finance for a Pilot
Irrigation Scheme in the Kano Plain, Central Nyanza District. The
main items were as follows a

"aEXrt Services

(a) appraisal and Pla E70W
(Detail1 to bo found on page 8 of Ap III)

(i) Project preparation - 1000
This is the cost of the pro sai ial services rendered
by the ADS of the IBRD in th paration of the project.

(ii) 1 E4ngineer for 5 months a 00 per month - E6000
This is for a man traineafd experienced in irrigation
layout who is required to design and plan the actual
layout. It is propdikd that he should be supplied
by ILACO.

(b) La.out of Works -
(For detaols see age f Appendix III)

This amount, spi over two years, is to pay for the services
of an exper d oil Conservation Officer, well versed in
detailed i iga on ground layout and the supervision of heavy
construction.i pment. Ae would be supplied by the ADS, as
the Ken Gve-rnment has no suitable porson available.

(c) Other LQ Services ,r!equired ,thr-U&Lhout the_ period of the
Dilot projeet

(i) Agronomist - Research Station - ( 40,500)
The role of this expert is described on Pages 422 and 27
of the application. He is required to put into operation
a research programe capable of supplying to the pilot
scheme management details of irrigation techniques, water
requirement, fertilisor requirements, etc. It is proposed
that he also should be supplied by ILACO.
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(U) Project vanar
The role of this nian is described on Pages 23 and 26
of the application. The Kenya Government is unable to
supply a manager experienced in irrigation and such a
man would be supplied from the resources of the ADS.

Ornisation

As regards the position of the Project Manager, ... we do not
propose that he should be appointed by the National Irpigation Board
or from part of the Government's counterpart contri b . hather we
envisage that the Project 1anager will be appointed in/usual way
by UNDP with the approval of the National rrigatio a acting on
behalf of the Government, and that this expert b seconded from
the ADS of the Mi3D. Further, we propose that General 1anager of
the National irrigation Board shall be appointed ger (part-
tim ). As indicated on page 26 of the text Z he main application,
the Government's plan then is that an Agric ltu 1 Officer should be
employed full-time on the scheme as Dbputy er. These two officers
will form part of the counterpart cont ion. You are aware that at
the present time the General Manager, t 0tio al Irrigation Board is
provided under the OPhX programme".
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UNITED NATIONS DEV1LOPMENT PRGRAIM
(SPLCIAL FUND)

Official Iequest from the Governmsnt of Kenya
for assistance in the 1stablishment of a Pi ot Irrigation Scheme

in the Kano Plain, Central Nyanza District

SUM1ARY*

Date Request Received: 19 July 1966

Proposed Duration: 4-1/2 years

Amount Requested from the UNDP (Special Fund): US4o 600,000

Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution: US%2 ,14,000

Local Operating Costs: (not stated)

Proposed Government Cooperating Agency: Ministry of

Agriculture

I. Background.

1. The Kano Plain is in the Central Nyanza District of Kenya. It lies on
the eastern shore of the Kavirondo Gulf, which is an arm of Lake Victoria. The
Plain covers roughly 75,000 acres, of which 30,000 acres are thought to be
irrigable. The population is currently estimated at 62,000 and increasing
at 3% per annum. Rainfall in this area &:.ra ;es 50 inches a year, but monthly
precipitation is irregular and unpredictable. The Kano Plain has excellent
communications, and is adjacent to railwar, road, Lake transportation and
airline facilities.

2. Despite its accessibility, the Kano Plain is a seriously depressed
region. The population density is roughly 530 per square mile, and the output
of the land is poor. There are few opportunities for the employment of labour
in the Plain, and many adult males seek work in Kisumu, Kericho or Nairobi.
The bulk of the agricultural activity is concentrated on subsistance cultivation,
mainly of maise, sorghum, beans and cassava. Other crops include millet, rice
and some fruits. This cultivation is frequently handled by the womenfolk,
There is a heavy concentration of livestock, consisting of poor grade cattle,
sheep and goats. The present gross output generated by agricultural and
livestock production in the Kano Plain is estimated at $8.4 per acre annually.
Of this figure, only a small proportion is represented by cash income.

* PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS DOCUMENT IS A SUMIARY OF THE GOVERNMENT S REQUEST AS
SUBMITTED AND DOES NOT REPRESENT THF, VIMS OF THE UND? (SPECIAL FUND) ON THE
MERITS OF THE REQUEST.
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3. The basic factors wiich inhibit agricultural development in the Kano
Plain are the "ternating. aflictiono of floods or drought. These have a
dominant effect on the soils, which are generally derived from .alluvial
materials. Although the soils are' potentially irrigable, their structure is
poor; surfact water drainage is impeded, particularly after heavy rain; when
dry, the soils become badly cracked and compacted. In the past, cultivation
of cash crops has been limited by the reluctance of the people to participate, as
well as by obstacles such as rudimentary't.llage practices, drainage problems
and the irregular rainfall. The first requirements of more intensive land
use and economic cultivation of cash crops are surface waterdrainage and flood
control. This should be allied with irrigation, to offset the present effects
of prolonged droughts. The Government is convinced that the -development of
the natural resources of this overpopulated and depressed area is urgento

.. The Luo People, who inhabit the Kano Plain, -have a complicated system
of land tenure.. The, social structure contains family units, authorities
controlling groups of family units and an overall authority called the
tJakakwaro'. The head of a family unit may allocate land either to members
of that unit, or to accepted strangers; the secondary authority may allocate
land to individual family units., An individual may acquire land by allocation,
inheritance or as a gift. The rights to the land are not extinguished by
failure to cultivate it, or even by its abandonsmert. In addition to the
fragmentation of land and its complex ownership, there is no registration of
titles and the land itself is not demarcated. Howc-ver, in recent years the
Luo people have expressed a willingness to relinquioh the previous pattern of
land tenure .and to become tenants on Government irrigation schemes. This
would involve setting- aside tha designated land, compensating the owners with
qaah payments, vesting the rights to the land in the Government, and -placing
the. land under productive agriculture.

5. The Government considers that pilot development of 2,400 acres should be
undertaken in tae Kano Plain, so as to test the practicability of introducing
irrigation, systematic cropping, marketing facilities and an altered system of
land tenure. This pilot scheme would provide experience on which the de-
velopment of the whole Kano Plain could be based. This in turn would serve as
a forerunner of the overall development of the Kenya Nile Basin. The Government
has requested the. assistance of the UNDP (Special Fund) in eztablishing the
pilot project.

II. The Project.

6. The purposes of the project, which will'be located at Abero on the
right bank of the Nyando Liver, Kano Plain, are:

(a) To establish a pilot irrigation scheme, which will test crop
cultivation, irrigation and drainage techniques, and improved crop varieties
on a significant field .scale.
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(b) To experiment with new patterns of land tenure, agricultural
supervision, crop marketing, gid crediVfatcilities, in order to test their
acceptability to the local population.

(c) To set up an irrigdtion research station within the project area,
which would build up basic data on crop/water requirements, possible new
crops, cultural treatments and optimum fertilizer applications.

(d) To provide practical training for Kenya supervisory staff and
technicians in the planning and execution of irrigation schemes.

(e) To make systematic projections of capital costs, and of operating
costs and -returns on production' for an irrigated settlement scheme. This
will enable investment requirements to be determined, and form a sound basis
for a comprehensive feasibility study in due course.

7. Th3 pilot irrigation scheme will be established on an area of 2,400 acres,
of which 1,800 are deemed to be irrigable. The site at Ahero has been selected
after intense study, and is typical of conditions in the Kano Plain. The
discharge of the Nyando River at Ahero is held to tdequate for the pilot scheme
on a year round basis. it is intended that each holding will consist of 4 acres
(giving a total of 450 holdings), and that the farming system will be devoted
to rice/cotton or sugar cane/rice. The Government wishes to start with these
three basic- crops as they are familiar to the local population, the market
prospects are good, and they offer a reasonable chance of earning a sound cash
return and of breaking away from the present subsistence cycle.

8. Agricultural experimental work will be carried out at the Government
research station at Ahero. This station, which now covers 63 acres, will be
rehabi.itated and expanded by a further 50 acres. Present agronomic work is
confined to su-ar cane trials, but it is proposed that intensive research on
cotton and rice cultivation should also be undertaken. The data derived from
this work will subsequently form the basis of cropping patterns and techniques
to be applied by peasant farmers on the pilot irrigation scheme. Research will
also be conducted on other crops. It is intended that agronomic experXments at
this station will later facilitate agricultural development throughout the Kerya
Nile Basin.

9. The Government intends to make its counterpart contribution through the
recently formed National Irrigation Board. Agricultural extension., administrative
and maintenance staff will be provided, in addition to the necessary buildings,
equipment, supplies and marketing facilities. The Government recognizes that
solution of the land tenurial obstacles in the Kano Plain is a condition of
success in this pilot endeavour. It is also considered that the operation of
a viable and well disciplined pilot scherze is a prerequisite to the attraction
of developmunt finance for the Kenya Nile Basin as a -whole.
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III. Filancial Data

A. Contribution heQuested from the UNDP (Specal Fund),

Total Man- Total Costs
Months (in

Ruperts

Project Xanager 54 126,000
Agronomist 54 113,400
Soil Conservationist 12 22,.00
Irrigation Layout Specialist 5 16,800
Appraisal Laxpert 1 2,800

126 281,400

Pilot scheme

Housing 21,500
Buildings 19,900
Vehicles 20,800
Equipment 52,300
Machinery 104,200
Maintenance 18, .00

247,600

Research Station

Housing & Buildings 8,000
Equipment 21,000
Maintenance

56,000

ncies--35,000

Total Amount hequested from the
UNDP (Special Fund) 600,000

B. Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution (US$ equivalent).

Professional Staff 72,000
Other Staff 509,000
Buildings and Housing 121,000
Equipment 720,000
Running and aintenance Costs 1,071,000

C. Local Operating Costs - contribution not stated. 2,493,000

R. BOOTH/dg
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is !elg4 Steeg Ma 3, 1966

-av Ian. 1aine Propest

?1.e.O refer to your -rrndu of til 2 ona in t
'o.sible tartiigation of te Bank in the an m. erojeet. in..

the aeting of February to which you referred, the Bank hk.S had dis-
eusson on the oraject with XeV.yn officiale and the WDL. Tbe B ak

we also rpresentpd at a moeting in Ma.robi coevened by the KeAph
M4initter of griculture on A -rl 12, where there were -reswt
re ree*nttivre of the UW DVvelonent *rogave, FAO, several embsties
(1nitnd itats, gnited Kingdom, Pedoral Republic of lermAny and Nether-
lands), ae well as uenbers of various Ainistrie, of the K!, a 10wrnment.

a & ; result of these discussions and netinga, we understand that
the erojwct will .roeed .s filoa. An application for finaning of

feasibility stUy will be rei;red &nd nub 4tted to Ue UND" for con-
lderJation at the Jenl ry 1967 weeting of the lowemning -Ouuil. The

.roect will pro'ably be called the Nile rtivr Basin -rojeot, whiah
will include the 3 -,O0 acre a;no -- ain a. well as several other area,
totAlling sO* 110,000 acre in the Nile RIver Basin of Keqya. We
understand that FAO will be aointed Executing Aigecy for the rojoet.
'ending approval of the -roject by UNDI, work will be started immidiately
on two -ilot irrigation schomes in the Kano 1aina. Ae understand that
the tonsulting ftirn of Kaiser -ngiworin haN alrecdy teen retipd to
do the engineering work on the ;'ilot schemes. The ovornment hope.s that
the axjendituw. incurred on these pilot studiee wil be reeovered frog,
the , rooaed U=W' grant after it8 -pproval in Janmary I9*7.

Tao Bank would be associated with the ,roject in the following ways.
Firstly, trough arraagsente now being nude to second me or two mewbers
of our Agricultural Developrant ervie t* the lovernment of XenyA Vo
assist with the %re-aratloa and euirvipion of the two Ailot Schemes
ad with the rearation of the ap licition to UND? and to continue

to represent the 3o*v rn7nt's interest, after a-nroval of the -roject
by ND. S-cmd, te leak would be associted with the roject through
the invoeation of it. special intorest arrangemnnt with the UNDT
under which the ?exutin g would be required to consilt wit the
Bank 4 all stag.s of the project, including the preparation of a qtan
f erAti4n and terms of reference, and selection of oonsultants.

From the abo, you will se that the project is still in a very
early re-investment stage. Yarious pilot studies and coilex feas-
Oility studies need to be carried out before a construction roject
would be ready fir financing. However, the Bank will be in close touch
with the ;roject throughout m re-investment base.

ITlley : di
Cc: 'r. Evane

?fr. Mitchell (eleared with)
Mr. Koenig (cleared with) -
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HITolley t di
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To: miss Helga Steeg

From: A. 0. a. Emiry

Subject: Kenya - Kano Plains Project

Please refer to your memorandum of April 20 concerning

the possible participation of the Bank in the hlun9 Plains Project.

Since the meeting of February 8 to which you referred, the Bank has

had discussions on the Project with Kenyan officials and the UNDP.

The Bank was also represented at a meeting in Nairobi convened by

the Kenya Minister of Agriculture on April 12, where there were

present representatives of the UN Development Prograna , FAO, several

enbassies (United States, United Kingdom, Vkst Germany and Dutch), as

well as merbers of various ministries of the Kenya Government.

As a result of these discussions and meetings, we understand

that the Project will proceed as follows. An application for financing

of a feasibility study will be prepared and submitted to the UNDP for

consideration at the January 1967 meeting of the Governing Council.

The inroject wil probably be called the Nile River Basin Project, which

will include the 30,000 acre Kan Plains as well as several other areas

totalling some 110,000 acres in the Nile River Basin of Kenya. We

understand that FAO will be appointed executing Agency for the project.

Pending approval of the project by UNDP, work will b ; started iVmwdiately

on two pilot irrigation schemes in the Kano Plains. We understand that

the consulting firm of Kaiser Engineering has already been retained to

do the engineeving work on the pilot schemes. The Government hopes



that the expenditures incurred on these pilot studies will be recovered

from the proposed UND? grant after its approval in January 1967.

The Bank would be associated with the project in the following

ways. First, arrangements are being made to second one or two members

of our Agricultural Development Service to the (overnment of Kenya to

assiat with the preparation and supervision of the two pilot schemes

and with the preparation of the application to UNUP and to continue

to represent the Government's interests after a-pproval of the project

by UNDP. Second, the Bank would be associated with the project through

the invocation of its "special interest" arrangement with the UNDP

under which the iweauting Agency would be required to consult with the

Bank at all stages of the project, including the preparation of a Plan

of (Peration and terms of reference, and selection of consultants. And

third, with the FAO as Executing Agency, we would automatically be

informed regarding the project through the Bank-FAQ Gooperative Agreement.

From the above, you will see that the project is still in a

very early pre-investment stage. Various pilot studies and complex

feasibility studies need to be carried out before a construction project

would be ready for financing. However, the Bank will be in close touch

with the project throughout the pre-investm.nt phase.

cat Mr. evans
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Koenig
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U.N. help sought
for Kano Plains

development plan
U NITED Nations' aid is being sought to help finance the Kano Plains

development scheme, for which Russian aid was recently rejected by
the Kenya Government.

The International Bank for Reconstruction
nd Development '(World Bank) is taking over

managing agent for the project. An applica-
ion for money to finance the development

programme has been accepted by the U.N.
Development Fund and will go before its board
for approval.

Finance is being made available for a pilot irrigation
scheme to start immediately.

Kenya's Minister for Agriculture, Mr. McKenzie,
announcing the new arrangements on his return to Nairobi
yesterday after a three-day visit to Rome and London,
said the bank would act in conjunction with the Kenya
Government.

LOOSE ENDS TIED UP

Earlier this year the Government declined a Russian-
sponsored irrigation scheme for the Kano Plains in Western
Kenya because of conditions imposed on the loan money
by the U.S.S.R. Government.

Mr. McKenzie described his Rome meetings with
World Bank and Food and Agricultural Organisation
representatives as "tf'ing up -'--
loose ends", and said they
were very successful.

He said the world food pro-
gramme authorities had agreed
to Kenya seeking a grant of

t1,000,000 dollars worth of free
food to carry out a livestock
experiment designed to produce
super quality beef for export.

The Minister also disclosed
that the last 100,000 equity of
the multi-million pound Cheme-
lihi Sugar Corporation had been
taken up by a large British
commercial concern, and the last
difficulties in the way of the
Turkwell irrigation scheme in
Turkana - jointly sponsored by
the Catholic Church in Germany.
the F.A.O. and the Kenya
Government - had been remov-
ed. Initial expenditure on the
project would be about 350,000.

Kenya's Minister for Finance,
Mr. Gichuru, who returned to
Nairobi with Mr. McKenzie,
declined to reveal the substance
of his talks with the British
Minister for Overseas Develop-
ment, Mr. Greenwood.

He said, however. that they
were connected with agriculture
but had no bearing on the
E18,000,000 interest free loans
which Britain has already agreed
to give Kenya during the next
four years.

The Ministers were met at the
airport by the Minister for
Economic Planning and Develop-'
ment, Mr. Mboya.



IOTOR VEHICLES AND WANTED PUBLC AUCTIONESA CALL T. --- 1.111 .111 sellht o
MOTORING REQUISITE' 25"*-'a1'yu LEOS AUCTION MART

REQUIRED bicycles for gil of six and a boy
Motor Vehidles for Sale of 12 years. Del~ to Voucher EAS1643 I IE

VOLKSWAGEN ' ENGINE for Kombi, not Auctioneers, Official Brokers, Balliffs,Dealers earNer than 1963. good condition essential. Valuers Land and Estate Commission
.AeEY MOTORS. Portal Street, telephone State price. Phone Landelis, 21271, morn-
25126, next to Gilbilan. wais buy cars for inO5. 827 Agents. General lerchants and
cash up to E300. Land-Rovers, pick-ups and WAogurt Bgkgg.
vans In sokwith Inspection report. ditc
,LWAS CON L HIB'S CARS befe WANTED KNOWN Campos Ribeiro Avenue
buying or L A LIGHT TRANSPORT PROBLEM? Ring Oa P.0 Box 1054. Nairobi.SLTDobs. teleohone 25498 t/- per trip.
In Koinange Street. behi Municipal Mar- dMay6
ket. Phone 25150. P.O Box 11326. Nairobi. G1YE THAI SHINE with Lord oolish - avall In the H.C.C.C 1119 of 1965
kRROW MOTORS. We buy cars for cash. able at al grocers. at1tc

dfitc KOHINOUR CRISPS are second to none. NATIONAL AND
ARDEALERS. Muindi Mbingu and Malik Available at all grocers. dfitc ORINDLAYS BANK LIMITEDStreets, for buying and selling selected cars. Paintif_
Hlre-purdsase and Part-eXchafnge facilitie (Plaintiff)
ava lable. P.O . Box 5450 oene 26695L/ PUBLIC AUCTIONS
21059. dtDec31 V.

DOD MOTORS. Mercedes 220SE, 1962. WASHINGTON WYCLIFFE
MOTRS 4W 190196. LEOS AUCTION MART N OA K

DOD MOTORS. Mv ecdt 190. 1963.(Dfnat
DODO R P 40%1961. LIMITED Pursuant to the order of the
DOD MOT~ = e itreet. Keni&a rfit, we ,tWill Ielt 'by pubic-auction

DODeoluees MOTORSa hasrs bagansan letycha the under-mentione articles at our
ronfess. Vd3O Valuers, Land and Estate, Commission salesroom at Campos Ribeiro

SHAH MOTORS LTD., P.O. Box 6615. Phaon Agents. General Merchants and Avenue. Nairobi
2S3"2 , Nairobi. Well known for sLected
used car. InsWrance and Hire-Purca Court Brokers. TODAY, APRIL. 2. at 10.30 a.m.
cneed. We aiso bey good ean fr Campos Ribeiro Avenue Schedule: One Peugeot 404 Reg.

THE LEYLAND MOTOR CORPORAN P.O. Box 10564. Nairobi No. sCW 423. one Vespa scooter
(EA.) Limited. P. Box 3012. Lhuru Reg. No. KKA 604, one OmegaHilghwaV. Nairobi. ours of bu :: .15 radiogram, one wardrobe, one

.12.45 p.m.. 2 k.m-S n.m Satrda kitchen cupboard with utensils. one
.rnig 1 . m. Open ee r n y .Under the instructions reaetiVd wfrl -h_ one lot clothing apparel.from Mr. Rasik K. Shah, advocateUSED C .RS for Mr. A. G. Seth the landlord of1962 Trnh 1200 s oon ne owner r. A. S Sulenan, to sell his goods193ecellent con ton. Mt. . 8

1963 Zephyr Zodiac. one owner. excellent by public auction fr arrears of JO
condition. 675 rent due in respect of the premises Ca1965 Saab Soort 3.000 ilIs as ne occupied by the said Mr. A. S. es

1962 ford Consit 375. estate car. F425 Suleman on Plot No. L.R. JC
I a7 Porsche SUper 1600 saloon. E4s0 209/2389/73 Northview Road, Nai-
1963 Op Rekord saloon with radio. One robi. We shall sell the under-owner, eclent ceonltion. Z2 mentioned articles by public auction
1960 Buick ectra saloon only 15.000 at our salesroom at Campos Ribeiro

mles. diolomat's car In new Avenue. Nairobi
con dition - 875

1964 Triumph Spitfire 4. nard too, many TODAY, APRIL 28, at 10.30 a.m.
a Incuing over-drve 7 Schedule: One mvuli wardrobe. cc

1961 international station wagon with one three-piece settee, one dining th
O'er-drive, E575 table with chairs. one Usha hand-
WltdeY15160 saloon m o sewE0 ng machine, one Rexine chair. A1962 Lacnd~ low milieage.

1961 Laise-ROver. one owner. hard E p

1965 Saab 9 saloon, one owner fow 'In the H.O.C.C. 937 of 1965mieage. 3-monll guarantee. 675 .ID
1964 Triumph 2000 saloon 3-month C P

194ruiat.. - C750 (Plaintiff) ra
1964 ord Taunus 17M one owner. new

condition .725
1964 Morris inii Cooper. 1275 cc.. 630
1965 Ctroen 1 .Corniort. 14.000 MOHANLAL MALDE

miles new condition. 3-month (Defendant)

1959 Vanguard station wagon, E2 Pursuant to the order of the
1958 Standard 10 van. E130 court, we- will sell by public
1956 Austin a50 E165 auction the under-mentioned articles
1957 rod Consui Mark It, E1 at our salesroom at Campos Ribeiro

WIDE SELECTION at cneap and expensive Avenue, Nairobi
sports, saloons and station wagons at Dod
Motors Koinange Street. Kenya House, TODAY, APRIL 28, at 10.30 a.m.
teil 7ihine 23827 d30r ae 262d3 Schedule: One wooden chest of

drawers, one Rexine armchair. one
5L TOYOTA CORONA. registered 1965. own- wooden chair, one Philips electric
er leaving the country. E625 or nearest oWer.a,,si0Ring 22971 office hours or 56682 evenings 6250

UPLANDS BACON FACTORY d
(KENYA) LIMITED i

Wanteid b

Small-goods supervisor with
txperience in all types of sau- w
3ages, pie manufacture and gene- P
ral meat-canning techniques.

Applicant must be used to 0
controlling staff and organising
and planning production routines. o

This is a senior appointment -
and carries a salary commen-
surate with the responsibility.
Benefits include housing with
hard furniture, medical scheme p
and provident fund.

All applications will be
.treated in confidence and should
be addressed to the General
Manager, Uplands Bacon Factory
(Kenya) Limited, P.O. Box 1,
Uplands.

T. SMITH,
Company Secretary,

Uplands Bacon Factory (Kenya)
Limited.

VELO
LaUnd Estate &
P.O. Box 30292, Livingstone No

opp. New St

MUTHAnGA: A modern Split-le
appro-ximately two acres freehold Ian;
terraced garden. Accommodation 4
bathroomns/toilets en-suite, large lourn

-nnntdkitchen and st



Files April 25, 1966

Arnoid li*in

LCeOU Ke- Le aAs VNEP P"IMLt

Mr. Udger booth of the WIDp ealled late this aftrom to report
briefly =s the meeting of Miitor McKenzie with FAO #tfieial. em FroAf,
April 22. Apparently Minister Maamais had a very brief private Seeting
with Dr. Sam, Director Gomeral of FAO en whiSh thgre is no repert available.
Mr. IeKensie th mt with Mr. Same.., Direetor of the Lands and Water
Pivisias of FAC and nmbere of his staff 40d r*pMNwtative of other
interwted divisions. Apparont3 tr. MOK"sie autwIMd the states Of
the Kanoe Plains project, repOrting &nrally what had transpired at the
Nairobi Meting of April 12 (a* Which I have alrea reported in a mo
to File).

Although Mr. Rshensie did "At eipisitly raise in the meeting with
Mr. Somm ad his .e0lepem the question of FAQ being 4xeoMti4g ageny,
I understand frm Mr. Doth that this mas the nVwral asetiuon on which
the diumestoms preeded. (Mr. Olse of the ?AO,who attended the Um
Re. R"s. mnetIag in Nairobi but departed before the April 12 mneting,
was present at Mr. MKe"ai's. 0sstig with the FAD, and be is eartainlV
fully omm of all of the aspects and Nammes pertaiaing to the question
of e*z*sting AgqmGy.) The UnP, according to Mr. booth, is now operating
em the principle that FAO will be executing gncy if, as, and whm the
formal request arrives frm Ke'a for a en* Plains stUd project, and
that in principle FAD will be agreeable to acting in Vhis .apity.

cat mr. Domth/V*. Hothwe
Mr. Ei bqAr/mr. U411,10.
Mr. D.S.Kitehll/Mr. Talley

XRivkIn/*t



ad Aa A r
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uninter~~ -envriet r

d n t le tc -r l Ir I- t
iro 1)

r er. 
ta . tNi:

e.I bwveitt to nygr lettor utl I b. wd te
lg f ym oi L miti is hIrwbL tras we werest. sy , If re r w

I ndrtd thato snIdrl a e *a .e at het
n iu tioa would4b We acuig Mq fort v

+ tcnt 1 Ltdo rojeot tow te U 1is,.4 bmy w- e dieus tki vitM te DIweeqtow 1ee of Au ony
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April 22, 19M

I know you -ttach tbe grewtest rxne " to tid 1 *sd
10a"d tkat tW 4Ak will be able to In e y in Ingit 4 will ke* in .la touch wtn t* -rmjeet and foiiow

it,; ga oaal7 I wt!"A, of cors, rrjngv fr Ve Rwk tobe mrctsated at the meting wl yt4 in i r ibiin Jura 196, 4fter th e.llAtt n o tbe UAurve

"in beet regard.,

Hw, 02ley s di
April 22, 1966

Cleared and ct Nesra. TL Emary/Williamv

Rivkin -

e: Mr. 1-ishart



54(es AprnL 20, 196

1. ft Misistr of AgrimItsve of 1.eo, )r. li." Hasusio, coavvaW
a Meting s -V0day, April 12, 19m at te 14n6SU7 of Agrioeatu". Ik
a4tion to te large delegtUm, poarb 12-15 people, from vaiws

*Inti" of s qa Oavuument, tere we proamt repinnstlvus of
the U DWVleWt Progrne (Y), TAO (iSmldIg Ue head of fe PARO ala

Sw#m iesiis, the ank (vrdon, Sbrrar *ad w2t), and representatives
of several eain"Ine, i.o., the Aherivn (Unwuding a rsprWS"at e of
An)s the Ui1ted KI.gd=* West G sraf ad Dateh, and maies t e *s.tal
US irea of ROGISMatim ur n su1ld Jansiu".

2. A good part of 00 ating ao taim up with an opeagt statwept
by th* 41nister, rs* tapitU W the bockgroad sad hieitV of the prest
propmsed pmJet for Vh uea setten ot V mAte Wile Rivr tseia, ubiab
is SOt iaSWWULd bO 80 it h" been et out in a arletr of otheWr deot

mad * -mmucano alroad in the fie.

3. Sovral no"Wrtaw points mqen d fro* the dessias *ih 4nsd
following the WAiistr e opeing gtaeewt. The fgrot me *am imdiately
after Us Minister poke . P=-XMa Beano (W) elwaly delineted the
P0ition with reope$t tohe etaus, fors, Coutaut, and prooed"" reiuetfg

to the proposed WDP(W) prJect for the Nile Ridv Basin. W. sary's reak*
Wei prowted by OeWVa1 statemto JOIN br the Kisiater ins t m a*S his

OP-Ing rOWS, CS ainPPO d tQ onftlict with the udettaMdI f. Kb"01
had ou thaw pointse u. which am reeordod in W cable w.1 to the Imk
(Apil 7). R. K0447 VOLMaed the POOUI5. let out to cable U0.1s that
the WD? w proparod to undertake a ls River beiu tahnieal 1etisnwe
prajsUt wiA all speed that if a rojest *pL"Um was in and befter the
and of Ju1s it seuld be "Mieed to be ro&4 for the CaftsUive bfard

merting in Oeteber 16, ud the GOwwwal 0mI1 iMetgW ot Jaaary 19671
that the FAO would In keaping with soal rawtme. be regiated by the UND?
to be the emecting sguuW; Vt th Book emId and uadmbtedly wo1a4 be

assooiaud with a p"Ject fVVW its thception erough Is inveation ot its
Rspetal IsterOVI arrang ents with e DP, Anwaut to *h1embhe exmUtg
sonsi wmmd b* required to mamwt with Owb. at &U sge in the project,

Imludixg Use Pr*Parstim of a PI=a of Opex*mw, tormas of reftmns, sad
seleotimn of 60sata tbreuo h e Bakh's Cestiva~e greean't apra"SOWAete
with the FAr. .ad Wuv* lb asigmsent of em er tw usubmm of ** Bank$a
ADS to the Kasa b wmmtt &: Lot% it in 4is in its reeponsibltiii

in e atin with a MP projist; tat me URDP weld be p.pared to consideg
was U iMM70"te mob aspes of the pilot sembon(s) in the Kano Pa1 ,
uttah might be undertaken prior to th spprova1 of the DP project s
J&="a'7 1967; th aet the ODP, W * d PAO war alre41y in * *os atest
on the prposod project, =d Uot Vh foroping points m mtsaly agreeable
t4 an the".



4. The Sesod intreMtS poiat way made by the head of the US spesial
Bureau of ftelamation 'windshield maiesn". made a statement exm after
the ftaitw acqpled his rsearks. As with th statomut of K. enry, the
statemeat of the shief of the "windshield alsion ia pmwptod tW remarks
b the Minister in his opening statement. The bfrom of NeolantAan represent-
ative clearly delineated the tsrms of reference of his mission, wh he
evbslzoe were onfined to a reoninssane, in "a n.e-over-lighty mannse
of the 3OpOO acres of te Kin Plains with a view to preparing a rw.rt n the
fsasibli of me or tue pilot sebames in the aea and the lemus of such
Ssumne, ad making ma suggestims as his to=s felt warranted with respect to
possible stidies in eeetion with or subsequent to the undertaking of a pilot
eshems(s). The bfresu of Rloamation ropresentatie them vent on to say that
his tesm would be leoking brieflv at other areas (totalling *am 110,000 acres)
in the Vile River Basin rea from the point of view of inmaring that amy
recommndations wad, In aansceo with the Xano Plains wald not be inconsistent
or iwanaatabls with possible studies of or development schenes for sch other
saes. ru other words, Uw Bureau of Relmation term was not studing the
half-dnm or nre areas inmdated by the Minister as part of an overall Vile
River Basin Sta", but only the Kam Plains.

5. The Minister accepted both of the above points. In connection wit te
first point, via the strueture and vreutiea of the UDP project, the Minister
stated that he intended to visit Rome n April 22, with a view to meeting with
the Directr-Goneral of FAO, to arraW for FAO to be executing agency.

In .. nwtios with the saomod point, viz. the seepe of the windshield
mission" sis4, and therfore in a determining way the seapo of em' WDP project
which it was aseased wsuld be developed out of the findings of the "wndshie
mlssion", the Minister agrftd to the interpretation of the hurxn of Reslanation
reprsentativo as to the sepe of his terns of reference.

Thus, as a result of the statemnts of X. Henry and the chief of the
"jwsinehld mission" and he Minister's aeeptame of both statamts, the
strwture and scope of the proposed NDP project has new been established.

6. *1th respect to timing the following points wmre made in the souree of
e sietng I

(a) The report of the windahied mission" wmld not be available befer.
the sad of June or earlV Ju24 (an oral or draft version of the report,
however, would probably be availsble at the tins the fieldwork of
the mssin is completed late in Hkv);

(b) The Kowa 0ovonpment with the assistance of one or two staff members
of the Arg would start to prepare a draft of a project application
to the UNDF ( e FAO is to be brought into the picare as the draft
qtarts to take form at the earliest possible date);

(a) In kinping with a "letter of intent" siged by the tinister of evelop-
nant and Planniag, Mr. Aboys, the Kaiser CampwnW, wbich is consUltont
to the 0avinsat on angineering aspeots of the pilot sheme(s), would
be msked to prepare the angiwwring design for the proposed pilot
sahunw(s), and to sabmt a proposal for the "sgineerinc phase" of the



pilot sehae(s), (ILA0, a DUteh coSrUling agricultural cospmy,
is to be eoaaltat to the Gvemt = agricoltaral &speets of
the pilot sohowa(s).) This *Uep vould prubably &wait the
"1-4wi eldoa i csa" report, at lest in draft form.

(d) 4u1Ju the r&it project request we3.d be availa-le for out-ission
to the UNDP for hadlnsg at te Ostober Consultative board mting
and the Jsnuary 1967 Governing CQmail meting.

7. In light ,f the fort oion tinatable, it eeas uhaioy that the pilot
schene(s) woula get very far underway before the UND projet oemee into effect

o January 1967. To the extent that the pilot chee(*) do*e get underway, it
is epected that US FL -8C eurrency uill be availablu for flZsucing the schoee(s).
gtheless, even if the pilot schena(s) do not got very far underway before the
*ad of i,-&, a g deal of work in connection with teo schwe(S) oculd be Under-
taxen before the end of the year, lnclnadA the preparotion of an engizeering
dosign for the sahem(s) amn the subission of an engineeriag proposal, both by
the Kaiser Copany, and the preparation of the draf t requost to the ZNPF for
ftaanciCg the pilot he (s) and related aodies (if my). Assuming the pilot
seheme(s) gets underway in late 1966 er early 1967, it would seem that a In-
vestment proje.t(s) growing out of the pilot schee would not mature bekore 1969
or 1)70. 7o soue dree, it would depnd on whether aa inveatmewt project could
be developxd directI froA the pilot sohb.. exprienc or whether other *up-
plemnoar studiss or tests would be neessary befor* preparmtion of an Invest-

4nt prjojct coulrd go forward.

8. At te eand of the discuaeion of the Kano Plains project, which as s a
do faet4 matter what the proposed Mile River Basin projeoct had becoee, there
was a brief dIsoussion of the Yal* Swmp project, whieh is undervay and being
finanaed by the UMPP, with the FAO aeting as executing ageney. It appes that
in order to go forard ith same af the research ad xtudy contetplated in the
Tala Sen project som capital works will have to be undertakcm, *.g. b ilding
of diversion channeIs, and that additional ftnds are likely to be required. At
this pint the Minister declared that to the eztmt that there was aq centlict
or emnpeition for resurees, the Yano Plains 'bad a clear orierity" over the
Tala Swepe. There was then somi ad4itional discussion which suggested that the
too areas sight be aomplamentary in that Uw Kano Plains area is densely
populated mnd the Tala Smop area has little or no peelation. Hene, if
popalation transfer* beeme desirable from the Kan Plains, the Yala Swamp area
ight afford a outlet. There was then some inoenselive diomassion about the

pessible reltiohip between the two creas md the tvo studies. M. Henry
sugested that what appoared to be in sight was a long-tern, possibly 5-10 years,*t"4
pwiod, a d feasibility studies and pilot she"s, leading to another 5-10
year period of possible reettlomet smhemes, involving OraIaage, irri4ftion, eto.
He then concleded that Anyting of this agnitude would crtainly have to be
ndertaken in stages &W that the first stag. apaetly had besom the Nano
Plains pilot scheme(s) anod possibly som sort of related feasibility study.
M. Henry's lruam eUp sened to be Pef ae y ss7epted. In any event, no Coments
Were offered at the Meeting -Usnenting fren the maming-up xtatewant. Thus,

e. again, thU se of the puaniin tWfP technical assistce proj ect was
deliMited to the gAW Plains, and within the Plains primarily to oft or two
pilot sobmws, now in view, with possibly soe sort of related feasibility stu*.



9. It was agreed that a small working party of interested parties, e.g.,
the Kenya Government, the UNDP "Odent representative, the Bank's ADS, the
AID and others would meet regularlj, starting the next dy, in an attempt to
push ahead with formlation of a UNDP project request, pilot seheme(s) frame
of reference, ete. It was also &graed that there would be a larger grouping
of interested parties, e.g., the fotegoing parties plus reprosentatives of
interested embassies, whiah would meet periodically for an exohange of in-
formation and views on how the Kano Plains project was evolving. FAO is also
to be represented in these two bodies in a suitable way, in a manner which has
to be determined.

est Mr. Richard H. Demutb/Kr. I.L.Roffman
Mr. Abdel l 1aryAMr. John Williams
Mr. David Oordon (Permament Mission, Easten Africa)
Mr. Howard Tolley

ARivkin/mt
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MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

P.O.Box 30028, Nairobi

REF. McK.2 16 April 1966

George D. Woods, Esq.
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
Washington DC. 20433

Dear Mr. obods,

Thank you for your letter of 8th April, 1966.

M/s. Rivkin and Gordon will no doubt have reported the
successful round of meetings which we have had out here in
Nairobi on the Kano Plain Irrigation project. Many thanks
indeed for the Bank's support in this matter.

What I am really writing to ask you about is whether
you would be able to let me know in the near future if it
would be possible for you and your good lady to visit Kenya
along the lines we discussed when I was last in Washington
i.e. the latter part of August or early September.

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

B.R.McKenzie
Minister
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(Routing slip) C 0 P Y

Mr. El Emary:

Please consider attached memorandum from Mr. Bruce McKensie

in consultation with other appropriate Departments -- especially

with Mr. Demuth regarding the UNDP proposal.

Please let me have an appropriate response to send.

(Signed)

G. D. Woods



C 0 P Y

Telegrams: "MINAG", Nairobi Ministry of Agriculture and
Telephone: 21701-21705 Animal Husbandry
When replying please quote P.O. Box 30028, Nairobi
Ref. No. McK.2 and date

2nd April, 1966

C 0 N F I D E N T I A L

DECLASSIFIED
The President,
International Bank for AUG 0 5 2022Reconstruction and DevelopmentA,
1818 H. Street, N. W., WBGARCHIVES
Washington 25, D. C.
U. S. A.

KENYA NILE BASIN IRRIGATION

I have pleasiare in-enclosing, for your kind consideration,
five copies of my memorandum on the Kenya Nile Basin Irrigation
Project. I am also sending copies to the Administrator of the
United Nations Development Programs, the Ambassadors of Nether-
lands, the Federal Republic of Germany and the United States of
America and the High Commissioner for the United Kingdom.

I hope that you, or your representative, will be able to
attend the meeting which I propose to convene in Nairobi in
June, 1966; after the completion of the U.S.A.I.D. "windshield
survey".

Yours sincerely,

(Signed)

B. R. McKenzie
Minister



C 0 N F I D E N T I a L

DECLASSIFIED
MEMORANDUM FROM HON. B.R. McKENZIE, MINISTER OF

AUG 05 2022 AGRICULTURE, TO REPRESENTATIVES OF GOVERNMENTS
AND AGENCIES INTERESTED IN THE KENYA NILE BASIN

WBG ARCHIVES IRRIGATION PROJECT.

1. Following 'the meeting on February 8th 1966, at
which Hon. T.J. Mboya and I outlined the Kenya Government's
problems and plans with regard to development of the -Kenya
Nile Basin including the Kano Plains, the Government have
been discussing with the various intereste.d parties
arrangements for proceeding with the project in oiderly fashion.
I myself have recently returned from a visit to New York,, . .
Washington and London, during which several important questions
relating to the project were covered. -The purpose of this
memorandum is to bring everyone concerned up to date, and to
indicate the procedure and phasing which we propose ta follow
for fur*.er work on the project.

2. - We envisage four quite well-defined phases:

(a) A 'windshield survey' by USAID will.
commence on 4th April, 1966 to justify
site and estimate the cost of the pilot
ov inaugural schemes at Kibos and
possibly Ahero and to suggest the
extent, timing and possible cost of
justifiable further, studies and design work
throughout the enftire- project area.

(b) Pilot operations on an area extensive
enough to provide reliable data on
prouduction costs and returns, and to
develop and test the necessary changes
in land tenure, cultivation practices,
supervision and marketing arrangements,
to train middle grade staff for duties on
the major project and -other irrigation
development projects in Kenya and so on.

(c) 'A definitive feasibility 'study, which
would bring together evaluate and
supplement the results of prior surveys
and pilot operations for the Kenya Nile
Basin as a whole; to examine the future
development of the area in relation to
the 'national economy as a whole, and to
other major development projects
envisaged by the Government.

(d) .The execution of the larger projects in
appropriate stages. Each of the later
phases would' be start'ed only when their
justification had been adequately
established by the results of the prior
phase. For the present, therefore, we
are concerned only with the initial
pilot operations.

Contd/ ........ .2
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3. We are requesting that the U.N. Development

Programme assists with the 'ihaniing of the foreign exchange

costs of the second phase- including engineering and other

consultant services for the planning-and design of the

pilot-scheme and -f-or the supervi-sion -of the necessary

physical works; execution of these physical works, for the

pilot stage; and the technical and managerial reinforce-

ment required for these pilot operations and for the training

of National Irrigation Board staff. A f rmal application

to the U.N.D.P. will be prepared in the near future, and

they have already agreed to consider it for inclusion in

the program to be approved in January, 1967. Because of

the urgency attached to this project, however, the

Government will initially bear the costs of planning the

pilot scheme. The U.S. Government has agreed to permit

use of PL-480 counterpart funds for this purpose, and the

U.N.D.P. agrees that part of these preliminary expenditures,

corresponding to the foreign exchange component of the

advance planning work, could be reimbursed or accepted as

Kenya Government counterpart, once its grant is formalby

approved.

4. The Government of Kenya has suggested that the

World Bank be designated executing agency for the U.N.D.P.

project, and both the Special Fund staff.and the Bank 
are

agreeable. To provide continuity throughout the pilot

phase, the Government proposes to designate as its own A

"managing agents", to supervise the initial planning work

prior to the inception of the Special Fund project,

the Agricultural Development Service of the World Bank (ADS),

a special unit attached to the Permanent Mission in East

Africa cent'ered in Nairobi. The ADS may also serve as

consultants to the U.N.D.P. in their review of the project

application. Thus a single agency will be assisting the

Government through every stage in the evolution of the

pilot scheme; in preparing the application for the Special

Fund, in selecting consultants and defining their terms of

reference, in obtaining suitable technical and managerial

reinforcements to the Government's own staff, in evaluating

the progress and results of the pilot operations, etc.

5. Another U.N.D.P. study, of the potential

development of the Yala Swamp area, is already underway.

Work on the Kan6 Plains pilot-project will be closely

coordinated with that on the Yala Swamp. It is our hope

that the Special Fund will eventually be prepared to

assist the comprehensive feasibility study of the Upper

Nile Basin, but no commitment has been made or can be

expected at this stage.

6. The technical services for which the Government

has proposed to employ Kaiser Engineers will be limited

at this stage to the planning, design and construction

supervision of the pilot scheme, and we propose to

negotiate with Kaiser Engineers on this basis. For the

agricultural aspects of the pilot scheme we propose to

employ ILACO. The two firms might form an ad hoc

association; this is a matter for discussion with them.

If they do not., their work would be coordinated by the

ADS.

Contd/...........3



7. Representatives of the World Bank and U.N.D.P.

are expected to be in Nairobi during the week of April 11,

and will meet with the Kenya Government officials and

others concerned to approve these procedural arrangements.

8. The time schedule, we hope, will be roughly

as follows:

April 4 1966 - start of the U.S. AID "windshield
survey"

April 12-15 1966 - discussion with the World Bank
and Special Fund representatives,
to consider procedural
arrangements and terms of
reference.

Early May, 1966 - Confirmation of pilot site by
U.S.A.I.D. "windshield" survey
and opening of negotiations for

acquisition of land.

Early June, 1966 - completion of U.S. AID "windshield
survey".

Late June, 1966 - negotiations with consultants for

design of pilot scheme etc.

January, 1967 - Special Fund Governing Council

approval of grant for the pilot
scheme.

January, 1967 - completion of engineering studies

and design, and of initial

decisions on organization,
staffing, etc. for the pilot

scheme.

The construction phase of the pilot scheme would require perhaps

a year from the time contracts are let,

9. Arrangements will be made by the Government in

cooperation with the World Bank, to assure that the

representatives in Kenya of the governments and agencies

interested in assisting the Kenya Nile Basin Irrigation

Project will be kept fully informed. Consultations will be

initiated with all interested parties after the completion

of the "windshield survey" on ways and means of obtaining

financial and technical assistance for the implementation

of all stages of the project.

Ministry of Agriculture & Animal
Husbandry,

P.O. Box 30028,
NAIROBI.
KENYA.

1st April, 1966.

RDWB/RRP.
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AUG 0 5 202?

WBG ARCHIVES
No. 1 March 31, 1966

Mr. Arnold Rivkin
c/o Permanent Mission in

Eastern Africa
P.O. Box 30577
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Arnold:

I talked to Mr. Woods today to be sure that the letter from
Mr. l Piary to Bruce Mackensie-w.s consistent with Mr. Woods' instruc-
tions to me that he did not want aly jurisdictional matters to inter-
fere with our assistance to genya Mr. Woods has agreed that the
letter should go forward an4 it . attached hereto for you to hand to
Mr. Mackenzie. Confirming our- telephone conversation this afternoon,
however, you should be guided by the following in negotiating further
on this matter:

1. Although Mr. Woods has not specifically committed the Bank
to becoming executing agency for the proposed UNDP project,
he has agreed that the Bank will assist in pushing the proj-
ect forward as promptly as possible and he wants to be sure
that we maintain that posture.

2. Mr. Woods does not want any jurisdictional issue with FAO to
delay the project, although he would be pleased if PAO could
be brought into the picture and no jurisdictional issue were
raised.

3. Mr. Woods says that the thing that Mackenzie emphasised in
his discussions in Mr. Woods' office was the work to be done
in carrying forward the pilot projects before the UNDP proj-
eet was formally approved. Presumably what this would mean
would be the selection of a consulting firm or firms
(economic as well as technical) and agreement on their terms
of reference in order to assure that there was a continuous
flow of work both in the pre-UNDP and post-NDP phases. If
agreement is reached that FAO is to be the executing agency,
it should, of course, be a party to the selection of the
firm or firms and the writing of the terms of reference.

4. If the Kenya government is firm that it does not want FAO in
the picture, I believe that this ought to be stated to the
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UNDP so that, if we should then be asked to go ahead with
the project without FAQ, the record would be clear that we
had proposed FAO participation and the government had
decided otherwise.

Please show this letter to Dave Gordon and emphasise to him
Mr. Woods' conviction that it is important that we do give the Kenyans
such assistance as is necessary for the projects to be carried out
promptly.

Sincerely yours,

Richard H. Demuth
Director

Development Services Department

RHD:tf

cc: Messrs. El Imary, Hoffman, Tolley and Reid (Rome)



Mr. H.T.T0117 Apil 21, 1966

Arnold Rivkin

fraft letter 2a Kano Pains Project (K1wya Ni1* River Basin)

I have reviewed your proposed draft letter frm Mr. Woods to
Mr. McKensie, Keqa& Minister for AgriculUre and Animal Rusbandry,
and have a series of suggsted revisions to offer. It seems simpler
to prepar. a proposed revised draft than to attempt to list a Vaole

ries of chang Accordingly, I have taken the liberty of re-wording
your draft and attach a suggested revised draft hereto.

Attachi.



April 21, 1966

The Honourable
Brace L McKenzie
Minister for Agriculture

and Animal Husbandry
P.O. Box 30028
Nairobi
XeWWa

Dear Mr. Minister#

Thank you for your letter of April 2 in which you enclosed copies

of your April 1 Memorandum addressed "to representatives of governments

and agencies interested in the Kenya Nils Basin Irrigation Project".

I have waited to answer your letter until I heard the outcome of your

April 12 meeting in Nairobi, at which te Bank was represented b7 Messrs.

Gordon, Storrar and Rivkin.

I understand that considerable progress was made at that meeting

and that several modifications were made in te arrangements outlined

in year Memorandum. I understand that all are now agreed that the Food

and Agricultural Organisation would be the Executing Agency for the proposed

UNIDP(8) technical assistance project for the Kano Plains, and that you are

to discuss this with the Director General of FAO during your current trip

to Rem. WO think tis arrangement an agreeable one, and as we had occasion

to explain to you, s*Wh an arrangement is fully consistent with the Bank

playing an active role in assisting the Goversm nt of Kenya with this project.

As I see it, our cooperation would be evidenced in three ways. First,

the Bank would be associated with the project from its inception through

the invocation of its "special interest" arrangements with the LiDP, under

which the Executing Agency would be expected to consult with the Bank

at all stages of the project, including the preparation of a Plan of

Operation and terms of reference, and selection of consultants. Second,
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throgh Me existing Bank-FAO cooperative agreement, which I alrea4tr

entioned to you. And third, through the secoadment to the Kenya

Government at one or two members of our Agricultural. Developaent Service,

in keeping with its regular practices, who would moist the Government

with its part in the preparation of and continuing asseociation with the

proposed project.

I know you attach the greatest importance to this technical assistance

project, and therefore I am pleased that the Bank, in association with the

UWDP and FAD, will be able to play a part in carrying it out. We will keep

in close touch with the project and follow its progress carefully. I will,

of course, arrange for the Sank to be represented at the meeting which you

propose to convene in Nairobi in June 1966, after the epletion of the

USAID "windshield survey".

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

George D. Woods

For clearance tot Messrs. l tmary
William
Ivans/itchell
Rivkin



Yr. Abdel El Emary April 20, 1966

John C. de Viede

Investigation into Kano Plains Irrigation in Kenya

In briefing myself on recent developments in East Africa I read
the file relating to a study cf irrigation for the Kano ?lains of

ntral Nyazna, Kenya. This area, as you may recall, was included
in our case studies of agricultural development, and I think it might
be useful for those concerned with irrigation possibilities to take
note of the observations made in our case study which vas circulated
some time ago. (A revised edition of all the Kenya case studies is
being circulated today.)

First of all, I think it important to bear in mind the many
complex (non-technical) problems that must be resolved before irri-
gation can be effectively introduced in this area. It is always
more difficult to apply irrigation in an area that is already rather
densely settled and that has land tenure, settlement and land utilization
patterns which mxust be drastically altered if irrigated farming is to
be introduced. It is iDportant that there be a careful socio-economic
survey of the existing situation ir the 'entral Nyanza plains. No one
knawe today exactly what the land tenure pattern is. Cur interviews
with farmers disclosed a substantial degree of frauMentation and
probably cronsiderable differences in the size of land holdings. If it
should be c:nfirmed that there are indeed large differences in the
size of holdings, should and could land be taken over from the existing
holders on an extremely long-term lease involving an annual rental
nayment to the lessor (as in the Gezira, though with a much larger
rental payment since the land is much rore valuable) and then redis-
tributed among farm families with each family getting an allotment of
a size that it could manage under intensive cultivation? Also, would
it be necessary to give each farmer under irrigation a share in each
crop rotation rather than a single consolidated holding, and wouild
people be prepared to accept this? finally, would the people be
prepared to give up tneir scattered hamestead type of settlement in
favor of settlement in villages if that should be necessary under
irrigation?

Apart from the problems in land tenure and settlement, account
must be taken of the adjustments in cropping and livestock practices
that may be involved. The Luo of entral ?yanza still attach great
importance heir livestock though t iese are not very productive.
The queti arefore to what extent livestock must be accommodated
on an irrigation scheme and whether provision must be made for fodder
(such as labia, which was introduced into the 'eira) or grass lays.
If cattle are to be economically incorporated into an irrigation
scheme, greatly improved breeds must be introduced and a revolution
in animal husbandry must be effected. Similarly, the extent to which
provision must be made for food subsistence crops under irrigation will
need to be examined. The principal food crops at present are sorghum
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and maise. It is doubtful that these require much if any irrigation,
but if they are to be continued on non-irrigated fields on the periphery
of the irrigated fields, the apportioment of land between irrigated
and non-irrigated crops will have to be carefully considered.

Secondly, I think it important that the study consider a number of
alternatives. For instance, the possible output under irrigation should
not be simply compared with the output of the traditional agriculture
and livestock herding of the past. In the last few years people have
become much more aware of the agricultural potential of the plains, even
if not irrigated, than in the past. After all, the Kano Plains have an
annual rainfall of 30-40 inches, and although this is admittedly erratic,
it is clear that we are hardly dealing with a desert area. The group
cotton farming schemes (organised by kinship groups) which we saw in
l96 were demonstrating the potentialities of greatly increasing yields
of cotton under dry-farming conditions and similar schemes were getting
quite a large output of sugar cane in some areas without irrigation.
In the past there has also been considerable rioe growing on the edges
of Lake Victoria, but this has greatly diminished because of floods in
recent years. In 'ukumaland, bordering Lake Victoria in Tanzania, where
ecological conditions are in large part not very different from those
in the Central Nyanza plains, the cultivation of cotton under dry-farming
has expanded enormously and there are still considernble potentialities
for an increase in yields. Thus I would suggest that the benefits and
costs of irrigation be comnared with the benefits and costs of a system-
atic campaign to improve crop and animal husbandry under dry-farming
conditions. The possibilities of "improvements" should include the
possibility of mechanising cultivation of the rather difficilt, heavy
soils of the Kano Plains and of protecting the land aginst the danger
of floods from the river flowing from the Nyando escarpment.

I cannot emphasise too strongly that a proper approach to agricul-
tural development in Central Nyansa requires the collaboration of a
sociologist or social anthropologist. I would suggest that one or two
be included in any survey team. I would heartily recommend for such an
assignment Thayer Scudder, a social anthropologist who worked with me
on our case studies of East African agriculture and who is now at altech.
Another possibility is william L. 'ytek, now with the University of
Chicago, who has done work in Central Nyanza.

J: eob

(DC, Messrs. Tolley, Calica and Gordon (Nairobi) , and Hoffman



INTBAFRAD April 14, 1966
NAIROBI

Full Rate

KENYA

84

FOR GORDON REURCAB 91 OUR PRESENT THINKING PROPOSED SECONDPENT

WOULD BE CHARGEABLE KENYA GOVERNMENT WITHOUT PREJUDICE AS TO WHME

GOVBRN014NT OBTAINS FUNDS TO 11EET COSTS

EL EMARI

Mr. El Emary cc and cleared th Mr. Twining
cc. Messrs. Dduth, Evana/mitchell,

Africa Calika, Tolley



Cable

A/C 227

Apr. 12/66 LEfTER TELkIRAM

INiAFRAD WASHINGTON DC (USA)

TWO FOR DEMUTII AND ELEJRiY FROM RIVKIN AT XLETING 12 APRIL

WITH MINISTER AND STAFF REP?8ENTATIVES US COMMA UK COMMA

FEDREP AND DUTCH EMBSSIES COMMA US BUREAU OF ECLAMATION

COMMA UNDP COMMA FAO AND BANK COMMA HENRI CLEARLY REITERATED

POSITION OUTLINED Mf CABLE ORE STOP MINISTER THEN STATED $HIs

INTENTION VISIT DIRECTOR GENERAL FAO 22 APRIL STOP EIE WILL

REPORT DETAILS ON 32 APRIL MEE ING ON Ml REIURN TO WASHINGTON

AND THERFAFTER GORDON WILL REPORT ON DETAILED DISCUS3IONS



Page 2

STARTING 13 APRIL ON PRBPARATION FIRST PHASE UNDP PROJECT

COVERING KANO PLAINS PILOr SCHEME(S) STOP REGARDS
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Cable

A/C 227

April 7/66 LETTER TELEflRAM

INTBAFRAD WASHINGTON DC (USA)

88 FOR DEMUTH AND ELEMARY FROM RIVKIN ONE ELEMARY LETTER RECEIVED

AND DELIVERED APRL(<7 GORDON PRESENT STOP MINISTER EXPRESSED THANKS

AND DESIRE STUDY LETTER STOP HENRY UNDP HAS SINCE INFORMED OLSEN

FAQ AND ME THAT HE ADVISED MINISTER FAO WOULD BE EXECUTING AGENCY

UNDP PROJECT WITH BANK ASSOCIATED THROUGH SPECIAL INTEREST &

ARRANGEKENT WITH UNDP AND ASSIGNMENT ONE OR TWO ADS STAFF TO KENTA

GOVERNMENT AND THAT MINISTER AGREED THIS ARRANGEMENT STOP HENRY

ALSO ADVISES MINISTER INTENDS ON FORTHCOMING TRIP ROME TO ASK FAQ

ACT AS EXECUTING AGENCY STOP INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION EMELLENT

continued



(page 2)

STOP NO REPEAT NO JURISDICTIONAL PROBLEMS HAVE ARISEN STOP

MINISTER HAS SCHEDULED MEETING APRIL 12 FOR GENERAL DISCUSSION

OF PROJECT STOP GORDON AND EYE WILL ATTEND STOP HENRy AND

OLSEN CONCUR THIS CABLE STOP REGARDS



April 1, 1966
No. n7

Mr. David L. Gordon
Resident Representative I.B.R.D.
P.O. Box 30577
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Dave:

Please find enclosed a opy of a letter which I have written to

4r. Bruce MaKensie regarding the Lsa Plain Projeet. I am also sending

a copy of olley's meorandum to Files dated March 23 (in case you did
not receive the copy which was despatched to you by mail last week), a

copy of a letter from W. Woods to President Kanyatta dated Murch 21 (also
sent to you last week) and a copy of Arnold Riviin's m5 orandm to Files
dated Murch 23.

In our view, the sequence of events for carrying out the Kano Plain

Project should be first, the two pilot projects; secmd, such further
ecnaomic and engineering studies which are indicated by the findings from

the pilot projects and third, and only third, considering in the light of

all the facts, including all our commitments in Keva at that tim, ap-
praising for possible finance the construction of whatever project has
been worked out. Our willingness to censider assisting the project in the

indiate future is thus limited to the pilot projects, and we so indicated
in our discussis= with MoKanaie. Keeping the above sequence in mind, the
Bonk wishes to take a positive attitude toward assisting the project and we

would like you to keep in close touch with all aspects as it progresses.
That is, being positive and lettins the Bank's name be used in a situation

where Kenya needs to show altern ative sources of sympathy is fine, subject
to our not going overboard on the scume and pushing it ahead faster than

is justified by its own merits, basic timetable of study and preparation,
and balance of investment in Kenya.

As my letter and Tollsy's note indioates, ADS help in providing someone

to head a possible manging unit looks from here potentially useful. Perhaps

you could begin thinking about the .ennmt of one of the mers of the

Agricultural Development Service to the Mnistry of Agriculture, if and when

satisfactory arrangeannt for the administration and supeis of the pilot
studies are worked out. As to the question whether the Bank izght be

Executing Agency for the project once it is approved by UNDP, Arnold livkin

will aglain the position.



W. D10viA L. Gordon -20 . il i, 1966

We asns that Rivkin 1il have asrrivd in Nairobi by the time
you receive this lotter and tat he will have fill" you in on the various
dismssions that have taken plae. He will also be showing you letter No.1
to him from Dick Dumat which was mail" saft of yaw offie today.
Dauth's Iletter deals primary3 with the Imomting Ageny qxestion.

Simasest yours,

A. G. E1. bW7r
Director

Africa Dspartamnt

Elolsures

os: -. Daemth

&. Calika
Mr. Evans/Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Tolley



C 0 N F I D E N T I A L

DECLASSIFIED
MEMORANDUM FROM HON. B.R. McKENZIE, MINISTER OF
AGRICULTURE, TO REPRESENTATIVES OF GOVERNMENTS

AUG 0 5 202Z AND AGENCIES INTERESTED IN THE KENYA NILE BASIN
IRRIGATION PROJECT.

WBG ARCHIVES

1. Following the meeting on February 8th 1966, at
which Hon. T.J. Mboya and I outlined the Kenya Government's
problems and plans with regard to development of the Kenya
Nile Basin including the Kano Plains, the Government have
been discussing with the various interested parties
arrangements for proceeding with the project in orderly fashion.
I myself have recently returned from a visit to New York,
Washington and London, during which several important questions
relating to the project were covered. The purpose of this'
memorandum is to bring everyone concerned up to date, and to
indicate the procedure and phasing which we propose to follow
for furtter work on the project.

2. We envisage four quite well-defined phases:

(a) A 'windshield survey' by. USAID will
commence on 4th April, 1966 to justify
site and estimate the cost of the pilot
ov inaugural schemes at Kibos and
possibly Ahero and to suggest the
extent, timing and possible cost of
justifiable further studies and design work
throughout the entire project area.

(b) Pilot operations on an area extensive
enough to provide reliable data on
prouduction costs and returns, and to
develop and test the necessary changes
in land tenure, cultivation practices,
supervision and marketing arrangements,
to train middle grade staff for duties on
the major project and other irrigation
development projects in Kenya and so on.

(c) A definitive feasibility study, which
would bring together evaluate and
supplement the results of prior surveys
and pilot operations for the Kenya.Nile
Basin as a whole; to examine the future
development of the area in relation to
the national economy as a whole, and to
other major development projects
envisaged by the Government.

(d) The execution of the larger projects in
appropriate stages. Each of the later
phases would be started only when their
justification had been adequately
establishe'd by the results of the prior
phase. For the present, therefore, we
are concerned only with the initial
pilot operations.

Contd/.........2
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3. We are requesting that the U.N. Development
Programme assists with the financing of the foreign exchange
costs of the second phase- including engineering and other
consultant services for the planning and design of the
pilot scheme-and for-th-e supervision o.f the necessary
physical works; execution, of these physical works, for the

pilot stage; and the technical and managerial reinforce-
ment required for these pilot operations and for the training
of National Irrigation Board staff. A fcrmal application
to the U.N.D.P. will be prepared in the near future, and
they have already agreed to consider it for inclusion in
the program to be approved in January, 1967. Because of
the urgency attached to this project, however, the
Government will initially bear the costs of planning the
pilot scheme. The U.S. Government has agreed to permit
use of PL-480 counterpart funds for this purpose, and the
U.N.D.P. agrees that part of these preliminary expenditures,
corresponding to the foreign exchange component of the
advance planning work, could be reimbursed or accepted as
Kenya Government counterpart, once its grant is formally
approved.

4. The Government of Kenya has suggested that the
World Bank be designated executing agency for the U.N.D.P.
project, and both the Special Fund staff and the Bank are
agreeable. To provide continuity throughout the pilot
phase, the Government proposes to designate as its own
"managing agents", to supervise the initial-planning work
prior to the inception of the Special Fund project,
the Agricultural Development Service of the World Bank (ADS),
a special unit attached to the Permanent Mission in East
Africa centered in Nairobi. The ADS may also serve as
consultants to. the U..N.D.P. in their review of the project
application. Thus a single agency will be assisting the
Government through every stage in the evolution of the
pilot scheme; in preparing the application for the Special
Fund, in selecting consultants and defining their terms of
reference, in obtaining suitable technical and managerial
reinforcements to the Government's own staff, in evaluating
the progress and results of the pilot operations, etc.

5. Another U.N.D.P. study, of the potential
development of the Yala Swamp area, is already underway.
W'ork on the Kano Plains pilot project will be closely
coordinated with that on the Yala Swamp. It is our hope
that the Special Fund will eventually be prepared to
assist the comprehensive feasibility study of the Upper
Nile Basin, but no commitment has been made or can be
expected at this stage.

6. The technical services for which the Government
has proposed to employ Kaiser Engineers will be limited
at this stage to the planning, design and construction
supervision of the pilot scheme, and we propose to
negotiate with Kaiser Engineers on this basis. For the
agricultural aspects of' the pilot scheme we propose to
employ ILACO. The two firms might form an ad hoc
association.; this is a matter for discussion with them.
If they do.not, their work would be coordinated by the
ADS.

Contd/.........



7. Representatives of the World Bank and U.N.D.P.

are expected to be in Nairobi during the week of April ll,

and will meet with the Kenya Government officials and

others concerned to approve these procedural arrangements.

8. The time schedule, we hope, will be roughly

as follows:

April 4 1966 - start of the U.S. AID "windshield
survey"

April 12-15 1966 - discussion with the World Bank
and Special Fund representatives,
to consider procedural
arrangements and terms of
reference.

Early May, 1966 - Confirmation of pilot site by
U.S.A.I.D. "windshield" survey
and opening of negotiations for

acquisition of land.

Early June, 1966 - completion of U.S. AID "windshield
survey".

Late June, 1966 - negotiations with consultants for

design of pilot scheme etc.

January, 1967 - Special Fund Governing Council
approval of grant for the pilot
scheme.

January, 1967 - completion of engineering studies
and design, and of initial
decisions on organization,
staffing, etc. for the pilot
scheme.

The construction phase of the pilot scheme would require perhaps

a year from the time contracts are let.

9. Arrangements will be made by the Government in

cooperation with the World Bank, to assure that the

representatives in Kenya of the governments and agencies

interested in assisting the Kenya Nile Basin Irrigation

Project will be kept fully informed. Consultations will be

initiated with all interested parties after the completion
of the "windshield survey" on ways and means of obtaining
financial and technical assistance for the implementation
of all stages of the project.

Ministry of Agriculture & Animal
Husbandry,

P.O. Box 30028,
NAIROBI.
KENYA.

1st April, 1966.

RDWB/RRP.



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

WORLD BAN CAle Ad - -INTBAFRAD

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
C.W.Addr..-NDEVAS

1818 H Street, N.W., Wasington, D. C. 20433, U S.A.

Ak. C.d. 202 - T.Ivehon - E X-ti 3-6360

CONFIDENTIAL DECLASSIFIED

No. 1 March 31, 1966
AUG 0 5202?

Mr. Arnold Rivkin
c/o Permanent Mission in WBG ARCHIVES

Eastern Africa
P.O. Box 30577
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Arnold:

I talked to Mr. Woods today to be sure that the letter from

Mr. El Emary to Bruce Mackenzie was consistent with Mr. Woods' instruc-

tions to me that he did not want any jurisdictional matters to inter-

fere with our assistance to Kenya. Mr. Woods has agreed that the

letter should go forward and it is attached hereto for you to hand to

Mr. Mackenzie. Confirming our telephone conversation this afternoon,
however, you should be guided by the following in negotiating further

on this matter:

1. Although Mr. Woods has not specifically committed the Bank
to becoming executing agency for the proposed UNDP project,
he has agreed that the Bank will assist in pushing the proj-
ect forward as promptly as possible and he wants to be sure
that we maintain that posture.

2. Mr. Woods does not want any jurisdictional issue with FAO to
delay the project, although he would be pleased if FAO could
be brought into the picture and no jurisdictional issue were
raised.

3. Mr. Woods says that the thing that Mackenzie emphasized in
his discussions in Mr. Woods' office was the work to be done
in carrying forward the pilot projects before the UNDP proj-
ect was formally approved. Presumably what this would mean
would be the selection of a consulting firm or firms
(economic as well as technical) and agreement on their terms
of reference in order to assure that there was a continuous
flow of work both in the pre-UNDP and post-UNDP phases. If
agreement is reached that FAO is to be the executing agency,
it should, of course, be a party to the selection of the
firm or firms and the writing of the terms of reference.

4. If the Kenya government is firm that it does not want FAO in
the picture, I believe that this ought to be stated to the



Mr. Arnold Rivkin - 2 - March 31, 1966

UNDP so that, if we should then be asked to go ahead with
the project without FAO, the record would be clear that we
had proposed FAO participation and the government had
decided otherwise.

Please show this letter to Dave Gordon and emphasize to him
Mr. Woods' conviction that it is important that we do give the Kenyans
such assistance as is necessary for the projects to be carried out
promptly.

Sincerely yours,

Richar t . Demuth
Dir tor

Development Se vices Department

Attach.
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DRAFT

NZ'ofley/JmIillismsafsma Mareh 30, 1966

The Honorable
ruce McKensie

Minister for Agriculture
Nairobi, Ker4a

Dear Mr. Ministers

I was very sorry to have missed you when you visited the Bank on March 18.

Hoever, I gather from Mr. Woods and Mr. Wifliams that you had interesting and

constructive discussions, and I wish to take this opportunity to set forth

our understanding of the position regarding the Kano Plain project as a result

of those discussions.

Mr. Woods indicated that he appreciated the position the Kenya Govern-

ment found itself in as a result of the cancellation of earli-r arrangemwnts

for carrying out the project, that he vas sympathetic to the Kenya Government's

approach to the Bank in these circumstances and that if he was not in a posi-

tion to say precisely what form the assistance could take, he assumed we could

work out the "etails in due course.

So far as the immediate future is concerned we understand you have ar-

ranged for a ureau of Reclamation team to arrive in Kenya shortly to review

the Sir Alexander Gibb sttdies, particularly with respect to the continuing

validity of their recomnendations on the two pilot areas to be put in hand

as a first step and to express such other views as they may have on the scope

of foll-wiup stidies to be based on the experience gained in the pilot studies.

The Kanya Government wo ld then prepare a request to the UNDP for consideration

by the Consultative Comrttee in October 1966 and if approved, submission to

the Governing Council of UNDP for its decision in January 1967. You explained

that, in order to ensure more rapid action, the Government of Kenya plans to

start the two pilot projects as soon as the areas have been confirmed and has



0 4..

obtained agreement in principle by the U.S. Government for the use of

PL 480 funds to finance expenditures on the pilot schemes during 1966

with the hope that these expenditures would be reimbursed in due course by

the UNDP.

Mr. Williams telbthat your discussions with the UMD? were designed

to ensure that these interim measures for 1966 would be compatible with

UNDP procedures, that you had expressed the desire that the Bank be

Exeouting Agency for the UNDP, that 1*61 Hoffman had agreed in principle

with this, and that in the interest of continuity you accordingly wished

the Bank to be associated with the supervision of the studies from the

beginning. As I believe Mr. Williams pointed out to you, the question of

executing Agency could not be settled without reference to the existing

agreement between the Bank and TAO, which makes explicit our respective

responsibilities for supervision and appraisal of agricultural projects.

Until we have had time to review this matter and discuss it with FAO,

I cannot say more At the moment, other than to note that it would be unwise

to assume that the question is in any way settled.

In the course of your discussions with Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Williams

on how the Kenya Government would handle the pilot studies prior to UNDP

action, I gather that you expressed the view that for various reasons it

would be difficult for your Ministry, even with additional staff, to handle

pilot studies as part of its nornal operations. The idea was tentatively

advanced of setting up a small unit, directly responsible to your Ministry,

specially charged with organizing and supervising the work required to pre-

pare and manage the pilot studies. In the course of the meeting with



14r. Woods it ves suggested that it might be possible for a mamber of the

Bank's Agricultaral Development Service to be seconded to the Kwqa Govern.

ment to head up this unit, which would be responsible for working out the

detailed arrangements with, and supervising and coordinating the work of,

the various consultants involved in carrying out the pilot schemes. We

wDuld certainly be harpy to explore that possibility further as soon as

you have been able to carify the administrative and organizational aspects

involved. Moreover, if arrangements for some kind of maAging are

worked out, we vould be happy to consult with you and the head of the unit,

as may be helpful, on any matter which may assist in the conception and

execution of these pilot schemes and whatever further studies flow from them.

Finally, you asked whether the Bank would send a representative to a

meeting in Nairobi during the week April b-11 when representatives of UNDP

ill be there to discuss arrangements for carrying out the two pilot projects,

subject presumably to the outcome of the Bureau of Reclamation mission.

It happ)ens that Mr. Rivkin of the Bank's Developmont Services Departaent is

attending the U.N. Resident Representatives conference in Nairobi from

April L to 11. As you know, he is particularly competent to discuss all

aspects of the Bank's collaboration with the UNDP. I have therefore asked

him to carry this letter to Kenya and take part in discussions with UNDP
lb

representatives as may be helpful to yiou. I have also writte nr. Gordon
weto b~e C4.LCefs as L-A gti (f(i46 (cLd

who will keep closely in touch with yon on all other aspects of the Bank's

assistance in connection with the pilot schemes and in particular will stand

ready to work out possible arrangements for the use of our Agricultural

Development staff in helping to supervise them.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

A. 0. El mar7



Marh 2), 1966

Arnold Rivkin

enmal,1= Y"KSn Z Pl In r"Am PrOJEWt

1. It would not seon fruitful to attmpt to reconstmt in detail the
series of meetings I participated in at the NDp an Thursday, March 17,
in Connection with the "E&= Plain Irrigation Pr"Ject". It would sen
more appropriate to summarise the principal points resulting from a
prlimainawy inter-agemy useting consisting of Mr. Roberte X. Ruertmatte,Asseosate Director, UIDP, Mr. Paul-Mare Henry, Assistant Director, UNDP,
and myself, a subsequent meeting with the foregoing three people plus
Mr. Bruce Macenzie, Minister of Arieultur. of Kenya, and m-e of his
staff ambers, and a further meeting of syself and Mr. areel Sehmob of
the UNDP staff.

The following eaueration of more or less agreed concepts represents
a distillation of some hours of discussion and represints a considerable re-
direction of Mr. MacKenzie's opening Obargaining" position, which included,
inter alia, a Bank-financed, "supervised", and executed technical assistance
project, as a first step in a Bank-arranged and chaired consortium (including
the U.S., ,bst Germany and the Netherlands) for financing a series of drainage,
flood control, and irrigation schemes in the Kenya Nile basin, starting with
the politically important Kan# Plain project (see paa. 2 below). It was
agreed by the OlD? statf and nyself and cppren scepted by r. Madansie
that:

a) Any request for technical assistance with respect to a series
of eantomplated pilot soheme, feasibility studies, survqs, etc.,
in the Kenya Nile River Basin (which includes the Kan Plain, bat
xtwnds far beyond it) would be most appropriately submitted to

th. UDP(SF), and not to the Bank;

b) The two pilot proJects in the Kano Plain which the Government of
KEaa is apparently camitted to undertake in any *vent, irrespective
of the availability of external assistance, and to defray the costs
of from local currency generated b7 the sale of PL 480 agrioulteral
nemiodities, could and would, if possible, be covered Into at a

later date a possible tEDP project for the Kenya Nile River Basinj

a) The title "Kano Plain Irrigation Projest" waw a mansowa as the
Plain covers about 31,000 acres of a total area contemplated for
study of something an the order of 110,000 acrs, made up of 4 or o
semets, in the Kenya Nile Basin,(the Tala Plain is already the
subject of a separate UNDP project and is not included in this
discussion);



4) The forthcoming VS 1Winaild" Xission at the beginning of April
APpear to have as its fhnetion somothing in the nature of a
r00*=a"8ADan to delineate the Vpe" of feasibility &W other
toobuia assistance stUdies required to Update, eplemnt, or
fll in gape with respect to knowledge and b"kovnd on the Kan.
Plain area and 1 the other idutifid geog ts in the Xnya Rile
Basin, totaling an approxlzat. 110,000 weres, and that the US
Mission is expeeted to render its report in late Hay;

*) On the basis of the US mission report, it sheald be possible to
prepare a project request to the UNDP for an integrated series of
feasibhity and other studies in the Kenya Nile Basin, ineorporatieg,
if at all possible, the two pilot projects in the Kano Plain, and
that the Kenya Ooverunnt would do so;

) 8uch a request from the Kea Goverament wuld be ypathetieally
considered by the 1NDP, with a view to having it rea4y for the October
Consultative Boar4 meeting and the Jantary 1967 Governing Council
meeting, and that, if at all possible, the tuo pilot schemes already
wmtiomd would be incorporated, retroactively if that proved feasible,
and that feasibility an other studies incorporated in the project
would be related to and tima to take anceunt of the ongoing results
of the two pilot schemes;

g) The FAO would be the lgical executing agency, and not the Bank, for
any such project, btat that under recent arrangmenut between the UND?
and Bak the UN'P would to prepared to requost the FAD to consult
with the Bank at all s tagus in the preparation of the Plan of Operations,
term of relewrnco, etc., involved in the contemplated UMD? project;

h) On the one hand, it was an open question as to vhe*.er the FAQ would
be willing to subeontract all or any part of the work involved in the
contenplated projeot, and, on the other, whether the kwnts Agricultural
Development Serviae in iastfrn Africa (Am) would be onidered by the
FAQ a a possible subcontractor and iS so considered, whether the Bank

d be i4llisg for it to serve in this capasity;

i) it was not at all clear, even assuming FA willingwev, that the Bank
vurld be in a posit*on to have the AD act as a subcentractor for tte
oontplkted roject, but that in any event the ADS might be associated
with ths project in the normal course of its activities, i.e., by the
K7nya GovewrnAmt employing a few asmbews of the ADS en a reinbersable
basis as advisers or on special assignment with the Xwiya Ministry of
Agriculture in aannection with the latter's responsibilities in
developing and carrying out the contemplated project;

j) Howwr, the ADS was now and there were not as yet amay preoedents
governing its activities, and that how it might be assoiated with the
contomlated project would have to be eamsldered, including the fore.
going tentative views (vubpraraph i) ), and that Mr. maenzio
certalnl shaould explore this aspect of the sitatimn in his metings
the next day in Washington at the lank; and



k) Tboortaming meeting of RMidewt Representative. of Ume UNp in
Nairobi during April, would provide an opportanity to review the
various BOP6 invlved in preparation of a UND? project with the
UNDP "high eeuud" whicb would be in Hairobi, the US "windshield"
mission, which also would be there, the Bank's Uest %frica office,
the XY& Gve mat and the writer, who would be attending the
"Res.Rep." seeting an behalf of the Bank.

2. A brief not. on the multiple political issues raised by Mr. MacKenzie
would also seem appropriate to provide background against which all of the
foregoing points should be read. Apparently, as part of the incresing dis-
enchaatment and falling-out of the Governnt of Kenya with the Soviet Union,
a preliminay "survey report" by a Russian team of a Kano Plain project yas
rejected by the Kenya Govenment as "inadequate". In additien, the Kenya
Government reached an impasse with the Soviet Uniom and broke off dieeussiow
under an xisting bilateral aid agreement, whish included contemplated finansing
for a Kano Plain project. The difficulties apparently aroso on t majr issuest
(a) the length of the proposed Soviet lans an (b) defraying local currency
*oste of the project. The Keya Goverwmat apparently considered the standard
Soviet lending period of 12 years as far too brief for the awrtiatim of the
loan "unless it employed slave labor". Apparently, also, the Kenya Overnment
objected to the Soviet proposal requiring the Kapya Covewmt to import a rang*
of Soviet oonmer goods for sale in Kenya as * way to generate local currency
for Meproject.

In addi tion to the above di.Cficulties at the intcr-goveraental level,
within KCena itself, the isaue of Kenya-oviet relationships has been involved
in an internecine struggla for lower within Kenya's one party, KAIU, between
the Presicient of Kenya and of KANU, Mr. Jmo Kanyatta, and the Vice-President
of Kenya and then Deputy Viee-Prevdent. of KARU, Rr. Oginga Odinga. Mr.
Odinga has lang been identified as "left wing" and "pro-Cam ist". He has
receat been reorganised out of his position as Deputy ice-President of KNU
and has also failed to obtain election to one of the eight new partj vice-
presidencies. Odings has withdrawn trwm XANU, aW has reportedly become as-
sociated with a new break-awsy partr. In addition to the "ideological" aspect
of the dispute, Mr. Odinga Is one of Uu; prulinsnt leaders of the I". tribe,
one of the two major Kenya tribes, which occupies the land area adjacent to
Lake Victoria (Xstya Mile asin), where the projected Kano Plain project mnd
the other related additional Kenya Nile kazin projects are located. Thus, the
urgency in finding an international agency umbrella for the project or projects
in the Keya Nile zaain to replaco the "ejected'' Russian project and the "ejected*
local politician, Odinge, who was publicly linked to russiwi aid, to minimise aWW
tribal implications that night be draw, and, also at the ame tte, any ideologieal
implications which might be drawn. FinalLr, although not alluded to by Mr.
Xwlemia, a faetor implicit In the entire siutwtioa is that 1r. Mboya, the
inister of Developmnt, and also a Luo, has long been at odds with Mr. Qdinga

for influonae end ointrol in the Luo tribe. Mr. Mbcya ha4upported Mr. Kenyatta
in his iwuntiag controntatice wit kr. Gding&.

3. 1 oaommicatea the substane of This nmerandum to Mr. Tolley (Afric. Dept.)
an Thursdq' arternom, Harch 17, during a lengthy telephone conversatiep from the

cat Mr. Douth/Soffman
Mr. 91 bamry/illim
Mr. Telley

ARivkin/at



File March 21, 1966

Arald Rivtil

Kgayat "Kano Flaa Irrigation Pjsect"

1. It would not seem friitftl to attampt to reconstruct in detail the
series of Utinagp I participatOd in at the DP on TW rsdqy, Marsh 17,
in saoectan with the "Kane Plain Irrigation Project". It weald mam
more appropriate to summarise the principal points resnting from a

pr7liUM157 inter--ageny meating consistng of Mr. Roberto X. L uertenatte,
Assoeiate Director, UDP, Mr. Paul-Mavr Henry, Assistant Direetor, 7DP,
and waelf, a subseqaent meeting with the foregoing three people plas
Mr. Bree Masensie, Minister of Agriculture of KXya, and me of his
staff skambsr, and a further meeting of myself and Mr. Marsel Scbwob of
the UNDP staff.

The following e ration of mord or less agreed concepts roprosents
a distillation of sam* hours of diseassion and represents a *onsiderable re-

direction of Mr. MaKaani*s opening nbargaining" position, which imll ded,
inter "0i, a Bank-finaned, "supervised", and executed technical assistane

pr ject, as a first stop in a Bank-arrnged and chaired consortium (including
t U.S., Tst 0eoru= and the Netherlands) for financing a series of drainage,
flood control, and irrigation shens in the Kwra Nile Basin, starting with
the politically important Kan. Plain projest (see para. 2 below). It was

agreed by the UDP staff ad myself and antly asepted by Mr. Radrensie

thats

a) Any request for tehbaical assistance with respect to a series
of contemplated pilot schmss, feasibility studies, urveys, etc.,
in the KeWa Nile River Basin (hich Ineludes the Kan. Plain, but
extends far beyond it) would be most appropriately submitted to

the UNDP(SF), and not to the Bank;

b) The two pilot projects in the Iano Plain which the Govermwt of
Kea is apparently cemitted to undertake in any e9 t, irrespeotive
of the availability of extrnal assistance, and to defray the cests

of from local currency generated by the sale of FL 480 agricaltural
conomdities, could and wmld, if possible, be eovered into at a
later date a possible UNDP project for the Keaya Nile River Dain;

e) The title "Kano Plain Irrigation Project" vas a misnomer as the
Plain severs about 31,000 acres of a total area ontemplated for
stUdy of something en the order of 110,000 acres, made up of ) or 5
*egmants, in the Kenya Nile Basin,(the Yala Plain is alread7 the

subject of a separate tMDP project and is not included in this
discassion);



d) The fortheming VS "wladIhld" mission at the beginning of April
appears to have as its function something in the nataro of a
r eonudsance to delineate the types of feasibility and other
technical assistmaoe studies required to update, omp1oment, or
fill in gaps with reset to kwvlode and baekgromd en the Kano
Plain area and &1 the other ideatified segments in the Kenya Mile
ftsin, totaling an appreiate 110,000 are, and that the US
mission is expected to render its report in late May;

a) On the basis of the US mission report, it should be possible to
prepare a project request to the UWIP for an integrated series of
feasibility and other studies in the KgVa Mile Basin, incorporating,
if at all possible, the two pilot projects in the Kano Plain, and
that the Kenya Governamat would do so;

f) Suh a request from the Keea Government would be sympathetically
considered by the UNDP, with a view to having it ready for the Octeber
Consaltative Board meeting and the January 1967 Soverning Coneil
maeeting, and that, if at all possible, the tm pilot seheas" already
mentined would be incorporated, retroactively if that proved feasible,
and that feasibility and other studies incorporated in the project
would be related to and timed to take osoeoat of the ongoing results
of the two pilot sachnesi

g) The FAD would be the logical executing agency, and not the Bank, for
mb such project, but that under recent arrangements between the UNDP

and Bank the UND? would be prepared to reqpest the FAO to eonsult
with the Bank at all stages in the preparation of the Plan of Operations,
term of referenee, eto., involved in the contemplated WIP projeati

h) On the one hand, it was an open question as to *hether the FAO would
be willing to subosntract all or may part of the work involved in the
contemplated projest, and, on the other, whether the Bank'. Agricultural
Development Servie. in Eastern Africa (AV) would be aonsidered by the
PAO as a possible subcontreetor and if so snsidered, whether the Back
would be willing for it to serve in this capacity;

1) It was not at all clear, even assaeing FAD willinnss, that the Bank
would be in a position to have the AM act as a subeontractor for the
contemplated project, but that in any event the ADS migbt be associated
with the project in the normal earse of its astivities, i.e., by the
Kona Gve et employing a few members of the ADS on a reimbureable
basis as advisers or on special assignmeat with the Kenya Ministry of
Agricnitare in enneetim with the latter's responsibilities in
developing and carrying out the montonlated project;

J) However, the ADS was now and there were not as yet narW precedents
governing its astivities, ad that how it aight be assosiated with the
oentemplated project would have to be ensidered, ineluding the fore-
going tentative views (subparagraph i) ), and that Mr. Maclenaie
eartainly should explore this aspect of the situation in his mstings
the next day in Washington at the BankI and



k) Theforthcoming aeting of Rsident Represemtativvs of the UJDP in
Nairobi during April, would provide an opportunity to review the
various steps involved in prepaetion of a UND? project with the
UWD? "high comaind" which would be in Nairobi, the US 'windshield"
miseion, whiab also would be there, the Bank's East TrIca office,
the K[na 0oveamment and the writer, who would be attending the
"Res.Rep." eting on behalf of the Bank.

2. A brief note en the multiple political issues raised by Mr. MacKensie
would also sees appropriate to provide background against which all of the
foregoing points should be read. Apparently, as part of the increasing di-
enchantment ad falling-out of the Governt of Kenya with the Soviet Union,
a prelimdary "survey report" by a Russian team of a Kano Plain project was
rejected by the Kwqa Government as "inadequate". In addition, the Kenya
Government reached an impasse with the Soviet Union and broke off discussions
under an existing bilateral aid agremwnt, which included contemplated financing
for a Kano Plain project. The difficulties apparently arose on two major issuest
(a) the length of the proposed Soviet loans and (b) defraying local currency
costs of the project. The Ktnys Govermiint apparently cnsidered the standard
Soviet lending period of 12 years as far too brief for the amortizatiAn of the
lean "unless it employed slave labor". Apparently, also, the Kenya Oovernment
objected to the Soviet propomal requiring the Kana Goverament to import a range
of Soviet eensumer goods for sale in Keya as a way to generate local curray
for the project.

In addition to the above difficulties at the inter-governmental level,
within Kana itself, the issue of Kea-Soviet relationships has bee involved
in an internecine struggle for power within Kenya's one party, KANU, between
the President of Kenya and of KANU, Mr. Jam Kenyatta, and the Vice-President
of Kenya and then Deputy Vice-Presidont of KANU, Mr. Ogisga Odinga. Mr.
Odinga has lmg been identified as "left wing" and "pro-Communist". He has
recently been reorganised eat of his position as Deputy Vice-President of KANV
and has also failed to obtain election to one of the eight new party vice-
presidencies. Odinga has vitdraw from KANU, and has reportedly become as-
sociated with a new break-away party. In addition to the "ideological* aspect
of the dispute, Mr. Odinga is one of the prominent leaders of te Lao tribo,
one of the two major Kenya tribes, whieh occupies the land area adjacent to
Lake Victoria (Kenya Nile Basin), where the projected Kano Plain project and
the other related additional Kenya Nile Basin projects are located. Thus, the
urgency in finding an international agency umbrella for the project or projects
in the Kenya Nile Basin to replace the "ejected" Russian project and the "ejected"
local politician, Odinga, who was publicly linked to Russian aid, to minimize any
tribal implications that might be dramn, and, also at the same ttes, sn' ideological
implications which might be drawn. Finally, although not alluded to by Mr.
XMaaie, a factor implicit in the entire situation is that Mr. Mboya, the
lHnister of Developmmt, and also a Luc, has long been at odds with Mr. Odinga
for iafluece and control in the Luo tribe. Mr. Mboya h"upported Mr. Kenyatta
in his mounting confrontation with Mr. Odinga.

3. 1 c u ated the substance of this smorandun to Mr. Telley (Africa Dept.)
on Thurede afternaon, Marh 17, during a lengthy telepons conversation from the
UNDP.

cci Mr. mewth/Hoffm
Mr. El lmary/willians
Mr. Tolleyv/

ARivkin/mt



No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVE MENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMEN I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: March 23, 1966

FROM: Howard E. Tolley

SUBJECT: K&(YA: KANO PLAIN PROJECT

1. Mr. Bruce McKenzie, Minister of Agriculture of Kenya, called on
Mr. Woods on March 18 at 2.30 pm. Mr. McKenzie was accompanied by Mr.
David Betts of the Kenya Ministry of Agriculture. Mr. John Williams,
Mr. Donald Mitchell and Mr. Tolley were also present.

2. Mr. McKenzie handed Mr. Woods a letter from President Kenyatta
which stressed the Government's wish to proceed as a matter of urgency
with the Kano Plain irrigation scheme.

3. Mr. McKenzie explained that the Kenya Government had recently felt
obliged to turn down Russian proposals for helping with the pre-investment
studies and the financing of the execution of the Kano Plains project.
To fill the resulting vacuum, the Government was exploring new avenues.
A U.S. Bureau of Reclamation team will arrive in Kenya at the beginning
of April. This mission will review feasibility studies prepared several
years ago by Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners and will make recommendations
on pilot studies and the next steps to prepare for a full feasibility
study. The report of this mission, scheduled for completion by June 1,
would be the basis for a project to be submitted to the UNDP for consideration
by the Consultative Committee of UNDP in October 1966 and decision by the
Governing Council of UNDP in January 1967. Meanwhile, the Government of
Kenya proposes to press forward immediately with two pilot projects in the
Kano Plain area as soon as the Bureau of Reclamation team confirms its
agreement with the locations recommended by Sir Alexander Gibb and in the
light of any further proposals by the team for associated studies.
Pending UNDP action the Kenya Government has obtained agreement in prin-
ciple from the U.S. Government to utilize PL 480 funds to finance work
on the pilot schemes in the expectation that these expenditures would be
reimbursed from the UNDP grant. Kenya would retain Kaiser Engineers.

4. Mr. McKenzie explained that his Ministry needed assistance in
carrying out both the pilot schemes and the overall project. He felt
that the experts in the Bank's Agricultural Development Service were
particularly well qualified to assist the Kenya Government and he ex-
pressed the hope that one or more of these experts might become associ-
ated from the very beginning with the pilot projects and continue on the
job until all the pre-investment studies were completed. Mr. McKenzie
then asked whether the Bank would agree to become the "Managinggqnt"
feo e~eutn Agnyatrteshmei prvdb h U Age ntJ"/7 for the -roci immediately, on behalf of the 1Xnya Government and then
lb--'cec"-uti ngiAenc r after the scheme is approvyed by the UNDP in Jan-

5. Mr. Williams outlined to Mr. Woods the tentative conclusions of
the discussions that morning with Mr. McKenzie from which it appeared that
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a possible approach would be the creation by the Kenya Government of a
small unit of perhaps four or five experts responsible to the Ministry of
Agriculture specially charged with organizing and supervising the work re-
quired to engineer and manage the pilot studies. I&Lh thaa mmber
of the ADS could be seconded to the Kenya Government to head up this unit
and tihat this unit would in due course work with the Executing Agency at
such time as UNDP took over financing of these studies. It was ppiltd ,g
to Mr. McKenzie that the question of Executing Agency reqp;edfurther con-
siddtioni given the existing agreement between the Bank and FAQ.

6. Mr. Woods replied that he understood the position the Kenya Govern-
ment found itself in as a result of the Russian rejection and was sympathetic
to the Kenya Governmentts approach. He felt the Bank should consider in what
way it could assist. He could not say at this point precisely what form the

assistance would take, but that could be worked out later. Mr. McKen;z
said that be would like to have a meeting in NairQbi about April 11 to discuss
a course of action. At that time the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation team and
representatives of the UNDP will be in Nairobi, and Mr. McKenzie asked
whether the Bank could send a senior official to attend. Mr. 1Wods indi-

cated that the Bank could be represented by fr. Gqrdon, or alternatively
sciieone sent from Washington especially for the purpose.

7. On March 21, Mr. T. J. Mboya, Minister for Economic Planning and De-
velopment, accompanied by Mr. Peter M. Echaria, Counselor, Embassy of Kenya,
called on Mr. El Emary. Mr. Williams and Mr. Tolley were also present.

8. During the discussion it emerged that Mr. Mboya contemplated that the
proposed meeting in Nairobi about April 11 would be for the purpose of dis-
cussing the overall feasibility study of the Kano Plains and the financing
of the execution of the project; representatives of friendly governments
who are expected to participate in the financing of the project would be
invited to attend. Mr. Mboya was informed that our discussions with Mr.
McKenzie were concerned solely with pre-investment studies and, for the
immediate future, specifically with possible Bank assistance for two pilot
irrigation schemes in the Kano Plain. It was suggested that the prospective
donor countries could be kept informed of the progress of the pre-investment
studies butaIras the Bank was concerned, there was no question at this

point of considering the financing of the execution of the project. Regard-
ing the pilot projects it was noted that a number of questions both as to 1he
t~.nandtorganization of the work remaiied to be settled after further
'6osideration by the interested parties, particularly the Kenya Government,
the6Bank an1d 'the UNDP.

9. Mr. Woods acknowledged President Kenyatta's letter, saying, at the
Bank staff would be in touch with Mr. McKenzie and his officials.- The.
Africa Department is preparing a letter to Mr. McKenzie setting out our
luE7i~ieheiWin T the position as it stands following the-discussions with
Mr. McKenzie and Mr. Mboya.

cc: Messrs. Knapp, Aldewereld, El Emary, Williams,4 offman (2), Wishart
Mr. D. Gordon (Nairobi), Mr. P. Reid (Rome), Mr. Evans & Mr. Mitchell

1/ A copy of Mr. Woods letter to President Kenyatta dated March 21 is attached.



COPY March 21, 1966

Dear Mr. President:

Thank you very much for your letter of March 14 which your

Minister of Agriculture handed to me last Friday afternoon. Having

listened to Mr. McKenzie, I ian well understand the priority that

you attach to improving the conditions for agriculture through irri-

gation on the Kano plains and why you are looking to the World Bank.

As I said to Mr. McKenzie, the World Bank and the Inter-

national Development Association have made substantial efforts to

help advance the economic development of Xenya. I lope that ve shail

continue to do so, whether alone or in collaboration with other

agencies and sources of development finance. To achieve successful

results with the Kan plains scheme will call for thorough planning

and preparation. We shall give the most serious thought here in

the Bank as to how we can play an effective role and we shall be in

close contact with Mr. McKenzie his Qff9iciakq work out the,

details or oir collaboration with all who will be involved.

I greatly appreciated your gracious invitation to visit

Kenya. Nothing would please me more. For a number of reasons that

I discussed with Mr. McKenzie, it is difficult for me to make firm

plans at this time. However, it is my very sincere wish to visit

you, Mr. President, to see something of -Kenya's development and to

glimpse your most beautiful country, if at all possible before

another year comes around. Thank you very much.

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

/s/ George D. Woods

His Excellency
The Honorable
Mzee Jomo Kenyatta
President of the Republic of Kenya
State House
P.O. Box 530
Nairobi, Kenya
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TMr* Pwaidiwktt
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AtA ;Aet wish"*,

Yours vincorely,

Jeorgo ' . '; ,odf
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J. H. illiams

EYA: Irrigation Projects in the Kenya Silo Basin

1. Mr. Bruce McKenzie, Minister of Agriculture of Kenya, will heM a

letter to W-. Woods from President Kenyatta. We assume the letter is

rquestiung Bank assistance in devolopment of the Kena Nile Basin (in

the vicinity of Take Victoria).

24 Two reconanaisance studies of irrigation and reclamation possibilities

of the Kmya Nile Basin (253,000 acres) were carried out by Sir Alexander

Gibb and Partners in 1954-56 and 1960-61. The U.S.S.R. recently concluded

a further survey and offered to finance a developnent scheme. The Kenya

Government was dissatisfied with the Russian survey and has rejected the

method of financing proposed, whereby Kenya would buy Russian goods.

3. Die enya Government recently signed a Letter of Intent with Kaiser

Eg for a further coprehensive feasibility study. Also in

response to a reqest from the Goveruisent af 
en",, a US Bureau of RMcla-

mation mission, arranged by the A.I.D. is scheduled to go to Kenya in

April. The purpose is to update the cost estimates of the Sir Alexander

Gibb studies and to lay the groundwork for a full scale feasibility study.

M. MKensie has also discussed with UNDP assistance in the study and

development of the entire Kenya Nile Basin. Among the five or six pro-

posed irrigation shemes in the Basin, he empbasized that the Kano Plain

is the most inperative from the political point of view. It is also the

largest of the schemes (30,000 acres).

4. The Keya Governent apparently wants the ank to organise a consortium

tofinance the execution of the irrigation projects once defined.

5. kile the Bank Survey Mission to Kenya (1962) commted favourably on

irrigation in general and supported the Kano flain Pilot Project, there

have been a number of changes in the economic picture since that time,

notably the prospect for surplus of sugar in Fast Africa. Sugar was one

of the major crops proposed for the irrigated areas. Secondly, a great

deal of work would be required on soil conditions and agronnde aspects

before further large scale engineering studies would be justified. We

have ereseed these views through Mr. Gordon informally in Nairobi and

in discussions with the UDP.

6. The following tentative course of action appears to have emerged

from the discussions at UNDP:

(a) The Kenya Govrmant will proceed imediately with two pilot

projects in the Kan area (probably financed from US P. L.480

funds).
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(b) The report of the fortoming ATD nidsion will be
usod as a basis for an application to the WDP for
assistance in financing feasibility studies of the
Xnya Nile Aasin.

(c) his application will be considered by the Cossultative
Committee of UNDP in October and, if re mumd by
the Committee., will be ready for approval at the January
1967 meeting of the Governing Council.

(d) me MFu would appoint FAO as Executing Agency for the
studies. (Mr. *Kensie suggested that FAO should sub-
contrast its work as Executing Agency to our Agricul-
tural Develappent Service).

7. As you will see Mr. *Kenzie has followed a pattern we have seen
earlier of trying his luck with a nmber of pe*ple at the *ame time,
and in part beamase of his long-stading distaste for FAO, will probably
continue to try to involve the Bank from the beginning. However I see
no exceptional circumstances which would justify Bank instead of FD?
financing at this stage. And it is certainly too early for the Bank to
get committed to financing the construction of the projects.

8. The Kenya Governmnt has irrigation projects in other areas under
study, in addition to a very anbitious resettlement and development
program in dry farming areas (for which ank assistance on a large scale
has already been requested). gatil we have available the conclusions of
our Econmic Mission in Depth planned for August-Septenber we do not know
how much in total Kenya can expect to carry out in the agricultural sector,
hoi present proposals fit into overall develop tn priorities, how large
the total external financing bill would be and what part of it the &ank
and DA could reasonably emmit.

9. 8ince a major purpose of the Economic Mission in Depth is to prepare
for evmntual formation of a Consultative Group for the three East African
countries, we would automatically have the framework in which "consortium"
financing for any large project could be orgsnited and, what I consider
very important, we would have a forum in which to determine what priority
for external financi any particular project should have.

DQ. As you probably know, Mr. MtKensie is as ebullient as he is picturesque
and used to getting his own way. As a former South African who is now a
ranya citizen, he is in a delicate position between the dominant Kikuyu
elements in the Governmnt, including President Xenyatta, and the IZA and
akamba mporters of the recently displac left wing Vle. President

Oginga ding&. The projects under discussion are in the latter's territory
which is certainly backward, and the political pressures to show action
there are unders+Mlahly very strong. Tia is not however an argwmt for
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our being involved in irgemy botgwz procedures, Snd I etrongly
r4cofend that Mr. Mobnasi. be told that given our prevent and pros-
petive eomintaewts in KEwa are quite large, there is no question of
our support for Kea's developmmnt effort. Heva', we e 4maid. a
careful step-by-step approach is essential and fully support the p a

wt out in paragraph 6.

JEWU3_ias I*11ley:fc
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F64 N-, 5 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOP; .T INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J. Burke KnaP DATE: February 28, 1966

FROM: J.H. Williams

SUBJECT: KENYA: Kano Plain Irrigation Project

1. The Government of Kenya is likely to approach IDA for a credit to
cover the external costs of updating a technical and feasibility study
and organization of a pilot irrigation project on the Kano Plain, which
forms part of the Kenya Nile Basin. Subsequently, we may be approached
to organize joint financing of 30,000 acre irrigation scheme. Gepi-ea-o--

2. In 1954-56 and 1960-61, Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners made two
reconnaisance studies of irrigation and reclamation possibilities of the
Kenya Nile Basin (253,000 acres) amongst other areas and recommended that
the Kano Plain area, which has an irrigation potential of 30,000 acres,
should receive first priority amongst the possibilities in the Nile Basin
area. Irrigation would be provided by pumping from Lake Victoria, supple-
mented by gravity flow from rivers. In the first Report the two main crops
proposed were sugar and rice; in the second Report only sugar was recommended.
They also proposed that an experimental farm be established to study the
growing of sugar under irrigation and the construction of pilot schemes to
provide agronomic information and to determine cropping systems and the
size of holdings best suited to small-scale irrigated farming. The pilot
schemes have not been carried out and we do not know whether the proposed
experimental farms have been established.

3. As Mr. Gordon reports, the U.S.S.R. have made a further survey,
but Mr. Nboya characterizes their report as "useless". It has since been
rejected by the Government. We have copies of the Sir Alexander Gibb
reportsl/ but not of the Russian report.

h. The Bank Survey Mission to Kenya (1962) commented favorably on irri-
gation in general and supported the Kano Plain pilot project. Out of a
total land area in Kenya of 225,000 square miles only 13% receives a rain-
fall consistently above 30 inches per annum and is therefore suitable for
intensive livestock and crop production or mixed farming. The rate of in-
crease of the Kenya population is high - 3.1% per annum - and there is
considerable population pressure in some areas. Kenya is not self-sufficient
in food and adverse weather conditions can create famine conditions, as has
occurred in 1965/66. Although the areas suitable for dry-land farming have
not been fully exploited and the population pressure problem has been
relieved somewhat through the resettlement schemes in the former Scheduled
Areas, it was considered that irrigation might offer good possibilities for
further resettlement.

1/ "Kenya Nile Basin Water Resources Survey, 1954-1956", Sept. 1956;
Extension of Kenya Nile Basin Water Resources Survey, 1960-61" in March 1961.
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5. With regard to the Kano ilain area there are, however, some socio-
logical and poaitical factors which should be taken into account.

6. The Economic Survey Mission to Kenya reported that irrigation of the
Kano Plain would involve a major reallocation of land rights and property
boundaries and would necessitate the movement of some of the inhabitants to
homes elsewhere to provide holdings of economic size for those who remain
and a reduction in the number of livestock now maintained. The Mission further
reported that "the tribesmen have shown a reluctance so far to accept these
changes". However, this was before Independence, and the Kenya Government
has since gained considerable experience in resettlement.

7. It is clear that political factors are at work in the approach by the
Kenya Government, not only because the Russian survey and promise of aid
received considerable publicity, but because the tribesmen inhabiting the
Kano Plains are Luo and both the Vice President, who is left-wing, and the
inister of Planning, who is more moderate, are Luo. Mr. Mboya and Mr.

McKenzie are doubtless under pressure to find something to replace the
Russian offer.

8. Economic conditions have changed since the Gibb reports were presented.
East Africa is approaching self-sufficiency in sugar, world market conditions
are unfavorable for the export of sugar and sugar is one of the main crops
proposed for irrigation. Moreover, hitherto Uganda has exported the bulk of'
her sugar crop to Kenya, and she is going to suffer from this lack of regional
specialization. We do not know whether or not other crops would be suitable
for irrigation. It seems doubtful whether any further general engineering
studies would be of more than marginal benefit at this stage; agricultural
and marketing surveys appear more important and should be undertaken to de-
termine the best crops to experiment with on the proposed pilot project.

9. On page 2, paragraph (d) of his letter, Mr. Gordon says: "The ultimate
cost of the project might be in the order of tl5 million, of which perhaps
fl million would be for feasibility study, engineering and pilot operations".
Both the capital cost and the cost of the feasibility study and pilot operation
appear very high. The Bank Mission to Kenya estimated the cost of the Pilot
Project to be Z70,000. Prices have risen since then, but not by all that much.
A feasibility study of a Kafue Flats irrigation project in Zambia in 1965 on
a similar acreage estimated the total capital cost to be t4.6 million and this
estimate included a township and its amenities. The methods of irrigation are
different but the difference between Z1.6 million and tlh million is striking.

10. With regard to the draft terms of reference of Kaisers, which is
attached to Mr. Gordon's second letter (February 16), Part III of the "Proposed
Scope of Services" would appear to be premature. It is questionable whether
it would be timely to proceed with a fairly elaborate general study of the
whole of Kenya Nile Basin before the results of the pilot project are known,
particularly when a general study has already been carried out.

11. To summarize, we do not have sufficient information to form a proper
judgment as to the importance and priority of the proposed project. The
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information which we do have indicates that the capital cost would be high,
there are doubts, both from the agronomic and economic points of view, about
which crops should be grown under irrigation and another general feasibility
study of the whole of the Kenya Nile Basin seems premature. The logical
sequence of work would be:

(a) Agro-economic determination of crops most likely
to prove suitable for irrigation.

(b) Pilot Project preparation and implementation
(Parts I and II of "Proposed Scope of Service".)

(c) Appraisal of the results of the Pilot Project and,
if favorable;

(d) Preparation of Development Project (which would include
Part III of "Proposed Scope of Service".)

(e) Financing and implementation.
12. On such information as we have we cannot support the project as
presently conceived and, if it should be considered by the United Nations
Development Program, we would have to inform UNDP of our views. The ap-
proach to the Bank for financing and coordinating the preliminary studies
was probably motivated by the thought that we would become morally committed
to finance the project when it reaches the construction stage. We do not
wish to be committed in any form under the present plan.

13. I see no exceptional circumstances in this case which would justify
Bank instead of UNDP financing the preparatory work on this project.
Moreover UNDP is already financing studies of the nearby Yala Swamp Reclamation
Project; if UNDP would do the Kano Plains studies the possibility of conflict
and overlapping would be avoided, as the Yala Swamp area is included in Kaiser's
"!roposed Scope of Services". The UN team has just commenced work on the Yala
Swamp Project. Under its new set-up UNDP may be able to consider a request
expeditiously - without the usual six months time lag - if a special case can
be made out.

14. In view of what has been said above, the question of coordinating the
studies and organizing the financing of the project, which is raised by Mr.
Gordon in his first letter, does not arise at this stage. If the Bank is to
be consulted on the terms of reference we would be reluctant to comment on
them and give them our endorsement unless we were also consulted as to the
consultants who would carry out the work. The adequacy of the work would
depend more on the mobilization of the right men than on having the right
terms of reference. The Kenya Government would be wise not to enter into an
agreement with Kaiser or any other firm on the basis of terms of reference alone.
They should require a pretty detailed proposal including particularly details
of the experience of the personnel to be allocated to the work.

15. On the supposition that the Bank will not finance the proposed studies,
the question of the acceptability of Messrs. Kaiser and I.L.A.C.O. may not arise.
However, the Projects Department have said that they would consider an associ-
ation of these two firms acceptable. It should be noted that neither the
Letter of Intent nor the draft Terms of Reference make any mention of I.L.A.C.O.
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It is doubtful whether we would consider Kaiser by themselves suitable to
undertake work which calls for as much agricultural as engineering expertise.
If the Bank's advice had been asked, we would of course have recommended
the Government to invite proposals from several firms before making a selection.

Attachments

~
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

WR'D OANK~ Permanent Mission in Efmtern Africa
Uniafric House - Koinange Street at Sadler Lane -. Nairobi, Kenya
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No. 69 February 16 1966

Mr. John H. Williams
Deputy Director, Africa Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433, USA

Kano Plains Irrigation Project

Dear John:

I enclose a copy of the letter of intent which the Government of Kenya

signed with Kaiser Engineers last Friday, and the appended terms of reference.
I have emphasized to the Government people concerned that the Bank, if it were

to provide preproject financing, would wish to review and perhaps modify these

tarms of reference, and I believe they fully understand our position. I had

a talk also on Friday with the Kaiser Vice Presidents, Messrs. Opper ieim and

Peacock, who expressed themselves as quite amenable to discussing and agreeing

with the Bank's experts the content, emphasis and phasing of the proposed

studies. So I think we are fairly free to suggest appropriate changes.

I have a few preliminary comments on the terms of reference as they now

stand:

1) It seems reasonable to give first priority to certain pilot operations,
since the validity of the feasibility study will depend, to some extent at least,
on practical results achieved on the ground. Kaiser seem to be assuming that

the technical justification of the project can be established through extrapolation--

in effect by a computer comparison of data on local soils, climate, crop varieties,
yields, etc. with those available from irrigation projects in other countries--to

obtain an optimum combination of factors and a useable estimate of prospective costs

and returns without lengthy or extensive field trials. How valid is this assump-

tion I dontt know. Does the Bank have any experience or views on the adequacy of

such analytical techniques as applied elsewhere?

2) My impression is that Kaiser's competence has been demonstrated mainly on

large engineering and industrial, rather than strictly agricultural, projects.
I mentioned in my letter No. 60 that the Kenya Government felt that they should
be reinforced on the agricultural side by ILACO. The present arrangement, however,
contemplates that Kaiser would be responsible for all aspects of planning and

preparation of the project. The Government may wish to employ ILACO as agricul-

tural advisers to review Kaiser's studies and recommendations, or to assist in

the operation and management of the Pilot Farm. If the Bank agrees to finance the
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preparatory phase of the project, it too will presumably want to assign or employ
some agricultural expertise. This, however, would not obviate the need for a
fully adequate agricultural component in the Kaiser team, to ensure realistic
planning and projections.

3) In any case I suspect that the crucial problem is not technical, but
sociological or psychological: how to get the people to accept necessary changes
in land rights and farming practices, the screening of tenants and relocation of
some of the present population that is unsuitable, a fairly rigorous discipline
for those that remain or are brought in, the payment of water charges and flood
control taxes and so on. The Kaiser terms of reference hardly mention such
questions; the negotiating team they had here last week was not unaware of their
importance but was not equipped to deal with them. This, I think, is an area
where Storrar and his colleagues might make a very useful contribution; Bruce
McKenzie agrees.

4) The proposed feasibility study for the Upper Nile Basin is defined to include
all the 134,000 acres of irrigable land covered in the 1954-56 study by Sir Alexander
Gibb. However, the Special Fund has recently approved a survey of the Yala Plains
area (some 22,000 acres) at the northern end of the Kenya portion of the lake shore
The Special Fund Project Manager arrived about a month ago, after considerable delay,
and an initial investigation, to determine whether this project is worth following
through, is supposed to be completed by the end of 1966. For Kaiser to redo, or
do simultaneously, what the Special Fund is undertaking might cause some friction,
to say the least. On the other hand, it would be desirable that the studies of
both areas be done on a comparable basis. I should think this could be taken care
of through consultation; the respective terms of reference need to be reviewed
carefully.

5) Of the remaining 112,000 acres, some 70,000 are located in the Chemilil and
Muhoroni areas, on which rainfed sugar production is planned and being developed,
and which will be served by our sugar roads project. Again, it would be useful
for the Kaiser study to take account of their potential and compare their yields
with those expected from adjacent irrigated areas, to permit a clear-cut assessment
of the benefits from irrigation. But this should not require any intensive restudy
of the 70,000 acres in question.

6) Finding appropriate crops, of sufficient value to support the costs of irriga-
tion, may nose a real problem. The Gibb report focusses on sugar, rice and cotton,
which seems sensible; incidentally, surplus processing capacity for all three
crops is within reach. But how much more sugar and rice the Kenya market will
absorb, beyond the capacity already under development, may be open to question;
and export markets are highly competitive to say the least. The Gibb report recom-
mends cotton, for which market possibilities are favorable, but considers that at
a yield of 1000 lbs/acre it may be marginal. All this underlines the need for
varied field trials.

A further example of overlap (and of McKenzie's well-known tendency to seek
help from as many sources as possible) is that the US Interior Department has
undertaken to send out two experts to make a "windshield study"--I gather this is
the latest AID jargon for the investigation phase prior to a "reconnaisance study"--
of the Kano Plains area, As a result of the Kenya Government's urging and the U.S.
political assessment, their coming has been expedited, and they are expected to
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arrive well before the end of February. Presumably they will give an opinion as
to whether, prima facie, the Kano Plains development is or is not technically
feasible, and perhaps can make some useful comments on the proposed terms of
reference. However, the number of cooks surrounding this broth seems a bit ex-
cessive.

Best regards,

Sincerely yours,

David L. Gordon

Enclosure
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KAISER ENGINEERS
Regal House,

London Road,
Twickenham,
Middlesex,
England.

February, 11, 1966.

The Hon. Mr . T.J.- Mboya
Minister for. Economic Planning & Development,

Dear Mr . 1boya

With reference to the discussions which have been held with
you, the Hon. James Gichuru, the Hon. Bruce McKenzie, and the staff
of the Ministries concerned during the period 5th through llth
February, it is our understanding that it is the desire of your
Government to have Kaiser Engineers assist by furnishing engineering
services relating~to the development of irrigated agriculture in
the Upper Nile. Project Area starting in the vicinity of the town of
Kisumu.

Discussions have also been held with the staff and technical
advisers of the Ministries and Departments concerned, from which a

program of services and terms of reference have been established.
The overall program encompasses five parts -

Part I Development of the Kibos Pilot Farm.

Part II - Kibos Flood Protection.

Part III - Feasibility Study for the whole
Upper Nile Area.

Part IV - Technical Assistance during Financing.

Part V - Detail Design, Contract Documentation,
Resident Engineering and Construction
Supervision.

The terms of reference and scope of services are set out in
Annexure "All attached to this letter and made a part hereof. We
believe that the performance of the services described herein is the
most appropriate way in which your Government may reach an early
decision as to the merits of this program as a whole and of its
component parts.

It is our understanding that the first priority is to be
accorded to the earliest practicable development of a 2,000 acre
pilot farm in the Kibos area near Kisumu in order to acquire the
experience of the establishment of irrigated agricultural techniques
and the sociological problems related thereto in an area hitherto
not acquainted with irrigation. Concurrently with the establishment
of this pilot farm - but in such a manner that work on the pilot farm
is in no way delayed - Kaiser Engineers will initiate and pr oceed
with a full-scale feasibility study to international engineering
standards required and recognized by world-wide financing agencies.

The study would cover an area of approximately 134,000
acres of !rrigrablo land of the Kenya Nile Basin in the Nyanza Region,
and the study would lead to the establishment, in consultation with
the Government, of orders of priority for the implementation of
the various comppents of the entire project.

..... /2.
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The project has been ma e the subject of extensive previous

en -ineerihg study to a reconnaissance standard, many of the results
o-Vwhich will prove to be of value. A surmary of the areas concerned

is- set out in Annexure "B" attached to this letter and made a part
hereof.

We propose to furnish our services on the basis of the

reimbursement to use of all costs and expenees properly incurred

by us in the performance of such services in Kenya, in the Kaiser

Design Office in London, and in other regflarly established offices

of Kaiser Engineers, plus a fee to cover corporate overheads and

profit.

The detailed terms and conditions for the performance of our

services would be set forth in a mutually agreeable contract to be

negotiated between us at the earliest possible date.

We propose that the performance of our services should be

initiated by the assignment to Kenya of an initial compliment of

staff in approximately two weeks from the date of execution of the

definitive contract between us, and the completion of the necessary
financial arrangements to be incorporated therein.

We are most sincerely appreciative of the confidence of the

Government of Kenya in our organization and wish to assure you that

this important program will receive our closest attention.

If this letter correctly reflects the understanding between

us, please so indicate by signing and returning two copies 
of this

letter.

Yours very truly,

L.H. OPPENIEI,
Vice President and General Manaer.

Accepted and Agreed

This day of 1966

On behalf of the Government of the Republic of Kenya

by

1J 81 k
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KATSER ENTOTNEELS INTEXIT IONAL INC.

T UPPT I- IEH PRIGTED G 1ICU L U"RE fR OJFE T

TERMS CF REFERENCE

(In these terms of reference and the attached Scope of
Services, references I the Ministry of Agriculture
include such other xTcacm=cntal Agoncics as may be dcsignated
by the Minister of Agriculture, and Kaiser Engineers
International, Inc. is referred to as "Kaiser Engineers").

PART I - DEVELOPMENT OF THE KIBOS PILOT FARM

The design and contruction supervision of the Kibos Pilot
Farm of approximately 2,000 acres net irrigated area is to be
accorded top priority. The farm is to be manage and operated
by the Ministry of Agriculture with such advisory technical
assistance from Kaiser Engineers as may be desired by the
Ministry,

PART 1 - KIB0S FLOOD PXJTECTION

Insofar as the Kibos Pilot Farm may require flood protection,
the required protective works shall be designed and construction
supervised; for the balance of the Kibos area, outline design
of flood control works to feasibility study standards will be
performed.

PART III - FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR TFS UROLE UPPER NILE AREA

The Feasibility Study will cover approximately 134,000
acres of the Upper Nile area, approximately as studied in the
Gibb Reports. The study will be to full semi-detail standards
to meet criteria and requirements of international financing
agencies.

PART IV - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE DURING FINANCING

Kaiser Engineers will render to the Government of Kenya
technical assistance during approaches to and negotiations for
loan financing from international financing agencies, including
such additional studies, calculations or designs as may be
required to meet specific requirements of individual agencies.

PART V - DETAIL DE N, COITRACT DOCUMENIATION, RESIDEST ENGINEERING
AND CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION

Kaiser Engineers will render services covering the
implementation of the project, when financing has been seaured,
including detail design, specifications, and preparation of
contract tender documents, bid analyses, contract management,
resident engineering services, construction supervision,
procurement, expediting, inspection and testing of major
equipment items, progress and final payment certification,
and final overall acceptance tests and certification.

..... /2
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7t is recognized and understood that highest priority is to

be accorded to services covering the earliest practicable bringing
into operation of the Kibos Pilot Farm. Parts I, II and III as
described above would proceed concurrently, but work on Parts II
and III would be accorded second priority after Part I, and work on

these would be pursued only to the extent that no delay to the

completion of the Pilot Farm would result.

The scope of the services which Kaiser Engineers would render
is set out on the following pages, "Proposed Scope of Services".
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PROPCSED_ SOPEO SEV, I ES

T EI UPPER 1ILE IRRIGATED AGRIOULTURE PROJECT

Kaiser Engineers proposes to render to the Ministry of

Agriculture, Government of the Republic of Kenya, the servi'ces set
out below:

PART I - DEVELOPE1 NWT OF T HE KIBOS PILOT FARM

In connection with the development of the proposed Kibos Pilot.
Farm of approximately 2,000 acres, the following services will be
rendered.-

1. Solection of the site of the proposed pilot farm, in
consultation with the Ministry of Agriculture, in the Kibos

area near Kisumu with a view to selection of a ropresentative
area; in assessing the merits of various alternatives, Kaiser
Engineers will make use of data already contained in the
Gibb Report. and subsequently obtained by the Ministry and
intorested Departments.

2. Preparation of detailed topographic surveys of the Pilot
Farm, of selected dirvorsion, main, lateral and feeder canals

as appropriate. Standards of topography will be -

F or the Pilot Farm arca; including canal, feeders, drains lines:

Scale 1 : 3,600 - 1 foot VI contours
For major structure sites:

Scale 1 : 1,000 - 1 foot VI contours.

3. Detailed soil survey of the land of the Pilot arm utilizing

photo-interpretation technique s and field sampling, with test

pits at approximately I per 10 acres, approximately 6 feet
deep; -preparation of soils logs and classification of soils to

USDA standards. Laboratory analysis of soil samples at 3 per
pit for 100% of the pits to show -

Surface texture 0 - 30 cm. (measured)
Soil texturo (average) 30 - 60, 60 - 130, 130- 200
cm. (Measured)
Soil depth in cm. to 200 cm. minimum
Bulk density (anhadequate number to check correlation
with texture; if thore. is poor correlation, one surface

sample per log.)
pH and slope in percent
Existing cover (if clearing required)
Smoothing or levelling requirement in 7 hectare of
soil to be moved
Soil pormeability in cm/hr. for 0 - 60, 60 - 130 and

130 - 200 cm.

4. Preparation of soils maps to USBR standards and other

maps showing test pit locations and water table lTvels.

5. Geological and foundation studies at sites of major
structures, main canal lines, and housing and roads areas
to establish engineering design criteria, need for canal
ining,,and.foundation parameters.

.... ,.../2



6. Study of Pilot. r area drainage requirements, if any,
and establishment of optimum drain layouto.

7. In consultation with the Ministry of Agri culture, establish-
ment of cropping patterns, crop rotations, and water require-
ments.

8. In consultation with the Ministry of Agriculture, establish-
ment of estimated optimum tenant farm sizes appropriate to
the crop rotations ostabljshed undr 7 above..

9. Preparation of detailed layouts of on-farm irrigation and
drainage, access roads, village housing, school and other
communal facilities and utilities for the Pilot Farm.

10. Preparation of detail designs for main irrigation and

drainage facilities and structures; including checks, syphons,
drops, turnouts and control structures as appropriate to the

Pilot Farm area.

11. Preparation of contract bid documents, including speci-
fications and bills of quantities, for the construction of all

facilities including land clearing and levelling, housing and
infrastructure, canals and irrigation structures, and on-

farm distribution systems.

12. Preparation of detail capital costs estimates for the

whole development of the Pilot Farm.

13. if the Government of Kenya decides that the work should
be let to contract, issue invitations to tender on a competitive

basis, yvaluate tenders received for conformity and price, and
submit recommendations to the Ministry of Agriculture as to the

award of contract.

14. Supervision of construction of all facilities, including
resident engineering, issue of progress payment certification,
and completion certificates, as appropriate.

15. Proeurement, expediting-and inspection of any-major items

of equipment puichased for the Pilot Farm other than through
normal Government channels.

16.. inspection and testing supervision for all items of
equipment during and after installation, including any pumps,
gates, controls, pipe-lines, utilities, or other facilities
includpq in the Pilot Farm project.

17. Provision of assistance to the Ministry of Agriculture in

connection with the management of the -ilot Farm, as desired by
the Minittry.

18. Provision of technical assistance to the Ministry of
.Agriculture in connection with the operation and management
of the Pilot Farm, as desired by the Ministry.
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PART II - FLOODC 02TROL 07T 1TK 13105 IS. RI A' A1

Kaiser Engineers. undorstand that flood problems may arise in

connection with the Pilot Farm and in connectioh with the overall

Kibos Area Irrigable lands. In this connection, Kaiser Engineers

will render the following services -

1. Evaluate and study all existing data for the Kibos River

and for neighboring rivers, examine ehysical evidence of high
flood levels, and climatic and rainfall data, with a view to

preparirg estimates of peak flood levels for various flood

frequencies.

2. Prepare detail de-i-gns for the necessary structures to

protect the Pilot Farm and associated village and infrastructure

Irom the "project design flood". The project design flood

shall be established by direction of the Ministry of Agriculture

on receint of the estimates prepared under 1 above. Such

designs will include necessary bridge works on the Kisumu-

Ahero main road.

3. Prepare outline dosigns for, the necessary protection works,

including drains, levoes, outflow clearing and dredging, and

other appropriate facilities, to protect the whole of the Kibos

irrigable area from the projept design flood.

4. In the preparation of th, designs described in 2 and 3

above, Kaiser Engineers will ndertake or have performed by
others the necessary hydrologic, meteorologic, topographic,
soils, geologidal and foundation studies and the preparation

of the required maps and plans.

5. Prepare detail capital costs estimates, bills of quantities,

specifications and tendor documents for the construction of the

flood protection works for the Pilot Farm.

6. Prepare outline capital costs estimates for the flood

protection works' for the whole Kibos irrigable area.

7. Prepare operating end maintenance costs estimates for both

schemes of flood protection.

8. The estimates so prepared will be incorporated in the

economic calculations included in the Feasibility.Study described

in Part III below. In the event that the estimated project

design flood frequency is such.that floods exceeding this level

would be liable to have a significant effect upon th(

productivity of irrigated agriculture in the Kibos area, such

effect will be taken into account in the preparation of the

economic analyses to be included in theFeasibility Study.

PATJ III - FEASBILTIY STUDY FCO R PER NILE BASIN

The purpose of the Feasibility Study for the whole of the Upper

Nile Basin area comprising approximately 134,000 acres, of irrigable
land is to establish, to standards and with criteria recognized by

international financing. agoncirs, whether the project, and its

component parts, are technically practicable, sociologically

acceptable.and economically viable.
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The study would include not only the development of irrigated
agrIc[lture _Or so, but also the provi'sIon of the essential.
infrastructure including roads, housing and agro-industrial and
aarketing .f&cilities. The scope of work comprised in performing
such a Feasibility Study fOllows:

1. Tonogranh,,

To the extent such topography is; not already available
the entire. area will be surveyed and m aps produced at a scale
of 1:10, 00O with 3 f oot vertical- contour s .itervils (except
for very stoop slopes where 6 foot or 10 foot contous will be
sufficient). Tt is envisaged that topographic survey and
mapping will be performed by sub-contract utilizing where
possible Kerya-based organizations skilled in aerial

photogrammetry. Additional arcas which appear promising for
irrigated agriculture (such as the strip of land south of the

Kisumu'railway) will be included.

2. Soils Survev and Analisis

Soils data already existing from previous studies will be

evaluated for compatibility with. inter national standards for

sea-detail feasibility studies, and additional test pits,
pedologic study, soils logs and laboratory analysis will be
performed, utilizing photo-interpretation to bring the soils

data coverage up to the coverage required for sdii-detail

study, i.e. one put per Km2 or equivalent'. Areas which indicate

zones of mixed or transition soils may, if appropriate, be more

intensively studied. Resulting from the above, soils maps
will be prepared showing soils classificat'ions, from which in

turn land suitability maps will be prepared. Laboratory soils

analyses will be performed covering representative samples

(normally three samples per pit for every fourth pit) and

soil permeability, structure, and chemical composition will'be
analysed. USBR and USDA standards will normally be applied.
It is envisaged that laboratory facilities available to the

Ministry of Agriculture will be made available to Kaiser

Engineers for this purpose'.

3. hydrolo -v and Climat ology'.-

Existing river flow, rainfall, and climatic data will be
studied and evaluated; where reliable extrapoliation would be
appropriate, existing records will be.supplmented by such
methods. Recommendations as to the'establishment of additional
river gauging stations, meteorological stations, and ground

water observation wells will be made to the Ministry of

Agriculture for data collection. Isohyetal maps and ground

water maps where necessary will be furnished.

4. Floodin- and Drainage Conditions

Existing hydrologic and meteorologic records and data, and

physical examination of flood water marks, local hearsay

information, and any other reasonably reliable source of

information will be studied and evaluated with a view to the

establishment of flood frequency forecasts, elevations, and

volume for the various river basins ,ih the project area. If

the area's climatology, offers promise of reasonable reliable

correlation with similar areas around the shores of Lake

Victoria, such correlation will be calculated as a source of

potential additional information.

..../5



Tihe outfalls of each river into Lake Victoria, including
swarmpareas,will be studied to assess' otential for improving
egress Df flood waters into the Lake, and design criteria will
will established.

Based upon the project design flood frequency for the
overall area, design criteria will be established for optimum
flood protection and most economic and effective drainage of
low-lying areas.

5. Existing Land Utilization and Cultivation Methods.

Existing data and physical observation will be used to
establish base parameters for economic evaluation purposes, and
-o establish potential benefits from land use with and without
irrigation. The present methods and extent of cultivation,
harvesting and marketing will be studied to assess their
adaptability to irrigated agriculture on a peasant-farmer basis.
EstLiates of total yields and eosts of production of existing
cropwill be prepared.

6. Stam _Reclamation

To the extent that this is 'not the subject of studies

1presently being performed by others, Kaiser Engineers will study
the. technical and economic aspects of reclaiming J1nd presently
not usobla due to swamp conditions. It is recognized that the

pressure of population in the area is such that all usable land
should be reclaimed if practicable and not- undulr cotly.

'7. Pronertv Law and Structure

The present Governmental, statutory and tribal law and
custom governing land and wat er rights will be studied with a
view to assessing the degree of modernization of agricultural
practices which may be achieved within the existing framewozk,

the effect of suh a framework upon the viability of the

project and the most appropriate and economic methods of
introducing the necessary changos. It is recognized that no
irrigated agricultural project can succeed wi-hout the full
and active cooperation of the people, and that this problem
may prove of overridin- importance to the success of the
entire project.

8,, Economic Activities of the Axca

Existing and proposed industrial, agro-industrial, and
marketing activities of the area will be studied with a view to
assessing the most appropriate methods- of insuring the
distribution of the additional produce to be developed from
the implementation of the project, including the influence
of any e'xisting large-scale plantations, existing markets
and existing processing facilities. The impact of the
project on the foreign exchange position of Kenya will also
be assessed.

9. Market Study

Based upon statistics and criteria to be established in
consultation with the Ministry of Agriculture, a market



market study will be performed to assess for all major produce the
local, regional, country-wide and export market potential, taking
into account proposed projects for additional agricultural develop-

net. Market forecasts covering the life of the project where
apropriate or to the extent necessary to cov6r the projected
,roduction will be prepared based upon market trends, existing
statistics, and world-wide market forecasts.

10. Foundation Exloration, Geolo7v and Materials

Following on reconnaissanco studies of proposed sites r
the required stora e or' other 'major structures, to select an order
of priority for investigations, the selected sites will be drilled
to determine the adequacy -of foundation conditions upon which to
found the required structures and to establish design criteria.
If no suitable facilities exist in Kenya, a soils laboratory will
be established to test the engineering properties of materials
required for such structures.

11. Cronin-' Prourams, Water Reouirements and Creratinr Costs

Cropping programs for each unit of development, alternative
crop rotations and water requirements for each area will be studied
and optimum progreams developed. Close consultation with the Ministry
of Ariculture will be maintained during, the preparation of these
studies. Estimates of the recurrent costs of management and operation
of each unit of development will be prepared, including estimates of
the operating and maintenance costs of the common facilitis pro-
rated to each unit, in order that an assessment of the economics of
each 8evelopment unit may be prepared.

12. Preliminary Design and Costs Estimates

Based upon the.studies described in paragraphs 1 through 9
above, preliminary designs adequate for purposes of the feasibility
study will be .prepared covering irrigation structures, storagv dams,
hydroelectric facilities if appropriate, main, lateral and distribution
canals, drainage and swamp reclamation works, flood protection works,
associated infrastructure works, village housing and utilities and
amenities, and preliminary typ-ical farm layouts. Related capital
costs estimates and construction schedules will also be prepared.
The overall project will be subdivided into cohesive units for
development purposes, and the capital costs of the development of
each will be estimated.

13. Devaolooment Priorities

In the ligt of the results of the foregoing studies, a
recommended order of priorities for development will be prepared
and discussed with the Ministry of Ariculture. It is recognized
that the Government may apply to the order of priority factors other
than those of purely engineering or economic validity. An agreed
order of priorities and time schedule for development will then be
prepared.

14. Economi. and Financial Feasibility

Based upon the agreed order of priorities for development and
t time schedule for the implementation of each unit of development,
the results of the market, agronomic, irrigation and engineering
studies, and the cost of associated village and infrastructure
development, an economic and financial feasibility analysis will
be preparee.

.1



This will include cash flows, possible types and sources of
financing, and internal rates of return or benefit/cost ratios for
each of the recommended units of development and for the project
as a whole. Incorporated in the estimates forming this analysis
will be estimated financial returns to the farmer from the
recommended croos and the estimated rates of repayment and revenue
to Government.

15. Feusibility Re-ort

The results of the abovo studios will be incorporated in a
Feasibility Study Report, in the English language and using units

of measurement and currency comnonly in use in Kenya, and twenty
copies of the Report will be subtitted to the Minister of
Agriculture.
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No. 60 P.O.Box 3o577
Nairobi, Kenya

February 9, 1966

Mr. John H. Williams
Deputy Director, Africa Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433, USA

Dear John:

I am addressing this to you since I assume that Abdel will have left
Washington by the time it reaches there.

I was invited to a meeting yesterday, called by Tom Mboya and Bruce MacKenzie.
The other participants were the American, Dutch and German Ambassadors, the U.K.
Acting High Commissioner, his Economic Counsellor and the U.S. A.I.D. Director. The
subject of discussion was the scheme for the irrigation of the Kano Plains, along
the edge of Lake Victoria south of Kisumu, which has been under discussion for
several years.

A reconnaissance study of irrigation and reclamation possibilities in this
area and several others near Lake Victoria, totalling some 135,000 acres, was made
by Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners over ten years ago.When the Kenya Government sought
aid from the USSR in 1964, the Russians settled on the Kano Plains area (about
30,000 acres) as the most promising; they undertook to bring the Gibb report up
to date and shape up a project and financing plan. They presented their report
about two months ago. Mr. Mboya characterized it as useless. Apart from important
technical deficiencies, the method by which they proposed to finance the costs
(preponderantly local) of the scheme is considered quite impractical. They offered
credits for the Kenya Government to purchase certain categories of Russian consumer
goods, which would be sold in the Kenya market to generate the necessary funds.
The Kenya Government said that they had no organization for such trading operations
(except in certain agricultural commodities) and no desire to set one up; as an
alternative they suggested that the Russians themselves might undertake to sell
their goods in the Kenya market, in competition with other suppliers, and apply the
proceeds to financing the Kano irrigation scheme, but this was rejected. Thus the
Soviet-Kenya Aid Agreement is to be suspended as regards the Kano project although
some smaller projects are to be continued and financed through limited imports of
Russian sugar.

The Government will have to announce shortly the breakdown of the Kano arrange-
ments. In view of the precarious conditions of livelihood in the Nyanza region,
its political touchiness and the hopes that had been raised there by the well-
publicized Russian aid agreement and studies, the Government are most anxious to
be able at the same time to announce some moves toward alternative provision for the
Kano Plains scheme. Messrs. Mboya and MacKenzie outlined their present thinking as
follows:
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a) They would like the principal aid-givers to Kenya to consider forming a
consortium or other joint financing arrangement, to carry out the scheme.

b) They would like to include, in addition to the Kano Plains project, a
number of smaller schemes for irrigable pockets along the Lake shore-most
of themI gather covered by the earlier Gibb study. The irrigation of
these small pockets in isolation would cost an estimated 2-3 times as much
as if they were undertaken as integral parts of a comprehensive program.
This approach might also facilitate the suggested consortium financing, by
permitting some aid-givers to tie their contributions to specific self-
contained areas, if further studies showed this to be feasible.

c) They recognized that they could not expect any formal commitments for capital
financing until fully adequate feasibility and engineering studies had been
completed and perhaps some pilot operations carried out. The Government
had had preliminary discussions with Kaiser Engineers, with a vi-'w to employ-
ing them as consultants for this work (taking advantage of whatever is useable
from the Gibb and the Russian reports). Kaiser has not previously worked in
East Africa, but the Government was very favorably impressed by the enterprise
and speed of action which they had shown in other areas and by the way in
which they proposed to deal with the Kano Plains and related projects. The
Government felt, however, that Kaiser might be somewhat weak on agricultural
aspects of the project, and proposed that they associate themselves with
ILACO(IonitiklijkeNederlandsche Heidemaatschappij) who are working with Acres
International on the Tana River Basin Project, financed by the U.N. Special
Fund, and (reportedly) have performed outstandingly on that project.

d) The U.S. Government was agreeable to the use of PL480 counterpart funds to
finance the initial phase of the required engineering studies, but the Govern-
ment felt that these preparatory costs should eventually be funded into the
ultimate project financing. (The real resources represented by the PIL80 funds
have already been absorbed into the Kenya economy; the counterpart is already
committed to Kenya for some purpose; so its use to finance consulting services
for this project would really be a Kenya Government expenditure, but avoiding
budgetary restrictions.) The ultimate cost of the project might be on the
order of b1_5 million, of which perhaps Ll million would be for feasibility
study, engineering and pilot operations.

Asked for their reactions, the several ambassadors said they obviously could
not nake any commitments at this stage. However, they felt that their governments
would be interested, in principle, in the project; and they supported the idea of
joint financing. They expressed no objection to the indicated choice of Kaiser
and ILACO as consultants. The two ministers undertook to try to round up copies of
the Gibb and Russian reports for all the external aid agencies represented, to keep
them informed of further developments and particularly to solicit their comments on
terms of reference for the consultants.

I have not seen the Gibb or the Russian reports, and have no knowledge of the
project beyond the sketchy information set forth above. The following comments
are therefore very tentatives
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(1) There is no doubt as to the importance which the Government attaches
to this area and project; the reasons, especially .fr the sense of
urgency, are partly political--and these were stressed to the
ambassadorial participants in yesterday's meeting--but there appear
to be good economic grounds also.

(2) Joint financing, as you have good reason to know, is a complicated
business at best; and yesterday's meeting never got down to cases on
how it might be organized or what rules would prevail for the project
in question. Doubtless it is premature to try to settle definitively
the modus operandi of a still hypothetical "consortium"; but I think
Messrs. Mboya and MacKenzie may assume a little too blithely, because
of the polite and generally sympathetic reception which the aid-givers'
representatives accorded their presentation, that a joint financing
operation would have clear sailing.

(3) The question of how our requirement of international tenders and the
tied financing policies of most of the bilateral aid-givers could be
reconciled was touched on only glancingly. The Niger Dam moderis one
possibility, or a series of separate projects might be worked out with-
in an overall program; the alternatives and their respective merits
ought to emerge more clearly from the feasibility studies now proposed,
and may be affected by changing national aid policies, so the issue
doesn't have to be resolved now--but it needs to be kept in mind to
prevent its being prejudiced by interim decisions.

(4) If there is general agreement that joint financing would be desirable,
some agency needs to be assigned leadership or coordinating respons-
ibility from a quite early stage. The obvious candidate is the Bank.
I did not, of course, volunteer at yesterday's meeting, but I think the
Government may ask us to take on this responsibility.

(5) Financing of the preparatory phases of the project--feasibility studies,
design and pilot operations--raises other and different problems,
which will have to be faced shortly. MacKenzie assumed that the Govern-
ment's payments to Kaiser and ILACO could be refunded in the project
financing, and no one contradicted him. I presume he expects the U.S.
would pick up the Kaiser portion and the Dutch that of ILACO. I under-
stand, however, that the U.S. could not do so because the proposed
employment of Kaiser doesn't follow their contracting procedures, which
are much more rigid than ours for consultant services. MacKenzie will
presumably learn this soon, and may approach us for preproject financing.

I expect to see MacKenzie tomorrow, and to get one or both of the relevant
reports. Perhaps in a day or two, therefore, I'll have a better picture of what
is in prospect, but I thought it best to put you on notice, as early as possible,
of a proposal that is likely to move pretty fast. In particular, I'd appreciate
the Bank's view, by cable if possible, on

(a) the acceptability of Kaiser and ILACO as consultants;

(b) whether we 1idb6 -receptive t2aoo c4-n tingenh6bbtideanandrorganizat on
of :finaice for-h isprojectV (subject to all the usual reseriations), if
asked to do so; and
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(c) whether we would consider financing the feasibility and preparatory
studies, also if requested.

I'l keep you informed of further developments. I don't know Abdel's
schedule prior to coming here. If I receive word of his plans I'll send him
a copy of this letter and any subsequent messages, otherwise you may wish to
send it on to him.

Yours sincerely,

David L. Gordon
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(KEN/67/515)

PROGRAMME 1 October 1974

ENGLISH/FRENCH/RUSSIAN/
CHINESE

LARGE-SCALE PROJECT APPROVED FOR THE
GOVERNMENT OF KENYA

Corrigendum

Miscellaneous component of the UNDP contribution should read as follows:

Previously approved Present approval Total approved
$ Us - us- - Us

Miscellaneous 51 000 18 ooo 69 000

cc: Messrs.R.A.Hornstein(C.P.I,E.Africa)
D .Ballantine (Director,Ed .Dept.)
G.Pennii(Education,Proj.Dept.)
Rese ch Files

74-26033
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UNITED NATIONS Distr.

DEVELOPMENT (ENE/5
DP/PROJECTS/292

P ROG RA MM E (KEN/67/515)
5 August 1974

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

LARGE-SCALE PROJECT APPROVED FOR THE
GOVERNMENT OF KENYA

Project title and number: Training of secondary school teachers.
Faculty of Education, University of
Nairobi (Supplementary Assistance)
( EN67/515 )

Executing Agency: United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO)

Duration: One year and five months

Date of approval: April 1974

Estimated starting date for
project operations: April 1974

Government co-operating agency: Faculty of Education (Ministry of
Educatbn)

Estimated value of the Governmentys
contribution expressed in US dollars: $202 000 (In kind)

Estimated UNDP contribution: $455 400

Sector and code: Education (15)
Subsector and code: School and teacher training (1520)

I. Background

1. In June 1967, the Governing Council approved a five-year project of
assistance to the Department of Education, University College, Nairobi, which was
one of three constituent colleges of the then University of East Africa. The Plan
of Operation was signed on 18 July 1968. Subsequently in July 1970, an independent
University of Nairobi was created and the project was therefore charged with the
task of strengthening the Faculty of Education and in particular with improving its
capacity to train both secondary school teachers and teacher trainers and to

]l/ Total project duration including the period previously approved
will be seven years.

2/ Project operations started originally in August 1968. 7...

74-21054
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conduct research in Education. The project experienced considerable delay in

implementation largely as a result of accommodation difficulties and a slowness in

recruiting all of the experts provided for under the oroginal allocation.

Eventually the project moved into new facilities and staffing completed.

2. By the end of 1973, the project had largely succeeded in meeting its
essential goals as indicated by the vast increase in the output of graduate

secondary school teachers and through the in-service training of teachers. Never-

theless there remained a considerable imbalance between the output of arts teachers

as opposed to those in sciences and mathematics. Furthermore, the dramatic

increase in students enrolled in the Bachelor of Education and post-graduate
Diploma Course led the Faculty to request the introduction of certain innovations

in educatbnal technology including a micro-teaching programme utilizing closed-

circuit television (CCTV). The Faculty also wished to see its programme in educa-

tional statistics and curriculum development further strengthened.

II. The project

3. The supplementary assistance being provided to the project will involve the

extension of the chief technical adviser by seventeen months. The expert in audio-

visual materials and methods and the expert in physics are each being extended by

five months. A chemistry teaching adviser and a number of associate experts in

mathematics and the sciences are being introduced. New posts in educational tech-

nology including a CCTV production specialist and a micro-teaching adviser are also

being introduced as are posts in curriculum development and educational statistics.

The supplementary assistance will therefore equip the Faculty to respond effectively

to the deficit mathematics/science teaching situation in the Kenya secondary
schools.

4. The expenditure components of the UNDP contribution are as follows:

Previously Approved Present Approval Total Aproved

m/m $ us / $ US m/m $ US

Experts 585 1 253 7002/ 129 391 8oOa-719 1 645 500/

Training 258 141 600 (49) 15 900 157 500

Equipment 125 500 29 700 155 200

Miscellaneous 1 571 800 455 400 2 027 200

a/ Including administrative support personnel.



UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

UNDP SF PROJECT NC/KEN.15/3

TRAINING OF SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS FACULPY OF EDUCATION

UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI

KENYA

NOTE OF COMMENT

KEN-15 - hief Technical Adviser's Report 1 August 1970 to 1 Janur 1971

The most significant future in the development of the project

has been the move into the new Faculty of Education buildiag with

the possibility of developing new methods and techniques of teacher

training. It would seem that the project is now at a point where

it can begin to have a strong impact in the country.

2367/RMS/RS/EDS
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UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL,

SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

UNDP - SPECIAL FUND

STATISTICAL REPORT

Country : IMEYA Executing Agency : UNESCO

Project : Training of Secondary Period covered i I January -
School Teachers Dept 30 June 1969
of Education University
College, NAIROBI (KEN.15)

I. EXPERTS

1. Experts on duty during reporting period

Name Nationality Title of Duration Date Date
post of contract ari- depart.

ved

MW.PRITCHARD (Mr.) British Chief Techn. 2 Yrs 16.7.68 -
Advisor

V.LANNOY (Mrs) Indian Senior Lectur. 2 Yrs 19.5.68 -
Educat. Psychol.

B.RAJU (Mrs) Indian Senior Lect. 2 Yrs 45.9.68
Educat. Planning
Develop. & Admin.

J.C. DeGRAFT Ghanaian Senior Lecturer 2 Yrs 12.3.69
English as a
second language

J.F.HEAPS British Senior lecturer 2 yrs 31.3.69
Audio-visual
materials & Tea-
ching aids

2. Experts appointed but not on duty by end of reporting period

Name Nationality Title of Post Date expected on
duty

L.E. PULMIERI American Librarian September 1969

F. BARTELS Ghanaian Senior lecturer January 1970
General Methods &
Teaching practice

A.N. NILSSON Swedish Senior lecturer September 1969
Biologiwal Sciences

E.C. JACOBSEN American Senior lecturer September 1969
Mathematics

W.C.E. YOUNG Sierra Leone Lecturer in Exam. September 1969
and statistics

Serial No.
1459/BMS,RD/EDS
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II. SERVICE CONTRACTS WITH FIRMS OR ORGANIZATIONS

(Since comiencement of operations)

Sub-contractor Heodqtlaatev's Cost of Date Estimated Nature of~COufryl contract start. duration services

NONE

III, EQUIPMENT

1. (a) Total cost of equipment ordered
up to end of reporting period $ 40

(b) Countxy of Procurement Cost

U.K. $ 40

2. Total cost of equipment delivared to
project site

(a) Up to beginning of reporting period $

(b) During reporting period $ 40

IV. FELLOWSBIPS AWARDED

(Since comnencement of operations)

Name of recipient Subject of study Country and Date Date
Institution commenced returned
of study

NONE



V. GOVERNMENT COUNTERPARTS CONTRIBUTIONS

(In kind and in cash)

Number Estimated cost in
assigned US dollar equivalents
during
reporting During Cumulative as
period reporting at end of re..

period porting period+

1. Personnel

(a) Senior technical 6 20,622 35,972
personnel

(b) Senior administrative -
personnel

(c) Other technical - -
personneL

(d) Other administrative 2 1,815 3,581
personnel

(e) Labour and service 1 242 492
personnel

Sub-total 9 22,679 40,045

2. Equipment and supplies 5,602 6,615

3. Services 5,602 7,322

4. Estimated value of buildings, 1,681 4,181
plant, and facilities put in
place and/or rental value of
buildings, etc., used for
project

Total 35,564 58,163

+ Cumulative figure is obtained by adding cumulative figure given
in previous statistical report to figure for present reporting
period
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VI. STUDENT ENROLMENT (Academic Year 1968-69)

Distribution of students by sections (e.g. Arts, Sciences, Mechanics,
etc.) and by year of study as of the end of Reporting Period.

Comparison between number of students foreseen in PO and actual
enrolment.

Section or Total in
speciality as each year
in the Plan of
Operation P 0 Actual P 0 Actual

Preparatory
year

1st 51 51

2nd 52 52

3rd 24 24

Total students
Total12MU

Undergraduates 127 P0 Actual

127

Number of' Total students
30 x Students taking P Actual

adu agtes postgraduate __ 0_Actualduring the diploma in Education
reportitng
period 57 y MoA, Students (by the- 30 + 5

sis under supervision)



united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
organisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, la science et la culture

place de Fontenoy, Paris-7e
566-57.57,...

tilephone :; -
cbles : Unesco Pa rs

lilex : 27 602 Paris

RIO/PRG/T/Z62I J JUL 1969

Dear Fiss Powell,

In response to your letter of 20 May concerning progress reports
on UNDP /SF assisted projects being carried out by Unesco, I am sending
you herewith the following two reports :

Inception report on the Secondary Teacher Training School
(University of San Carlos), Guatemala (GUA 11) ;

- Report for the period 1 August 1968 to 31 January 1969 for
the project for the Training of Secondary School Teachers,
Department of Education, University College, Nairobi, Kenya (KEN 15).

Other reports which you have requested will be sent on to you
as they are issued.

Yours sincerely,

Mic el Doo Kingue
rector,

Bureau of R ations with International
Organizations and Programmes

Miss E. Powell, P.S. - Inception Report on the Higher
Development Services Department, Teacher Training Institute
International Bank for Reconstruction Phase II, Omdurman, Sudan
and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W., also attached.
Washington, D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.
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Attachod please find copy of an
incoming letter from UNDP dated June 18,
1969 and two copies of the semi-annual
progress report on the Training of

Se~darSho Tea.chers in Kenya.
(DPZ 3IKDA 15(2)

From



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

REFERENCE; DP/SF 310(2) IBRD 18 June 1969
DP/SF 310(2) KEN 15

Dear Mr. Demuth,

Subject: Semi-annual progress report covering the period
1 August 1968 - 31 January 1969
KENYA (KEN 15): Training of Secondary School

Teachers, Department of Education,
University College, Nairobi

Attached are 3 copies of the semi-annual progress report on the above-
noted project received from UNESCO for the period 1 August 1968 -
31 January 1969 for the use of IBRD.

We are requesting UNESCO to send future reports directly to the Bank.

Yours sincerely,

For: Rajendra Coomaraswamy
Assistant Administrator and Director

Bureau of External Relations, Evaluation and Reports

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Director
Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
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Training of Secondary School Teachers WBG ARCHIVES

Department of Education, University College. Nairobi

Governing Council earmarking:i/ $1,492,500

GovernmentTs counterpart contribution

estimated at equivalent of: $2,218,000

Duration: Five Years

Purpose: To provide pre-service and in-service

training for secondary school teachers,

and facilities for research in education.

Executing Agency: The United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
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I. Introduction

1. The Administrator submits the following report and recommendations on the

application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in developing the Department

of Education, University College, Nairobi.

II. Background

2. One of the main obstacles to the development of Kenya is a lack of trained

personnel to meet the countryIs growing demands for high-level and middle-level

manpower. A manpower survey conducted in 1965 by the Ford Foundation as part of

the Government Development Plan 1964-70 showed the need for an additional 54,380

persons with secondary education and specialized training during the planning

period 1964-70. The amended Government Development Plan 1964-70 accordingly calls

for the opening of a total of 233 new first year secondary (Form I) classes between

1965 and 1970, and a total increase in the enrolment of Forms I to VI from 33,500
to 65,500 during the same period.

5. This planned increase in secondary school enrolment requires a corresponding

expansion of facilities for secondary teacher training. Teachers certificated to

teach in the lower and middle forms of secondary schools are trained in the

Kenyatta College and the Kenya Science Teachers College. For many years, however,

the only source of locally trained graduate teachers to teach in the upper forms

of secondary schools has been Nakerere College in Uganda, and more recently the

University College, Dar-es-Salaam, which together with University College, Nairobi,

constitute the University of East Africa. The Kenya Education (Ominde) Commission

Report 1964-65, estimating a shortfall of 1,698 graduate secondary school teachers

over the planning period 1964-70, urged that University College, Nairobi, should

establish a Department of Education to supply some of the graduate teachers

required. Accordingly, a one-year Post-graduate Diploma Course was begun in

January 1966, and a three-year B.A. and B.Sc. Course in education in September

1966.

4. The Government seeks UNDP (Special Fund) assistance to build up this Department

of Education.
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III. The Project

5. The purpose of the project, the duration of which is five years, is to assist

the Government of Kenya in developing the facilities of the Department of Education
for training graduate secondary school teachers and for research in education. The
Department of Education will be accommodated in new buildings, adjacent to existing
buildings of University College, which when completed will accommodate about 500
students.

6. The pre-service training will be carried out at two levels: a three-year

course leading to a B.A. or B.Sc. degree in education for secondary school leavers
who have satisfactorily completed the VI'Form, and a one-year course for holders of
a bachelorrs degree leading to a post-graduate diploma in education.

7. Students taking the course leading to a B.A. or B.Sc. degree in education will
take a number of education courses and be trained to teach in Forms I to VI two
related subjects in the following seven fields: biology, chemistry, English,
geography, history, mathematics and physics. They will also take an eight weeksT
course in methods of teaching their special subjects, and then serve one term as
intern teachers. Those taking the Post-graduate Diploma Course will devote two
terms to courses similar to those in the undergraduate programme in education,
followed by practice teaching and one term of internship.
8. It is expected that by 1970 the output of the B.A. and B.Sc. courses in educa-
tion will be over 100 graduate teachers a year, and the output of the Diploma
Course approximately thirty trained teachers per year.

9. To supply adequate enrolment for the undergraduate training provided by the
Department of Education, the Government intends to take suitable measures to ensure
that the required proportion of Kenyals state supported university entrants shall
serve for specific terms as teachers.

10. With respect to in-service training the Department of Education will partici-
pate in a programme for upgrading secondary school teachers at two levels. First,
suitable graduates of Kenyatta College and the Kenya Science Teachers College,
who already hold an Sl teaching certificate, will be given an opportunity of earning
a B.A. or B.Sc. degree through evening, Saturday, vacation and correspondence

courses and teaching practice. Secondly, in co-operation with the Kenya Institute
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of Education and the Curriculum Development Centre, the Department of Education

will draw up and carry out a programme of in-service teacher training, aimed at

upgrading underqualified teachers teaching in the lower and middle forms of secon-

dary schools. Plans for these two prograrmes will be developed during the first

year of the project.

11. The research programme of the project will concentrate on four areas during

the period of international assistance as follows:

(a) Efficiency of education in Kenya, in all its aspects;

(b) Educational needs in a changing society;

(c) Selection procedures and certification;

(d) Content of secondary education with a view to improving courses

in secondary schools and to developing the manipulative skills and positive atti-

tudes to practicalJwork.

The results of this research will be fed back into the teacher training programmes

of the country.

12. To implement the project, the UNDP (Special Fund) will supply expert services,
including consultant services for school curriculum construction, fellowships and

equipment. Eleven expert posts totalling forty-two man-years will include posts

in mathematics, biological science, general pedagogy, the teaching of English as

a second language, sociology and audio-visual aids. One of the experts will serve

as Project Manager. Twelve two-year fellowships will be provided to enable the

national counterparts to pursue further studies abroad. The UNDP (Special Fund)

will also supply teaching equipment, audio-visual aids and library books.

13. The Government will provide buildings, teaching staff to complete the Depart-

ment of Education establishment, including staff supplied under Foundation and

bi-lateral assistance, counterpart teaching staff, general service personnel,

equipment and all running costs, and ensure the continuation of the project after

the termination of UNDP (Special Fund) assistance. The Co-operating Government

Agency will be University College, Nairobi, Kenya.

IV. Executing Agency

14. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization has

indicated its readiness to serve as Executing Agency.

/...
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V. Financial Provisions

15. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be as

follows:

Phasing of expenditure

Total cost First Second Third Fourth Fifth

(in $ US) year year year year year

Experts 1,044,000 a/201,0.0 273,000 273,000 225,000 72,000

Fellowships 108,000 - 13,500 40,500 40,500 13,500

Equipment 130,000 70,000 30,000 25,000 - 5,000

Subcontracts - - - - -

Miscellaneous 62.6oo 12,000 16,4oo 16,4o 13.5oo 4,3oo

TOTAL GROSS
PROJECT COSTS: 1,344,6oo 283,000 332,900 354,900 279,000 94,800

Executimg Agency
overhead costs 147,900

UNDP (Special Fund)
direct costs b -

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARKING: 1,492,500

a/ Gross cost, representing 43 1/2 man-years of expert services, including 1 1/2
man-years for consultant services.

b/ Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or operation
incurred directly by the Administrator.

16. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated at

the equivalent of $156,600, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross expert

cost, including the foreign personnel component of subcontracts, which will be paid

by the Government as a cash contribution towards local operating costs of the pro-

ject. In addition, the Government is expected to make a counterpart contribution

estimated at the equivalent of $2,218,000. The exact amounts will be determined

at the time of signature of the Plan of operation.

17. To the extent administratively desirable, the Administrator is prepared to

include in the gross project budget, subject to the concurrence of the Government,

any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government agrees to make in
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cash directly to the UNDP (Special Fund) and to show the Governing Council ear-

marking increased accordingly.

VI. Recommendations

18. The Administrator

(a) Recommends that the Governing Council earmark $1,492,500 for this

project of which $1,344,6 Q0 will be for project costs, and $147,900

for clearly identifiable additional costs incurred by the Executing

Agency in the execution of the project;

(b) Requests the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude the

appropriate arrangements.
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united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
U____U___U organisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, la science et la culture

place de Fontenoy, Paris-7e

566-57.57, 705-97.49, 705-99.48
tel6phone : 91 .7 C 7 99. 48
cables : Unesco Paris
telex : 27 602 Paris

reference

r /P'OG/l$//141i 16 Novamer 1966

Dear iyors

3ubjet a Training of SecondArZ Schocl Teachear, Departmet
of W~ucation, University Gallege, Rairobi, XerA&

I refer to Paul-4 arc ienr7's letter DP/S/1O/KE2 15 of 24 August 1966,
as well as to ir Rivkin's let*r ut , So r 6, conoern-
ing the above -mentioned subject. Yo;r letter of 27 October 1966 has also
been received.

The project-request

W have now studied the official request frcu the Goverment of Kenya,
and follovirng consultations with the Principal of the University College,
Nairobi, we give you hereun-er our oomnts on the request. We have ree-
pected the order of the questions as set out in yoow letter of 24 August.

The need for increased number of Secondary iehoolraduates

The figures of actual enrolment in Seco4dary achools in Kenya in 1966
are as followi:-

Form I 4e (approx) 15-14 24,108
FormI #I * 14-15 18,505
t orm III 15-16 U,210
Form IV 16-17 7,068
Form V w 17-19 2,604

In each age group the number of children in the country is approximately
500,0%. In this connection it should be noted that these figures include
pupils in Private or "Harambee" schools.

Mr. Myer Cohen,
Assistant Administrator and Director, ,,,/
aureau of Operations and Programing,
United Nations Development Programe,
Uiited Natione,
New York, R.Y.
U. 8. A.
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ftasibiltY of pr.posed e oasion of seconda school education

The present salary rage of graduat. teachers is as follow&,-

StArtg salary: 804, rising by annual inxcrments of 4 to a mawd
mum of 1,710.

Qualified teachers wit professioisAl traini g rate as follows:-

$tarting salary.- Z"7, rising by annual incrsmeas of A5 to a axi-
mum of rl,?10.

Them. rates are exactIy the same as Civil Service rates. vpportuniteg
for Promotion to hkadahips, deputy headsAups and other responsible posts
in the educatiofsl adoiniAtration which carry additonal salary are very
si)3lar to promotion opportunities in other fields of Goverronent service.

kdaquty of ,resent facilities for teacher trai2Lg

The numoer of graduate teachers trained for Kenya schools at Mlakerere
University OollQge, Kampala, and at the University College, Lar es Salaam,is slight at the present time. A number of expatriate students, taking thepost-graduate Diploma in Education at Makerere can give only limited service(rarely more than three to four years) in Kenya, and their number is estimatedat fifteen to twenty per year. The majority of graduate teachers for Kezwaschools will, as you assume, he trained at the Jn iversity College, Nairobi.

In 1966, assistance frop overseas dorors to the University College,Nairobi, has come fron the Carnegie C orpration which has assisted in settingup the iepwrtment of Education. It is expected that the Carnegie Corporationwill continue its assistenes until the Departrent of Ldueation is fur.J es-tablished.

The project

There is a possibility that te source of recruitment of post-graduatestudents may dry up in due courseJ however, evidence tais year shows that
tWis danger is not inAinent.

In 1966, there were 91 applicants between the ages of 21 to So who ob-tained their degrees in different countries: Kenya (14), Tganda (8), India (46),Pakistan (4), U.S.A. (11), United -ingdoa (4), united Arab Republic (1),Sudan (1), Caudda (1), Ireland (1).



it would appear from this year's wrperionce that for wne time to cow,
graduat.es w have obtained d4 ees oereas and who wish to take up
secondary sehel teahing will have to be trained at the University College,
Nairoi*. XNw of tMese ry enter the teaching profession after several
years' work el swhee. Furthermore, a number of students ny elect at the
and of the three-year course to enter the tehing profession in addition
to those vto have tae)= an eucatioan option as part of their unde-graduate
erse.

Content of the coure

The part of the course connected with eduational pla*ming and with the
oeomm$* s of daatian Is Intended to prepare futr tenabers for their rOle
in a developing Ass pty, rather than to prepare them as admtistrators.
They wil need to understand the problems and prioritlee of eodatioan to
avoid diappointens ad frustrations.

It is hoped that the special course in mathods and tmaching practie
may be earriad out in tw perlods of four weeks each during the seaIon of
the oshool, but during Univmrsity vacation. This is a mftleu of a praeetial
nature which depends largely en arrangewmts for term and your dates.

rho intern +owher will normlly be reannmmted during his period of
internship and failure rate at this stage is considered to be a very rmot*
possibility. On the basis of practieal tesohIag it should be possible to
withhold the award of the tgree in ertain cases until the internehp
has been cnamluded.

It is hoped that the experts will be aval010 to help plan in-service
courses and, whenever possible, to tesh during sah courses, Some of
these course$ ay be ran by the Departmet at University Golloge, in which
case eqprts would teach there as part of their normal functions. Increasing
co-operaten betwen the Departmt, the Kea istitute of Educatin and
the Gimricula Dvelopment Centre will naturally lead to greater mutual
assistance between the throe institutions.

UNDP (SPecial 114d) Contribution

Qn t he question of expertsp we agree with your suggestion to have one
or two international lecturers in Science and Arts (similar to the Salisbury
project now relocated in Lusaka), provided they can be added to the vambr
of eperts alread requested# for a period of at least three yea". by which
time the first batch of students will have *epleted their wadomic training.
At present the Education Department receives teaching assletance from other
departments and faculties of the University College.

... /f...
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While we appreciate ycur point of view regarding the Project Manager,
the Kera authorities have expressed strong preference for a project leader
whose professional experience qualifies him for guiding his tea of inter-
national experts to take note in their work of the facts of educational
advance as an integral part of overall econorde and social development.
Emphasis has been placed on the ooial and econonc side of educational
studies and, for this reason, they would like to see the request maintained.
W* consider these arguments advanced by the Kenyan authorities as valid, and
they have our support. A post description is being established.

Concerning the fellowship in general aethods and practice teaching, the
guidance of the expert in tWXs field will be required for the practical
organisation of work with schools and other institutions, the development of
new teaching methods, the adaptation to the Keran situation of research in
other countries, etc. The expert in general methods and practice teaching
occupies, in fact, a key post in the integration of all practice teaching
and it is anticipated that the post will in the future be held by an African
who, by meaus of the proposed fellowship, will acquire the necessary exper-
ienee abroad.

Your suggestion that "visual aids and teachlug devicesa should include
the cost of a language laboratory is acepted.

As far as buildings are concerned, a number of possibilities are at
present under consideration and we hope to be able to provide further infor-
nation in the near future.

Counterpart Staff

The University of East Africa has established a roster of students at
present studying abroad for higher degrees, a sociated in some wav with ed.
ucation. Among these are eleven Kenya citisens, doing either ?.aster's
degrees or Deotorates, and these may well represent a source of recruitawnt
for a number of counterpart posts. The University College, Nairobi, is
aware of the quality of these students and considers some of Ui as valuable
and suitable candidates.

The paymnt of 50 percent of the fellows' local salary during the period
of the fellowship appears to be working ott satisfactorily at present. I-w-
ever, the matter nay have to be reconsidered if future evidence were to prove
contrary to present experience.

II. The views of the iaac

qfe have read with considerable interest Mr. Rivkin's letter to you,
dated 29 September 1966, relating to the subject uncier discussion. We are
glad to know that the Bank conseers the proposed project to be complementary
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to the recent IUA credit which will provide physieal facilities for secondary
level expansion, and that the project would thus help supply quaified
teshers for the effeetive utilisation of the p)Wstsal facilits provided
in part by IDA.

We wish to offer sooe coments on Mr. Rivkin'as letter in whick w
awe following the unerical order established by him.

(a) there appears to be no real danger of duplicaton, since the Kwua-
Swedish Institute, as well as emyatta College, provides training for the
first cycle of secoaay schools (first three or four forms), whereas the
proposed OW (Special Fund) project is concernod with graduates who will
be eualified to teach in upper fowms.

(ii) This point is covered by the preceding parggraph,

(iii) The teauhors of tecbnicl subjests will oiaontiR to be trained at the
eya Polytechnai Istitute and at KXnyatta Colege.

(iv) The souree of staff for non-educatin subjects will be found in the
eistiug Zesulties. Staff, already available, will provide a proportonate
amant of teashing time to stUdents fre the Deparemat of Edbcation in
filde not covered by the international experse. It is now proposed, As
indicated earlier# to add to thtis nber posts in Soieee and Arts.

(v) With regard to the propoed output of the Aiplina seurse, we feel
that this point is largely covered by the paragraph relatiung to the
adequacy of present fasilities for teacher training (see page 2. of this
letter).

(vi) The question of relationship between the Departuet of zdcation,
the Institute of Sdkwation and the Curricula Develepiant Centre is a matter
for co-operation between the Institute and the Centre. The Institute of
Edwaation in adariitratively responsible for smdtinx,,ne *wsas the
Curriculum Developsont Centre is responsible for studies conerning etwdy
methods and techniqws. Discusslorw are at present underwW with a view
to these bodies unader the aupices of the University colloge,
but no fira decisions on this mtter have so far been taken.

111, Tive-table for future wowk

We are amsr of the favourable indications gives to the oovernmnt
of KOa by Paul-+arc keiry during his visit to that ountry in April 1968,
to the effeot that it was then thought possible to consider a pre-project
Approval in January 1967 and final mpproval at the Jure 1967 session of the
overnig il.
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Swere therfore taken aback by your letter of 27 October 16
which statex that it is not at all certain whether the project can, in fact,
be presented to the 0voerning Oouncil in June 1967. We en only assume
that the wishes of the Government of Kerqa in this respect am being taken
into aceount. On our pasrt, we wish to Am you that wv aro ready to
execute the project.

I am copying this letter to our partners in -ashington and to the
iesident Representative for their information*

Yours sincerely,

Paul Bertrand
Director
B3ureua of Ralations with
Internatimial Orgoant ine
and Programme*



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEI% YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 
CABLE ADDRESS; UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP/SF/310/KEN 15 7 October 1966

Dear Mr. Demuth,

Subject: Training of S. condary School Teachers,
Department of Education, University
College, Nairobi

We acknowledge with thanks Mr. Rivkin's letter of

29 September 1966. We appreciate your detailed comments

which will be taken into account in our further work on

the request.

Yours sincerely,

Myer Cohen
Assistant Administrator

and
Director, Bureau of Operations and

Programming

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Director of Development Services
International Bank for Reconstruct in

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
'iashington, D.C. 20433

/12~



S*pt4Ibwr 29, 1966
aI31/'I/gi 15

Mr. Xrer C4*xa
Assiatant Administrator and Dirwtor
Bureau of Oratlms and frogramming
Unihed 4ations Developmeat Prograwme
Unihed Aati.as, Now rork

Dear Mr. Cohini

Flea.e refer 4e Ue request from to Goernment of KwV* for
asaistance Li building up a DLpar~tmwn of ucsatilo, UniversiV ColU .,

WAi proposed projeo appears 6o be coplemnatary to a recent
IDA credlit, vbh'aa will provide physical facilitioa for aftondary level
expenxton. The prpsed project would t=* hlp supply qj4iied toechors
for tb. affective utilisatiuo of UA paysical facilities in part providod
by us MI crdit.

In view f t,.a *ustaati&]l icr*s"e iin stuuea amaber exected
by 17, partoularly in Form V aad Vi, we b.lieve it iportaat t in-

crOwse tas outpu, Of toachwra quAlifiec ,o teaca taia lve. 1oxi me
Aakerdre nivarzicy CoUqe ia U&anua *n; "-w Wkivettr* . 4ilege in

mAni 'iave 'acilities for trainizg T~oer. for Forms V aa6 VI level*,
and have in tA past coutribeted -b.aatiL] to *Au supy of vuh
teacnurz for 40A44. 4ew'vee, 1 priJeO(-O4d Iar'a~a In tUdete in
Faran V aW Vt in EA o "g" tIt 4c .tfgr to proidc.
teao 4w. viniu couatrj would ae- -, V 4 ed4iA. The facilities of
Um wo int tions witl also in 6h e ' fvo yar; be ea.led upom to
awat t* increasing deman for tea m witbia Uganda and Tansania.

Wa beieve, UAerefore, tiat us propose pro.eos would aeat a
clear noed in LRya amd f.aT it esrve w WA. Ar are, IUwOvYr,
&me poiats vai(,u are not enirel eear L" aS frtm t-b suairy and we
voul4 tarefre like to raise tAm for yo"r er ntawu



(i) The dangw of dupL1oation of c *es an disesfon at
key staft as between the Departumt of Zdh&Ua and
the Keuya-3wedimh Institutol

(ii) The ro" of Kqatta Coliqe as a training itition of
secondary sob*Ql twwoes in the developing situatioul

(iii) www* temaers of tooInical ebjeste for exgaalon Pwrpee
will be trin4d;

(Wt) The source of *sff for Ua Departmont for tU proposed
nejwwiu (Few of the vxpwto asked for wouU be imelved
in to teaching prograa);

(v) Whtbe r tue Proposed outPut of the Dplaa course will
be adequate (The Idea of first dees @oures in Eduoa-
tion to break through tra preseat ahrtage of qualified
graduates for secotary leveL teandg in "-kritish
territories is in line wita recommati s ade by
variams omsissimns amd advisera, Anmluding the Kenya

Sdcatoan (Oainii) C-is , 1964-65. The 4anger is
that such traanws mV be acoepted as adequately qualified
to deal wita tA GCS Advawed level stdiee . Tue present
Project does not appear to mt te estianted requiremnts
of teacmser to q" witu ta qanda d popuaWAti of th
advanced level clases; quality of education at tihs level
may be adversely aftected; action may be required to
ensure tMt wwoe graduats of te otuer faculties of the
naivlrsIty are attracted IAte ta Departmet to take the

Dlnma course);

(vi) And the nature of the relatioaihmp betwem Vie Depart-
Mont of Educatim, the InstiZ'te of dweation and te
Curriculn Developmwt Centre (Th. researeA apecti Of
the project see to overlap wM Vw activiUss in which
presaubly t. istitute of bdnuation and te Curiculum
Dovelapmat Centr are engaged. Io it, for uaxle,
proposed to set up a caool or Faculty of Sducatim in
hica the Dartwmnt, the Insttute and tm h urriculu

Developoaat Ceutro are amlgamated?).

4e 3ave offered these sinsAbet lsngt.W mcownts because of the
impartame we attach to this project.

.iAnereoy yours,

Mr. Paul 3ertrand, Director
Bureau of Relatias with International

rw tions and Programes eoa ve Deprtet

Place do Fontenoy
Paris VIIe, France

Wfnaan/kb

cot Messrs. BalLantine
Krishna
Bertrand, UNESCO
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. H. Hansen DATE: September 23, 1966

FROM: K.G.V. KrisbQf'V'5

SUBJECT: Request to the UNDP (Special Fund) from the Government of Kenya for
assistance in building up a Department of Education, University College,
Nairobi (DP/SF/310/KEN 15)

1. The broad framework of the proposed project needs to be examined
in conjunction with the recent IDA credit of $7 million (93-KE) to Kenya.
The IDA-assisted project would facilitate the construction of new, and
the expansion of existing, general secondary, technical and teacher train-
ing schools. In the area of primary teacher training, the IDA project
would add 950 places and increase the output by 485 teachers per year.
In view of the fact that 30 per cent of all primary teachers in Kenya are
untrained, and over 75 percent have only studied up to primary school
level, the augmentation of trained primary teachers by 485 per year will
be a qualitatively significant contribution. However, the IDA credit
does not include a provision for stepping up the output of qualified
secondary teachers. The project which has been submitted for the con-
sideration of the UNDP is concerned solely with increasing the number
of secondary school teachers and, in particular, teachers who will be
adequately equipped to teach at the Forms V and VI level. The two
projects could, therefore, be regarded as complementary.

2. The enrolment targets for secondary schools in Kenya during the
period 1965-70 are shown in the following table:

Enrolment in Maintained and Assisted Schools
Enrolment Percentage increase

Form 1965 1970 1965-70
Actual Planned

I 11,500 17,600 53
II 8,700 15,800 82
III 6,100 14,300 134
IV 5,400 13,000 11

Total I - IV 31,700 60,700 91

V 1,100 2,500 127
VI 700 2,300 228

Total V - VI 1,800 4,800 167

Total I - VI 33,500 65,500 96

Note: The figures in this table have been taken from the Kenya Development
Plan (Revised version). The 1970 figures are higher than those
projected in the IDA Appraisal Report, and also those in the Kenya
Education Report - Part II. No allowance has been made for a possible
increase in enrolment in unassisted schools, but this is not likely
to be a significant factor in respect of Forms V and VI.
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3. Secondary school teachers in Kenya are of two broad categories:
(a) those who have studied up to the School Certificate level (Form IV),
and have followed it up with a three-year period of training leading to
a teacher's certificate, and (b) university graduates who either take
education as one of their courses of study for the degree, or who obtain
a diploma in education following their graduation. Teachers in the former
category handle courses in the lower and middle forms of secondary schools,
while a university degree (preferably with an education content , but not
always so) or a general degree plus a diploma in education is normally
stipulated as a minimum requirement for teachers at the Forms V - VI level.
The proposed project is aimed at stepping up the output of teachers in the
second category.

4. In view of the very substantial increase in student numbers in
Forms V and VI that is anticipated by 1970, it is a matter of urgency that
the output of teachers with the requisite qualifications to teach at this
level be stepped up. Hence the project to build up the Department of
Education in Nairobi is both timely and appropriate.

5. It should be noted that both the Makerere University College in
Uganda and, more recently, the University College in Tanzania have facili-
ties for training teachers to teach at the V and VI Form levels, and have
contributed significantly to the supply of such teachers in Kenya. How-
ever, the projected increase in student numbers in Forms V and VI in
Kenya is so large (from 1800 in 1965 to 4800 in 1970) that this necessitates
a vastly stepped-up effort to produce teachers within the country. An addi-
tional factor would be that a similar bulge in student numbers is expected
also in Uganda and Tanzania, and the university colleges in those countries
might be called upon increasingly to cope with the problem of teacher
shortages at this level, within their own frontiers.

6. The proposed project in Kenya may be regarded as a logical sequel
to the project which has recently received the support of IDA. The
absence of such a project would complicate and, perhaps, impede the prog-
ress of the IDA assisted project. I feel we should indicate our firm
support to the project and comment it for the UNDP's consideration.

KGVKrishna: jsc
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. H. Hansen DATE: September 6, 1966.

FROM: D. S. Ballantine 7'

SUBJECT: Government of Kenya Request to UNDP (Special Fund) for assistance in
building, up a Department of Education, University College, Nairobi
(DP/SF/310/KEN 15).

1. The proposed project may be taken as complementary to the project
to be partly financed by an IDA development grant of $7 million (August 1966).
The latter project provides the physical facilities for secondary level expan-
sion; the former ensures a supply of qualified teachers for the effective
utilization of the IDA project items.

2. The Project aims at providing qualified teachers for the secondary
schools in order, in accordance with government policy,

(a) to lessen dependence on expatriate teachers,

(b) to meet the demands for teachers consequential upon

expansion of the secondary school system.

In addition, facilities are provided for in-service teacher education.

3. Planned expansion of the secondary level by 1970 is for an additional

32,300 students (of whom the IDA project takes care of 12,990) requiring, accord-
ing to Kenya estimates, an additional 1,250 teachers ( excluding making good
wastage and replacement of expatriates).

4. The Project would generate a supply of 180 teachers per annum as from
1969, hardly enough to meet commitments as from 1969; presumably the output of
the Kenya-Swedish Science Teachers' Institute (just established) and of the
Kenyatta College should be counted in to make good wastage-the output of these
two colleges will be about 200.

5. In the Project Request, as we have it, it is not clear how the defici- :
encies and demands will be made good in the meantime (para. 5 of the Request is
vague about phasing and timing).

6. The fact remains, however, that the Kenya educational system will easily
absorb the output of the Department of Education and to this extent the Request
should receive sympathetic consideration if the following points have been
examined:

(i) The danger of duplication of courses and dispersion of key
staff as between the Department of Education and the Kenya-
Swedish Institute.

(ii) The role of Kenyatta College as a training institution of
secondary school teachers in the developing situation.
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(iii) Where are the teachers of technical subjects for expansion
purposes to be trained?

(iv) Source of staff for the Department for the proposed expansion;
few of the experts asked for would be involved in the teaching
program.

(v) Is the proposed output of the Diploma course adequate?

(vi) What is the relationship between the Department of Education,
the Institute of Education and the Curriculum Development Centre?

Points (v) and (vi) are elaborated below.

7. The idea of first degree courses in Education to crash through thepresent shortage of qualified graduates for secondary level teaching in
ex-British territories is in line with recommendations made by various com-missions and advisers, including the Kenya Education (Ominde) Commission,
1964-65. The danger is that such teachers may be accepted as adequately quali-fied to deal with the GCE Advanced level studies. The present Project does notappear to meet the estimated requirements of teachers to cope with the expandedpopulation of the advanced level classes; quality of education at this levelmay be adversely affected; action may be required to ensure that more graduatesof the other faculties of the University are attracted into the Department totake the Diploma course.

8. The research aspects of the project seem to overlap with the acti-vities in which presumably the Institute of Education and the Curriculum
Development Centre are engaged. Is it proposed to set up a School or Facultyof Education Ini.which the Department, the Institute and the Curriculum Develop-ment Centre are amalgamated?

cc: Mr. Chadenet
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Projects Department

TO: Ter -.i---4~ n DATE: August 22, 196

FROM: H. Hansen

SUBJECT: Request to the UNIP (Special Fund) from the Government of Kenya for assistanoe
in bwUiding up a ",smnt of Bducation, Univuwxit7 Oo11.g, Nairobi
(DP/37/310/KE 15)

Attached is a summary of a request received by the UNUP (Special
Fund). The UNDP has asked for our comments on this project.

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giv-
ing your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department
has no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Bank's Area Department

Development Services Department will reply to the UNDP in the
light of comments received.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to us
and therefore wish to see the full governmental request to the UNIP
before offering comments, please let me know and I will ask them for
the full text.

Attachment
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ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO Afrisa Departmt DATE: AUgust 22, 1966

FROM: N, Ramn

SUBJECT: Request to the UNI (Special Fun from he Gove ment .of *Wa for
assiustanos in building up a Depawtat00" of0 UuaiMV*Mul collee airobi
(DP/89/31o0/u 15)

Attached is a summary of a request received by the UNIP (Special
Fund). The UNIP has asked for our comments on this project.

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giv-
ing your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department
has no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Projects Department/
IFC - Engineering Department.

Development Services Department will reply to the UNIP in the
light of comments received.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to us
and therefore wish to see the full governmental request to the UNDP
before offering comments, please let me know and I will ask them for
the full text.

Attachment



DP/SF/310/W 15 RESTBICTED

15 August 1966

UNITED NATIONS D ELOPMT PROGRAME
(sPEIAL arD)DECLASSIFIED(SPECIAL FUND)

Official Request from the Government of Kenya AUG 0 5 2022
for assistance in building up a

Department of Wucation, University College, YArdbi WBG ARCHIVES
SUTMARY*

Date Request Received: 21 June 1966

Proposed Duration: Five years

Amount Requested from the UNDP (Special Pand): US$1,162,250

Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution: US$2,217,953

Local Operating Costs: US$ 132,780

Proposed Government Co-operating Agency:

I. Backgropnd-

1. Kenya has an area of about 224,960 square miles and had in 1964 anestimated population of 9,104,000. In recent years a number of governmental
surveys and commission reports have emphasized the urgency of expanding theoutput of secondary schools and higher education to meet the growing demands
for high-level and middle-level manpower. A manpower survey conducted in 1965by the Ford Foundation as part of the Government Development Plan 1964-70showed the need for an additional 54,380 persons with secondary education andspecialised training during the planning period 1964-70. The amended DevelopmentPlan accordingly calls for the opening of a total of 233 new first year secondary(Form I) classes by 1970.

2. This policy will provide a 53 per cent increase in Form I (Grade 9) enrol-went, and a 140 per cent increase in Form IV (Grade 12) enrolment between 1965and 1970. In Forms V and VI the opening of 8 new Forms V each year and anincrease in class size from the present average of 18 to an average of 25 studentswill iake possible a 214 per cent increase in Form VI output from 700 in 1965to 2,200 in 1970. Total enrolment of Forms I to IV is now 31,700 and of FormsV and VI 1,800. The planned figures for 1970 are 60,700 and 4,800 respectively.

* PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS DOCUMETT IS A SEThARY OF THE GOVRNMNT'S REQU3ST ASSUBIETTED AND DOES NOT RMPRJSENT THE VIEWS OF THE UNDP (SP2CIAL FUTD) ONTHE MERITS OF THE REQUEST.
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3. Indicative of the importance the Government attaches to the expansion and
improvement of the secondary school pystem is its provision of $4,466,000 for
recurrent costs of secondary educAtion in 196.5-66. This amount represents 35.5
per cent of the total allocation for educationv which in turn represents 9.2 per
cent of the Government's total budget for recurrent expenses., -irther, to provide
a growing base for increasing the supply of middle and high-level manpower, the
Government has eliminated fees VoForms V a.r I in low cost sohools, and
reduced the fees in high cost 13bhoo.i8. -

4. The planned increases in seconidary -sohool enrolment require a corresponding
expansion of facilities for secondary teacher training. In March 1966,- there
were 2,494 teachers in maintained, aided and unassisted secondary and technical
schools. Of these only 27.1 per cent or 677 were Kenya citizens, .of whom only'
9.7 per cent were qualified graduates and 17.3 per cent holders of the Sl teaching
certificate. The 51 certificate qualifies holders to teach in the lower and
middle forms of secondary schools, and is awarded to etudents who successfully
complete a three-year course of training- after being admitted to the course on
the results of the School-Certificate Examination taken in -Form IV. The Kenya
Science Teachers College, established jointly by Kenya and the Government of
Sweden, and Kenyatta College offer courses leading to the 51 certificate.'

5. The Revised Development Plan 1966-70 estimates that the total number of
teachers needed in maintained and assisted secondary schools in the year 1970 will
be 2,950- Of these the Ministry of Education envisages that 2,770 will, be
supplied as follows: Kenya graduates 515; Kenya non-graduates 1,050; expatriates
625; Asians 360; missionaries 220; leaving a shortfall of 180. Fifty of the
trained Kenya graduates are expected to come from. overpeasli the rest from the
University of East Africa, with the majority' graduating..from the Department of
Education, University College, Nairobi.

6. University College, Nairobi, is one of the three constituent Colleges of the
University of East Africa, the other two being Maketere University College in
Uganda and the University College of Dar-ee- alaam in.Tanzania. For many years
Kenyat s only source for- locally trained teachers oualified to- teach in the upper
forms of secondary schools has been Makerere Univ6 sity College, and more reef atly
the University College, Dar-es-Salaam. These sources are now inadequate to produco
the numbers of fully -qualified 'teachers required for the expanding system,
particularly when the magnitude of the problem of' 4fricanization and of the need
for upgrading teachers is taken into account,

7. In otder therefore, -t augment available facilities for training of teachers
for the post-p. imary level of .education, and in keeping with the recdhmnendations
of the Kenya Erucation (Ominde) Commission ,eport 1964-65, University College
decided to establish a. Faculty of .Elvcation beinning with a Department of Educa-
tion in the academic year 1965-66. Accordingly a one year Post-graduate Diploma
Course was begun in January 1966, and B.A. and B.Sc. courses in education are
planned to begn in September 1966.

8. The Government seeks the assistance of the UNDP (Special Ftnd) to build up
this Department of Eucation of University College, Nairobi, as from the beginning
of the academic year 1967-68.

..*/



II., The Project.

9. The purpose of the project is to expand rapidly the facilities of the
Department of Education for training seoondary. school. teachers and for research
in education* The Department of Education will be accommodated in new buildings,
adjacent to existing buildings of University College, which when completed will
accommodate about 500 students.

10. The project will operate at two levels: a three-year course leadir. to a
B.A. or B.Sc. degree in education for secondary school leavers who have sati&-
facto#ly oopleted the VI Form, and a -one-year course for holders of a-
bachelor's . degree leading to a post-graduate diploma in education. Students
will be trained to teach in Forms I to VI two related subjects initially in the
following seven areas: biology, chemistry, English, geography, history,
mathematics and physics. Students will also take education courses including
Educational Psychology, Theory and Practice of Education with special reference
to East Africa, Principles and Methods of Instrwtion, and istory and Adminis-.
tration of Biucation in East Africa*

11. After the course leading to a B.A. or B.Sc. degree in education, students
will take an eight-week course in methods of teaching specific subjects, and will
serve one term as intern teachers. During the internship students will be under
the supervision of College tutors,

12. The B.A. and B.Sc. courses in education will begin in September 1966 with
an expected approximate enrolment of 111 first year and 65 second year students.
When the Department is functioning fully the intake for these courses is expected
to be about 160 students per year.

13., The Post-graduate Diploma Course, already begun in January 1966 with anenrolment of 30, will devote two terms to education courses followed by teaching
practice and one. term of internship. The second course will start in September
1966, the beginning of the academic year. The annual intake of the Diploma
Course will remain at approximately 30 students per year.

14. The research aspects of the projedt will focus on the identification of
urgent educational needs and the formulation of programmes to meet them. During
tho period of ..nternational assistance research is planned in four areas:
productivity cf education in Kenya; the Kenya child and teacher in their changing
society; selection procedures and certification; and the content of secondary
education. In carrying out this research the Department of Education will work
in close cooperation with the Kenya Institute of Education and the Curriculum
Development Centre,

15. During the first year plans will be developed for evening, vacation and
correspondence courses to enable non-degree teachers to work for a degree, and
for courses to upgrade secondary school teachers and instructors from primary
teacher training colleges. These plans will be carried out in the second and
third years of the training pxogramme.

.. */
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16. To ensure adequate enrolment for the undergraduate training provided by
the Department of Education, the Government intends to bond some of Kenya's
state supported university entrants to serve for specific terms as teachers.
Thirty per cent of university entrants with secondary school science certificates
and 50 per cent of those prepared in Arts courses will thus be expected to
follow teaching as a career.

17. The UMDP (Special Fund) is requested to provide over a period of five
years experts' services, fellowships, equipment and miscellaneous expenditures.

18. The Government will provide the necessary site and buildings, counterpart
teaching staff, administrative staff and services, furniture and other equipment.

III. Financial Data

A. Contribution requested from the UNDP (pe cial Fund)

1. &perts

No. of Title or Field Estimated
expert ost JS$

1 Educational sociology (Project Manager) 5 $ 120,000
1 Educational development pla-ming and admin- 5 120,000
1 Educational psychology 5 120,000
1 English as a second language 4 96,000
1 Audio-visual materials and materials 4 96,000
1 General methods and practice teachin. 3 72,000
1 Examinations and statistics 3 72,000
1 Reading methods and materials 4 96,000
1 Librarian 3 55,200

9 36 , 47,200

Consultants e.g. School Curriculum
Construction 38,000

$885,200



2. Fellowships

I~TO. Field of Study n Baimated
years cost US3

1 Educational sociology 2 9,000
I Educational development planning and admin. 2 9,000
1 Educational psycholog* 2 9,000
1 EngliOh as a second language 2 9,000
I Audio-visual materials and methods 2 9,000
1 General methods and practice teaching 2 9,000
1 Examinations and statistics 2 9,000
1 Reading methods and matirials 2 9,000
1 . .ibrarian 2 9,000

School Curriculum Construction 2 9,000

10 20 $90,000

3. quipment

Items

Equipment for Methods of teaching science 45,000
Visual Aids and Teaching Devices 30,000
Language Laboratory 15,000
Instructional Materials Library 40,000
Other Equipment, e.g. calculators, etc. 10,000
Final Report 5,000

$145,000

4. Miscellaneous

Car 4,000
Car maIntenance 4 200
Driver 4,850
Secretary 13,000
Typist Clerk 11,000
Communications 5,000

$42,050

Total amount requested from the UNDP (Special Fund) $1,162,250



Bo Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution

Estimated Cost
in US$

Cost of building for Department of Education 294,117
Cost of two Halle of Residence 319,328
Equipment nd consumable stores 497019
Transport, etc. 42,016
Regular staff 210,406
College salaries debitable to Department of Education 1,238,095
Fellowships 64,972

$2,217,953

C* Local Operating Costs

The Government proposes to pay an amount estimated at US$132,780 as a
cash contribution toward Local Operating Costs of the project.

.D. LUKE
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DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRE$S: UNDEVPRO . NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP/SF/310/KT 15 17 August 1966

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I attach three copies of a r~sumi of a request received from the

Government of Kenya for

assistance from the United Nations Development Programme (Special Fund)

for buildin- un a Department of Education, TTnivrsity.Co11ege, Nairobi.

I should be grateful for any comments which the International Bank

for Reconstruction and Development may wish to make on this request.

Yours sincerely,

/1'
1(yer Cohen

Assistant Administrator
and

Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Director of Development Services
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
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Recommendation of the Administrator
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KENYA

Operational Research on Human and Animal Trypanosomiasis
Eradication in the Nyanza and Western Provinces

Governing Council earmarking $1,211,600

Government' a counterpart contributions
estimated at equivalent of: $1,945,000

Duration: Three years

Purpose: To devise effective and economic methods
for control of human and animal trypano-
somiasis with a view to development of
reclaimed areas and application of the
improved techniques to other tse-tse
infested regions.

Executing Agency: The World Health Organization
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I. Introduction

1. The Administrator submits the following report and recommendations on

the application off the Government of Kenya for assistance in operati.onal research

in the eradication of ,human and animal trypanosomiasis in the Nyanza Province

and parts of. the Weate=. Province.

II. Background

2. In the greater part of the Nyanza and Western Provinces of Kenya, the

tse-tse fly constitutes a most serious obstacle to economic development. This

insect is the main vector of sleeping sickness caused by trnanosama gambiense

and trypanosoma rhodesiense in man, and trypanosoniasis in cattle caused mainly

by trypanosoma congolense. Where these conditions are prevalet, human settle-

ments run grave risks while animal husbandry becomes entirely' upeconomical or

even impossible in the more heavily infested regions; large tracts of potentially

productive land are. thus rendered unsuitable for occupation and exploitation.

3. Two maintze-tse fly species are responsible for this tituation: the

riverine tse-tse fly (glossina ucp) and the savonnah fly (glossina pallidipes).

In the past decade, the riverine fly has been effectively controlled in western

Kenya by large-scale spraying with insecticides of the vegetation in the infested

river systems. In recent years, however, the fly appear to have adapted to small

and isolated habitats;associated witl' populated .areasand at some distance from its

normal riverine enviromnt.,'Furthermore, it has now become a vector of the more

virulent rhodesiense type :off sleeplng sickness; in 1964, for example, a serious

outbreak involving several hundred cases of this disease occurred in the Alego

District of Central Nyanza, and this epidemic has recently spread to the surround-

ing areas,

4. While the riverine tse-tse fly is mainly responsible for the transmission

of the sleeping 'sikneis in man, the savannah fly is capable of transmitting both

human and animal trypanosomiasis. A8 the latter shows more versatility in its

habitat, it is more difficult to cohtrol than- the- riverine tse-tse fly. So far,
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the eradication of the savannah fly has been successfully achieved only in small-

scale operations - involving insecticide ground sprays and bush-clearing - in

isolated pockets of infestation. Large parts of Kenya's rangeland remain

infested by this savannah fly, and the danger of the spread of sleeping sickness

into new areas cannot be overlooked.

5. Unless early action is taken, the gains obtained in the last decade at

considerable cost and effort may be lost. Economic and effective measures should,

therefore, be devised as soon as possible, aimed at the large-scale eradication

of both the riverine and savannah tse-tse fly in western Kenya.

6. UNDP (Special Fund) assistance has been primarily requested for a

savannah fly control pilot project which will be considered as the first stage

of a lan-use and settlement scheme in the Lambwe Valley. This Valley, situated

in South Nyanza, covers an area of 127 square miles, about half of which is

suitable for arable agriculture. While the surrounding areas are densely popu-

lated, the presence of tee-tse flies infected both with human and animal

trypanosomiasis has so far prevented the effective occupation of this potentially

productive Valley. The Lambwe Valley is particularly suitable for operational

research on savannah fly eradication since it constitutes an extended area

where the infestation is clearly demarcated.

T. In 1964, a joint WHO/FAO trypanosomiasis survey team financed under the

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance visited Kenya and assisted the Govern-

ment in the preparation of its sleeping disease eradication scheme as well as

the present project. The request has been reviewed by a team of experts from

WHO, FAO and the UNDP (Special Fund) under Preparatory Assistance to the

Government.

III. The Project

8. The purpose of this project, the duration of which will be three years,

is to assist the Government in devising effective and economic methods of

control of human and animal trypanosomiasis through tse-tse fly eradication

in Nyanza Province and certain of the infested parts of the Western Province,
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with a view to subsequent development of the reclaimed areas, On the UNDP

(Special Fund) side, emphasis will be laid on the control of the savannah fly

and attempts will be made to eradicate it in. the Lambwe Valley. Methods

of control of this insect will be further developed for application in larger

scale eradication schemes elsewhere in Kenya and in other parts of Africa.

9. The project will undertake the following activities:

(a) Epidemiological and epizootiological field surveys on human and

animal trypanosomiasis;

(b) Research on improved laboratory and fLd diagnostic methods

for human and animal trypanosom.asis;

(c) Studies on the ecological associations between vegetation,

tse-tse, man, game and 'domestic animals;

(d) Attempts to isolate selected pockets of infestation by the

insecticidal barrier method;

(e) Field reseerch on methods of ground and aerial applications

of insecticides;

(f) Studies of the effects on the biological balance of herbicide

and insecticide applications;

(g) Follow-up checks in the experimentally cleared areas;

(h) Studies on the persistence of animal trypanosomiasis after tse-

tse eradication; and

(i) In-service training of personnel in the techniques of control

of tse-tse and of human and animal trypanosomiasis.

10. During the period of the project, the Government, as part of its counter-

part contribution, will continue the current programme of routine operations

aimed at the eradication of tse-tse and trypanosomiasis in Nyanza Province and

parts of Western Province. These operations will be coordinated as closely as

possible with the operational research carried out under the project. Included

among the Government's activities will be: the establishment of new - and the

maintenance of existing - insectiidal barriers to prevent reinfestation of the

tse-tse cleared areas; the continuation of its tse-tse eradication and bush-
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clearing projects already initiated or planned; and the extecution of follow-up
surveys in the areas already cleared,

11. After the project has been in operation for eighteen months, an evalue-

tion of results will be made in order to advise the Government on future measures

to be undertaken subsequent to the project; these measures may include either
the continuation of trypanosomiasis control or the development of the experiment-

ally reclaLed land,

12. The administrative headquarters of the project will be in Nairobi, while
operations will be centered in Kisumu, the capital and main town of Nyanza

Province; additional field headquarters will be established in the Lambwe Valley.
Research work will be undectaken jointly with the East African Trypanosomiasis

Research Organization in Tororo, Uganda. Close liaison will also be maintained
with the UNDP (Special Fund) supported Yala Swamp Reclamation project?! and the

Range Management SchemeV. The Government Trypanosomiasis Committee - composed Of
representatives of the various interested governmental agencies including the
Ministry of Health - will act as the co-ordinating body for this project, while
the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Industry, through its Tse-Tse Control
Unit, will be the Co-operating Government Agency.

13. The UNDP (Special Fund) will provide thirty-five man-years of expert
services, which will include those of a Project Manager, an epidemiologist, an
entomologist, a veterinary investigation officer, a physical chemist, three
laboratory technicians specialized respectively in entomology, protozoology and
immunology, two field technicians experienced in entomological and epidemiological
techniques, an administrative officer, and short-term consultatt services in
various fields. The UNDP (Special Fund) will also supply four and a half man-years
of fellowships; equipment, including vehicles, ground spray equipment, pesticides
and herbicides, drugs for animal treatment; miscellaneous services and contingencies;
and sub-contracts for helicopter and fixed wing aircraft spraying.

2f See document SF/r.9/Add.21

3/ See document DP/SF/.R.1/Add.37
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14. The Government will provide professional counterpart staff and auxiliary

and ancillary personnel, facilities for in-service training of personnel, office

buildings and laboratory space, vehicles and other equipment, A contribution

will also be made by the Government to the operating costs of the East African

Trypanosomiasis Research Organization and the Tropical Pesticide Research Insti-

tute, which will be engaged in evaluating the chemicals to be used on the project,

and to the cost of experimental aerial sprays.

15. Towards the conclusion of the project and depending upon the results

attained, the atkntion of the Government will be directed towards the complete

eradication of tse-tse from the remaining infestel areas of Nyanza Province, in

order to ensure that no re-infestation of the reclaimed areas occurs.
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IV. Executing Agency
16. Thet World Health Organization has indicated its readiness to serve as
,Executing Agency.

V. Financial Provisions

17. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be
as follows:

Phasing of expenditure

Total cost First Second Third
(fi $ US) a year ear

Experts 747,100 254,300 246,400 246,400

Fellowships 27,000 18,000 9,000 -

Equipment 239,000 184,000 25,000 30,000
Subcontracts 34,000 17,000 17,000 -
Miscellaneous 44,400 42,2 14 P 800

TOTAL GJOSS
PROJECT COSTS: 1,091,500 488,ioo 312,200 291,200

Executing Agency
overheadi costs 120,100

UNDP (Special )
direct costs -

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARKING 1,211,600

_/ Gross coat, representing 35 man-years of expert services, including 18
man-years at the intermediLate level, and including an amount of $7,900 for
expert services provided as Preparatory Assistance to the Governmont.

1/ Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or operation
incurred directly by the Administrator.

/...
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18. Included in theiotal Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated

at the equivalent of $115,800, representing 1.5 per cent of the estimated gross

expert cost, including the foreign personnel component of subcontracts, which

will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards local operating

counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $1,945,000. The exact

amounts will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation,

19. To the extent administratively desirable, the Administrator is

prepared to include in the gross project budget, subject to the concurrence of

the Government, any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government

agrees to make in cash directly to the UNDP (Special Fund) and to show the

Governing Council earmarking increased accordingly.

VI.. Recommendations

20. The Administrator

(a) Recommends that the Governing Council earmark $1,211,600 for this

project, of which $1,091,500 will be for project costs (including

$7,900 for Preparatory Assistance to the Government) and

$120,100 for clearly identifiable additional costs incurred by the

Executing Agency in the execution of the project;

(b) Requests the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude the

appropriate arrangements.
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I. Introluction

1. The dministrator submits the following report and recommendations on

the application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in operational research

in the ere2tcation of human and animal trypanosomiasis in the Nyanza Province

and parts of the Iesl-ern Province of Kenya.

II. Background

2. In the greater part of the Nyanza and .4estern Provinces of Kenya, the

tse-tse fly constitutes a most serious obstacle to economic development. This

insect is the main vector of sleeping sickness caused by trypanosoma zambiense

and trypanosoma rhodesiense in man, and trypainosomiasis in cattle caused mainly

by trypanosoma cotnvolense. Wihere these conditions are prevalent, human settle-

ments run grave risks while animal husbandry becomes entirely uneconomical or

even impossible in the more heavily infested regions; large tracts of potentially

productive land are thus rendered unsuitable for occupation and exploitation.

3. Two main tse-tse fly species are responsible for this situation: the

riverine tse-tse fly (Ulossina fuscim s) and the Savannah fly (glossina pallidipes)

In the past decade, the riverine flyhas been effectively controlled in western

Kenya by large-scale spraying with insecticides of the vegetation in the infested

river systems. In recent years, however, the fly appears to have adapted to small

and isolated habitats associated with populated areas and at some distance from its

normal riverine environment. Iurthermore, it has now become a vector of the more

virulent rhodesiense type of sleeping sickness; in 1964, for example, a serious

outbreak involving several hundred cases of this disease occurred in the Alego

District of Cantral Nyanza, and this epidemic has recently spread to the surround-

ing areas.

4. 'While the riverine tse-tse fly is mainly responsible for the transmission

of the sleeping sickness in inan, the Savannah fly is capable of transmitting both

human and animal trypanosomiasis. As the 2atter shows more versatility in its

habitat, it is more difficult to control than the riverine tse-tse fly. So far,

/....
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the eradication of the Savannah fly has been successfully achieved only in small-

scale operations - involving insecticide ground sprays and bush-clearing - in

isolated pockets of infestation. Large parts of Kenya's rangeland remain

infested by this Savannah fly, and the danger of the spread of sleeping sickness

into new areas cannot be overlooked.

5. Unless early action is taken, the gains obtained in the last decade at

considerable cost and effort may be lost. Economic and effective measures should,

therefore, be devised as soon as possible, aimed at the large-scale eradication

of both the riverine and Savannah tse-tse fly in western Kenya.

6. UNDP (Special Fund) assistance has been primarily requwsted for a

Savannah fly control pilot project which will be considered as the first stage

of a land-use and settlement scheme in the Lambwe Valley. This Valley, situated

in South Nyanza, covers 127 square miles, about half of which is suitable for

arable agriculture. Wihile the surrounding areas are densely populated, the

presence of tse-tse flies infected both with human and animal trypanosomiasis

has so far prevented the effective occupation of this potentially productive

Valley. The Lambwe Valley is particularly suitable for operational research on

Savannah fly eradication since it constitutes both an extended area and one

where the infestation is clearly demarcated.

7. In 1964, a joint ihO/FAO trypanosomiasis survey team financed urder the

Exp nded Programme of Technical Assistance, visited Kenya and assisted the 
Govern-

ment in the preparation of its sleeping disease eradication scheme as well as

the present project. The request has been reviewed by a team of experts from

tIHO, FAO and the UNDP (Special Fund) under Preparatory Assistance to the

Government.

III. The Project

8. The purpose of this project, the duration of which will be three years,

is to assist the Government in devising effective and economic methods cf

control of human and animal trypanosomiasis through tse-tse fly eradication

in Nyanza Province and certain of the infested parts of the Western Province,
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with a view to subsequent development of the reclaimed ai-ea5. Q tLe UX

(Special Fund) side, emphasis will be laid on the control of the Savannah fly

and attempbs will be made to eradicate this fly in the Lambwe Valley. Methods

of control of this insect will be further developed for application in larger

scale eradication schemes elsewhere in Kenya and in other parts df Africa.

9. The project will undertake the following activities:

(a) Epidemiological and epizootiological field surveys on human and

animal trypanosomiasis;

(b) Research on improved laboratory and field diagnostic methods

for human and animal trypanosomiasis;

(c) Studies on the ecological associations between vegetation,

tse-tse, man, game and domestic animals;

(d) Attempts to isolate selected pockets of infestation by the

insecticidal barrier method;

(e) Field research on methods of ground and aerial applications

of insecticides;

(f) Studies of the effects on the biological balance of herbicide

and insecticide applications;

(g) Follow-up checks in the experimentally cleared areas;

(h) Studies on the persistence of animal trypanosomiasis after tse-

tse eradication; and

(i) In-service training of personnel in the techniques of control

of tse-tse and of human and animal tryianosomiasis.

10. During the period of the project, the Government, as part of its counter-

part contribution, will continue the current programme of routine operations

aimed at the eradication of tse-tse and trypanosomiasis in Nyanza Province and

parts of Western Province. These operations will be coordinated as closely as

possible with the operational research carried out under the project. Included

among the GovernmentIs activities will be: the establishment of new, and the

maintenance of existing inse-cticidal barriers to prevent reinfestation of the

tse-tse cleared areas; the continuation of its tse-tse eradication and bush-
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clearing projects already initiated or pLanncd; an:d Lt..e exr_ .stion of

surveys in the areas already cleared..

11. After the project has been in operation for eighteen months, an evalua-

tion of results will be made in order to advise the Government on futvre measures

to be undertaken subsequent to the project; these measures may include either

the continuation of trypanosomiasis control or the development of the experiment-

ally reclaimed land.

12. The administrative headquarters of the priject will be in Nairobi, while

operations will be centered in Kisumu, the capital and main town of Nyanza

Province; additional field headquarters will be established in the Lambwe Valley.

Research work will be undertaken jointly with the East African Trypanosoiiasis

Research Organization in Tororo, Uganda. Close liaison will also be maintained

with the UNDP (Special rund)-supported Yala Swamp Reclamation4/ and the Range

ManagementL/ Schemes. The Government Trypanosomiasis Committee-composed of

representatives of the various interested governmental agencies including the

Ministry of Health-will act as the co-ordinating body, for this project, while

the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Industry, throuh its Tse-Tse Control

Unit, will be the Co-operating "Iovernment Agency.

13. The UNDP (Special Fund) will provide thirty-four and three-quarter man-

years of expert services, which will include those of a Project Manager, an

epidemiologist, an entomologist, a veterinary investigation officer, a physical

chemist, three laboratory technicians specialized respectively in entomology,

protozoology and immunology, two field technicians experienced in entomological

ard epidemiological techniques, an administrative officer, and short-term

consultant services in various fields. The UNDP (Special Fund) will also supply

four and a half man-years of fellowships; equipment, including vehicles, ground

spray equipment, pre-fabricated structures, laboratory field and mapping materials

and equipment, pesticides and herbicides, dru;;s for animal treatment; miscellaneous

services and contin.encies; and sub-contracts for helicopter and fixed wing air-

craft sprays.

....

./ See document SF/R.9/Add.21

/ ee document DP/SF/R.l/Add.37
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14. The Government will provide professional co-nterrart staff and auxiliary

and ancillary personnel, facilities for in-service training of personnel, office

buildings and laboratory space, vehicles and other equipment. A contribution

vill also be made by the Government to the operating costs of the East African

Trypanosomiasis Research Organization and the Tropical Pesticide Research Insti-

tute, which will be engaged in evaluating the chemicals to be used on the project,

and to the cost of experimental aerial sprays.

15. Towards the conclusion of the project and deperding upon the results

attained, tbe attention of the Government will be directed towards the complete

eradication of tse-tse from the remaining infested areas of Nyanza Province, in

order to ensure that no re-infestation of the reclaimed areas occurs.

16. Pending completion of the appraisal, the Administratorls proposals for

this project are subject to revision.

/4 000
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IV. Executinr Agncy

17. The Adminitrator proposes to recommend that the World Health Organization

be invited to serve as ixecuting ajency.

V. Financial Provisions

18. It has been estimated that the total Governind.j Council earmarking will be

as follows:

Phasing of expenditure

Total cost First Second Third
(in $ US) year year year

Experts 747,10T- 254,300 246,400 246,400

Fellowships 27,000 18,000 9,000 -

Equipment 239,000 184,OCO 25,000 30,000

Subcontracts 34,000 17,000 17,000 -

Miscellaneous 44,400 14.800 14,800 14,800

TOI'AL GRC3S
PLK0JICT CO)T$: 1,091,500 488,l0O 312,200 291,200

Executing Agency
overhead costs

TUNDP (Special Fund)
direct costs _/

GOV N1ING COUI CIL
Z AhMA~KING:

a/ Gross cost, representing 35 man-years of expert services, including 18
man-years at the intermediate level, and including an amount of $7,900 for
expert services provided as. Preparatory Assistance to the Government.

b/ Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or operation
incurred directly by the idministrator.

/..
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19. Included in the total 'overning Couincil llrrkin is an a>a unt esti rvted

at the equivalent of $113,800, representing 15 per cent of the estina ted gross

expert cost, including the foreign personnel component of subcontracts, which

will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards local operating

costs of the project. In addition, the Goyerninent is expected to make a

counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $1,970,000. The e act

amounts will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.

20. To the extent administratively desirable, the Administrator is prepared

to include in the gross project budget, subject to the concurrence of the

Government, any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government agrees

to make in cash directly to the UNDP (Special Fund) and to show the Governing

Council earmarking increased accordingly.
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I. Introduction

1. The Administrator submits the following report and recomaendations on the

application of the Governmnt of Kenya for assistance in carrying out a pilot

scheme for the eradication of tse-tse flies, as . first stagQ in the settlement

of the Lambwe Valley and in the control of sleeping sickness in the Nyanza

Province.

II. Backgroiond

2. In the Nyanza Province of western Kenya, the tse-tse fly constitutes a

most serious obstacle to economic developinent. This insect is the main vector

t-f sleeping sickness caused by typnogomr~gabiense and tryLPnocomc rhndesiense

in man, and trypanosomiasis in cattle caused -mainly by trypannsoma coxgolense.

Where these conditions are prevalent, human settlements run grave risks of being

decimated while animal husbandry becnies entirely uneconomical or even impossible

in the more heavily infested regions. Large tracts of potentially productive

land are thus rendered ansuitable for occupation and exploitation.

3. There are two main tse-tse fly species responsible for this situation:

the riverine tse-tse fly, or gjnssina fuscipes, and the Savannah fly, or glossina

pallidioes. In the past decade, G. fuscics has been effectively controlled by

large-scale spraying of the riverine vegetation in the infested river systems.

In recent years, however, the fly appears to have adapted to small and isolated

biotopes at some distance from its normal riverine habitat and associated with

densely populated areas. Furthermore, it has now become a vector of the more

virulent rhcdesiense-type of .sleeping sickness.. In.1964,'a serious outbreak

involving seve'al hundred case occurred in the Alego District in Central Nyanza,

and in recent months this epidemic .has spread t~o the surrounding areas.

4. While the riverine tse-tae fly is mainly responsible for the transmission

of the sleeping sickness -in man, the Savannah fly is capable of trans:.1ittir.g

both human and animal trypanosomiasis. As this insect shows more versatility

in its habitat, it is more difficult to control. Sc far, the eradication of

G. pallidipes has only been successfully achieved in small-scale operations
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in"'.ving isolated pockets of infestation, by insecticide ground sprays and bush

clearing methods. Large parts of the Kenya range-land remain infested by this

fly. The danger of the spread of sleeping sickness into new areas cannot be over-

looked.

5. Financial stringency has caused the overntaent to interrupt the large-

scale campaigns iritiated to control G. fuscines in Nyanza. Unless early action

is taken, the gais which have been obtained in the last decade at the cost of con-

siderable expenditure and effort may be lost. It is therefore important that

economic and ;ffective measures be devised as soon as possible, aimed at the large-

scale eradication of the tse-tse fly in western Kenya. UNDP (Special Fund) assist-

ance has been requested for a pallidipes control pilot scheme which will be con-

sidered as the first stage of a lan-use and settlement scheme in the Lambwe V&.ley

and for some operational research on the control of G. fuscipes in Central Nyanza.

The Lambwe Valley, situated in South Nyanza, covers 127 square miles, about half

of which are suitable for arable agriculture. While the surrounding area is

densely populated, the presence of tse-tse flies infected both with human and

animal trypanosomiasis has so far prevented the effective occupation of this po-

tentially productive area.

6. In 1964, a joint vO/FAO trypanosomiasis survey teama financed under the

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance visited Kenya and assisted the Govern-

ment in the preparation of the present project and the sleeping disease eradication

schemeV'

III. The Project

7. The main purpose of this first stage project, which has a duration of two

years, is to develop tse-tse eradication methods through operational research so

that sleeping sickness can be effectively and economically controlled, and the

Lambwe Valley nade suitable for human settlement and animal breeding. It is

envisaged that the m thods developed under this programme might sot a pattern for

similar eradication schemes in other tse-tse infested areas in the country and in

other parts of '-frica.

/..

2/ See document AFR/TRYP/7
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. To attain this Zoal, surveys of the incidenide of human and aniMal trypano-
somiasis will be carried out- and studies will be made on the ecolJgical asso.
ciations between the vegetation, the tse-tse fly, man, wildlife and domestic
animals, taking into account accumulated relevant data. Esxperiments will be
carried out on vector control through bush cleaiing, ground and aerial sprays,
and the most economical methods of insecticide and herbicide application will be
determined. Possible disturbances-hI:-biolagical balance proauced by these methods
will be studied. Attempts will be made: to isolate tse-tse infested zones by the
insecticide barrier method and to determine the minimum effective width of such
barriers. Experiments on new-methods of biological control might also be carried
out. The mechanical transmission of trypanosomiasis by biting flies, other than
tse-tse and methods for their control will be investigated; the eradication by
known techniques, of the tse-tse fly in small infested pockets both in South and
Central Nyanza will also be attempted.,

9. These activities will be closely co-ordinated with the survey and research
pregramne of the Range Management scheme, which is sponsored by the UNDP (Special
Fund and with the research work at the East African Common Services Organizat-
ion in Tororo. Uganda, the Tropical Pesticide kesearch Institute in Arusha,
Tanzania, and with the prospective Regional Project for Reserch on tse-tse fly
in Africa. The Government Trypanosomiasis Committee will act as the co-ordinating
body while the Ainistry of Agriculture and Animal Industry, through the Tse-Tse
Control Unit, will be the Government Cc-operating Agency for this project. The
He.adquarters of the project will be in ilairobi.

10. The UNDP (Special Fund) will provide eighteen man-years of expert services
in the following specialized fields: A F,oject Manager, a tse-tse ecologist, an

entomologist, a veterinary investigation officer, three laboratory technicians
specialized respectively in entomology, protozoology and seralogy, a field tech-
nician responsible for day-to-day logistics of the operations who will also act
as the administrative officer, and siort-terta consultant services in va. ous
fields, such as epidemiology, medical matters, botany and aerial spray techniques.
The UNDP (Special fund) will also provide three six-month fellowships in tse-tse

...

J' See document DP/SF/R~l/Add. 37
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e CO..ogy, e'ntoxlnrogy and pecialized laboratory techniques; equipment, including
veiicles, ground spray equipment, prefabricated structures, laboratory, field andmapping materials and equipment, pesticides, drugs for animal treatment; andmiscellaneous services and contingencies.
11. The GoerrLient will provide profecoional counterpart staff and auxiliaryand ancillary personnel, facilities for in-service training of personnel, office
buildings and laboratory space, vehicles and other equipment. A contribution willalso be made by the Government tA the operating costs of the E:ast African Trypano-soiasis Research Organization and the Tropical Pesticide iiesearch Institute, andt, the cost of experimental aerial sprays,
12. Denending on the results obtained this project - in wnich special respon-
sibilities with regard to the operational reseArch programme on h iman trypanoso-
miasis wil be assued by WHO - may provide the 3asis for further operatioal
research schemes or in the adoption of large-scale control measures. If theformer is the case, further research on tse-tee fly control or in further researchon human trypanosomiasis control measures may be requested of the UINDP (SpecialFund).

13. Pending completion of the appraisal, the Administratorfs proposal for thisproject are subject to revision,

IV. ecuting geng
14. The Administrator proposes to recoimend that the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations be invited to serve as Executing Agency,
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V. Financial Provisions

15. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be

as foll.ws:

Fh-ing of cxpnn1iture
Tetal cost First Secnd
(in$ year yee

Experts 387,200 193,600 193,600

FellowshirS 9,0CC 6,000 3,000

Equipment 228,4CO 200,C00 28,400

imScelaneous 23,200 11600 11,600

TOTAL GROSS
.PRCJECT COSTS: 647,800 411,20C 236,600

Executing Agency
overhead costs

UNDP (Special Fund)
direct costs*

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARKING:

a/ Gross cost, representing eighteen man-years of expert services, including
eight man-years at the intermediate level.

b/ Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or
operation incurred directly by the Administrator,

16. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated

at the equivalent of $58,100, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross

expert cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards

local operating costs of the project. In addition, the Government is expected

to make a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $739,0CO.
The exact amounts will be determined at the'time of signature of the Plan of

Operation.

17. To the extent administratively desirable, the Administrator is prepared

to include in the gross project budget, subject to the concurrence of the
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Government, Ity part of the counterpart contribution which the Goverrment agrees
to make in cash directly to the UNDP (Special Fund) and to show the Governing
Council earmarking increased accordingly,



February 2), 1966

Ws D?/sr/3OAvU/l4

Mr. Myor Cohen
Assistant Administrator and Director
Bureau of Operations and Progr ing
United Nations Develojpait Prograrte
New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Cohen:

We have no special comments to offer with respect to the proposed
project for assistance for human and animal trypanosoiasis eradication
other than to note that in view of the serious population pressure on the
land in Kenya any reasonable approach to land reclamation seaw worthy
of appropriate support. In connection with the present project In Keqa,
we believe that the problem of controlling infested border areas in
Tansania and Uganda in order to avoid the reinfesting of cleared areas in
Kenya should be considered. It is possible that a regional approach to
this problem would bd a useful one.

Yours sineeroly,

Arnold Rivkin
Developnt Services Department

ARivkin/mt



F,)RM No 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Er. Norbert Koenig DATE: February 17, 1966

FROM: L.J.C. e vans

SUBJECT: Request to the UN Special Fund from the Government of Kenya for
assistance for Human and Animal Trypanosomiasis Eradication
DP/SF/310/KEN l4

This is not of special interest to us and we have no opinion

to offer on the merits or otherwise of the request.

GFDarnell/cq
IBRD

cc: hr. B. Chadenet



FPRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Norbert Koenig DATE: February 16, 1966

FROM: Africa Department

SUBJECT: Request to UNDP (SF) from the Government of Kenya for assistance

for Human and Animal Trypanosomiasis Eradication. (DP/SF/310/KEN 14 )

1. In view of the high population pressure persisting in Kenya, the
Bank accords high priority to programs of land-reclamation.

2. 20% of Kenya's land is affected by tsetse fly. This is divided
into 4,000 square miles in Nyanza which receive more than 35 miles of
rainfall annually and 51,000 square miles elsewhere which receive only
20-35 inches.

3. Reclamation of the former would increase Kenyats high potential
agricultural land by some 10%; reclamation of the latter would nearly
double the land susceptible for ranching projects (short of introducing
irrigation).

4. Ken a would certainl benefij in the long run from tsetse fly
eradiaion campaigns.Iew 6and would be gained to resettle farmers
from overcrowded parts of the country; agricultural and livestock
production could be increased to improve the diet of the population and
to increase foreign exchange earnings fran the export of meat.

5. When implementing the five-year program care should be taken to
safeguard that similar programs are carried through simultaneously
in those tsetse-fly inffq-ted__t q,: kM and pUanda which
are borderinr Kenya. Otherwise, the ever-present danger of reinfesting
'T-e 6TiafNee eaId might spoil the achievements of the operation.

6. The proper division of the East African Common Services Organisa-
1o&pny;" ;therefore, be consulted to assure well concerted programs

and activities in the area around Lake Victoria._



F Rm No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION | RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Afria Depart DATE: ftbruarr 10, 1966

FROM: Norbt Koenig

SUBJECT: Request to the UN Special Fund from the Government of Kenya for
assistance for uman and Anim3. Trypanoesomasin 3adcation.
(30P/SF/310/WE 1-4)

Attached is a summary of a request received by the UN Special
Fund. The Special Fund has asked for our comments on this project.

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giv-
ing your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department
has no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Projects Department/

Development Services Department will reply to the Special Fund
in the light of comments received.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to us
and therefore wish to see the full governmental request to the Special
Fund before offering comments, please let me know and I will ask the
Special Fund for the full text.

Attachment



FORm No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I NTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Projects Department DATE: 0

FROM: Iotwrt XobenU

SUBJECT: Request to the UN Special Fund from the Government of 1 for
as. stano. for Non and Lnimmi Try'pand"Imia. s fradscatioa.

Z1/8F/310/W1 24.

Attached is a summary of a request received by the UN Special
Fund. The Special Fund has asked for our comments on this project.

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giv-
ing your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department
has no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Bank's Area Department.

Development Services Department will reply to the Special Fund
in the light of comments received.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to us
and therefore wish to see the full governmental request to the Special
Fund before offering comments, please let me know and I will ask the
Special Fund for the full text.

Attachment
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U.NITZD NATIONS 4MOPmNT PkGmRA
(PE~AL FUND)

tiai Request rom the Government of Kenya for
assistance in Human and Animal Trypanosomiasis Lradication

Sumry*

Date Requeet Received: 30 December 1965

Proposed Duration: Five years

Amount Requested from the UNDP (Special Fund): US$ 2,338,500

Proposed Overment Counterpart Contribution: US$ 3,480,000

Local Operating Costs-

Proposed Government Co-operating Agency: The Trypanosomiasis
Committee of Kenya

In Western Kenya (Nyanza Province), as in many other parts of 'Africa
South of the "-ahara, sleeping disease in humans and animal trypanosomiasis,
both transmitted mainly by tee-tse flies, constitute a most serious obstacle

to the economic development. The prevalence of these conditions makes large
tracts of potentially productive land unsuitable for human occupation, agri-
cultural activity and livestock industry, It has been roughly estimated
that the current expenditure for the control of the diseases and the loss
of potential benefits amount to about 2 1/2 million dollars yearly not to
speak ct the suffering of a large number of people who contract sleeping
sickness,

2. Trypanosomiasis in man is caused by two distinct blood parasites:
tanosma ense and panosoma rhodesiense. The prognosis of the
disease caused by the latter type is more serious as the evolution is more
rapid and the parasite . less responsive to conventional trypanocide drugs,

The former type is mainly transmitted by Sloesina fuscipes, a tee-tse fly
whose normal habitat are the shores of, and islands in Lake Victoria and the

banks of in-flowing rivers. From 1955 on, large scale Insecticide spraying
campaigns of this riverine areas have succeeded in considerably reducing the
G. fusai-es infested area with a subsequent lowering of the endemicity of
the. ambiense sleeping disease,

3, Until fairly recently, gloesina pallidipes was considered as the chief
vector of the other type of sleeping sickness, caused by T rbodesiense, and
animal trypanosomiasis, mainly caused by T * congolense, This fly is more
versatile in its habitat and is therefore more difficult to control. So far,

*PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS DOCU&NT IS A SUAHARY OF THE GOViRNMZNT1S REQUEST-

AS PUBMITTED AND DOES NOT REPRESENT Th- VIEWS OF THE UNDP (SPECIAL FUNb).
ON THE MERITS OF THE REQUEST.
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the eradication of G. klidipes has 01 hbeen successVA1y achieved in smalo-
scale ep rations.:azd arge ar i eat"tKer dremain infested by
this te-ts f . e ei d

4. The conventional views about the transmission of human trypanosomias.is
have recently been shattered by the alarning dis covery, in Central Nyanza, of
isolated cases*nd serious outbreaks of sleeping disease of the rhodesiense
type, shown to be transmitted by G, fuscipes. This tse-tee '*flY ppbarsAo have
adapted to biotopes (places .where the conditions are favourable for the multi-
plication of the tse..tse fIes)at some distance of its normal i'dverine'habitat
and associated with dense human p9pulatio, .

5. In South ,, lyama, where ,ibiense type sleeping disease has been brought
completely under control by riverine 4pray campaigns against gG: Oases
of the rhodesiense type have been diagnosed in increasing numbers, mainly as
a result of human settlement in areas infested by G. pallidles, particularlyj
in the Tambwe.'Valleyq, .The-.heavily populated Nyanza Province is an important
labour reseroir for. rp;q of the country 'and -the 'prevalence of tleeping
disease there constitutes a permanent threat to the public health in the eastern
territories, There is a real danger that the disease may be established by
itinerant labourers in the eastern tse-tse fly belts which have,,. . far.remaimed
uninfeted These areas include .ost of.e game parks and the spread of sleep-
ing'di'seae Lnto~th~se .:cou:d deal a pn p1od to tietourietind1stry
which: onstitubtes: arimportantz ,urpe revenxe an foreign exchange earnings
for th* ecounty.

6, Anidl~ trypa4goaomia~s severely aftactp sevei iAreas in west centraisand
southe'n Ny~aiz -In thbee zones, -cpstant veteriMry cont'ol and trea nt
are reqti4red4 "This renders,rgia huebandry unproddctive, unecoromical? and-i
even imPdosibl4:in the moze heavily in isted 6reas and constitutes ama3or
obstacle to the implementation ot livestock improvement scheme- r the intro'-
duction of improved breeds, It does seriously affect the countryts econor
and causes"-the loss. of -Much needed sources of protein. for the population.

6. -I is therefore .rgeni itht th ptogra 5'"commenced 'in 954 with.a2iW
tc eininate G, fusips be pontirwed and, that economical and effectiVe mIadm
be deise withb& i9of aeradicAting pllidp h reqremente for such
a vast prograrmtir lie fa beyn.i prgeent ieans of the Kenya Governnient. The
prAb hag'therdfore- been.-brought to the, Attenti6n 6f. the ffrs ucpert coaai ttee
on ,tryyxiosniasis bf the' World.ealth Organizatio'n (As$O), This' organ tion
and the -oFd'aiid Agricultuwez ofthe . Unit.ed Nations (FAQ) have agreed on a Pint
programme of work for trypanosomiasis and 1he tse-tse contrei I
Joint WHO/FAQ trypanosomiasis survey team visited"Kenya in this ooneion
Their report, '6oLpled with the/prelimii)ary request to HO form the basis C
the prdeseit app.lication, :formulated } th istanato Qd HO consultation
wit , al otho requetenvisag$ng a lagd settlemerit and livestock v46p-
ieit schemelin' th@'Lambwi Valley is-presently beirg prepared 'feor 'auxissiOn
with the assistance of experts of the UDP (Special curid~ast Afiticn 14xe
stock uvey seam.
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7. The responsibility for the control o, and research on trypanosomiasis in
Kenya is divided between the Division of Insect-borne Disease rid *the Pro-
vincial Medical Service of the ministry of Health and the Tse-Tse Control Unit
and the Provincial Veterinary service of the 1inistry of Agriculture and
Animal Husbandry. These services operate in collaboration with the research
institutions of the East African Common Services Organization (EACSO), iamely,
the East African Trypanosomiasis idesearch Organization (EATRO) in Tcoro,
Uganda and the Tropical Pesticides Research Institute (TPRI)Ain Arusha,
Tarania.' . Close contaets are also maintained with international organiza-
tions and other scientific institutions. All the activities related to try-
panosomiasis and" tse-4t6e are supervised and co-ordinated by a Government Try-
panosomiasis Committee.

II* -The Pro4oet_

A. ObejivesofthPrect

The overall objectives of this scheme, the duration of vhich
would be five years, is to suport the off orts of the tee-tse
control unit in Kenya in-controllifii the present epidemic spread
of human sleeping disease and to open new areas for agricultural
settlement and livestock production.

* 1i, iat Objectives

a) Otrol of .the -vectors: continuation and inteneification
of the eradication campaign of I% fuscipes - pilot schemes
for small. scale seradication campaigns of G pallidipes
using known techniqaes,

b) Medical Control of thcAiseaso: continuation and intensi-
fication of prevention and treatment of the disease in man
and animals,

c) Research: epidemiological and epizootiological investiga-
tions investigations. into *the nature. of man fly contacts
under various ecological and sociqlogical cnditions -
determination of infeqtion:rates in man, animals and vectors
follow-up of chemotherapeutical treatments in man and animals
with a view to early detection of drug "resistance - experi-
ments on vector control through bush clearing.

d 1raining of national counterparts and students from Kenya
arA other countries in the field, in the e4stablished
research centres and through fellowships abroad.

e_ Lon-erm objectives
Reclamation and settlement schemes of the land presently

infested by tpe-tbee and application of the ecperience gained
in G, pallidipes eraitcation campaigns to other land reclama-
tion schemes in Africa.
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B, Lcatignjof the projeetl

The project Headquarters would be in Nairobi, with an operation
al Headquarters in Kisumu,

C PrograMe of work:

10 Qontrol operations: establishment and maintenance of barriers
to prevent tse-tse re-infestation - systematic elimination of
G. fuscipes from the river systems, swamps and islands which have
remained infested - eradication of small Gp allidipes belts
eradication of the large G. pallidipes belt in the Lambwe Valley.

2. Field Surveys: continuation of the surveys on the incidence of
human and animal trypanosomiasis in the Alego epidemic area and
in other areas where no vector control has been carried out a
studies on disturbances in biological balance through herbicide
and insecticide applications and on ecological associations
between vegetation, tse-tse, man, game and domestic stock -
detailed survey on possible animal hosts of trypanosoma rhode-
siense in the Lambwe Valley (trypanosoma brucei?),

3. Field and Laboratory Research: experiments on insecticide and
herbicide applications for the control of g allidipe5 ahd
G. fuscipes - research on insecticidal barriers, biological
control of tse-tse, "blanket treatment" methods for the control
of animal trypanosomiasis and improved diagnostic methods in man
and animals - investigation on mechanical transmission of try-
panosomes by biting flies other than tse-tse - studies on re-
invasion by tse-tse and trypanosomiasis and on possible control
methods - feasibility studies of eradication programmes in other
areas,

D. Timetable:

Most of the preliminary investigations would be carried out in

the Lambwe Valley. During the first two years., the chief task will
be to complete the eradication of G. fuscipes and to extend the area
of G palLidipes control, simultaneously studying the most economi-

cal means of achieving these objectives. Surveys of the extent and

instance of trypanosomiasis in man and animals would also be com-

pleted during this period. From the third year, the eradication of

G. fuscipes would be undertaken in the off-shore islands of Lake
Victoria, as well as the eradication of G. pallidies in the more
difficult areas.

E, Assistance Requested:

The UDP (Special Fund) is requested to provide the services of

the following experts: A project manager, 1 physician-epidemio-
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logist; 1 physician-clinician; 1 tse-tse ecologist; lnantomologist;
1 veterinary investigation officer; 4 laboratory technicians, spe-
cialized respectively in medical biochemistry, protozoology, entc-
mology and serology; 2 field technicians who would be responsible
for logistics and operations respectively in the field of pathology
and entomology; 1 administrative officer and short-term consultants
in the fields of botany, medical subjects and other fields dependent
on the development of the project. The UNDP (Special Fund) is also
requested to provide, 4 fellowships in the fields ef epidemiology,
clinical matters, tse-tse ecology and entomology, as well as equip-
ment and supplies, including vehicles, spray, bush clearing, mapping
and camping equipment; prefabricated structures, laboratory glass-
ware and equipment, chemicals) drugs and pesticides, miscellaneous
services and contingencies.

F. Government ,s Contributiox:

The Government would contribute with professional counterpart
staff and other auxiliary and ancillary personnel, It would also
provide in-service training of local personnel, equipment and supplies,
including sub-contracts to contributing institutions (FATRO and TPRI),
experimental aerial spraying and miscellaneous services.

III. Financial Data

A. Contribution Requested from the UNDP (Special Fund)

US $

65 expert man-years 1,446,000
4 ten-month fellowships 16,000

Equipment and Supplies 795,700
iscellaneous 80 ES

j 2,338,500

B, Proposed Government Counterpart CntrLbution

Professional and other staff 1,677,100
In-service training programme 23,200
Land and buildings 689,800
Equipment and supplies 252,800
Sub-contracts 817,100
Transport and handling of equipment 20000

$ 3,480,000

F. P, VANDEMLE/cj



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADORE5S: UNDEVPRO. NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP/SF/310 /KEN 14 3 February 1966

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I attach three copies of a r6sum of a request received from the

Government of Kenya for

assistance from the United Nations Development Programme (Special Fund)

for Human and Animal Trypanozomiasis Eradication

I should be grateful for any comments which the International Bank

for Reconstruction and Development may wish to make on this request.

Yours sincerely,

1yer Cohen
Assistant Administrator

and
Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Director of Development Services
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
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ORm No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Projects Department DATE: February 10, 1966

FROM: Norbert Koenig d",

SUBJECT: Request to the UN Special Fund from the Government of Kenya for
assistance for Human and Animal Trypanosomiasis Eradication.
EP/SF/310/KEN 14. ..

Fer i (D

Attached is a summary of a request received by the UN Special
Fund. The Special Fund has asked for our comments on this project.

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giv-
ing your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department
has no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Bank's Area Department.

Development Services Department will reply to the Special Fund
in the light of comments received.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to us
and therefore wish to see the full governmental request to the Special
Fund before offering comments, please let me know and I will ask the
Special Fund for the full text.

Attachment
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Official Request from the Government of Kenya t6f
assistance in Human and Animal Trypanosomiasis Lradication

Summary*

Date Request Received: J0 December 1965 DECLASSIFIED

Proposed Duration: Five years
AUG 05 2022

Amount Requested from the UNDP (Special Fund): US$ 2,3380,500

Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution: US$ 3,480,000 WBG ARCHIVES,,

Local Operating Costs:

Proposed Government Co-operating Agency; The Trypenosomiasis
Committee of Kenya

I, Background

1 In Western Kenya (Nyanza Province), as in 'any other parts of Africa
South of the Jahara, sleeping disease in humans and animal trypanosomiasis,
both transmitted mainly by tse-tse flies, constitute a most serious obstacle
to the economic development. The prevalence of these conditions makes large

tracts of potentially productive land unsuitable for human occupation, agri-
cultural activity and livestock industry. It has been roughly estimated
that the current expenditure for the control of the diseases and the loss

of potential benefits amount to about 2 1/2 million dollars yearly not to
speak ct the suffering of a large number of people who contract sleeping
sickness,

2. Trypa-nosopiasis in man is caused by two distinct blood parasites:

trypanosoma gambiense and trypanosoma rhodestense. The prognosis of the
disease caused by the latter type is more serious as the evolution is more

rapid and the parasite less responsive to conventional tr&ypanocide drugs,
The former type is mainly transmitted by glogsina fusc&s, a tao-tse fly
whose normal habitat are the shores ofj and islands in Lake Victoria and the
banks of in-flowing rivers. From 1955 on, large scale insecticide spraying
campaigns of this riverine areas have succeeded in considerably reducing the
G fu s infested area with a subsequent lowering of the endemicity of
the 'I. sambSenge aleeping diseaseq

3. Until fairly recently, glossina pallidipes was considered as the chief
vector of the other type of sleeping sickness, caused by To rhodesiense, and
animal trypanosomiasis, mainly caused by To congolense. This fly is *sore
versatile in its habitat and is therefore more difficult to control, So far,

*FLMSE NOTE THAT THIS DOCUMEWT IS A SUi4iARY OF THE GOVERNMNT'S REQUEST- -
AS SUBMITTED AND DOES NOT PEPRESENT Th. VIEWS OF THE UNDP (SPECIAL FUW4
ON THE IERITS OF THE REQUEST.
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the eradication of pallidipee has onlr .)ei successfully achieved in small-
scale operationg and la e r de west and. east Kenya *#e Ip infested by
this tee-tse flr. I.

4* The conventional views aboi4ithe j transmission of human trypanosomiasis
have recently been shattered by the alaing discovery, in Central Nyansa, of
isolated cas.as, and seriousputbreaks of sleeping diseas:of.e rhodegense
type, shown W e'rn1itted by G$ fuscipes. This teatse fly appears to have
adapted to biotopes (places where the conditions are favourable- for .thw'nt4
plication of the t16idte fies)at some distance of its normal riverine habitat
and associated wh ense h an

5. In South yngnaa where. gIbiense.type sleeping disease has been, brOught
completely under cbnt bI by riveine spray campaigns against G. fusciies. cases
of the rhodesiense type have been diagnosed in increasing numbersV rainr as
a result of human settlement in areas infested by G Ljld s, particularly,
in the Laznbw~e Jg y, .The heavily populated Nyanza Prvinee is. an imprt.nt
labour rep62t6 '^ * t of the cou1y and the prevalence of sleeping
disease thde dorjtitiit a permanent threat to the public health in the eastern
territories. There is a real danger that the disease may be eatabjskhed by4
itinerant labourers in the eastern tse-tse fly belts which he so 'far remained
uninfegted 'These .areas lncludemost. of the game pa-rks;apd the: -preaA of s1)ep-
ing' diaea. 4 to thee'.o d deal 'a ripplind -blow ;to thetouirst industry
which cori'tue a hiporiant source of revenue and fpreign exh4ng5arningS

r or- -,

6 ~im4 ntrypos94Uasis .sevrely affects several area 4ni wt, central and
southe1 4pz~a. II thas e zdns corMtant. veterinary 4ontrolnti.:'n eament
are 4i~r~i ed., i~s, .~endi'r .~n~y unproductive ueoo & a
even motbi'e tJ'ie n eh ily infes ed areas and Qonstites . iajor
obstacl t 'dhe impienmeriiation of livestock improvement schemn or the intro-
duction of improved breeds, It does seriously affect the countrys econoUw
and ca.1ses.,th.elosa. q oh. needed, soplie -of prptein for the population.
6 It is i herfore gnt h pr6 e oenced. with aviAW

6,c, isijis o. pn~pe diems
to .e) nate (. fus ci es b. .. ntin.ed and that economical and. effective mearw
be deAvsed w.th a ,iew o eradlating ., aLUdes. The reqUirepenta-for such
a vast" gro~'grga. li fpresent..means of the Kenya Government, The
probei has .thpref9ge bee. brou<gh tko the atteotion. of 'the :i 'st tpert conittee

O D Y 9as k.t~h. Wo 4 ja.:,h Qrganization (WHO) This organization
and the. Feod ,and Agaic1ultuwe' taelited Nations (FAO) havb; iagree .o S flt
progiae of work for trypanosomiasis and thp -tseo-tse contr*l. TA19(4,'.
joint WHO/FAO trypanosomiasis survey team visited Kenya in this connexion.
Theirs report, .coupl.ed it.t. othey prp4nixiry regpesit tto WH() form 'the- basis ctv
tht.prpsent appl~eatjioy for1$3& jiT*de'assistance. of iHC in consultatio
with R h'i rdqust -envieea a land. settlement, and 1ivestockievieloI-
mente sphem9 in. tthe I mbwYilfpy k opesntly being pri'pared ft submhsioh
w~thhthe assistance of experts of the U1DP (Special Fund)Last African Livv-
4tock Survey Team*
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7. The responsibility for the control o, and 'iesarch on t ypanosomiasis in
Kenya is divided between the Division of Insect-borne sisease and the Pro-
vincial Medical Service of the inistry of Health and the Tse-Tse Control Unit
and the Provincial Veterinary .5ervice of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Animal Husbandry. These services operate in collaboration with the research
institutions of the East African Common Services Organization (EACSO), uamely,
the East African Trypenosomiasis iesearch Organization (EATRO) in'To'roro
Uganda and the Tropical Pesticides Research Instituk :Q2('1.RI) in Aruoha,
Tazania Close contacts are also maintained with internatioial organiza-
tioms and other scientific institutions. All the actities related to try-
panosomiasis and tse,-tse are supervised and co-ordinated byr Government Try-
panosomiasis Committee.

II. Th Pot

A. Obiectives of the Pro;oect:

The overall objectives of this scheme, t e duration of which
would be five years, i to support the efforts of thi tse-tse
control unit in Kenya in controlling the present epidemic spread
of huian sleeping disease and to open new areas for agricultural
-settlement and livestock production.

IMdAte Objectives

a) Control of the vectors: continuatio' and intensification
of the eradication campaign of ' fuscipes ~ pilot schemes
for small scale eradication campaigns of G. pallidipes
using known techniques,

b) Me ical Control of the disease: continuation and intensi-
fication of prevention and treatment of the disease in man
and animals.

c) Research: epidemiological and epizootiological investiga-
tions - investigations into the nature of man fly contacts
under various ecological and sociological conditions -
determination of infection rates in man, animals and vectors
follow-up of chemotherapeutical treatments in man and animals
with a view to early detection of drdg resistance experi-
ments :on vector control through bush clearing..

d) Training of national counterparts and stuaents from Kenya
And other. countries in the field, in the established
research centres and through fellowships abroad.

4. Long-term objectives
Reclamation and settlement schemes of the land preasently

infested by tse-tse, and application of the experience gained
in G. pallidipes eradication campaigns to other land reclama-
tion schemes in Africa.

/000
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B, Location of the project:

The project Headquarters would be in Nairobi, with an operation-
al Headquarters in Kisumu,

C. Progarge of work:

1. Control oprations: establishment and maintenance of barriers

to prevent tse-tse re-infestation - systematic elimination of
G. fuscipes from the river systems, swamps and islands which have
remained infested - eradication of small G, allidiPes belts -
eradication of the large G. pallidipes belt in the Lambwe Valley.

2. Field Surves: continuation of the surveys on the incidence of

human and animal trypanosomiasis in the Alego epidemic area and
in other areas where no vector control has been carried out -
studies on disturbances in biological balance through herbicide
and insecticide applications and on ecological associations
between vegetation, tse-tse, man, game and domestic stock.-
detailed survey on possible animal hosts of trypanosoma rhode-
siense in the Lambwe Valley (trypanosoma brucei?).

3. Field and Laboratory Research: experiments on insecticide and

herbicide applications for the control of G. pallidipes and

G. fuscipes - research on insecticidal barriers, biological
control of tse-tse, "blanket treatment" methods for tae control
of animal trypanosomiasis and improved diagnostic methods in man

and animals - investigation on mechanical transmission of try-
panosomes by biting flies other than tse-tse - studies on re-

invasion by tse-tse and trypanosomiasis and on possible control
methods - feasibility studies of eradication programmes in other
areas,

D. Timetable;

Most of the preliminary investigations would be carried out in

the Lambwe Valley. During the first two years, the chief task will

be to complete the eradication of G. fuscipes and to extend the area

of G. pallidips control, simultaneously studying the most economi-
cal means of achieving these objectives. Surveys of the extent and

instance of trypanosomiasis in man and animals would also be com-

pleted during this period. From the third year, the eradication of

G. fuscipeswould be undertaken in the off-shore islands of Lake
Victoria, as well as the eradication of G. pallidLe in the more
difficult areas.

E, Assistance Requested:

The UNDP (Special Fund) is requested to provide the services of

the following experts: A project manager, 1 physician-epidemio-
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logist; 1 physician-clinician; 1 tse-tse ecologist; Lnantomolcgist;
1 veterinary investigation officer; 4 laboratory technicians, spe-
cialized respectively in medical biochemistry, protozoology, ente-
mology and serology; 2 field technicians who would be responsible
for logistics and operations respectively in the field of pathology
and entomology; 1 administrative officer and short-term consultants
in the fields of botany, medical subjects and other fields dependent
on the development of the project. The UNDP (Special Fund) is also
requested to provide, 4 fellowships in the fields of epidemiology,
clinical matters, tse-tse ecolngy and entomology, as well as equip-
ment and supplies, including vehicles, spray, bush clearing, mapping
and camping equipment; prefabricated structures, laboratory glass-
ware and equipment, chemicals, drugs and pesticides, miscellaneous
services and contingencies,

F. Government's Contribution:

The Government would contribute with professional counterpart
staff and other auxiliary and ancillary personnel, It would also
provide in-service training of local personnel, equipment and supplies,
including sub-contracts to contributing institutions (EATRO and TPRI),
experimental aerial spraying and miscellaneous services.

III. Financial Data

A. Contribution Requested from the UNDP (Special Fund)

Us $

65 expert man-years 1,446,000
4 ten-month fellowships 16,000
Equipment and Supplies 795,700
Miscellaneous 80 800

$ 2,338,500

B. Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution

Professional and other staff 1,677,100
In-service training programme 23,200
Land and buildings 689,800

Equipment and supplies 252,800
Sub-contracts 817,100
Transport and handling of equipment 20,000

$ 3,480,000

F. P, VANDFAELE/cj
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22. KENYA - National Industrial Vocational Training Scheme
E67/513). Technical Report No. 1 - Kenya: The organisation and

development of the national igiustrial vocational
trainiing scheme. Geneva, September 1971.

Executing Agency: International Labour Organisation.
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Attached is a copy of Technical Report No. 1, "The National Induotrial
Vocational Training Scheme," prepared by the International Labor Organizsa-
tion in September 1971 as Executing Agency for this projact which is being
financed by the UNDP.
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I. Introduction

1. The Administrator submits the following report and recommendations on the

application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in establishing a National

Industrial Vocational Training Scheme.

II. Background

2. The Government of Kenya is in the course of implementing its Six-Year Plan

(1964-70), the aims of which include acceleration of the industrialization process

in close co-operation with the private sector. The Plan calls for a total

investment of $370 million in the public sector and $98 million in private

enterprise.

3. A manpower survey conducted by the Government with the help of the Ford

Foundation has indicated that, during the six-year period, approximately 7,000

additional skilled workers will be needed to fill the requirements of the

industrialization programme. With existing facilities, however, mainly at the

technical and trade schools of the Ministry of Education, only 2,000 skilled

workers can be trained during this period.

4. On the basis of, inter alia, studies performed by the Ministry of Economic

Planning and Development and by an expert from the International Labour

Organisation, the Government has decided to take vigorous measures to meet the

additional training needs. The existing Industrial Training Act will be revised

to permit the expansion of training activities, including the formal training of

workers in industry. The revised law will provide the administrative framework

for a comprehensive industrial vocational training scheme. Incentives will be

introduced to encourage private employers to expand and improve in-plant training

programmes for skilled manual personnel. Agreements will be concluded with all

new firms to be established in Kenya to ensure the training of Kenya nationals

for the majority of skilled occupations.

5. UNDP (Special Fund) assistance has been requested in implementing part of

the above programme, notably in connexion with the establishment of the

industrial vocational training scheme. Bilateral assistance in the provision of

buildings and equipment for the Scheme has already been forthcoming.
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6. The request was revised with the aid of experts from the International

Labour Organisation under Preparatory Assistance to the Government.

III. The Project

T. The purpose of the project, the duration of which is four years, is to

assist the Government of Kenya in establishing a National Industrial Vocational

Training Scheme consisting of a National Council of Industrial Vocational Training,

an Industrial Training Department in the Ministry of Labour and a Pilot Training

Centre.

8. Over-all planning and organization of the Scheme will be the responsibility

of the National Council of Industrial Vocational Training, a tripartite body

composed of representatives of the Government, employer associations and labour

unions. Through the Council, all industrial training activities conducted by

the Ministry of Labour and the Ministry of Education will be co-ordinated and

integrated. Trade Committees, which will function under the Council, will

determine the curricula for the training courses foreseen under the Scheme, as

well as the type of equipment best suited for use in the workshops.

9. The Industrial Training Department will be responsible for implementing the

trade-testing and in-plant training programmes, including apprenticeship, and

will organize the Pilot Training Centre. Moreover, it will undertake vocational

training surveys to determine future trained manpower requirements, and will

prepare the necessary teaching materials for the training programmes of the Pilot

Centre.

10. The Pilot Training Centre will be housed in a new building adjoining the

existing facilities of the trade-testing centre of the Ministry of Labour in

Nairobi. In addition to its main task of training instructors for the trade

schools and supervisors and skilled workers for local concerns, the Centre will

undertake the following activities:

(a) Promoting industrial vocational training throughout the country;

(b) Providing direction and guidance to industrial undertakings and

existing educational institutions in the training of technical personnel;

(c) Demonstrating new methods and techniques for the training of

instructors, supervisors and skilled workers;
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(d) Establishing norms and standards for workshop organization and

management; and

(e) Preparing teaching materials for various vocational training programmes.

11. The Scheme will be implemented in close collaboration with the Ministry of

Education. Basic preliminary technical education will be included in the first

two years of the curricula of the secondary trade schools run by the Ministry of

Education. After the successful completion of the second year, trainees will be

enrolled at the Pilot Centre in a one-year artisan course, which will provide

intensive practical training in a selected trade. Instructor courses will have

a duration of six months and will include instruction in teaching methods and

techniques, as well as practical workshop activities. Upgrading courses for

supervisors and skilled workers will be organized and will vary according to the

individual needs of each group. When in full operation, the Centre expects to

graduate approximately 940 trainees per year as follows: 40 instructors, 100

supervisors, 400 workers and 400 apprentices.

12. To implement the project, the UNDP (Special Fund) will provide twenty-four

man-years of expert services, including a Project Manager, a number of experts

in in-plant training, instructor training and apprenticeship, the preparation of

teaching materials, and a team of six instructors in various industrial trades.

In addition to their participation in the activities described in the preceding

paragraphs, the experts will advise the Government on the revision of the

Industrial Training Act. Twelve fellowships totalling six man-years will be

granted in order to enable-the counterpart staff to complete their training

abroad. Equipment in the form of workshop machinery, tools, teaching aids and

spare parts will also be provided.

13. The Government counterpart contribution will include the purchase of land

and the construction of the building premises for the Centre. The Government will

also provide office furniture and supplies; and equipment to supplement that

provided by the UNDP (Special Fund). It will designate the necessary technical

and administrative staff and cover all running costs of the Training Department

and the Centre. The Ministry of Labour will be the Co-operating Government

Agency.
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14. The Government will assume full responsibility for the continuation of the

Scheme when UNDP (Special Fund) assistance is completed.

IV. Executing Agency

15. The International Labour Organisation has indicated its readiness to serve

as Executing Agency.

V. Financial Provisions

16. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be as

follows:

Phasing of expenditure
Total cost First Second Third Fourth
(in $ US year year year year

Experts 602,40 a 122,400 144,000 216,000 120,000

Fellowships 36,000 9,000 18,000 9,000 -

Equipment 160,000 100,000 40,000 15,000 5,000

Miscellaneous 34,600 5.800 8.600 13,000 7,200

TOTAL GROSS
PROJECT COSTS: 833,000 237,200 210,600 253,000 132,200

Executing Agency
overhead costs 91,600

UNDP (Special Fund)
direct costs b/ -

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARKING: 924,600

a/ Gross cost, representing 24 man-years of expert services, including an amount
of $26,400 for expert services provided as Preparatory Assistance to the
Government.

bJ Includes any expenditure for costs related to project appraisal or operation
incurred directly by the Administrator.

17. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated

at the equivalent of $90,400, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross

expert cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards

local operating costs of the project. In addition, the Government is expected to
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make a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $370,000. The

exact amounts will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.

18. To the extent administratively desirable, the Administrator is prepared to

include in the gross project budget, subject to the concurrence of the Government,

any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government agrees to make in

cash directly to the UNDP (Special Fund) and to show the Governing Council

earmarking increased accordingly.

VI. Recommendations

19. The Administrator

(a) Recommends that the Governing Council earmark $924,600 for this project,

of which $833,000 will be for project costs and $91,600 for clearly

identifiable additional costs incurred by the Executing Agency in the

execution of the project;

(b) Requests the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude the

appropriate arrangements.
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Norbert Koenig DATE: October 29, 1965

FROM: 0. H. Calika ( I

SUBJECT: Request to the UN Special Fund from the Government of Kenya
for assistance in the Development of an Apprenticeship Training
Centre (SF 310 KEN 13)

1. I refer to your memorandum dated September 28, 1965 on
the above.

2. The shortage of skilled African workers in Kenya needs to
be overcome if the future development of industry in that country
is not to be impaired. The proposed project, for which assistance
from the Special Fund is requested, could be of value towards this
end and, in general, merits the Bank's support.

BQn/OHCalika/rb



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Norbert Koenig DATE: October 1, 1965

FROM: D. S. Ballantine

SUBJECT: Request to the UN S cial Fund from the Government of Kenya for Assistance

in the Development of an Apprenticeship Training Centre (SF 310 KEN 13)

The background as described in the summary is, as far as the
Bank Mission to Kenya knows, correct. The existing training
facilities (vocational) must be expanded; therefore, the project
is sound.

Minor objections are:

Opportunities offering satisfactory apprenticeship training
in industry are limited; particularly in trades with reasonably
large technological content (e.g., electronics). This type of
trade basic training should be given in existing trade schools.

IKenyatta College, in conjunction with the Polytechnic, is
considering thv-propeual 4f- training technical teachers and
instructors. If the proposed Center,, adw1izistered by-ttb
Mini alsof> teaheytraiLnin, there might
be a duplication. j F-

Theoretical portions of part-time or evening course
apprentice studies should be administered under the auspices
of the Ministry of Education (not the Ministry of Labor).

Attachment

cc: Mr. Chadenet



Foum.No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Projects Department DATE: September 28, 1965

FROM: Norbert Koenig I &-.

SUBJECT: Request to the UN Special Fund from the Government of Kenya for Assistance
in the Development of an Apprenticeship Training Centre (SF 310 KEN 13)

Attached is a summary of a request received by the UN Special
Fund. The Special Fund has asked for the Bank's comments on this
project.

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giv-
ing your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department
has no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Area Department.

Development Services Department will reply to the Special Fund
in the light of comments received.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to
the Bank and therefore wish to see the full governmental request to
the Special Fund before offering comments, please let me know and I
will ask the Special Fund for the full text.

Attachment



SF/310/kEN 13 RESTRICTED
31 August 1965

UNITED NATIONS SPECIAL FUND

Official Request from the Government of Kenya for Assistance
in the Development of an Apprenticeship Training Centre

Summary

Date Request Received: 22 July 1965 DECLASSIFIED

Proposed Duration: Four years AUG 0 5 2022
Amount Requested from tho Special Fund: $707,800

WBG ARCHIVES
Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution: $523,700

Local Operating Costs: $91,200

Proposed Government Cooperating Agency: Ministry of Labour

I. Background

1.. The Government of Kenya with the assistance of an ILO expert surveyed the
country' s manpower requirements in relation to the 1964-70 Development Plan
to assess the edxisting training facilities in order to recommend the most
appropriate action to fill the manpower requirements of the economy. This survey,
carried out during the latter part of 1964 and early 1965, concentrated on the
work force required by industry rather than agriculture. The study concluded
that about 12 engineers, 60 technicians and 1,200 skilled workers were needed
annually to supplement the industrial technical manpower already available.

2, The Engineering Faculty of the University Colle ge and the Polytechnic - both
located in Nairobi - are training the required engineers and technicians with
Special Fund assistance. There are also various trade schools in the country,
under the Ministry of Lducation, which offer two-year courses for semi-skilled
workers. It appears however that the training provided in these schools is not
of sufficient quality to meet the requirements of industry and therefore many
graduates cannot find employment in the country's industrial concerns.

3. In order to remedy this situation, it is planned to convert these trade
schools into secondary trade schools offering four-year courses. The training
scheme to supply the required skilled workers annually consists of a two-year
basic vocational course for all sutdents with an estimated annual output of
about 500 students. The top 25 percent, or 125 annually, will continue for a
further period of two years of training in these schools in order to qalify as
junior technicians. The other 75 percent (375) will be given an intensive
training for one year in a craft followed by apprenticeship under the supervision
of the Ministry of Labour, The balance of 700 skilled workers required annually
will be trained in various vocational and apprenticeship training schemes in
industry also under the supervision of the Ministry of Labour.

...
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MI. The Project

4. The Government of Kenya has consequently requested Special Fund assistance
in establishing a training centre to train instructors for ,apprentice8, in
preparing technical school teachers and providing theoretical, training for

apprentices themselves on a day release or IsandwichIt basis. Advisory assistance
is also requested in establishing and later raising the standards for skilled
workers,

5. The number of apprentices trained under this scheme will progressively rise
from 200 in the first year to about 1,000 in the fifth and together with the-
graduates of the four-year course given at the trade schools, will supply the
skilled workers required by the economy. The training will be given in twenty
apprenticeship trades as identified by the manpower survey. It is proposed that
industry should be charged Shs. 100 for a one month full-time course; this fee

being in line with the present practices established in the country.

6. The request does not indicate the number of instructors and technical
teachers to be trained under the proposed scheme.,

III. Financial Data

A,- Contribution epgested-Srom the Special F

Eight internationally recruited experts have' been requested in the following
fields: one in apprenticeship organisation for a four-year period, one in in-

plant training of apprentices for two years, one in trade committees for two

years and five expert-instructors for a cumulative period of fifteen man-years.

Amount Special Fund
tequqsted* Pro-forma

Experts: 23 man-years $607,800 6499,100
Fellowships: 22 of six months each 78,600 66,900
Equipment 21,400 22,900
Miscellaneous -

Totals $707,800 $617,900

The contribution requested was expressed in UK for a total of 198,200 and, not

in FA Shillings.

B, Proposed Government Countervart Contribution

The Government will provide the land, buildings, salaries for the teachers,
clerical and other staff and the local salaries of the teaching staff while on
fellowships abroad.. It will also provide the equipment, office furniture and

supplies necessary to supplement that provided by the Special Fund.
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Local currency* Dollar
LS~hlligs)equivalent*

Land and buildings 306,000 $ 42,900
Office equipment and supplies 306,000 42,900
Salaries of Professional Personnel 2,686,000 376,200
Other salaries 4d&0,000 61,700

Totals SH. 3,738,000 $523,700

In the request this amount was expressed in UK but has been converted into

EA Shillings.

"Calculated at the existing UN rate of exchange of U.S.$1 7.14 FA Shillings.

c. Local OperatinR Costs

The Government proposes to pay an amount estimated at US 91,
200 as a cash

contribution towards local operating costs of the project,

L, BORGHESE



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Projects Department DATE: & 28l 19

FROM: worbert Kodg

SUBJECT: Request to the UN Special Fund from the Government of jenya for Asgistance
in the Development of an Apprenticeship Training Cntre (SW 310 A= 13)

Attached is a summary of a request received by the UN Special
Fund. The Special Fund has asked for the Bank's comments on this
project.

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giv-
ing your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department
has no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Area Department.

Development Services Department will reply to the Special Fund
in the light of comments received.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to
the Bank and therefore wish to see the full governmental request to
the Special Fund before offering comments, please let me know and I
will ask the Special Fund for the full text.

Attachment



FORM No, 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Afdoa D DATE: Wtember 28, 19$

FROM: N Koonis

SUBJECT: Request to the UN Special Fund from the Government of KXwya for Azuistwean
In the Develomet of an Apprenticeship Trainng, Centre (SF 310KE 101 )

Attached is a summary of a request received by the UN Special
Fund. The Special Fund has asked for the Bank's comments on this
project.

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giv-
ing your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department
has no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Projects Department.

Development Services Department will reply to the Special Fund
in the light of comments received.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to
the Bank and therefore wish to see the full governmental request to
the Special Fund before offering comments, please let me know and I
will ask the Special Fund for the full text.

Attachment



SPECIAL FUND FONDS SPECIAL

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE, PLAZA 4-1234 CABLE ADDRES. SPECPUND NEW YORK

REFERENCE: SF/310/KEN 13 21 September 1965

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I attach three copies of a r'sumi of a request received

from the Government of KENYA

for assistance from the Special Fund for the development of an

Apprenticeship Training Centre

I should be grateful for any comments which the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development may wish to make on this

request.

Your sincerely,

or C hen
irector

Bureau of Operations

Mr. Richard Demuth,
Director, Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington 25, D. C.
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UNI'1) NATIONS SPECIAL FUND

Official Request trom the Government of Kenya for Assistance
in the Development of an Apprenticeship Training Centre

DECLASSIFIED
Summary

Date Request Received: 22 July 1965 AUG 0 5 2022

Proposed Duration: Four years WBG ARCHiVES

Amount Requested from thp Special Fund: $707,800

Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution: $523,700

Local Operating Costs: $91,200

Proposed Government Cooperating Agency: Ministry of Labour

I. Background

1., The Government of Kenya with the assistance of an 110 expert surveyed the
country's manpower requirements in relation to the 1964-70 Development Plan
to assess the existing training facilities in order to recommend the most
appropriate action to fill the manpower requirements of the economy. This survey,
carried out during the latter part of 1964 and early 1965, concentrated on the
work force required by industry rather than agriculture. The study concluded
that about 12 engineers, 60 technicians and 1,200 skilled workers were needed
annually to supplement the industrial technical manpower already available.

2. The Engineering Faculty of the University College and the Poltechni& -- both
located in Nairobi - 3artraining the required engineers and technicians with
Special Fund assistance. There are also various trade schools in the country,
under the Ministry of Education, which offer two-year courses for semi-skilled
workers. It appears however that the training provided in these schools is not
of sufficient quality to meet the requirements of industry and therefore many
graduates cannot find empoyM in the Country's I concerns*

3. In order to remedy this situation, it is planned to convert these trade
schools into secondary trade schools offering four-year courses. The training
scheme to supply the required skilled workers annually consists of a two-year
basic vocational course for all sutdents with an estimated annual output of
about 500 students. The top 25 percent, or 125 annually, will continue .for a,
further period of two years of training in these schools in order to qualify as
junior technicians. The other 75 percent (375) will be given an intensive
training for one year in a craft followed by apprenticeship under the supervision
of the Ministry of Labour. The balance of 700 skilled workers required annually
will be trained in various vocational and apprenticeship training schemes in
industry also under the supervision of the Ministry of Labour.

/. .
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iI. The Proe

4. The Government of Kerra has consequently requested Special Fund assistance
In establishing a training centre to train instructors for apprentices, in
preparing technical school teachers and providing theoretical training for
apprentices themselves on a day release or "sandwich" basis. Advisory assistance
is also requested in establishing and later raising the standards for skilled
workers.

5, The number of apprentices trained under this scheme will progressively rise
from 200 in the first year to about 1,000 in the fifth and together with the

graduates of the four-year course given at the-trade schools, will supply the
skilled wrkers -required by the economy. The training will be given in twenty
apprenticeship trades as identified by the manpower survey.,. It is proposed that
industry should be charged She. 100 for a one month full-time course; this fee

being in line with the present practices established in the countr7.

6. The request does not indicate the number of instructors and technical
teachers tobe trained under the proposed scheme.

III. Financial Data

A. Contribution Reuested from the Special Fund

Eight internationally recruited experts have been requested in the following
fields: one in apprenticeship organization for a four-year period, one in in-

plant training of apprentices. for two years, one in trade committees for two

years and five expert-instructors for a cumulative period of lfifteen.man-years.

Amount Special Fund
Requested* Pro-forma

Experts: 23 man-years $607,800 $499,100
Fellowships: 22 of six months, each 78,600 66,000
Equipment 21,400 22,900
Miscellaneous .

Totals $707,800 $617,900

The contribution requested was expressed in UFA for a total of 198,200 and not

in EA Shillings.

B. -- Proposed overnment ounterpart Contribution

The Governmett will provide the land, buildings, salaries for the teachers,
clerical and other staff and the local salaries of the teaching staff while on
fellowships abroad- It will also provide the equipment, office fuirniture and
supplies necessary to supplement that provided by the Special Fund.
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toeai currendy* Dollar
EA 21hillings equvalen

Land and buildings 306,000 $ 42,900
Office equipment and supplies 306,000 42,900
Salaries of Professional Personnel 2,686,000 376,200
Other salaries 1.0O0 61,700

Totals SH. 3,738,000 $523,700

In the request this amount was expressed in UK but has been converted into
EA Shillings.

"Calculated at the existing UN rate of exchange of U.S.$l = 7.14 EA Shillings*

C. Local 0perating Costs

The Government proposes to pay an amount estimated at US,$91,200 as a cash
contribution towards local operating costs of the project*

L. BORGEESE
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: QvL DATE: c

FROM: Technical Assistance Division, Development Services Department

SUBJECT: Reports on UNDP Projects

The following report has been derestricted by the Governent:

KENYA - Eange Managemernt Division of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Aniial Husbandry

(AGP:SF/'nTh 11). Technical Report No. 1 - Kenya: Range Manaqement
Division of the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal
Husbandry;_Pash Control. Rome, 1970.

Executing Agency: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.

The report may b. obtained frcm: Distribution and. Sales Section, FAO,
Via delle Terme di Carucalla, Rome, Italy.



UNITED NATIONS
Distr.

DEVELOPMENT RESTRICTED

DP/SF/R. 12/Add. 3L/Corr. 1PROGRAMME 16 March 1971

ENGLISH ONLY

GOVERNING COUNCIL DECLASSIFIED
Twelfth session
7-25 June 1971
Agenda item 3 (a) and (b) AUG 0 5 2022

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (SPECIAL WBG ARCHIVES

Assistance to the Government of

KENYA

Supplementary Assistance to the Range Management
Division of the Ministry of Agriculture (KEN 11)

CORRIGENDUM

1. On page 1, the Governing Council earmarking should read: "l859 400".

2. On page 4, subparagraph 10 (b) should read:

"Under the training component of the project, fellowship training for one

counterpart, leading to a doctorate degree;"

3. Subparagraph 10 (c) should read:

"Under the equipment component of the project, fencing and water supply

equipment, films, special imported feeds and sundry laboratory equipment;"

4. The following subparagraph 10 (d) should be added:

"Under the subcontract component of the project, provision for capture of

young animals."

/...



DP/SF/R.12/Add.31/Corr.1
English
Page 2

5. On page 4, Chapter III Governing Council Earmarking should read:

Phasing of expenditure
Total cost First Second
(in $-US)-. year

Experts (25 man-years) 620 000 331 100 288 900

Training 20 000 10 000 10 000

Equipment 78 000 63 000 15 000

Subcontracts 19 000 10 000 9 000

Miscellaneous 37 200 14o 21 800

TOTAL GROSS
PROJECT COSTS: 774 200 429 500 344 700

Participating and
Executing Agency
overhead costs 85 200

UNDP (Special Fund)
direct costs

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARKING: 859 400

6. On page 5, subparagraph 11 (a) should read:

"Recommends that the Governing Council earmark $859,400 for this project;"



UNITED NATIONS Distr

DEVELOPMENT
DP/SF/R.12/Add.31

PROGRAMME 11 March 1971

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

GOVERNING COUNCIL
Twelfth session DECLASSIFIED
7-25 June 1971
Agenda item 3 (a) and (b) AUG 0 5 2022

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PRCGRA1ME (SPECIAL FUND) WBG ARCHIVES

Assistance to the Government of

KENYA

Supplementary Assistance to the Range Management
Division of the Ministry of Agriculture (KENii)

Estimated equivalent value of the Government's
counterpart contribution to the project: $ 129 CCO

Governing Council earmarking:]; $ 787 200

Duration: Two years

Participating and Executing Agency: The Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (FAO).

I. Objectives

1. The purpose of the supplementary assistance is to continue to assist the

Government in the strengthening of the Range Management Division in the Ministry

of Agriculture, to enable it to carry out land use surveys as a basis for detailed

range development planning to promote the pastoral development of the vast Kenya

range area.

1/ Included in the Governing Council earmarking is an amount of $ 95,000
representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross expert costs, which will

be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards local operating

costs of the project.

71-03966
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2. At its first session in January 1966, the Governing Council approved

a project for the development of a Range Management Division of the Ministry

of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry.- / The project was designed to intensify

and expand the range management training, research and extension programme

of the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry. The project envisaged

development in three main areas of work:(a) land use survey and planning;

(b) education; and (c) research.

3. The Participating and Executing Agency for the project is the FAO.

The project became operational on 1 November 1966 and is scheduled to be

completed on 31 October 1971.

4. Work has proceeded satisfactorily, and by the termination date the

work planned under the education component will be completed. Due to the

difficulty in locating suitable counterparts, however, the fellowship

programme of the survey component is behind schedule. The survey team

cannot complete the field training of their counterparts and hand over the

work to them since the experts are scheduled to depart before their counter-

parts return. Under the research component, important investigational work

has been carried out, but it remains to be related to the long-term develop-

ment plan of the country. Supplementary assistance is required to allow

for the completion of these two components.

II. Execution

5. The project activities will consist of the following:

(a) Provision of a multi-disciplinary team to undertake land use

surveys and planning;

(b) Provision of on-the-job training for national counterpart staff

newly returned from fellowship training;

2/ See document DP/SF/R.1/Add.37.
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(c) Review of the results of range research in Kenya and the

preparation of a detailed research proposal, including staff and cost

implications, which can be used by the Government to attract funds from

various sources, to carry out a long-term programme at the Range Research

Station, Kiboko.

6. The survey team will continue the large-scale land use survey work

and will thus fulfil the pre-investment requirements of the livestock

development programme being financed through the International Development

Agency (IDA) and the Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA).

The work will include a study of the comparative economics of alternate

systems of producing, transporting and marketing cattle from the northern

regions of Kenya, which is the area the Government now wishes to give

priority for the survey team work.

7. The data gathered by the team will be analyzed to help prepare a

long-range research programme in order to identify and select from among

the many possible research topics those possessing the greatest economic

potential for range and livestock development.

8. The Government Co-operating Agency will be the Ministry of Agriculture.

To facilitate the timely operation of the project, the Government will

provide:

(a) A Project Co-Manager and counterpart personnel in the fields of

range ecology, water development, livestock improvement and agricultural

economics;

(b) Office and laboratory accommodation and other administrative

support which is required for the implementation of the project;

(c) Facilities for field trials in the Kiboko Range Station and at

other locations in the country.

9. The value of the Government's counterpart contribution to the project

has been estimated at the equivalent of $129,000, of which approximately

',89,000 represents expenditures arising directly from the project.
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10. To assist in the execution of the project, FAO, in its capacity as

Participating and Executing Agency for the UNDP (Special Fund), has agreed

to provide:

(a) Under the expert component of the project:

(i) The services of a Project Mdanager who will be an expert

in range management;

(ii) Experts in the fields of range ecology, water development,

animal husbandry, agricultural economics, and range

economics;

(iii) Consultant services, including the field of rural sociology;

(b) Under the equipment component of the project, fencing and water

supply equipment, special imported feeds and sundry lalooratory equipment.

III. Governing Council Earmarking

Phasing of expenditure

Total cost First Second

(in i US) year year_

Experts (25 man-years) 620 000 331 100 288 900

Equipment 52 000 37 000 15 000

Miscellaneous _A7 200 15 400 21 800

TOTAL GROSS
PROJECT COSTS: 709 200 383 500 325 700

Participating and
Executing Agency
overhead costs 78 000

UNDP (Special Fund)
direct costs

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARKING: 787 200

/...*
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IV. Recommendations

11. The Administrator

(a) Recommends that the Governing Council earmark $787,200 for

this project;

(b) Recommends that the Governing Council establish the Government's

obligation to make a cash contribution towards local operating

costs of this project at 15 per cent of the estimated gross

expert costs;

(c) Requests the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude

the appropriate arrangements.



Mesr Hortein and March l5, 1971

KENYA. UWP asistance to the hinge Management Rlvision of the Ministry
of Agriculture. (DP/SF/310 EN 11)

UNDP is proposing to allocate an additional $787,200 as

supplementary assistance to this project. (The original allocation

was n,704,POO.) A copy of the Governing Council paper is attached.

Please note particularly paragraph 6. In view of our "special interest"

In the project, would you let me know whether we have any camments on

the proposal by Wednesday not, March 17, please?

Attachment

Elovl/raef

/
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Miss Eileen Powell DATE: November 20, 1970

FROM: Roger A. Hornstein

SUBJECT: KENYA: UNDP Study No. DP/SF/310 KEN 11

I refer to your memorandum of November 18, 1970. As we discussed
on the telephone the other day, I feel very strongly that we should
remain in our role of showing "special interest" in the Range Management
Division of the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry study,
especially in view of our deep involvement in Kenya livestock.

Please do not take any official action on this without consulting me
personally.

RAHornstein:nfr

cc: Mr. Stoops

/IL



. JaNs friMn November 18, 1970

alen Powell

ullp/Sir - Bange )%agemen DLvivsion of the MaWstry of Agricultuwe and
Animal Husbl try D!iF/3A. WK 11

T reter to th IUNP mIssion report which . colleague, Mr. William,
seat to your Dneartnmt for . a last June. Mrs. Ri auf tells Ne that

you ba s omments on s report sad tat, frwterwnre, your TDifiSin does
not havo a Op4al interestm in this project.

on March 25, 1966, the 3nk wot. the PND? O aing a Opia3l
interest in this project. This was onsan the n is of dift"WiON with
th Area and Prjets Departmts, refloeted in mnemranda dated Septmbwr 6,
1965 ad March 17, 1966 from Mr. akN~maan (Agriculture Projects) and
Mr. T.n1e (Area) respectively to Mr. KXvng (Dbvelo;mht ServI0 ). As
reentiy as ;rh 25, 1970, in a nmiesnb prepar d b Nr. IDr al
(Agrifultufe Projects), this projeet Me again listed as of "special interwt'
and, an swh, was disened at the lst anual reviw noting held between
the UNDP, PAO and the bak.

If it is n decided that the project is no longer of "Special interest",
tha we should officially inform VNDP and FAO. Otherwise, they will ntinue

to #end us reports and ether matrial for aments. I would therefore appresiate
a brief memorandum from your 'mpartment, cleared with Area, to the effect that
"special interest" in discontinued. I will thea officiaU7 inform UNW sad
TAO.

EVawll/as

cat Nwsnr. Hornstein
DAwenain
Veraart
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT R INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATI ONAL FI NANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Miss Eleftheria Cambouris DATE: June 18, 1970

FROM: Roger A. Hornstein

SUBJECT: KENYA: Range Management Division, Ministry of Agriculture
(DP/SF/31 0/KEN 11)

Thank you for your memorandum of June 16, 1970 and the attached

UNDP report. We have no comments to offer on this report.

PRo :jm

cc: Mr. Stoops

1 #



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO a NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP/ tSF//31 0/KEN 11

MAY 28 1970
Dear Mr. Demuth,

Subject: KENYA - Range Management Division, Ministry
of Agriculture

In February 1970, we conducted a mid-term review of the
-.... above-mentioned project. We enclose two copies of the mission's

report and would be most grateful to receive any comments on
their recommendations,vhich you may care to make.

Yours sincerely,

Sergije Makiedo
Qfficer-in-Charge

Bureau of Operations and Programming

Mr. Richard E. Demuth
Director of Development Services
International Bank for Reoonstruction

and Development
1813 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

1 0 amC
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tr. Roger Roe June 16, 1970

leftheria Cambouria

n Ansgexmt 1ivision, 1Aistry of Agriculture (D/'/31 [ i1)

I attAch a copy o' MfDP's report of the mid-tem roview Aisoan

=-d will appreciate any cozwmnts you iW have the'eoz.

A oyof ti. report has also been sent 'or C nto to

Mr irmr of th tern Afica Deatet. D)evelopaent 3erricea

)partment uil reply to the UND? in the light of comnsnta received

fro , tIh *7 t

ECarqbcuriB imh



0. 1. 4hror June 16, 1970

1|.sftheria Cimbouria

Ella:ime iaha t DiYi6 ofl wtsr of

upiu 'ure (I3?/37/31 O/K14 1 5

I ttach a cony of D p o the 1i-tern review uission

and iUraen1 t cntn you may have thron.

A o nfti reprt has also been sent J7or co V.nt to

Mr. o efAgiulture ProJects Depaiet. Dvlomet 8ervicos

DCpartm&t will ral*y to the MIT in the light of comwnts received

from bothdpaozn.

EC.-rboiu-is n
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TO: 1 ra 17 Feray1970
Di' octor
r. 0/IKiID Coop rtivo Pozraini

Qr oo- 0 MoAFaOlano o

Kh3J;,~,- MId-tor vrie of UDP/PAO Pxojoct 1C21)
Compositof of 11 oion: Th0Ze l Fofncis (n )
Johnson (ConQu3.. .at); Hawtlhy an. Hoar1an (F10O)

____~conc enxFt l opr

Tern 0 f Rl 'eroncos Projoot 7 ellz Tho promotion oC pasitora1 ranlce
CN.evrcopmcont t rou;;h he ot ona honinkg 0? th 1O 1sflO Urcat iV-
iz1io of the 'xpatmont of /iculturo :nad Lniral Iucjbar in the

ac4 oootora of ura e naomrvoyo, pro-Invootinont 8ttudiS~ 0dc 0
and1 roocarch.

U Cozto U 2 million; !To. 16 coot; LG 1-4 million;
p Uri U 0"25 iln

Cotita mo-vio 1and ucc zld conomc aimo adovolo mot1 0~mo PAo
couzntowart tr2ininG, the p'ojiect~ o uizofulnco to tho Inwoutm.a't :'0
GronImI 02 the IBPD vnd othor londins oronanition, con. the octuclca
m 1 ro.&rchi irnpacts o? the pj oet. Dvalua o the oeg. uOf oooe

;Uithin the projoct and Aith other projeto aznJ acGi'CO~ oecorainlv
codifi ?tion to the Plan of Cpcrction an an follow-p th m b

In conmcption ond in o Vocwtion the project imot be judecl ad a major
ouccocoz The off o ttv!,- ct o the uultidiaiplinnry approach w vozg
ovidet.

-anlaQ 'urv os A9 prvd ai Pr 1Ran x Pootora DeeOjicnA

Su b tatia ae have boon ourvoL1d the in toton off liveotool c an
wi1dliffe 1's boon eaio .t o ostimate1 that to oorgloto the

veye 2' rcte1nd sould o-u o a ffrthor 7- 9 yor a to p e :
rate off pro enz

1e-Anvzt~et i3 tui have boon eario& out in those arae2 seet by
the covornnmn Lor futuro rezah Caelopont~ The wok Cone cal the

~mthocto davelopoa in collatbo~ctica Nith the aow;s Dop tteit o2 t1o
:d iul tura1 Finaaoco Corpox' tio whe ich haudMo th tLKD/2.Tk io ca

I avo proven to bs highly antid actory0

&F 4/3. ICe dl

coo All. Toam Iembora
I33R2, dafhinoton (T)
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teacifg and OxtonoIon n to4al. CounZtorpat training is at
pxoomt inal Guato. The fiold ecteneion piosamno Ia made diffioult

through the aboncoe of mitablo aatorial, the lack of adequate tooh-
nioal auoictance and ooing devolopment in the rango aroac.

Ja the rooear. coctor thoco aspects of th -ork dealing (rith
Qbaer'V2 tional otudie, conetitutin:; the major part, have boon well

di.nn and in fact", comp1oni the otudije o.' tha l'zd uoe -urvqro,
loot e the ConIrollX e pe i ental work to of doubtfu'l valuo due

to the o;oarcitv- of facilitieo for this type of ork and tho aboenoo
of count erpart aff. Thcoption should be made of uork on bush

ontrol tough charcoal prouction th the salvaga of the aromatic

.out oepar~te fraini, in .encral io far from iatisfactory, doopito
e boot offorto of gov rnent~ The poblma have been a ohortago

oGuitble gaduatos, u -re ctivo oonditionas of appointmont and
the abcinno ovorscw of trwneos 8 whoao roatun will be too late for

of otivo necorvico traini:; Tho ago and potential ozportonco of
coun orpart ataff will no1 on-blo thom offoctively to tako over the
work of the projoct at its ochoduled toxumination.

o oration ithin tho project between the throe main groups leavon
uch to be doiro, ou-dtx mootinao to discuso polnioc propoeod,

carront n. corylotoa x.ork with their opportunities for dicmoion,
orally accepted as boing valuable to conior and junior staff alike

Iefo not a eati .ctory fature of the piojoct. Cooporation with
other Goup- in the country wras patobr.

T'U!PXp m2 that -

a) tho team to otrenithcnoa ih aooioloLy, economic' and animal
production;

b) the rozoarch staff should be uood to oomplemont tho work of
the land uco survory -roupj

a) ThO roe earch staff ehoiLd aociot the Covurnm ent in tho plnnling
of the propoot l Rbono -ange Roo-arch station;

d) tho continuation of the carrout foraao production otudioa, buzh
control, combined tith charcoal and other byproduct production
and. como other aepocts of buch control should bo asouredo



Th~ oomncnts which fol ow eo in ndod to b o onotructiotve and to

FOurthor V vE a e Off Orod On a oOt of' pooibl.e ;eneaj iwportnoo
to tho futuro formulation of rclatod UID/rPAO pTojectso

Tho followin itorno axo not in ordor of priority:-

In the ab noo of 1orrnmont policy on tho division of rance
unafo bet eon live oc-: i.z iildlif' plannin for pastoral
rX1nJ0 UOan'J 3 (i, icalt,

2. Tho failure to eatablish whether the diviolono of the Dopartmont
of A~piculturo n& Animal Iluobendry 3hould be escontially uni-

0 alt 3ipilina..y ei lar1y createo J:ff icultic-m dol y .

30 Th Irooctas itonee last- onen hon talo toco'nicalcop2ec

o'hc the III 1aaew:n al ton (:Err ou te ictdionicuthtac
L:a Lle, ,11 bilo 2,a ocar out those functina,' tou
aeaiotanco. Certainly "e althin the life of tho project. To

i hdr'aw acoiCtance too ekrly would bo to ru tho ris of loain;
the caino already made,

4. In the Purouanoo of' a n2tinalioation policy, it is doubtful whother
thio rovornment has an adequate realisation of tho tochnioal and
numrical woanoao in the ctaf'in- Aituation.

5, The importozoo of po-ivretmant tudioe is not montioned in tho
-lan of Oporation, In viow of the wideoproad lac of underetandinc
of thio ector by field o2.icoro, it is felt that in the Plan of
Operation zao-nvoctment zhould bo enphaaizod and tho nooosaary
Ataff be noiminated,

* e &olo~ it ic ooide e to be *n osontial mocabor of thia type
of Qroje t staff boeauze effctivo land uoajo must be baeod on
o;iotinrj traitional t~4bal z'ift and cuntonq Mnd tharc are mrny

o nilar a ca in the -re roauring aooietI-ice,

In many of tho technically more advanood countrioe, rocoarch finance
i: made avd 0ablo only Cn the baeio of adouatoly preparod projoote
p ov n to hnica). coinp o~ and, 0 uently, on catiefactory ro'ults.

TI o iachinary 'v.lo :G for euoooaful adminiotrtion has boon basod
on profocoional ocienticte of proven and accolAod competono 0  JiTV?/

CF/FQ now allocate onti erablo aumo of moncV for roocarch, without
thinj thoo procaution, no cenorally ojnoldorod neoeosary for the

o f ootive uoe of tea niccl reeource thus layina thomsolves open to
cartons and valid caiticiome It to folt that this problom should be
the subject of' special otudy.

/-0



4 no E t 0o o pj Than identifoa,

Z e 0 on Maon A. c h ~~j1tlae tdpsihi Rr;Ot t2h pwl jo 0 aoul4Bpon
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:O o ii a dta f pp"_a orapp 0 ov t -o U00f

9n DZOnm2 O j" K rologe ,f aa of rmOhnnr

ruat ., -o o tio av- 1z1bil y of nana 0ritl Alle At

W7 ccai lo~ 7. 1~ m -4 v .3o b - o not yo 1

evan:: o Y -. and nOaf: uJ t

csI~n o , of :t heaeo thdprcn

0 o lan . U00 o'oi-ty if hol &nd int itheon and
h c-r: boon o f t EiJ r>1 to pn o-inlo wor

oit . so aa,-a A m apv iou otac.i tian

n on& co: c hc i- b m-cr'or pro:amnos havo not yo be
evolve .~ Ther Ia conciaorabl confurior. in thcea'jiin. at on
0'of re iarh wi thin th-o D ecrto~ont oC Agroultro,

< Ina not o the lrjr nubar &f ountx'i c roc iin n.e iotance
on le- uso ada ppm nhvastent o aios OJnd tho 08 ab-

.a o d. rO2Ii: CO c o:tc:.o 0 ' the K i.l. staV ' i tLi3 worIv,
su: oae tht -w.3 ospe au. tb y thronjt1ouod and

ta ol. i- ah -y mooo, aioild be 12itainod ao a o -povi'a t



KENYA 11 - Range Management, Division of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Animal Husbandry

The Bank was satisfied with the contribution this project has made

to livestock development and complimented FAO/AJNDP on this. CP noted

excellent working relations between projoct and the Development Bank.

They commented on the difficulties of finding sufficient counterparts

and stressed the valuable training role of project; they also drew

attention to the land tenure problems hindering international investment

in the Taita block.
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FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Vih delle Terme di Caracalla, V3100-MO ME Cables: FOODAGRI ROME Telex: 611;1 FOODAGRI Telephona: 5797

Ret. BK 3/1 sf 2
2F 4/1 Gen.

Projects Dept, Corrcpondence Letter 1

ANS'D BY --------------------

DATE-.. ---- ----

Dear No0l

Enclosed are ten copies of the draft minutes of the Iast FAO/UTDP/Bank
Annual Reviewi Meeting, prepared by us The verbatim report of this
reeting will be sent to you by U1TDP eadquarters in due course.

We would appreciate receiving any alterations you may eventually
wish to nake. However, if you have no comrents to make on this paper,
you can consider it as final.

Yours sincerely,

J.S. Soears
Chief, Operations, Planning and Coordination

Unit-
Investmnent Contre

Mr. Noel Mcivor -
Deputy Director
Agricultural Projects Dept. *

International Bank for constru.ction
and Dovelopment

1818 11 Street 1.,.
Washington, D.C. 20433.

U..A

(7)



RGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR pORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS
L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Via delle Terms di Caracalla, 00100-ROME Cables: FOODAGRI ROME Telex: 61181 FOODAGRI Telephone: 5797

Ref,.391
Projects Dept, Cc-r nAic N x V i.

ANS'D BY -------------

DATE ---...----------------- F
FER. 2 61969

Dear Jim,

Subject: UNDP/Sf Project "Range Management Division
of the Liinistry of Agriculture and Animal
Husbandry" KMEYA-ll.

I hqve the pleasure to enclose copy of the Plan of Operations,
and the last semi-annual report of the above mentioned UMP/3?
project, covering the period between 1 May 1968 - 31 October 1968.

The project manager, Mr. Vic Bunderson, has recently informed
us about the activities of the project in relation to the operations
of the IBRD/IDA livestock development loan.

The following is a summary of UNDP project activities.

The U-DP Range Management Project became operational on
26 October 1966 and the Land Use and Planning Survey section of the
Range Management Project was immediately assigned to survey priority
areas, i.e. those areas designated as likely first recipients for
ranch loans under the IDA/Swedish Programme.

The survey team was handicapped by late arrivals of key members,
with the economist putting in his first appearance in September 1967.
He accompanied the Kenya team to Washington for the final loan
negotiations and continues to act in a coordinating capacity at
moetingo with IdRo, I.4 and Uovernmont.

Basic resource assessments of the UNDP team stresses range,
water and animal evaluations which form the basis for the planning
and financial analysis of each proposed ranch and of the area to
which the ranch belongs.

Mr. L.J.C. Evans,
Director, Agriculture Department,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
1818 H Street .W. 0
Washington D.C. 20433. -
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The survey team has completed detailed plans for ranch
development in the Kaputiei section (800.000 acres approximately)
which is high on the priority list for credit. A minimum requirement
for permanent water (one for each three-mile radius) plus some
additional temporary water has been planned and costed. The grazing
capacities of the ranches have been determined and the requirements
for purchased-in stock have been estimated. Thus the working capital
and that required for development are known within reasonable limits.

Enumerations of humans and animals have been accomplished and
an attempt made to arrive at the family as well as herd structures.
The present animal and grazing resources available per adult equi-
valent on each ranch has been determined and related to the post-
development potential.

The methodology of this procedure has been explained to AFC
personnel who have accepted the production projections and who are
now giving instructions to new personnel to follow the same proce-
dures and format in future appraisals.

On completion of an area survey Government is given range,
water, livestock and wildlife development proposals for each ranch.
In presenting final area reports the UNDP Project advises on required
levels of development and working capital requirements. This gives
Government and IBRD a sounder basis for continuing negotiations and a
better insight into the timing of future loans.

The survey of the second priority area (T aita District over
one million acres) which is also high on the list to receive loans,
is nearly completed. The same kind of information on vegetation,
water and animals, their potentials and costs of development ai'e to
be provided to the Government and AFC.

Other areas have been assigned priorities by -the Government
and will be surveyed in turn.

I hope this information will be useful to you. We will be
only too pleased to keep you posted on further progress of this
project.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

I.H. Ergas
Director

FAO/IBRD Cooperative Programme.



AUG 2 PM.

UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP SF 310 KEN 11 24 August 1966

Dear Mr. Demuth,

Subject: Kenya-Range Management Division of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Animal Husbandrv

We acknowledge with thanks receipt of Mr. W. Koenigts letter
of 2 June 1966 relating to the above-mentioned project.

We note that in the future the Bank wishes that the Executing
Agency would consult with the Bank Headquarters in Washington in
preparing the Plars of Operation, in formulating the terms of
reference for consultants and in selecting the consultants for
UNDP (Special Fund) projects in which the IBRD indicates its
"special interest". We are writing the Food and Agriculture Organi-
zation accordingly.

Yours sincerely,

Paul-Karc henry
Assistant Administrator

and
Associate Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming

'Ir. Richard Demuth, Director
Development iervices Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Develoument
1818 H Street, n.W.
Washington 25, D. C.
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UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS

NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP/F/3blC 11 11 18 August 1966

Dee.2 Mr. Demuth,

KNLYA: Range Management Division of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Aninmal Husbandry

ye acknowledge with thank receipt of 'r. ,. Koenig' s letter of
2 June, relating to the above-mentioned project.

We have duly noted your request that the _ecuting 1gencies should
consult with your Headquarters in !a6hington in preoaring the Plan- of
Operation, in formulating the terams of reference for consultents and in
selecting the consultants for UNDP projects in which the Bank indicates
its special interest.

he are writing the Lxecucing kgencies in this connection.

Yours sincerely,

Paul-Marc henry
ssistanL Administrator

and
Associate Director, iure-u of 0oerations and Programming

1r. Richard H. uemuth
Director, Development cervices Department
International Bank .r Reconstruction

and Dc;velopfaent
181' 1 Ltreet, N.M.
Mashington, D.C. 204-3
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NKoenig: Jem

June 1, 1966

DP/SF/310/KEN U1 June 1, 1966

Mr. iyer Cohen
Assistant Administrator and

Director, Bureau of Operations and Progra
United Nations Development Programe
United Nations, New York

Dear Mr. Cohen:

SM VNDP (Special Fund) Assistance to Range Management Divi-
sion of the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry

Thank you very much for your letter of April 26, 1966 informing

us that the draft Plan of Operation for this project has been submit-

ted by the Executing Agency to the FAO/IBRD Cooperative Program and

that "the representative of the Bank in Kenya has been included in the

Co-ordinating Committee listed in the Plan of Operation". We appre-

ciate your having seen to it that these arrangements have been made,

and we are satisfied that they meet the request made in Mr. Rivkin's

letter of March 25, 1966.

We would, however, like to take this opportunity to pe,,ev that,

while we agree to these procedures of consultation t11 in the present

case, we would normally expect that, in -

mooW. LUNDP projects in

which the Bank Mes-. (6pic-i interest, the UNDP instruct the Executing

Agency to consult with Bank headquarters in Washington in preparing

the Plan of Operation for executing the project, in formulating terms

of reference for consultants, and in selecting the consultants.

Yours sincerely,

cc: Messrs. 9'D umoulin (cleared with)
Threlkeld Norbert Koenig
Tolley C b a
RGod, ROME
Gordon, NAIROBI
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KENYA: UNDP/SF (KEN 11): Range Management
Division of the Ministry of Agricul-
ture and Animal Husbandry

With reference to your memorandum to Mr. Rivkim
of May 16, please find attached a draft letter
to the UNDP for your clearance.

Norbert Koen$

From



DRAFT
NKoenig: Jem

May 27, 1966

DP/SF/310/KEN 11 May 27, 1966

Mr. Myer Cohen
Assistant Administrator and

Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations, New York

Dear Mr. Cohen:

KENYA: UNDP (Special Fund) Assistance to Range Management Divi-
sion of the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry

Thank you very much for your letter of April 26, 1966 informing

us that the draft Plan of Operation for this project has been submit-

ted by the Executing Agency to the Team -nde -19 FAO/IBRD Cooperative

Program. We appreciate this, but we do not believe that this answers

the request made in Mr. Rivkin's letter of March 25, 1966. We would

therefore like to reiterate this request, that, in accordance with

the arrangements agreed upon by Messrs. Hoffman and Demuth concerning

UNDP projects in which the Bank has a special interest, the UNDP should

instruct the Executing Agency to consult with the Bank in preparing

the Plan of Operation for executing the project, in formulating terms

of reference for consultants and in selecting the consultants.

Yours sincerely,

Norbert Koenig
Development Services Department

NKoenig :JemT" 014_L' X-r

cc: Messrs. Evans (cleared with) 
A

Creyke/Threlkeld

Reid, ROME
Gordon, NAIROBI

41
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UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 
CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

23 May 1966

REFERENCE: DP SF 130(3) IBRD

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I refer to Mr. Riley's letter of 12 May, enumerating seven
projects approved by the INDPts Governing Council in which the IBRD
has a "special interest? and asking us to ensure that the Executing
Agency in each case had been requested to consult with the Bank in
the preparation of the Plan of Operation, in the formulation of terms
of reference for the subcontractors and in the selection of the latter.

The situation in each case is as follows:

KENYA - Range Management Division of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Animal Husbandry (KEN 11). Following Mr. Rivkin's letter
to us of 25 March expressing the Bank's "special interest"
in this project, we wrote to FAO on 29 March requesting the
latter to hold the necessary consultations with the Bank.
FAO informed us on 14 April that the first draft of the
Plan of peration had been submitted to the joint IBRD/FAO
group before being sent to the UNDP, that the IBRD Repre-
sentative in Kenya had been included in the Coordinating
Committee described in the draft Plan, and that it would
consult with the Bank if the need should arise for a con-
sultant. Our letter of 26 April conveyed this information
to you.

MOROCCO - Pilot Develooment and Agricultural Training in Selected
Rural Zones of the western Rif (2OR 14)NEPAL - Feasibilit_ Study of Irrigation Develorment in the Terai
Plain (Phase II) (NEP 7)

PAKISTAN - Hydrological Survey in East Pakistan (Phase I1) (PAK 29)
In the light of the Bank's "special interest": affirmed in
Mr. Riley's letter of 12 May, we are writing separate letters
to FAO for each of the above-mentioned projects asking the
latter to consult with you in connexion with the items men-
tioned in the final paragraph of Mr. Riley's letter.

/...
Mr. Richard H. Demuth, Director
Development Services Department
International Zank for Reconstruction
. and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
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INDIA - Assistance to the Calcutta Metropolitan Water and Sanitation
Authority (IND 65). While we have fonally taken note of
the Bank t s "special interest" in this project, we are not
writing separately to WHO in view of the latter's awareness
of the Bank's interest and the extensive correspondence on
this project which has already taken place between the
Government, UNDP, WHO and t1h Bank.

UNITED KINGDOM (British Guiana) - Power Develocment Survey (UK 43).
Although the Plan of Operation for this project was signed
on 7 April, we are writing a separate memorandum to the

. United Nations to inform them of the Bank's "special interest"
and to request that the desired consultations take place.

INDIA - Pre-investment Survey of Fishing Harbours (IND 55). Since the
Fishery Development Mission presently in India was sent
under the joint FAO/IBRD Agreement, there would seem to be
little difficulty in ensuring close consultation with FAQ
in connexion with the UNDP-assisted project which the latter
is executing. Just for the record, however, we will write
to FAO to stress the importance of close consultations with
the IBRD. Since the UNDP is already inVolved in the fishery
field in India, we would appreciate the opportunity of dis-
cussing with the Bank the preliminary findings of the joint
IBRD/FAO sponsored Mission. If this is not possible, we
would be grateful to receive copies of the Mission's reports
as soon as possible.

I trust that these actions will facilitate close cooperation
between the Bank and the Executing Agencies for the above-mentioned
projects to which we attach considerable importance.

Yours sincerely,

Myer Cohen
Assistant Administrator

and
Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming



FORV No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVEL( .NT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. Rivkin DATE: May 16, 1966

FROM: L. J. C.

SUBJECT: KENYA: UNDP/SF (KEN-ll): Range Management Division of the
Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry

1. With reference to Mr. Myer Cohen's letter of April 26, 1966
addressed to Mr. Demuth, we are of the opinion that this is not a
satisfactory answer.

2. We had specifically asked that the Executing Agency (FAO)
should consult with the Bank (in Washington) as well as with the
FAO/IBRD Cooperative Program (in Rome) on the Plan of Operation for
executing the project and on formulating terms of reference for
consultants and others.

3. We feel that UNDP/SF should be reminded of our previous
request and of our present reaction.

JDumoulin: vmm

cc: Messrs. B. Chadenet
T. C. Creyke/T. Threlkeld



Mr. Norbert tonig Septembor 8, 1965

C.P. Nameeka

U.N. Special Fund Assistance to th Goverinont of XexIa for a Rage
MaagmetPrO JAet (F10E 11),

In collaboration with Mr. T.V. Anderson, a bahwe of the Bank
Office - Wrobi, a project for rang* mknagemnt is now beizg proparvd
in the Ministry of Agriculture by Mr. John Peberdy for subeiseion to
the hak.

Coordlnation betwetw this projeet and te closely related
SF/310/KUK U. aM ala the larger UNSF ast African Livestock Develop-
mnt 8urey is considered eoamntial to prevent overlap and duplication
of offort. You may wish to inorm te UW so that their loeal
representatives ea" be informed officiahy of the proposed project.

IND

Oct Mr. Calika



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE, 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS. UNDEVPRO . NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP/SF/310/KFN 11 26 April 1966

Dear Mr. Demuth,

KENYA: Range Management Division of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry

Further to our letter of 29 March 1966, we have been informed
that the draft Plan of Operation for the above-mentioned project has
been submitted by the Executing Agency to the joint FAO/IBRD group.
The representative of the Bank in Kenya has been included in the
Co-ordinating Committee listed in the Plan of Operation which also
mentions the application of a loan submitted to IBED by the Kenya
Government. The Plan of Operation also calls for close co-ordination
with the IBRD, USAID and other schemes in Kenya.

We trust this will answer satisfactorily the request made in
your letter of 25 March 1966.

Yours sincerely,

Myer Cohen
Assistant Administrator

and
Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming

Mr. Richard Demuth
Director of Development Services
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.

Copies sent to Messrs. Tolley and Chadenet



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-12.4 
CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP/SF/310/E1N 11 29 March 1966

Dear Mr. Demuth,

KENYA: Range Management Division of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Animal Husbandry

We acknowledge with thanks receipt of Mr. A. Rivkin's letter
of 25 March 1966, expressing your interest in the above-mentioned
project.

In an earlier letter to FAO, we had already drawn the attention
of the Executing Agency to the necessity of closely co-ordinating
the UDP (Special Fund) sponsored scheme with the range management
programme being prepared in the Kenya inistry of Agriculture and
Animal Husbandry for submission to the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development. We are writing again, suggesting
FAO to consult with the Bank in connexion with this project.

Yours sincerely,

Myer Cohen
Assistant Administrator

and
Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming

Mr, Richard H. Demuth
Director, Development Services Department
international Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.4.
Washington, D.C., 20433



FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(5-48)

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Norbert Koenig DATE: March 17, 1966

FROM: Howard E. Tolley

SUBJECT: KENYA - UNDP (Special Fund) Assistance to Range Management
Division of the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry

This will reply to your memorandum of March 2 to Mr. El Emary on
the above subject. We agree that the Development Services Department
should write to the UNDP requesting them to instruct the Executing Agency
to consult with us in preparing the working plan for executing the project, in
forumlating the terms of reference for consultants, and in selecting the
consultants.
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Mr. Abdel G. El Emary March 2, 1966

Norbert Koenig

KENTA - UNDW (Special Fund) Assistance to Range Management Division
of the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry

1. This project was approved by the UNDP Governing Council in
January 1966. A copy of a project description is attached. As you
will see from it, YAO is the Executing Agency for the project.

2. We commented on the Government request in our letter to the
UNDP of September 16, 1965 as follows: "We wish to inform you that
in collaboration with Mr. T. V. Anderson, a member of the Bank's Per-
manent Mission to East Africa, a project for range development is now
being prepared in the Ministry of Agriculture by Mr. John Peberdy,
Chief of the Range Management Division, for submission to the Bank.
We believe that coordination between this project and the closely re-
lated proposed Special Fund project and also the larger current East
African Livestock Development Survey is essential to prevent overlap
and duplication of effort. As we understand from Mr, Anderson, such
coordination has already been established in the field."

3. At our recent review meeting with the UNEP it was agreed that
we could express a "special interest" along the lines of the Hoffman/
Demuth agreement also in UNP projects which were approved in January
1966. This project in Kenya is one of them, and the Projects Depart-
ment is of the opinion that it holds out sufficient prospect of even-
tual financing by the Bank/IDA to justify our expressing such a special
interest in it.

4. If you agree, DSD would write to the UNDP requesting them to
instruct the Executing Agency to consult with us in preparing the work-
ing plan for executing the project, in formulating the terms of refer-
ence for consultants, and in selecting the consultants. Please advise.

NKoenig:Jem



Narch 25, 1966
Mr. Wer Cohen
Assistant Administrator and Director
Bureau of Operatins and Programing
United Nations Developount Programs
United Nations
New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Gben I

Kenya - UNDP(S) Assistance to Range Management
Division of the Ministry of Agricultare and Animal

.abaadi',

May I invite your attention to the Bank's letter to the UNDP ofSeptember 16, 1965 in which we expresed our interest in the subjectproject. The Bank departments concerned have reviewed the project
owe again since its approval at the January 1966 eotiRg of the UNDP
Governing Council, and have on to the conclusion that the Bank hasa "special interest" in the project along the lines of the exchange
of letters between Messrs. Neffan and Damuth of Noveaber 24, 1965,and January 6, 1966. Aceordingly, I an new writing to ask if you would begood enough to request the exmuting agency to snsult with the Bank inpreparing the working plan for exeoutinag the project and foeaulating theterms of reference for consultants, et.

We would appreciate it it you could cenfirm that te requested ar-rangements have bean mada

Yours sincerely,

Arnold Rivkin
Dovelopmat Servises Department

cc: Projects Department
Mr. Tolley

ARivkin/mt
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I. Introduction

1. The Administrator submits the following report and recommendations on the

application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in strengthening the Range

Management Division of the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry.

II. Background

2. The range area of Kenya, totalling about 170,COO square miles, covers

approximately 80 per cent of the country and is inhabited by 1.5 million people,

mainly pastoralists and subsistence cultivators. The economic potential of this

area lies primarily in its livestock-carrying capacity-and wildlife resources.

Although its present salable surplus in livestock production is cnly $8.4 million
per annum, the potential animal. surplus has been estimated at $33.6 million.

3. The current low productivity of the range area is due to such natural factors

as general aridity, diversity of climatic conditions and animal disease hazards,

including tsetse, as well as to mismanagement, over-population and over-grazing.

The interaction of these human and environmental factors has resulted in a

number of problems peculiar to this area, the nature of which is not fully

understood and which require further investigation. It is certain, however, that

livestock production can be greatly improved through proper management.

4. Problems of the range area were handled by the Ministry of Agriculture and

Animal Husbandry's regular staff until 1963, when a separate Range Management

Division was established within the Ministry for this purpose. The Division

has embarked on a large-scale range development programme, covering 5.5 million

acres. Some technical personnel are already in the field, and one centre for

training farmers in animal husbandry techniques is operating in the area, at

Kajiado; the Government intends to build two more farmer training centres, one

in Narok and the other in the north-east. Research on range problems is being

carried out at the Katumani experimental farm near Machakos and at several sub-

stations. This programme has met with an encouraging response from the people

in the range area.

5. However, the existing resources of the Range Management Division in terms of

technical personnel and equipment are insufficient to carry out such extensive

schemes at the desired pace. The survey of the whole range area needs to be
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accelerated, while research as well as the training of local range officers and

farmers must be intensified if this vast area is to be fully developed and sound

long-term management plans implemented. Accordingly, the Government has requested

UNDP/Special Fund assistanc.e in strengthening the Range Management Division of

the Ministry of Agriculture.

6. The request has been prepared in consultation with the team of experts working

under the UNDP/Special Fund sponsored East African Livestock Plan./

III. The Project

7. The over-all purpose of this project, the duration of which is five years, is to

promote the pastoral development of the vast Kenyan range area. Its specific

objective is to strengthen and expand the Range Management Division of the Ministry

of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry to enable it to carry out land-use surveys as

a basis for detailed range development planning; to provide training for range

officers, field instructors and technicians as well as extension services for range

farmers and pastcralists; and to intensify applied research on specific problems

of range development and productivity.

8. The Range Management Division will be strengthened by building up three fully

staffed sections:

(a) The Land-Use Survey and Planning Section will include two teams of

international experts and their national counterparts in the fields of range ecology,

water development, range economics and wildlife biology. These teams will survey

the range resources in relation to the local sociological environment; they will

prepare land-use maps, range budgets and detailed development plans, including the

planning of group ranches and location schemes for pastoralists and subsistence

cultivators, range feasibility surveys and game management schemes. Basic

information will also be furnished for the projected schemes to establish large

commercial ranches, mainly in the coastal area.

(b) The Education Section will consist of two training experts and their

national counterparts. They will organize and conduct specialized courses and

2/ See documents SF/R.10/Add.61 and SF/R.9/Add.20.
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guest lectures for professionals in veterinary and agricultural sciences at the

graduate and post-graduate levels at the University, and periodic training courses

for pastoralists and junior range staff at the existing and planned farmer

training centres at Kajiado, Narok and in North-east Kenya. Mobile education

units will also operate in the range area for the benefit of pastoralists unable

to attend the courses at the above-mentioned centres.

(c) The Research Section will include six international experts and their

national counterparts in the fields of range research, bush control, range ecology

and management, physiology, wildlife biology and livestock improvement. Its

function will be to investigate the possibilities of improving rangeland productivity

through bush control and increasing herbage productivity through grazing and

agronomic techniques. Special attenticn will be given to wildlife research. The

Katumani station will be used as the main research station, but experimental work

will also be carried out, as required, at other laboratories and sub-stations,

training centres and control plots. Consideration is being given to the

possibility of establishing a new range research station in another area.

9. To implement this project, the UNDP/Special Fund will provide fifty-eight and

one-half man-years of expert services, including two man-years for consultants'

services, and a similar amount for an internationally recruited administrative

officer; twenty man-years of fellowships: vehicles, a portable weighbridge, camping,

mapping and other equipment for the survey teams and mobile units; teaching

equipment, chemical spray and fire control equipment, spray races, weighbridges,

laboratory items and smaller equipment for the research stations, including the

projected new station.

10. The Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry of Kenya, as the Co-operating

Government Agency, will provide the necessary professional counterpart and auxiliary

personnel, land and building, as well as running and maintenance expenses for the

research laboratories, experimental stations, sub-stations and teaching centres;

locally available equipment, miscellaneous services and facilities.

11. At the conclusion of the UNDP/Special Fund assistance, the Government will

assume full responsibility for financing and administering the Range Management

Division and for continuing the programme developed during the project.

/...
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IV. Executing Agency

12. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations has indicated

its readiness to serve as Executing Agency.

V. Financial Provisions

13. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be as

follows:

Phasing of expenditure
Total cost First Second Third Fourth Fifth
(in $ US) year year year year year

Experts 1, 434, 100 ' 218, 100 328,300 343,500 332,600 211,600

Fellowships 110, 000 20, 000 30, 000 30, 000 30,000
Equipment 222,900 101,500 50,700 15,000 40,100 15,600

Miscellaneous 86,000 17,300 17,300 17,300 17,300 16,8oo
TOTAL GROSS PROJECT COSTS: 1,853,000 356,900 426,300 405,800 420,000 244,000

Executing Agency
overhead costs 203,800

UNDP/Special Fund
direct costs / -

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARKING: 2,056,800

a/ Gross ccst, representing fifty-eight and one-half man-years of expert services,
including two man-years at the intermediate level, plus an amount of $55,000 for
safari allowance.

b/ Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or operation
incurred directly by the Administrator.

14. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated at

the equivalent of $215,100, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross expert

cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards local

operating costs of the project. In addition, the Government is expected to make

a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $1,704,000. The exact

amounts will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.
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15. To the extent administratively desirable, the Administrator is prepared

to include in the gross project budget, subject to the concurrence of the

Government, any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government agrees

to make in cash directly to the UNDP/Special Fund, and to show the Governing

Council earmarking increased accordingly.

VI. Recommendations

16. The Administrator

(a) RECCMIMENDS that the Governing Council earmark $2,056,800 for this project,

of which $1,853,000 will be for project costs and $203,800 for clearly identifiable

additional costs incurred by the Executing Agency in the execution of the project;

(b) REQUESTS the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude the

appropriate arrangements.
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FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Norbert Koenig DATE: September 8, 1965

FROM: C.P. McMeekan

SUBJECT: U.N. Special Fund Assistance to the Government of Kenya for a Range

Management Project (SF/310/KEN 11)

collaboration with Mr. T.V. n1rson, member of the Bank'
-NaI., a project for range ;alt *is now being prepared

in the Ministry of Agriculture by Mr. John Peberdy or submission to
the Bank. 2 j

Coordination between this pro jet and the closely related
SF/310/KEN llrand also the larger st African Livestock Develop-
ment Survey is ceoe!4ere4 essential to prevent overlap and duplication
of effort4 You may wish to inform the UNSF so that their local
representatives can be informed officially of the proposed project.

GFDarnell/cq
IBRD

cc: Mr. Calika
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Mr. C. P. McYeekan April 29, 1965

Norbert Koenig

Kenya-Request for UNSF assistance in a Range Management
Project (SF 310 KEN 11).

Please refer to Mr. Calika's memorandum to me of April 16, a copy
of which was sent to Mr. Evans. I understand from Mr. Calika that
Mr. Evans also participated in the discussions referred to in para. 2
of this memorandum.

If you agree with Mr. Calika'. proposal to make coments now,
would you please let me have your view so that we can communicate
them to the Special Fund. The file and the request from the
Government of Kenya are attached.

NKoenig: fph

cc: Files



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. N. Koenig DATE: July 7, 1965

FROM: 0. H. Calika

SUBJECT: Kenya - Reouest for UNSF assistance in a Range
Management Project (SF 310 KEN 11)

With reference to Mr. Mceekants memorandum of May 28, 1965
(which you sent to me today), I have the following quotation from
Mr. T. V. Andersen's letter No. 26, dated June 17, 1965, to Mr. Evans
on his activities during the month of May, 1965:

The status of the Kenya projects is as follows:

(a) The project on ranch development is being written by
1r. John Peberdy, C'f Lange Management Division. I have
discussed the outline with him. The preparation of the
report will take some time, all depending on how much time
Mr. ?eberdy can spend on it. However one or two months
should get it out of the Ministry of Agriculture and I
expect in a fairly good shape. This would mean that the
following review by the Ministry of Finance and the
Ministry of Economic Development would be easier. I do
not expect that we would need outside help to this project."

I do not know how the "ranch development project?, which
Mr. Andersen has been helping the Kenya Government to prepare, would
fit in the present East African livestock study and the proposed UN
Special Fund project. I suggest that Mr. Andersen's comments on the

proposed UN Special Fund project would be very useful before the Bak
takes a position on it.

OHCalika:mk
cc. Mr. McMeekan

L)
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Mr. B. Chadenet May 28, 1965

C.P. Hc~eekart

KENYA - Request for UN assistanoe in a Range Management
Project (K 310 KEN 11).

Despite Mr. Calika's memo of April 16, 1 am still of the opinion
that the Special Fund should defer deoision on this request pending the
findings of the Speoial Fund East African Livestock Study. It is not
sufficient to as sum that the proposals under SF 310 KEN 11 would be
integrated with the findings of the main study. It is not inconosivable
that this might not be possible.

I am sonfirmed in this view after discussion with Sir Donald
MaGillivray, the leader of the main study group, who is conscious of the
need to define priorities in livestock development in the sone concerned.
Nearly $2 million of Special Fund finance are involved in the proposal.
It could well be that alternative uses could be made of this amount.

CPMcM:vr



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. C. P. McMeekan DATE:April 29, 1965

FROM: Norbert Koenig P

SUBJECT: Kenya-Request for UNSF assistance in a Range Management
Project (SF 310 KEN 11).

Please refer to Mr. Calika s memorandum to me of April 16, a copy
of which -was sent to Mr. MRans. I understand from Mr. Calika that
Mr. Evans also participated in the discussions referred to in para. 2
of this memorandum.

If you agree with Mr. Calikats proposal to make comments now,
would you please let me have your views so that we can communicate
them to the Special Fund. The file and the request from the
Government of Kenya are attached.

NKoenig:fph

cc: Files



ORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. N. Koenig DATE: April 16, 1965

FROM: 0. H. Calika

SUBJECT: Kenya - Request for UNSF Assistance in a Range Management
Project (SF 310 - KEN11).

1. I refer to your memorandum dated April 9, 1965 on the above.

2. I understand from our recent discussions at the Bank with the
Kenya Ministers of Finance and Agriculture that the Government attaches
great importance to the proposed Special Fund project. It is very
likely that the new study would complement the current FAO study on the
East African livestock development and may not get underway before the
FAO findings are known (by November 1965). Unlike the previous
Tanzanian case, the FAO study should now be at an advanced stage, so
that coordination of these two studies should not be too difficult.
The project document on the FAO study (SF/R.9/Add.50, dated April 20,
1964) makes provision for the amalgamation of national studies in the
broader FAO East African livestock study.

3. For the Bank's reaction to the Special Fund on thae proposed
study, I wonder whether we cannot give our substantive comments now,
on the understanding that the new study would be coordinated with the
current FAO study as soon as this can be done. This approach would
avoid undue delays.

0HCalika: se
cc: Mr. Evans

Africa 'D" files



Mr. Huroit CaUlka April 9, 1965

Norbert Koeig

Roquost to the UK Special Fund frQM the ovrzMusat ot Kmra for
aassitme for a range man ant project. (SF/310/K= U)

Please refer to vW me of Februasy 24, 1965, particulariy the
addition to the first paragraph. The Projeots Departent has made
the tlloving aamnto an the project:

"We thnk the comments made in respect to the comparable
Tansania project appLy - that commnts and action be
deferred until the Special Fund East African Livestock
Developmnt Study report in available."

Please let me know whether you agree, and we will inform the
Special Fund accordingly.

Nlonig/mt



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Projects Department DATE: Februarr 24, 1965

FROM: Norbert Koenig

SUBJECT: Request to the UN Special Fund from the Government of Kenya for
assistance for a range managexaent project. (SF/310/KEN 11)

Attached is a copy of the full request received by the UN Special

Fund, together with a summary. The Special Fund has asked for the

Bank's comments on this project. *)

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giv-

ing your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department has

no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum enclosing the summary of the request only

has been sent to the Area Department.

Development Services Department will reply to the Special Fund in

the light of the comments received.

Attachment

*) I would like to point out that a number of the objectives of the
project seem to cover problems which are alsoddILit with in the East
African Livestock Development Stuty. You will recall that in the case
of a somewhat similar project in Tanzania, Pilot Ranching and Training
Project at Kongwa, we proposed to the Special Fund to defer our cments
until the results of the East African Livestock Study re known, which
we understand to be about November 1965. On the other hand, the project
description of the East African Livestock Development Ctody states that
the need for coordinating specific national projects, which may be under-
taken simultaneously in the countries of the region with support from
the Special Fund, will be taken into account.



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Africa Department DATE: February 24, 1965

FROM: Norbert Koenig

SUBJECT: Request to the UN Special Fund from the Government of Kwa for
assistance for a range managetent project. (SF/310/KEN 11)

Attached is a summary of a request received by the UN Special
Fund. The Special Fund has asked for the Bank's comments on this
project. *)

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giving

your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department has

no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum enclosing a copy of the full request has

been sent to the Projects Department.

Development Services Department will reply to the Special Fund
in the light of the comments received.

Attachment

*) I would like to point out that a number of the objectives of the
project seem to cover problems which are also dealt wit', in the East
African Livestock Developjant Study. You will recall that in the case
of a somewhat similar project in Tanzania, Pilot Ranc14, and Training
Project at Kongva, we proposed to the Special Fund to defer our coimenta
until the results of the East African Livestock Study are known, which
we understand to be about November 1965. On the other hand, the project
description of the East African Livestock Development Study states that
the need for coordinating specific national projects, which may be under-
taken simaltaneous4y in the countries of the region with support from
the Special Fund, will be taken into account.



SPECIAL FUND FONDS SPECIAL

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: PLAZA 4-1234 CABLE ADDRESS, SPECFUND NEW YORK

REFERENCE: SF/310/KEN 11 27 January 1965

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I attach three copies of a r'sum5 of a request received

from the Government of KENYA

for assistance from the Special Fund for a range management

project as well as copy of the rqquest.

I should be grateful for any comments which the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development may wish to make on this

request.

YOU sincerely,

Myer Cohen
Director

Bureau of Operations

Mr. Richard Demuth,
Director, Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington 25, D. C.
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SF/310/KEN 11 ERICTED

UiiITED NATI01S SPEIAL FUND

Request frob the Govexrnent of Kenya DECLASSIFIED
foi assistance in a

ange nanageent Pro ject AUG 0 5 2022

Summary WBG ARCHIVES

Date request received: 7 January 1965

Amount requested from the Special Fund: US$1,918,700

Government counterpart contribution
estimated at the equivalent of: US$1,704,000

Duration: Five years.

Type of assistance requested: Experts, fellowships
and equipment.

Background.

1. Kenya has a vast range area, over 170,000 sq.miles or four-fiftbaof
the Qountry's total area, which is inhabited by approximately ji million
people. The economic potential of this range area mainly lies in its
livestock carrying capacity and wildlife resources. Although the area is
potentially capable of producing annually at least $33.6 million of salable
livestock products, the present salable surplus is only $8.4 million per
annum, and approximately half of this amount is from a small area developed
by the European communities.

2. The low productivity of the remainder of the range area, which is
populated mainly by subsistence cultivators and livestock farmers, is due
partly to such natural factors as its very size, general aridity, and
diversity of conditions. It is obvious, however, that through proper
management the situation can be improved greatly, resulting in a substantial
increase in cash sales as well as in subsistence consumption.

3. The Government, in 1963, established a Range Lanagement Division with-
in the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry with a view to imple-
menting range development programmes. The Division has embarked on a pro-
gramme involving 5-i million acres and has received encouraging reactions
from the people in the range areas. It is obvious, however, that the
technical resources in the country are insufficient to carry out extensive
schemes. With the assistance of the Special Fund, the Government wishes to

}/ Not including the cash contribution towards local operating costs.
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conduct a five-year project tobPyakd ~he -ctilities of the Range Management
Division and implement programmes for pre-investment surveys, training and
research.

Purpose of the ProJect.

4. The objectives of the project are:

a) to expand the Range Janagement Division to facilitate the
implementation of range development priogrammes;

b) to carry out surveys to provide a basis for detailed planning;

c)" to ovide the education and training of offi6ers, instructors,
and technicians, as well as extension services to range farmers; and

d) to strengthen research efforts by expanding the scientific staff
and facilities.

Description of the Project.

5. The Range Management Division will be strengthened to have four fully
staffed sections: Education, Bxhtension, Survey and Research.

6. ,Two teams, each consisting of three international experts and their
national counterparts, will carry out detailed surveys to provide basic
information required for planning. The team will first produce a general
).and-use and resource map of the entire area. This will be followed by de-
tailed maps indicating possibilities and requirements for development in
each area. One-team will be based inNairobi to work in the eastern and
coastal regions, and the other in Nakurw (100miles.northwest of Nairobi) to
work mainly in Masai, Samburu, and other districts.

7. 1ducation and otraining will be carried out at various levels, including
higher technical trainig for officers and instructors, and training and
extension services for range farmers. In addition to training at several
;entres, four mobile education units will be provided to cover wide areas of
the pastoral districts. Two international experts .will be employed to
supervise training schemes.

8. Six international experts eperienced Ain such fieldqas bush-control,
animal physiology, range emanagementwildlife biolog, livestock improvement
and yeterin ry research, will carry out research rogrammes and train their
counterparts, The Katumani Experimental-'arm will be used as the main re-
serch station with sub-stations diptributed among different areas. Consider-
ation is being given to the possibil-ty of.establishing a new research
station with external financial assistance.

Assistance requested from the Special Fund.

9. The Special Fund is requested to provide approximately 6a man-yeArs of
expert services; vehicles; equipment for survey, research and training; and
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52 man-years of fellowships.

Government Contribution.

10. The Government vill contribute to the project the counterpart staff,
land and buildings, all running and maintenance expenses, locally availab.e
equipment, and miscellaneous services and facilities.

Finaxcial Provisions.

SPECIAL FUND COIITRIBUTICN (in US$):

Experts (6g man-years) 1,416,100

Fellowships (52 man-years) 260,000

Equipment 242,600

Total:- 1,918,700

GOVERNUMNT CONTRIBUTION (US$ equivalent):

Counterpart personnel (survey, training
and research) 396,400

Land and buildings, running and
maintenance costs and equipment 383,600

Extension services 924,000

Total:- 1,704,000

Fifteen per cent of this amount will be paid by the Government in local
currency.

H. KASAHARA/mro
26 January 1965
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UNITED NATIONS
Distr.

DEVELOPMENT RESThICTED

D-'/SFA.10/Add. 2PROGRAMME 17 March 7-

ORIGINA.L: ENGLISH

DECLASSIFIED
GOVENING COUNCIL
Tenth session AUG 0 5 20229 - 26 June 1970
Agenda item 3 WBG ARCHIVES

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (SPECIAL FUND)

Assistance to the Government of

KENYA

Supplementary Assistance to the Management Training and
Advisory Centre. Nalrobi (KEN 10)

Estimated equivalent value of the Government's
counterpart contribution to the project: $ 59,ooo

Governing Council earmarking: $ 175,500
Duration: One year

Participating and Executing Agency; The International Labour
Organisation (ILO).

I. Objectives

1. The purpose of the project is to assist the Government in the continuation
and reinforcement of the Management Training and Advisory Centre, Nairobi.
2. At its fourteenth session in June 1965, the Governing Council of the Special
Fund approved a project for establishing the Management Training and Advisory
Centre, The project which is being implemented by the ILO, became operational

1/ Included in the Governing Council earmarking is en amount estimated at the
equivalent of $21,300, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross
expert cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution
towards local operating costs of the project.

2/ See document SF/R.11/Add.21.
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in February 1966 and will terminate in February 1971. It proviaes advisory and

information services and training in management and productivity developmenxt to
existing and new enterprises, including public utilities and services, as well
as to Government departments, employers and trade union associations.

3. The Centre has conducted ninety courses and seminars involving a total of

1,905 partic..v1ants. Approximately forty management consultancy assignments

have been completed and a management information and research service is in
its initial phase of development.

4. The heavy demand for management training, however, has absorbed more

resources than envisaged, reducing the Centre's capacity to undertake con-

sultancy assignments and train and provide experience to counterparts in manage-
ment consultancy. Furthermore, counterpart staff also requires further training
to undertake independently other activities currently performed by the Centre.

These developments have necessitated the extension of the project's duration

and expansion of its activities.

II. Execution

5. Project activities will consist of the following:

(a) Continuing and expanding the training programme in all aspects of

management, with special reference to production planning and control, quality
control, inventory control, value engineering, management accounting, financial
management, export marketing;

(b) Expansion of consultancy operations, with special emphasis on training

of counterpart staff in management consultancy; and

(c) Development and expansion of management information and research

service,

6. Because of their complementary nature, these activities will be carried
out simultaneously. However, management consultancy will receive priority

attention.
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T. The Government Co-operating Agency will be the Ministry of Labour. To

facilitate the timely operation of the project, the Government will provide

(a) Counterpart professional and administrative personnel; and

(b) Supporting services.

The value of the Government's counterpart contribution to the project has

been estimated at the equivalent of $59,000, most of which represents additional

expenditures directly related to the project.

8. To assiat in the execution of the project, the ILO, in its capacity as

Participating and Executing Agency for the UNDP (Special Fund), has agreed to

provide:

(a) Under the expert component of the project;

(i) The services of a Project Manager; and

(ii) Experts in the fields of personnel management, management

accounting, marketing, office management, industrial engineering

and supervisory training;

(b) Under the equipment component of the project;

(i) Books, periodicals, etc.

9. Towards the end of the project, the Government, the ILO and the UNDP

(Special Fund) will carry out a detailed review of the work accomplished. On

the basis of this review, the Administrator will consider whether further support

to the Management Training and Advisory Centre, Nairobi is required.
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III. Governing Council Earmarking

Phasing of expenditure
Total cost First year
(in $ US)

Experts (5 1/2 man-years) 141,900 141,900

Training

Equipment 5,000 5,000

Miscellaneous 8,500 8,500

TOTAL GROSS
PROJECT COSTS: 155,400 155,400

Prticipating and
Executing Agency
Overhe'd costs: 17,100

UNDP (Special Fund)
direct costs: 3,000

GOVERNING COUNCIL EARMARKING 175,500

IV. Recommendations

10. The Administrator

(a) Recommends that the Governing Council earmark $175,500 for this

project ;

(b) Recomvends that the Governing Council establish the Goverment's

obligation to make a cash contribution towards the local operating

costs of this project at 15 per cent of the estimated gross expert

costs ; and

(c) Requests the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude the

appropriate arrangements.



UNITED NATIONS 49 D4. CTED

SPECIAL FUND SF/R.11/Add.21
5 April 1965

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

GOVERNING COM TNCIL AF I/
4 Fourteenth session

1-7 June 1965
Agenda item 5

Recommendation of-the Managin Director DECLASSIFIED

KENYA
AUG 0 5 2022

Manaement Training and Advisory Centre, Nairobi

WBG ARCHIVES
Governing Council earmarking: $754,100*

Government's counterpart contribution'
estimated at equivalent of: $5 54,000

Duration: Five years

Purpose: To establish a centre to provide advisory
and information services, as well as training
in management development and productivity
improvement to existing and new enterprises,
including public utilities ard services

Executing Agency: The International Labour Organisation

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Paragraphs

I. Introduction . . . .. ........ . . . . . . .. 1
II. Background . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . 2 - 7

III. The Project . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 - 15
IV. Executing Agency ................... 16 .
V. Financial Provisions . . .. . .,...... . . . . 17 - 19

VI. Recommendations ................... 20

11/ The Government's cash payments towards local operating costs are included
under the Governing Council earmarking and not in the Government's
counterpart contribution.

* See note 'under Section VI.
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I. Introduction

1. The Managing Director submits the following report and recommendations on

the application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in establishing the

Management Training and Advisory Centre.

II. Background

2. Although Kenya is basically an agricultural country, the net output of its

manufacturing industries was about $65 million in 1962. The country is well

provided with basic infra-structurechas undergone considerable economic expansion

since the Second World War, notably in industry, and has achieved a relatively

high level of investment.

3. In mid-1963,. manufac-turing and'-repair work provided employment for 41,000

people and commerce for another 42,000, while 24,000 worked for the East African

Railways and Harbours Administration. The numbr -of enterprises e'mploying fifty

to ninety-nine persons was about 900, between -100 and 499 persons about 600,

and over 500 persons about 100.

4. The Government has prepared a Six-Year Development Plan (1964-1970) in

which close -co-operation between the Government and the private sector is a

key element. Steps will be taken through'-the Development Finance Corporation

of Kenya to stimulate a, level of private investment of' about $98 million in each

of the six years of the Plan in the hope of achieving a -rate of growth

approaching 6 per cent.

5. The shortage of well-trained personnel, however, is the main limiting factor.

In 1961, there were 35,700 people employed in Kenya in high-level capacities,

of whom 14,300 were Europeans, 16,300.Asians while only 5,100 were Africans.

Considering the planned economic and industrial expansion, the present shortage

of high-level personnel and. the necessity to replace departing expatriates, it

is estimated that more than 100,000 specialized personnel will be-needed by 1970.

6. To help meet part of this shortage, the Government is seeking Special Fund

assistance -in establishing a management tratning and advisory centre. which will

prepare graduates from universities and technical and secondary schools for

positions in business and industry and,-at .the same-time, train and upgrade

personnel already in employment.
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7. This request was prepared with the assistance of the International Labour

Organisation and evaluated by a mission of consultants to the Managing Director.

III. The ProJect

8. The Management Training and Advisory Centre to be established in Nairobi,

undcr the guidance of the Ministry of Labour and Social Services and with the
advice of international experts, will assist in training managerial, specialized,
technical and supervisory personnel.

9. The Centre will pr.ovide advisory services and conduct management and
specialist courses for managers, entrepreneurs, supervisors and specialized staff
of private and public enterprises, including public utilities and services, as
well as for members of the trade unions. It will also, through the dissemination

of information, promote the understanding and use of modern management and
productivity methods. TheZentre will have three main sections:

(a) Management Consulting;

(b) Management Development, Supervisory Training and Workers' Education; and

(c) Promotion of Modern Management and Productivity.

10. In its early stages, the Centre is expected to give about fifty courses per
year in general and middle management, industrial engineering, management

accounting, personnel management, marketing and sales, -supervisory training and
workers' education. About 750 participants are expected to enrol annually. In
addition, the Centre will offer consultant services and practical assistance in
improving performance to private and public industries and utilities. The

activities of the Centre will expand as national counterpart personnel are trained
to take over the programme.

11. The policy and programmes of the Centre will be determined by a National

Council whose membership will include the Minister for Labour and Social Services,
as well as representatives from other ministries and organizations concerned with
the work of the Centre, including the Federation of Kenya Employers and the
Kenya Federation of Labour. An Executive Board of tripartite character will be
responsible for implementing the policy and programmes.

12. The Federation of Kenya Employers has indicated its readiness to use the
services of the Centre and to pay the fees for participants nominated by its

members.
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13. Assistance to be provided by the Special Fund over a period of five years

will consist of twenty-eight and a half man-years of expert services, eight

fellowships of six months each, and equipment to be used in management and

productivity training, including audio-visual aids, books and library materials.

14. The Government will provide the necessary land and buildings, as well as the

services of a Director and seven other professional counterparts, administrative

staff and operating costs.

15. When Special Fund assistance comes to an end, the Government will continue

to operate the Centre at the same level.

IV. Executing Agency

16. The International Labour Organisation has indicated its readiness to serve

as Executing Agency.

V. Financial Provisions

17. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be

as follows:'

Phasing of expenditure
Total cost First Second 'Third Fourth Fifth
(in US$) year year year year year

Experts 590,000a 62,100 155,300,.165,600 144,900 62,100

Fellowships 24,000 - 3,000 3,000 12,000 6,0oo

Equipment 30,000 15,000 10,000 - - 5,000

Miscellaneous 35,400 3,700 9,300 10,000 8,700 ,700

TOTAL GROSS
PROJECT COSTS: 679,400 80,800 177,600 178,600 165,600 76,800

Executing Agency
overhead costs * 72,300

Special Fund
direct costs 2,400

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARKING: * 754,100

a/ Gross cost, representing twenty-eight and a half man-years of expert services.

bJf Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or operation
incurred directly by the Managing Director.

* See note under Section VI.
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18. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated

at the equivalent of $88,500, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross
expert cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash coni uributiou towards

local operating costs of the project. In addition, the Government is e.-ected to

make a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $354,000. The
exact amounts will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.
19. To the extent administratively desirable, the Managing Director is prepared

to include in the gross project budget, subject to the concurrence of the
Government, any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government agrees
to make in cash directly to the Special Fund, and to show the Governing Council
earmarking increased accordingly.

VI. Recommndations

20. The Managing Director,-

(a) RECOMVENDS that the Governing Council earmark $754,100* for this
project, of which $679,400 will be for project costs, $2,400 for Special Fund

*
direct costs and $72,300 for clearly identifiable additional costs incurred
by the E:ecutiag Agency in the execution of the project; and

(b) REQUESTS the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude the
appropriate arrangements.

* NOTE

In the event that the Governing Council should approve at the present

session the recommendations of the Managing Director on the level of

reimbursements for Executing Agency overhead costs (see document SF/L.119),
the provision for this item in the project budget will be increased to

$74,700 and the Governing Council earmarking will thus be raised to $756,500.
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I. Introduction

1. The lanaginr Director submits the following report and recommendations on

'he pifcation of the Governmen t of Kenya for assistance in establishing the

fllanag'efn-d Training and 'Advisory Centre.

1I. Bac"ground

2. Although Kenya is basica.Lly an agricultural country, the net output of its

manufacturing industries was about s65 million in 1962. The country is well

provided with basic inrfra'cstructure services, has undergone considerable economic

cxpansion since the Second 'orld 'ian, notably in industry, and has achieved a

relitively hiah level of investment.

3. In Aid-19<63, manufacturing and ripair work provided erployment for 41,000

people and commerce for another 42,000, while 24,000 worked for the East African

Railways and Harbours Administration. The number of enterprises employing 50

to 99 persons was about 900, between 100 and 499 persons about 600, and over

500 persons about 100.

4. The Government has prepared a Six-Year Development Plan (1964-1970) in

which close co-operation between the Government and the rrivate sector is a

key element. Steps will be taken through the Development Finance Corporation

of Kenya to stimulate a level of private investment of about J98 million in

each of the six years of the Plan in the hope of achieving a rate of growth

approaching 6 per cent.

5. The shortage of well-trained personnel, however, is the main limiting

factor. In 1961, there were 35,700 people employed in Kenya in high-level

capacities, of whom 14,300 were Europeans, 16,300 Asians and only 5,100 were

Africans. Considering the planned ecooptm-c ahd industria. expansion, the,

present shortage of high-level personnel and the necessity to replace departing

expatriates, it is estima'ted that more than 100,000 specialized personnel will

be needed by 1970.

6. To help meet part of this- shortage, the Government is seeking Special Fund

assistance in establishing a management training and advisory centre which

will prepare graduates from universities and technical and secondary schools for

positions in business and industry and, at the same time, train and upgrade

personnel already -in employment.
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7. This request was prepared with the assistance of the International Labour

Organisation and evaluated by a mission of consultants to the Managing Director.

III. The Project

8. The Ianagerrent Training and -Advisory Centre to be established in

Nairobi, under the guidance of the "inistry of Labour and Social Services and

with the advice of international exlperts, will assist in training managerial,

specialized, technical and supervisory personnel.

9. The Centre will :nrovide :dvisory services and conduct management and

specialist courses for managers, entrepreneurs, supervisors and specialized

staff of private and public enterprises, including public utilities and serv-

ices, as well as for members of the trade unions. It will also, through the

dissemination of information, promote the understanding and use of modern

management and productivity methods. The Centre will have three main sections:

(a) Ianagement Consulting;

(b) Management Development, Supervisory Training and orkers' Education;

and

(c) Promotion of Modern Management and Productivity.

10. In its early stages, the Centre is Tpected to give about fifty courses per

year in general and middle monigement, industrial engineering, management ac-

counting, personnel management, marketing and sales, supervisory training and

workers' education. About 750 particirants are expected to enroll annually.

in addition, the Centre will offer consultant services and practical assistance

in improving performance to private and public industries and utilities. The

activities of the Centre will expand as national counterpart personnel are

trined to take over the programme.

11. The policy and programmes of the Centre will be determined by a National

Council whose membership will include the Minister for Labour and Social Services,

as well as representatives from other ministries and organizations concerned with

the work of the Centre, including the Federation of Kenya Znployers and the

Kenya Federation of Labour. An Executive Board of tripartite character will be

repponsible for implementing the policy and programmes.

12. The Federation of Kenya Ehiployers has indicated its readiness to use the

services of the Centre and to pay fees for participants nominited by its members.

...
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13. Assistance to be provided by the Special Fund over a period of five years

will consist of twenty-eight and a half man-years of expert services, eight

fellowships of si:: months jach, and equipment to be used in management and pro-

ductivity traindin:, including audio-visual aids, books and library materials.

14. The Government will providd the necessary land and buildings, 'as well as the

services of a Director and seven other professional counterparts, administrative

staff and operating costs.

15. Uhen Special Fund assistance comes to an end, the Gover.nmant will continue

to. onerate the Centre at the same level.

16. Pending completion of the evaluation, the Managing Director's proposals for

this project are subject to revision.

IV. ExecutinR -1;ncy

17. The Eanajing Director proposes ,o recommend that the International Labour

Organisation be invited to serve as :ecuting Agency.

V. Financial Provisions

18. It has been. estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be

as follows: Phasing of expenditure
Total cost First Second Third Fourth Fifth

(in US) year year year year year

Experts 590,00,a 62,100 155,300 165,600 144,900 62,100

Fellowships 24,000 -- 3,000 3,000 12,000 6,000

aouirmiant 30,000 15,000 10,000 - 5,000
Miscellaneous 35,400-3,700 9,300 10,000 8,700 - 3,700

TOTAL GROSS
PIOJECT COSTS: 679,400 80,600 177,600 178,600 165,600 76,800

Executing Agency
overhead costs

Special Fund
direct costs-_ _

GOV RNIEG COUNCIL

EfMIARYJING

Gross cost, representing twenty-eight and a half man-years of expert services.

Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or operation
incurred directly by the Managing Director.
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19. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated

at the equivalent of o88,500, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross

expert cost, nhich ; ill be paid by the Government as a cash contribution

towards local operating costs of the project. In addition, the Government is

expected, to madke a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of

-354,000. The exact amounts will be determined at the time of signature of

the Plan of Operation.

20. To the extent administratively desirable, the Hana-ing Director is prepared

to include in the gross Zroject budget, subject to the concurrence of the

Government, any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government agrees

to make in cash directly to the Ppecial Fund, and to show the Governing Council

earmarking increased accordingly.
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR M INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION IRECON STRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: 7r. B. Chadenet (via 1r. . J. Armstrong) DATE: October 3, 1964

FROM: Duncan S. Ballantine 6s

SUBJECT: Request to the Tj.N. Special Fund from the Governient of Kenya
for assistance for the establishment of an Industrial Training
and Productivity Center in 'Tpirobi (SF 310 KEA 10)

The Education Division has no special interest in

the abovementioned project but considers that the plan for an

Industrial Training and Productivity "enter as set out in the

siummaary could be of rreat help to industrial developmrent in Kenya.

It follows a cclmmon, well-tried patLern and appears to be econoical

in design. It is therefore considered suitable for Special Fund

support in the amount requested.

Encls.



mr# S. Cba4mwt (via Mr. W. J. Arastrog) October 5, 1964

Duncan S. BAllantine

Rbquest to the U.N. Special Fund from the Goverimast of Kasya
for assistance for the establisboont of an Industrial Training
and PrluEtivity Center Ia Jainoai (VM 110 If 10)

The Education Division has no special intrest in

the abementione project but consi4rs that the plan for an

Indrial Training and Productivity Center as set out in the

mumary eould be of great help to industrial developmet in Ka*a.

It follows a commou, wll-tried pattea aW appears to be esenomical

in design. It is therefore cnsidered uitable for Special FAnd

support in the aumat requested.

goo".

SJGBurtjdcp



FcAm No. -7 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Department of Technical Operations DATE: October 1, 1964

FROM: N. Koenig /1 ,

SUBJECT: Request to the U.N. Special Fund from the Government of Kenya
for assistance for the establishment of an Industrial Training & Productivity
Center in Nairobi (SF 310 KEN 10)

Attached is a summary of a request received by the United
Nations Special Fund. The Special Fund has asked for the Bank's
comments on this project.

Please let me have a memorandum containing your department's
comments, or indicating that there are no comments to be passed on
to the Special Fund.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to
the Bank and therefore wish to see the full governmental request
to the Special Fund before offering comments, please let me know
and I will ask the Special Fund for the full text.

The Special Fund would appreciate an early reply since they
are planning to include this proposal in the program to be considered
at the forthcoming October meeting of their Consultative Board.

NK/mct

Attachment

A similar memorandum is being sent to the African Department.



So )1O KM 10 UNITO NATIONS SPECIAL FD RSTRICTM
Request from the Government of Kenya
for assistance in establishing the

Kenya Industrial Training and Productivity Centre

Summary

Date request received (unofficially): 21 August 1964

Amount requested from the Special Fund: S 675,000

Government contribution in kind3 8 354,000

Duration of the projects DECLASSIFIED Five years

Type of assistance requested: Ekperts, fellowhips,

AUG 0 5 2022 audio-visual aids,
library

Background. WBG ARCHIVES

1. The basic activity of Kenya is agriculture, employing approximataly 75% of
the Afric n population. This mainly agricultural economy has a dual character:
besides a bulk of population devoting thoir work to meet their minimum subsis-
tence needs, a modern monetary sector based on specialised production for cash is
estimated to contribute more than three-quarters of the value of the total pro-
duction of the country.

2. Kenya is well provided with basic infrastructure services., The railway is
the backbone of transportation and joins Kenya with neighbouring Uganda and
Tanganyika. Mombasa is a chief harbour to the thres countries constituting the
East African Common Market. Kenya is the most industrialised of 'the. three
countries, and most of the industrial, financial and comercial firms have their
headquarters in Nairobi which now occupies a focal position in the economy of
East Africa.

3. Since the Second tlorld iar, Kenya has enjpyed considerable economic expan-
sion notably with regards to industry, and has achieved a relatively high level
of investment.

4. The Government has prepared a Six-Year Development Plan starting from 1964
in which close co-operation between the Government and the private sector will be
a key element. Steps will be taken through the Development ]Finance Corporation of
Kenya to stimulate a level of private investment of about E35 million in each of
the six years of the Plan to achieve a rate of growth approaching 6%.

5. A crucial and possibly limiting factor to the expected growth of the economy
is the shortage of highly trained and educated local manpower, the needs of which
appear to be considerable. In 1961 there were about 35,700 people employed in
Kenya in high level capacities, of whom 14,260 were 3uropeans, 16,230 Asians and
only 5,210 Africans. It is foreseen that by 1970 a gross number of about 104,000
will be required. Taking into account all the various factors involved, this
will mean a shortage in high-level manpower of about 47,000 persons.

6. The Government intends to make major efforts in the lucationial field at all
levels. Secondary and technical education will be expanded. The Kenya Polytech-
nic, the University College and the Kenya Institute of Public Administration will



also expand to meet, as far as feasiblo, the technical and general educational
requirements'of -economip and industial development. The Government is also
opening at Nakum with bilateral assistance, a Small .Indastry Research and Train-
ing Centre.

7. It appears, however, that in addition to these efforts, meSiftreshould be
taken urgently to'establish sound man-agement and*p odutiVity progpammes to
assist the -practicing. managers, functional specialists, supervisors, et.,"
within the '1600-oompanies employing over 50 workers, out of which lo emp.oy
over 500. In doing so, an emphasis will be placed 'on the training of locally
born personnel to replace expatriates and to meet the demands of economid growth.

8. In view of these pressing needs, the Government of Kenya is requesting the
assistance of the. United Nations Special Fund in establishing and operating a
Kenya :Industrial Training and Productivity Centre which, under the guidanee..of
the. Ministry of Labour aidSocial Services and with the, advice of international
experts, will assist in training, and developing managerial, ftntional, <technioal,
specialised and supervisery personnel essential for the derefopmerit'of .the
country. By its Very nature the Centre would not duplicate any work or activity-
carried out by educational institutions or other public or private' organis4tions.
By' its- practical approach it complements their activities and will work in co-
operation with' theli.

9. The Centre would provide consulting services conduct' management and
specialist courdes for tanagers, .entrepreneurs* supervisqrs and specialited:
staff of private and pi'liic enterprises including .public utilities and services,
as well as for leade-ts, representatives and members of the*rade, nions, and
promote modern management and productivity though the disemiinat'ion of' informa.-
tion. It would have three operational sections:

a) 'MEiagement Consulting,
b) Uanagement Development, Supenzvisory .Training and Workers' _ducation; and
c) Promotion of modern management and productivity.

10. The poli'cy and proerwmmes of the Gentre will be determined by National
Choij. An kxecutive Board of tripartite character will be respons ble for
implementing them.

Participation of the Government

11. In addition. to the 15% of the expert costs, due under the Special Fund
regu t 9n, the-Government undertakes to provid' suitable premises, office
e*qpmgnt 'to accommodate the experts and the local prof essional and administra-
tive personne1.

12. The estimate, cost of the Government conttibttion in kind is as follows:

ersont eEquivalent
(US,

180,000
Admnistzative ' .7,000

Land and Building 56,000 -EquipMent and Supplies 33,000
Miscellaneous 1000

Total 354,000



-3-

Special Fund Allocation

13. The Special Fund is requested to contribute 8 675,000 to be utilized as
follows:

Experts: 8 posts, 342 man-monthsJ' 590,000
Fellowships: 8 fellowships,

each 6 months 24,000
Equipment 28,000
Miscellaneous 33,000

Total 675,000

1/ ]cxperts are requested in the following fields;

Man lst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Years year raear year XLea

1. Chief of Project
(General Management) 5 12 12 12 12 12

2-. Industrial Engineering 5 12 12 12 12 12
3-. Personnel Management 3 - 12 12 12 -
4-. Management Accounting 4 6 12 12 12 6
5'. Office Management 2 /2 - 12 12 6 -
6-. Marketing and Sales 3 6 12 12 6 -
7-. Supervisory Training 3 - 12 12 12 -
8. .orkers' Education 2 6 12 12 6 -

Total 28 /2 36 90 96 84 36

1pR/ m
14 September 1964
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FORM 10. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Department of Operations - Africa DATE: October 1, 1964

FROM: N. Koenig

SUBJECT: Request to the U.N. Special Fund from the Government of Kenya

for assistance for the establishment of an Industrial Training
and Productivity Center in Nairobi (SI 310 KEN 10)

Attached is a summary of a request received by the United
Nations Special Fund. The Special Fund has asked for the Bank's
comments on this project.

Please let me have a memorandum containing your department's
comments, or indicating that there are no comments to be passed on

to the Special Fund.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to

the Bank and therefore wish to see the full governmental request
to the Special Fund before offering comments, please let me know
and I will ask the Special Fund for the full text.

The Special Fund would appreciate an early reply since they
are planning to include this proposal in the program to be considered

at the forthcoming October meeting of their Consultative Board.

NK/mct
Attachment

A similar memorandum is being sent to TOD.



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT | INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Department of Technical Operations DATE: October 1, 1964

FROM: N. Koenig

SUBJECT: Request to the U.N. Special Fund from the Government of Kenya
for assistance for the establishment of an Industrial Training & Productivity
Center in Nairobi (SF 310 KEN 10)

Attached is a summary of a request received by the United
Nations Special Fund. The Special Fund has asked for the Bank's
comments on this project.

Please let me have a memorandum containing your department's
comments, or indicating that there are no comments to be passed on
to the Special Fund.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to
the Bank and therefore wish to see the full governmental request
to the Special Fund before offering comments, please let me know
and I will ask the Special Fund for the full text.

The Special Fund would appreciate an early reply since they
are planning to include this proposal in the program to be considered
at the forthcoming October meeting of their Consultative Board.

NK/mct
Attachment

A similar memorandum is being sent to the African Department.



SPECIAL FUND FONDS SPECIAL

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE; PLAZA 4-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: SPECFUND NEW YORK

REFERENCE: SF/310/KE 10 28 September 1964

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I attach three copies of a summary of a request from the Government
of Kenya for assistance from the Special Fund for the establishment of
an Iidustrial Training and Productivity Centre in Nairobi.

I should be grateful for any comments which the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development may wish to make on this request.

As it is our expectation that this project will be included in our
next programme, we would be grateful to receive your comments as soon
as possible.

Yours sincerely,

Myer Cohen
Director

Bureau of Operations

Mr. Richard Demuth
Director, Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D. C.
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S? 10 Klu 10 MIT AIN PCA UDR3STRICT:4D
Request from the Government of Kenya
for assistance in establishing the

Kenya Induptrial Training and Productivity Centre

Summary

Date request received (unofficially): 21 August 1964

Amount requested from the Special Fund: $ 675,000
Government contribution in kinds $ 354,000

Duration of the project: DECLASSIFIED Five years

Type of assistance requested: Experts, fellowhips,
AUG 0 5 2022 audio-visual aids,

library

WBG ARCHIVES
Backzround

1. The basic activity of Kenya is agriculture, employing approximately 75% of
the Africxn population. This mainly agricultural economy has a dual character;
besides a bulk of population devoting their work to meet their minimum subsis-
tence needs, a modern monetary sector based on specialised production for cash is
estimated to contribute more than three-quarters of the value of the total pro-
duction of the country.

2. Kenya is well provided with basiq infrastructure services. The railway is
the backbone of transportation and joins Kenya with neighbouring Uganda and
Tanganyika. Mombasa is a chief harbour to the thre3 countries constitutinj the
East African Common Market. Kenya is the most industrialised of the three
countries, and most of the industrial, financial and commercial firms have their
headquarters in Nairobi which now occupies a focal position in the economy of
East Africa.

3. Since the Second ,orld Jar, kenya has enjoyed considerable economic expan-
sion notably with regards to industry, and has achieved a relatively high level
of investment.

4. The Government has prepared a Six-Year Development Plan starting from 1964
in which close co-operation between the Government and the private sector will be
a key element. Steps will be taken through the Development Finance Corporation of
Kenya to stimulate a level of private investment of about E35 million in each of
the six years of the Plan to achieve a rate of growth approaching 6%.

5. A crucial and possibly limiting factor to the expected growth of the economy
is the shortage of highly trained and educated local manpower, the needs of which
appear to be considerable. In 1961 there were about 35,700 people employed in
Kenya in high level capacities, of whom 14,260 were Europeans, 16,230 Asians and
only 5,210 Africans. It is foreseen that by 1970 a gross number of about 104,000
will be required. Taking into account all the various factors involved, this
will mean a shortage in high-level manpower of about 47,000 persons.

6. The Government intends to make major efforts in the ducational field at all
levels. Secondary and technical education will be expanded. The Kenya Polytech-
nic, the University College and the Kenya Institute of Public Administration will



4110 expand to meet, as far as feasible, the technical and general educational
requirements of ednomip and -industrial deyelopm nt, the Government is also
opening at' Nakuri wfitb bilateiiL assistance, a Small IndAstry Research and Train-
ing Centre.

7. It appears, however, that in addition to theseefforts, mel4Rife 8houiid be
taken urgently to establish sound manlgement and productivity programmes to
assist the practicth'g-managers, functional specialists, supervipors, etc.,
within the 1,600 companies employing over 50 workers, out of *hich 102 eailoy
over 500. In doing so, an emphasis will be placed on theAMain4ng..of locally
born personnel to replace expatri'ates and to meet the demands 'of economic 6"rowth.

8. In view of these pressing needs, the Government of Kenya is requesting the
assistance of the United Nations Special Pund in establishing and operating a
Kenya Industrial Training and Productivity Centre which, under the guidance of
the Ministry of Labour and Social Services and with the advice of international
experts, will assist in training and developing managerial, functional, technical,
specialised and supervisory personnel pessential for the development of thef
country. By itts very nature the Centre would not duplicate. any work or activity.
oarried out by educational institutionl or other, public or private organisations
By its practical approaoh it complements their activities and will work in co
operation with them.

9. The Centre would provide consulting services, conduct management and
specialist courses for managers, entrepreneurs,. -supervisors and specialisedstaff. of private and p ulic entrprises including public uibities and services
as well as for leaders, representatives and members- of the trade unions, an4
promote modern management and productivity though the dssemination of .nforma
tion. It Would have three operational sections:

a) Management Consulting,
b) Management Development, Supervisory Training and Workers' 2dttoation; and
c) Promotion of modern management and productivity.

10. The policy .and programmes of the Centre will be determined by a; .at.onal
Council. An Executive Board of tripartite character will be responsible for
implementing them.

Participation of 1e: Government

11. In aditton to the 15% of the expert costas, due under the Soecial Pund
regulation, the Gove'nment undertakes to provide sui table bremifes, office'
equipment to arcommodate the experts and the local professional and administra-
tivepe,psonnel.

12. .The estinated, cost, of the Government contribution in kind is as follyws:
P&one b .. . Equivalent

Profesbional 180,90 I
Administiative 78,000

Land and Buildin 56,000
2uidIment and -Supp es '.33,000

Usellaneous

Total 354,000
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Special Fund Allocation

13. The Special Fund is requested to contribute S 675,000 to be utilized as
follows:

1xperts: 8 posts, 342 man-monthbs- 590,000
Fellowships: 8 fellowships,

each 6 months 24,000
Equipment 28,000
Miscellaneous 33,000

Total 675,000

/ xperts are requested in the following fields:

Man let 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
.ears year year eear e

1. Chief of Project
(General Management) 5 12 12 12 12 12

2. Industrial Engineering 5 12 12 12 12 12
3. Personnel Management 3 12 12 12 -
4-. Management Accounting 4 6 12 12 12 6
5. Office Management 22/2 - 12 12 6 -
6'. Marketing and Sales 3 6 12 12 6 -
7. Supervisory Training 3 - 12 12 12 -
8. orkers' Education _ 6 12 12 6 --

Total 281/2 36 90 96 84 36

RRR/m
14 September 1964
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
FORM V 75 RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

(2.
INTERNAT,.NAL FINANCE INTERNAT CL DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATI ON ASSOCI ATION

Date

ROUTING SLIP
Demabwr 19, 1966

NAME ROOM NO.

Kr. T01107 A

ITo Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Signature
Initial _ Send On

REMARKS

WWTA 7 - Animal Health and Indistry Tran
InStilgtg, Kabelf

Would yom be good enough to let m
have the information requeted in paragraph
2 so that I can prepare a reSponse to the MI
Fmankc.

From



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO . NEW YORK

8 December 1966

REFERENCE: DP/SF/310 KEN 7
DP/SF/214 KEN 7
DP/SF/310 KEN 11
DP/SF/214 KEN 11

Dear Mr. Demuth,

Subject; KENYA, Animal Health and Industry Training Institute, Kabete

Reference is made to your letter of 22 September relating to
the expansion of the above mentioned Institute.

FAO has now submitted a budget revised with the view to
intensifying our support to AHITI. It would be extremely helpful
if you could brief us on the findings of the IBRD mission who
visited Kenya in the second half of October to review a possible

project for training of staff for the Government's agriculture
and veterinary services.

It would be greatly appreciated if you could send us a copy of
the report of this mission.

Yours sincerely,

#4ye ohen
Assistant Administrator

and
Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming

Mr. Richard Demuth
Director of Development Services
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Copies owt to Nesrs. gvns and Tl*ly
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sep . a22, 96

DP/SF/31C0/214/K& 7
DP/SF/214/310/Kin 11

Mr. Imier Gohen
Assistant Administrator and Director
Bureau of Operationu and Programming
United fiatioas Development Programes
United Natioms, Now York

Dear Mr. GOoant

Thank you for Mr. ery's letter of August 23 concerning
te Animal Health ard Industry Training Institute in Kenya.

The bank will be sending an economic aiaaion "in depth"
to Xenya, Tanzania and Uganda, during the second half of October.
The mission, which will include an agricultural education specialist,
will, in cooperation with the Bank's Nairobi office, also review a
proposed Keya Agricultural Credit project. and a possible project for
training of staff for th. Government's agricultural and veterinary
services. The fLings of tae mission in coexnection wito tiese two
proposals may be useful for your own prospective review of the Animal
dealta and Training Institute in Kabete.

We shall therefore write to you after tmie uiission Xazi

redurned.

Sincerely yours,

Arnold ivkin
Developnant aervices Department

'fHansen/kb

ct: Messrs. Evans
Tolley



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. H. Hansen DATE: September 13, 1966

FROM: Howard E. Tolley 1>

SUBJECT: Kenya - Animal Health and Industry Training Institute

Thank you for sending us a copy of Mr. Paul-Marc Henry's letter
on the above subject, in which he mentions a possible IDA credit for
the construction of additional facilities for this Institute.

The position is that included in the Kenya Agricultural Credit
project were various elements of staff training, including the train-
ing of staff for the Government's agricultural and veterinary services.
The latter was cut out of the main Agricultural Credit project and is
expected to form a separate project. Because we shall have an
agricultural education specialist attached to our forthcoming economic
mission "in depth" to Kenya, which will be in the field in the second
half of October, we have suggested to Mr. Gordon, Chief of our
Permanent Mission to Eastern Africa, that our Nairobi office review
the position when the economic mission is in the field.

The proposed Agricultural Credit project includes the establish-
ment of two milk production schemes, and this would involve the
building up of a stock of some 4.,700 heifers. The efficient manage-
ment of this stock would naturally require a careful review of
provisions for animal health and training. The desire of the Kenya
Government to expand the activities of the UNDP (Special Fund)-sponsored
Animal Health and Training Institute in Kabete would presumably come
within this review and the UNDP might wish to see the results of this
review before committing itself finally to an extension.

CBruce :KKrishna: di



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 4 POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO NEW YORK

REFERENCE; DP/SF/310/214/1EN 7
DP/SF/214/3 1O/K8N 1 23 August 1966

Dear Mr. Demuth,

Kenya: Animal Health and Industry Training Institute

The Government of Kenya has recently expressed the wish to

expand the activities of the UNDP (Special Fund) sponsored Animal

Health and Training Institute in Kabete. An application for additional

support is being prepared in this connection. We understand that the

Government has also applied for an IDA credit for the construction of

additional facilities and that an official of the Bank will study this

application in the course of September.

We find the progress made in the implementation of the present

project highly satisfactory and are well disposed to intensifying UNDP

(Special Fund) support in 1967 and, subject to the Government being

prepared to assume the necessary additional obligations, to consider at

a convenient moment, perhaps in January 1968, asking the Governing Council

to approve an additional Special Fund allocation to intensify and extend

project operations.

We thought you might find this information helpful. We would

certainly appreciate being informed, in due course, of the Bankts decision

concerning the IDA application.

Yours sincerely,

Paul-Marc Henry

Assistant Administrator
and

Associate Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming

Mr. hichard Demuth
Director of Development Services
International 3ank for Reconstruction cc: Mr. Toey

and DveloinantMr. Evans
and DHvelopmen' Original to files 8/29/66

181h H Btreet, N..
basrhington, D). C. 20433
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SPECIAL FUND CB.14/2/Add.36
27 Septembe' 1965

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

CONSULTATIVE BOARD AUG 0 5 2022Fourteenth mieeting
15 October 1965

WYBG ARCHIVES

Recommendation of the anaging Director

KENYA

Ranfe Mqanazerment Division of the inistry
of A'riculture and Animal husbandry

Estimated Special Fund project costl 727,5C

Estimated Govermaernt counterpart contributiorr
at the equivalent cf: $1,704,000

Duration: Five years

Purpose: To intensify and expand the range
-aanaeemnt training, extension and
research progreine of the WInistry
d' Agriculture and Aninal husbandry.

Proposed Executing Agency: The Food and Agiculture Organization of
the United Nations

TAELJL OF CONThiTS
Paragraphs

III. The 7 -11
Iv. Executing Agency ............................. 12

V. Financial Provisions.................. . 13 15

Excludes Executing Agency overhead costs and Special Fund direct costs.

a/The GovernmentIs cash payments towards local operating costs are included
under the Special Fund project cost and not in the Government's counterpart
cPpltribution.

65-4:2745
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I. Introduction

1 "*aging Director submits the following report and recommendations on the

application of the Government of Kenya for assist-nce in strengthening the Range

Management Division of the 1,inistry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry,

II. Background

2. The range area of Kenya, totalling about 170,CO square miles, covers

approximately 80 percent of the country and is inhabited by 4,5 million people,

mainly pastoralists and subsistence cultivators. The economic potential of this

area lies prinarily in its livestock-carrying-capacity and wildlife resources.

Although its present saleable surplus in livestock production is only $8.4 million

per annum, the potential annual surplus has been estimated at $33,6 million.

3. The current low productivity of the ranige area is due to such natural factors

as general aridity, diversity of climatic conditions and animal disease hazards,

including ts6-ts4, as viell as to mismanagemaent, over-population and over-grazirg.

The interaction of these human and anvironmental factors has resulted in a number

of problems peculiar to this area, the nature of which is not fully understood

and which require further investigation. It is certain, however, that through

proper management livestock production can be greatly improved.

4. Problems of the ran Je area were handled by the iinistr-y cf Agriculture and

Animal Husbandry's regular staff until 1963, when a separate Range anagement

Division within the Ministry was established for this purpose. The Division has

embarked on a large-scale range development programme, covering 5.5 million acres.

Some technical personnel are already in the field, and one centre for training

farmers in animal hrsbandry techniiques is operating in the area, at Kajiado; the

Government intends to build two more farmer training centres, one in Narok and the

other in the northeast. Research on range pro'blems is being carried ourt at the

Katuizani experimental farm ncar 14achakos and at several sub-stations. This

programme has met with an encouraging response from the people in the range area.

5. Hoiever, the existing resources of the Range ianagement Division in terms of

technical personnel and equipment are insufficient to carry out- such extensive

schemes at the desired pace. The survey of the whole range area needs to be
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accelerated, while research as 7ell as the training of local range officers and

farmers must be intensified if this vast area is to be fully developed and sound
long-term management plans implemented. Accordingly, the Govermaent has requested

Special Fund assistance in strengthening the Range Management uivision of the
Ministry df Agriculture.

6. The request has been prepared in consultation with the teau of experts working
under the Special Fund sponsored East African Livestock Plar4/

III. ""'he Proect

7. The overall purpose of this project, tho duration of .Iich is five years, is to
promote the pas oral developme-it of the vast Kenyan range area. Its specific
objective is to strengthen and expand the Range Hanagement Division of the
Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry to enable it to carry out land-use
surveys as a basis for detailed ran,e developmenrt planning; to provide training,
for range officers, field instructors and technicians as well as extension
services for range farmers and pastoralists; and to intensify applied research on
specific problems of ran:e developaent and productivity.

8. The Range Management Division rill bo strengthened by building up three fully
staffed sections:

(a) The Land-Use Survey and Planning Section will include two teams

of international experts and their national counterparts in the

fields of ran ,e ecology, valer development, range economics and
wildlife biology. These teams will survey the range resources

in relation to the local sociological environment; they will pre-
pare land-use maps, range budgets and detailed development plans,
including the planning of group ranches and location schemes for

pastoralists and subsistence cultivators, range feasibility surveys

and game management schemes. Basic information will also be fur-
nished for the projected schemes to establish large comrmercial

ranches, mainly in the coastal area.

(b) The dducation Section ill consist of two training exprts and their
national counterparts. They will organize and conduct specialized

/..
See documents SF/R.lO/Add.61 ancLSF/'9/Add.2O
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courses and gueot LOcturos for rofessionals in veterinary and

agricultural sciences at the graduate and post-graduate levels at

the University, and periodic training coursos for pastoralists and

junior range staff at the existing and planned farmer training

centres at Kajiado, Narok and in -Northeast Kenya.. Mobile education

units will also operate in the range area for the benefit of

pastoralists unable to attend the courses at the above--mentioned

centres.

(c) The Research Section will include six internaUional experts and their

national counterparts in the fields of ran-e research, bush control,

range ecology and nanagement, physiology, wildlife biology and live-

stock improvement. Its function will be to investigate the possibil-

ities of improvin- rangeland productivity through bush control and

increasing herbage productivity through grazing and agronomic

techniques. Special attention will be given to wildlife research.

The Katumani station sill be used as the main research station, but

experimental work will also be carried out as required, at other

laboratories and sub-stations, training centres and control plots.

Consideration is being given to the possibility of establishing a

new range research station in another area.

9. To implement this project, Lhe Special Cund will provide fift-eight and one-
half man-years of expert services, incLuding two man-years each for consultants
and for an internationally recruited administrative officer; twenty man-years of
fellowships; vehicles, a portable weigjhbridge, camping, napping and other
equipment for the survey teams and mobile units; teaching equipment, chemical spray

and fire control equipment, spray races, -weighbridges, laboratory items and

smaller equipment L'or the research stations, includig the projected new station.

10. The Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Vusban'dry of Kenya, as the Co-opera-
ting Governm ent ag cy, will provide the necessary professional counterpart and
auxiliary perconnel, land and building as vell as running and maintenance expenses
for the research laboratories, experimental stations, sub-stations and teaching
centres, locally availabln equipment and miscellaneous services and Iacilities.
11. At the conclusion of the Special Func6 assistance, the Government uill assume

full responsibility for financing and administering the 1iange hanagement Division
and for continuing the progranmae developed during the project.
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IV. Executing Ager cy
12. The anaging Director proposes to recommend that the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations be invited to sei-ve as Executing Agency.

V Financial Provi-ions

13. It has been estimated that the total Governing Ccuncil earmarking will be
as follows:

Phasng o~feenditure
Total cost First econd 1Third Fourth Fifth
'in US) I eearr year ear r ear

Experts 1,315,700c 188,900 3C3,300 323,500 312,600 181,400
Fellowships 110,000 20,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 -
Equipment 222,900 101,500 50,700 15,000 40,100 15,600
Miscellaneous 78,9QO 15.800 I5.0 15800 5..800 15.700

TOTAL GROSS
PROJECT COSTS: 1,727,500 326,200 4C4,800 384,300 391,500 212,700

Executing Agency
overhead costs

Spec-al Fund
direct costs

GOVERNi JING COUNC IL
EARMARKING:

Gross cost, representing fifty-eight and one hal man-years of expert
services, including two man-years at the intermuediate level, plus an amount
of $55,000 for safari allowance.

h/Includ-s ary expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or operation
incurred iirectly by the Hanaging Director.

14. IncludC ii the total Governing Council enrnarkin is an amount estimated at
the eq-ivJlnt cf "'197,400, representin, 15 per cent of the estimated -ross expert
cost, which v2il2 ,, caid by the Government as a cash contribution towards local
operating costs c:' the project. In addition, the Government is expected to make
a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $1,704,,00. The exact
amounts will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.
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15. To the extent adcinistrativcl.y desirabhl, the Maia:ing Director is prerea'
to include in the -ross project budjet, subjct to the concurrence of the Govern-

ment, any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government agrees to
make in cash directly to the Special Fund, aad to show the Governing Council ear-

marking increased accordingly.



UNITED NATIONS Distr.
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GOVERNING COUNCIL
Twelfth session AUG 05 2022~
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Agenda item 5 WBG ARCHIVES

Recommendation of the Managing Director

KENYA

Animal Health and Industry Training Institute, Kabete

1/ $453,800
Governing Council earmarking:-

Government' s counterpart contribution-
estimated at equivalent of: $473,000

Duration: Five years

Purpose: To train middle-grade technicians and field

workers in animal health and husbandry

Executing Agency: The Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations
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l/ The Government's cash payments towards local operating costs are included

under the Governing Council earmarking and not in the Government's counterpart
contribution.
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I. Introduction

1. The Managing Director submits the following report and recommendations on the
applicaktion of the Government of Kenya for assistance in establishing an Animal
Health and Industry Training Institute in Kabete.

II. Background

2. One of the largest and more promising sectors of the economy of Kenya is the
livestock industry. The Government estimates that the country now has about

6 million head of cattle, mainly zebu but including over 50,000 head of European
breeds, over 5 million sheep, goats and pigs, more than a million camels and

about 4 million head of poultry. The industry is unevenly developed, being perhaps
most advanced in the commercial dairy field, where some of the most modern methods
of animal husbandry are in use. The beef, pig and poultry industries also

utilize modern methods, although this is true to a lesser extent among the small

livestock raisers.

3. An important requisite for the growth of the livestock industry is the
development of adequate veterinary services to ensure disease control and maintain

high standards of animal health and productivity. Such services are needed not
only for the commercial livestock centres but also for the more remote areas.

4. Although institutions have recently been established in East Africa for
training veterinary and animal husbandry personnel at advanced levels, there is a
need for facilities for training middle grade technicians and field staff to assist
in the administration of the necessary veterinary services, and to teach modern
methods and skills to the traditional livestock owners in the less developed
regions of Kenya and other countries in East Africa. These include such personnel
as veterinary assistants and scouts, meat inspectors and graders, mobile
demonstration unit operators and extension officers. There is also a need to
provide refresher courses for livestock and veterinary officers. For these reasons
the Government wishes to establish an appropriate training institute.

5. The request for Special Fund assistance was prepared by the Government

following consultations with a Special Fund mission which visited East Africa

in 1963.
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III. The Project

6. The project will assist the Government over a five-year period in the
establishment and initial operation of the Animal Health and Industry Training
Institute. The Institute will be located on land adjacent to the Veterinary
Laboratories at Kabete on the outskirts of Nairobi. It is expected to have an
initial enrolment of fifty students but, during the course of the project, will

expand its capacity to approximately 150 places.
7. The Institute's curriculum will consist of practical training courses in the

following fields: animal health, including tsetse control; poultry raising;

artificial insemination; meat hygiene; and hides and skins processing. The courses

will be of varying duration, ranging from two weeks for refresher courses to up

to two years for hides and skins processing personnel and veterinary assistants.

8. The academic qualifications for admission will depend on the level of the

posts for which the students are to be trained. It is envisaged that the trainee

will be recruited in many cases from in-service personnel, not only fr*k Kenya but
also from other countries in the region, and that their fees will be paid by their

sponsoring Governments.

9. The Institute will have a full-time teaching staff consisting of a Principal

and four training officers and a part-time staff consisting of instructors drawn

from various Government departments and private organizations. The Special Fund

allocation will provide the services of the principal and three training officers,

specialists in the fields covered by the Institute's curriculum, for the equivalent

of sixteen man-years. During the year before the expiration of the term of each

of these experts, they will be understudied by suitable qualified local candidates

who will replace them upon the completion of their service. It is envisaged that

the understudies will be drawn from personnel in various Government agencies and
private organizations and from graduates of the veterinary schools of the
University of East Africa. The Special Fund will also provide laboratory and

library facilities, vehicles and other miscellaneous items of equipment.

10. The Government's contribution will consist primarily of capital outlays for
the establishment of the Institute's plant and other physical facilities, salaries
of supplementary senior and junior staff, and recurrent costs of the Institute.

11. The project is part of a wider scheme for the development of the livestock

industry in East Africa on a regional basis which the Special Fund is also
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supporting through another project currently before the Governing Council.?i
Although the immediate plans are for the Institute to be operated under the
auspices of the Government in Kenya, its facilities will be made available to other
countrids in the region.

IV. Eecuting Agency

12. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations has indicated
its readiness to serve as .Executing Agency.

V. Financial Provisions

13. It has been estimated that the total Governipg Council earmercing will 'be as
follows:

Phasing of 4penditure
Total cost First Second Third burth Fifth
Ln $us) year yyear year year

Gross. project costs:

Experts 331,20oa/ 82,800 82,800 82,800 62,100 20,700
Equipment 60,800 40,000 8,000 5,300 4,500 3,000
Miscellaneous 19,900 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 3,900

TOTAL 411,900 126,800. 94,800 92,100 70,600 27,600
Executing Agency

overhead costs 40,400
Special Fund

direct costs ' 1,500

GRAND TOTAL 453,800

a/ Gross cost, representing sixteen man-years of expert services.
b Includes any expenditure related to project evaluation or operation incurreddirectly by the Managing Director.

14. Included in the total Govrning Couzlil earmarking is an amount estimated at
the equivalent of $49,700, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross expert

2/ See document SF/Al.9/Add.50.
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cost, which will be paid by the Goverment as a cash contribution towards local

operating costs of the project. In addition the Goverment is expected to make a

counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $473,000. The exact

amounts will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.

15. To the extent administratively desirable, it is the intention of the

Managing Director, subject to the concurrence of the Government, to include in

the gross proJect budget any part of the counterpart contribution which the

Goverment agrees to make in cash directly to the Special Fund, and to show the

Governing Council earmarking increased accordingly.

VI. Recommendations

16. The Managing Director

(a) RECOMMENIS that the Governing Council earmark $453,800 for this project,

of which $411,900 will be for project costs, $1,500 for Special Fund direct

costs and $40,400 for clearly identifiable additional costs incurred by the

Executing Agency in the execution of the project; and

(b) REQUESTS the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude the

appropriate arrangements.



SPECIAL FUND FONDS SPECIAL

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE, PLAZA A-1234 CABLE ADORESS, SPECFUND NEW YORK

REFERENCE: SF/310/KEN 7
SF/310/REG 45 15April 1964
SF/310/TAN 8

Dear Mr. Demuth,

Thank you very much for Mr. Clarke's letter of 1 April providing IBRD's
comments on the proposed Animal Health and Industry Training Institute in
Kabete, Kenya; the Southern Highlands Sheep Pilot Project in Tanganyika; and
the Plan for the Development of the Livestock industry in East Africa. We are
pleased to note your endorsement of the Animal Health and Industry Training
Institute project, which we are recommending to the June session of, the Governing
Council. We also find ourselves in agreement with the points you make on the
Southern Highlands Sheep Pilot project and shall take them into account in our
future handling of the request.

Your offer to help prepare the terms of reference of the consultant 7roup
which will form part of the East African Livestock Plan is most welcome, and I
am taking the liberty of forwarding a copy of Mr. Clarke's letter to FAO with
our full endorsement of your proposal. This entails, as we understand it, the
formulation of a terms of referen ce which would seek to ensure the integration
of the proposed survey into a workable development programme; place greater
emphasis on the production aspects of the industry; and be of sufficient precision
to pinpoint the specific types of experts required.

I am pleased to inform you, in this connexion, that the advance appointment
of the General Manager of the Plan now appears imminent, and that we are sending
FAO, together with the copy of Mr. Clarke's letter, our comments and relevant'
documentation with a request that they proceed to organize the project as soon
as possible. It is encouraging that we shall have the benefit of IBRD's competence
and experience in East Africa in undertaking this project, and I wish to thank
you for your generous cooperation in this matter.

Yours sincerely,

Myer Cohen
Director

Mr. Richard H.Demuth Bureau of Operations
Director, Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street
Washington 25. D.C.

/7&~
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SF/310/TAN 8

Mr. Faul-arc Reary
Associate Direcror
zureau 'i Operations
UIhted Nat ious spactel FNr
New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Heary:

Thti is in reply to 1r. Cohen's later of fe.ruary 4 in which le
asked for tne lank's coajeats on three projec. request s oncernaed with
the developient of livestock in East Africa. I w.ll set out our cow-
- exts on eah in turn.

A. nimk Rea l th and Thdustry Training institute i "bete , Ky

in our opinio- 'he Airicanisation of Lti last tw years period
of the European operated dairy and sheep industry itself (particularly
the splitting of lare 4airy herds and sheep flocks into szall units
under African si-all-hIolder con rol) and also of the technical services
baa given rise to serious probleus in the staffing of the animal produc-
tion services. The oijectives of the project itself seem to us to be
soutdly based particularly it view of the great aceed for middle-grade

*C cians and field staf in these services. The existing facilities of
-ae veterinary laboratory at Kabete are substanttal and ould certainly

providea suitable location for the proposed Training Institute. Moreover,
-Ih staffing proposals appear adequate. In our view, therefore, this project
should he supported.

E last Atrican Lives ock Uevilopmeit ?l1n

We feel t!hat -ae project in general is souad but might pernaps je
itproved in somae respects. in particular it seems .o us that the project
as described in the origioal wamary request appeared to place consider-
able ewpbasis on the researc4, vducatia, processing and marketing aspects
of the livestock indus ty but very little 4wphasis o4, the production
aspects. It is true that te project description co taiaed in the recom-
wendatioa of the Manaing Director to the Conaultative Board (CB.lI/2/Add.5O)



goes some way to correct 6his situation insofar as the proposed studies
are concerned, but the list of proposed experts and consultants does
not make specific mention of production experts.

Supported by studies and recomiendations of several Bank missions
to East Africa, we feel strongly that the urgent need is for the planning
of specific development programs for each of the major forms of livestock
production for which the different areas of the region are either known
or considered to be suited. We feel that the terms of reference should
make clear this would be the major objective of the project and avoid giv-
ing any impression that this is "just another survey." We would be pre-
pared to assist in drafting the terms of reference if you so desired. In
fact, as Mr. Cohen's letter noted, we have already been approached
informally by PAO as to whether we would be able to assist in this project
in any way.

An added advantage of more precise definition of the terms of refer-
ence is that this would help ia selecting the group to do the work who,
in view of the vital importance of the livestock development program to the
three countries, must not only be of the highest caliber but also have wide
practical experience so as to devise a workable development program.

C. Southern Hiahlaads Sheep Pilot ProIect

Clearly, in view of the caliber of the three advisers - one of whom,
in particular has been very successful in combining sheep and wheat in
comparable areas in Kenya, the project must be technically feasible. Further-
more, there appears to be a sound case for asmapting to introduce wool sheep
to the environment concerned.

We have, however, certain reservations, particularly on the organiza-
tional aspects. The proposal really involves the establishment of a state
sheep and wheat farm. While we appreciate that in the circumstances of,
Tanganyika this might be inevitable, in our experience this approachlas
frequently not been of great success in countries where it has been tried.
Almost be definition -government organization is not usually well fitted to
pioneer work of this type and costs have a tendency to rise to very high
levels. In this case the estimate of US$1.8 million hs the total cost o ver
five years to develop 5,000 acres with 10,000 sheep seems to be very high,
especially since Mr. R. Wilson developed a unit of comparable size as a pri-
vate venture in Kenya for only a fraction of this cost. On the other hand,
ye appreciate that a substantial part of the cost is the inevitable result
of establishing a well equipped demonstration unit with potentials for train-
ing as well as sheep testing and multiplication.

We wonder whether it is really necessary to employ a veterinary full-
time to care for and study the relatively small number of sheep involved.
Furthermore, there is no indication of what income might be expected from
wheat and the sheep stock or even whether such income would be retained
within the project.
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Subject to these reaervotious, we feel that the project is certaialy

worthy of support.

Yours sincerely,

W/met R. A. Clarke

cc Messrs. P. A. Reid
Calika
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SPECIAL FUND FONDS SPECIAL

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: PLAZA 4-1234 CABLE ADDRESS; SPECPUND NEW YORK

REFERENCE: SF/310/KEN 7 4 March 1964

Dear Mr. Demuth,

With his letter of 4 February, Mr. Cohen forwarded for your omments

three copies of a r4sumd of a request from the Government of Kerwa for

assistance in the establishment and initial operation of the Animal Health

and Industry Training Institute in Kabete. I should be grateful for any

comments which the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

may wish to make on this request.

Yours sincerely,

Paul-Marr Henry
Associate Director
Bureau of Operations

Mr. hichard Demuth
Director, Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, NA.
Washington 25. D.C.
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UNITED NATIONS CB.I1/2/Add. 19

SPECIAL F UND 14 February 1964
CONFIDENTIAL

CONSULTATIVE BOARD
Eleventh Meeting
6 Marbh 1964

DECLASSIFIED Recommendation of the Managing Director

KENYA

AUG 0 5 2022
Animal Health and Industry Training Institute, Kabete

WBG ARCHIVES

Estimated Special Fund project costl//: $ 411,900

Estimated Government counterpart contributionr/ q00
at the equivalent of: $ 473,000

Duration: Five years

Purpose: To assist in the establishment and
initial operation of the Animal Health
and Industry Training Institute in Kabete

Proposed Executing Agency: The Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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L1/ Excludes Executing Agency overhead costs and Special Fund direct costs.

2_/ The Government's cash payments towards local operating costs are included
under the Special Fund project cost and not in the Government's counter-
part contribution.
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I. Introduction
1. The Managing Director submits the following report and recommendations on the

application of the Governizent of Kenya for assistance in establishing an Animal

Health and Industry Training Institute in Kabete.

II. Background

2. One of the largest and more promising sectors of the economy of Kenya is the
livestock industry. The Government estimates that the country now has about six
million head of cattle, mainly zebu but including over 50,000 head of European
breeds, over five million sheep, goats and pigs, more than a million camels and
about four million head of poultry. The industry is unevenly developed, being
perhaps most advanced in the commercial dairy field, where some of the --ost modern
methods of animal husbandry are in use. The beef, pig and poultry industries
also utilize modern methods, although this is true to a lesser extent among the
small livestock raisers.

3. An important requisite for the growth of the livestock industry is the deve-
lopment of adequate veterinary services to ensure disease control aad maintain
high standards of animal health and productivity. Such services are needed not
only for the commercial livestock centres but also for the more remote' areas.

4. Although institutions have recently been established in East Africa for train-
ing veterinary and animal husbandry personnel at advanced levels, there is a need
for facilities for trainng middle grade technicians and field staff to assist in
the administration of .the rnecessary veterinary services, and to teach modern
methods and skills to the traditional livestock owners in the less developed
regions of Kenya and other countries in East Africa. These include such personnel
as veterinary assistants and scouts, meat, inspectors and graders, mobile demonstra-,
tion unit operators and extension officers. There is also a need to provide

refresher courses to livestock and veterinary officers. For these reasons the
Government wishes to establish an appropriate training institute.

5. The request for Special Fund assistance was prepared by the Government follow-
ing consultations with a Special Fund mission which visited East Africa in 1963.

III. The Project

6. The project will assist the Government over a five-year period in the esta-
blishment and initial operation of the Animal Health and Industry Training Insti-
tute. The Institute will be located on land adjacent to the Veterinary LaboratorieS
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at Kabete on the outskirts of Nairobi. It is expected to have an initial enrol-

ment of 50 students but, during the course of the project, will expand its capa-

city to approximately 150-places.

7. The Institute's curriculum will consist of practical trainin&p courses in the

following fields: nimal health including tsetse control; spoultry raising

artificial insemination; meat hygiene; and hidand skins Processing. The

courses will be of varying duration, ranging from two weeks for refresher courses

to up to two years for hides and skins processing personnel and veterinary

assistants.

8. The academic qualifications for admission will depend on the level of the posts

for which the students are to be trained. It is envisaged that the trainees will

be recruited in many cases from in-service personnel, not only from Kenya but also

from other countries in the region, and that their fees will be paid by their

sponsoring Governments.

9. The Institute will have a full-time teaching staff consisting of a Principal
and four training officers anda part-time staff consisting of instructors drawn
from various Government departments and private organizations. The Special Fund
allocation will provide the services of the principal and three training officers,
specialists in the fields covered by the Institute's curriculum, for the equivalent

of sixteen man-years. During the year before the expiration of the term of each

of these experts, they will be understudied by suitable qualified local candidates

who will replace them upon the completion of their service. It is envisaged that
the understudies will be drawn from personnel in various Government agencies and

private organizations and from graduates of the veterinary schools of the

University of East Africa. The Special Fund will also provide laboratory and

library facilities, vehicles and other miscellaneous items of equipment.

10. The Government's contribution will consist primarily of capital outlays for

the establishment of the Institute's plant, and other physical facilities, salaries
of supplementary senior and junior staff, and recurrent costs of the Institute.

11. The project is part of a wider scheme for the development of the livestock

industry in East Africa on a regional basis which the Special Fund is also sup-

porting through another project curreztly before the Consultative Board.

Although the immediate plans are for the Institute to be operated under the aus-
pices of the Government in Kenya, its facilities will be made available to other

countries in the region.

See document CB.ll/2/Add.26. I.
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-ecuting Ageny

12. The Managing Director proposes to recommend that the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations be invited to serve as Executing Agency for

the project.

V. Finacial 2rovlsinE

13. It has been estimated htat the total Governing Council earmarking will- be as

follows:
Phasin of Expenditure

Total cost First Second Third Fourth Fifth
i s year a year year

Gross project costs

Experts 331,200a 8,80 82,800 82,800 62,100 20,700
Equipment 60,800 40,000 8,000 5,300 4,500 3,000

Miscellaneous 19,900 4,OOO 4,000 4,000 4,000 3,900

TOTAL 411,900 126,800 94,800 92,100 70,600 27,600

Executing Agernry
-overhead costs

Special Fund
direct costsJ

GRAND TOTAL

a/ Gross cost, representing sixteen man-years of expert services.

/ Includes any expend:iture related to project evaluation or operation incurred
directly by the Managing Director.

14. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated at

the equivalent of $49,700, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross expert

cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards local

operating costs of the prpject. In addition the Government is expected to, make

a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $473,000. The exact

amounts will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.
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15. To the extent administratively desirable, it is the intention of the

Managing Director, subject to the concurrence of the Government, to include in
the gross project budget any part of the counterpart contribution which the
Governmeni agrees to make in cash directly to the Special Fund, and to show the
Governing Council earmarking increased accordingly,



Department of Technicael Operations february 10, 1964

X. A. CIarke

Request to the U.N. Special Fund from the Governwents of Kenya, Tanganyika
and Uganda for the Development of Livestock (51/310/EN 7, /REG 45, /TAN 8).

Attached is a copy of a transmittal lette (to Mr. Demuth from the
Director, Bureau of Operations of the Special Fund, which is self-
evident, together with two copies each of the summaries and one copy of
the full request, for each of the three projects referred to in the trans-
mittal letter. In addition, I attach a copy of the draft request of 20
December 1963 to which reference is made in the third paragraph of the
transmittal letter.

I should be grateful for your early comments, since the Special Fund is
contemplating presenting the request from Kenya for the establishment of
the Animal Health and Industry Training Institute in Kabete, together
with the request from the three Governments for the preparation of an
East African Livestock Development Plan, to the next meeting of the Con-
sultative Board due to be held early in March.

Would you pleas* return the full requests, together with the draft
request of 20 December 1963, with your comments. You may retain the
summaries for your files.

A similar request has been sent to the Africa Department.

RAC:mn
Ec Ia. on

cc: Department of Operations - Africa
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U1TED NATIONS NATIONS UNEUM
av Y(MK

5F/310/KU 7 4 February 1964
S/310/R=G 45
St/310/TAN 8.

Dear Mr. Demth,

I an writing to request your ommnts on the following proedot requests,
which we have recently received from Bast Africa:

Keiya. Animal Health and Industry Training Iugtitute in Kabote
fsF/310/KN 7).

Kenae Tangeika and Ujad*. East African Livestock Development Plan
(is/310/IG 45).

Lang!ika. Southern Highlands Sheep Pilot Project (SF/31/WAM 8).

I attach the text. of the requests for the above-mentioned projeocts together
with six copies of summaries of each request.

We have not found it possible to write to you sooner concerning these
requests, the first two of which we are thinking of presenting to the next
meeting of the Consultative Board, as they were received only recently and
were rabject to further changes and refinements on the basis of subsequent
correspondence which we have had with the Directors of Special Fund Programes
in Kenya and Tangaika and discussions held with the Minister of Agriculture
of KerWa, Mr. Bruce McKensie, last week. In the case of the proposed Animal
Health and Industry Training Institute and the East African Livestock Plan,
you will note that the summries contain certain information not shown in
the text. of the Governmn' submissions. These data have been incorporated
following these consultations.

As may be noted from the above-mentioned material, the three projects
would form part of an integrated regional scheme, the East African Livestock
Development Plan providing an "umbrella" over the two others. There are,
in addition, a number of requests from the region which are still being pro-
ceased at the Special Fund headquarters, which might be incorporated into
the regional scheme and which we will be forwarding to you for coment at
a future date. I would be grateful if, in addition to your evaluation of

Mr. R. H. Demth
Director, Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction and Dw* opment
1818 H Street
Washington 25. D.C.



each individual project request, you could provide as with further oomenU
on our concept of an integrated regional schene and on its possible relation-
ship to the Bank's plans and activities in the region. To give you a better
idea of our proposed regional approach, I attach a draft request dated
20th Deoember 1963 for assistance in developing the livestock industry in
East Africa which was prepared by a Special Fund mission which recently
visited the region. Although the draft request has not been officially
submitted by the Governments, a number of its proposals are refleoted in
the requests from East Africa we have received thus far and further requests
which we expect to be submitted in the future.

It is my understanding that Dr. Neil Reid of FAO and Mr. William
T. Mashler of the Special Fund visited the Bank on 18 October 1963 and
discussed the possibility of assisting the East African Livestock industry
with Messrs. Benjenk, Lutholf, Kordik and McMeekon, and that further dis-
cussions were subsequently held with Mr. Reid of the Bank staff and your
representative in East Africa, Mr. Willoughby, by Sir Robert Jackson,
Dr. Kesteven and Mr. Ralph Townley.

Yours sincerely,

yer Cohen
Director

Bureau of Operations

Original sent to Operational Files
a.: TM

Dept. of Operations - Africa
DSD



SPECIAL FUND FONDS SPECIAL

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: PLAZA 4-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: SPECFUND NEW YORK

REFERENCE: SF/310/KEN 7. 4 Februaryl964

Dear Mr. Demuth,

..... I attach three copies of a resume of a request received

from the Government of Kenya

for assistance from the Special Fund for the establishment and initial

oneration of the Animal Health and Industry Training Institute in Kabete.

I should be grateful for any comments which the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development may wish to make on this

request.

Tours sincerely,

Myer Cohen
Director

Bureau of Operations

Mr. Richard Demuth,
Director, Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington 25, D. C.
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DECLASSIFIED

SF/310/EN 7 AUG 05 2022 RESTRICTED

WBG ARCHIVES
UNITED NATIONS SPECIAL FUND

Request from the Government of Kenya for assistance
in the establishment and initial operation of the
Animal Health and Industry Training Institute in Kabete.

SUMMARY

Date request received: 16 January 1964

Special Fund contribution requested: $ 352,200

Government contribution estimated
at the equivalent of: 8 523,141

Total cost of project: $ 875,341

Duration: Five years

I. Introeuction

1. With his letter of 10 January 1964 the Director of Special
Fund Programmes in Kenya forwarded a request from the Government
for assistance in the establishment and initial operation of the
Animal Health and Industry Training Institute in Kabete. The
request was prepared by the Government following consultations with
a Special Fund mission which visited East Africa in November and
December 1963, and the proposed project forms part of a wider
scheme for the development of the East African livestock industry
on a regional basis which the Special Fund is being requested to
support through other projects. This summary is based on the text
of the request and certain revisions subsequently introduced by the
Government.

II Background

2. One of the largest and more promising sectors of the Kenyan
economy is the livestock industry. The Government estimates that
the country presently has over six million hsad of cattle, mainly
zebu cattle but including over 50,000 head of European breeds,
over six million sheep, goats, camels and rigs and about four million
head of poultry. The industry is in an uneven stage of development
being perhaps most advanced in the commercial dairy field, where

some of the most modern methods of animal husbandry are in use.
The beef, pig and poultry industries also utilize modern methods,
although this is true to a lesser extent, particularly among the
small farmers and pastoralists.
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3. An important requisite for the growth of the livestock industry
is the development of adequate veterinary services to ensure disease
control and maintain high standards of animal health and productivity.
Such services are needed not only for the commercial livestock centres
but also for the small farmers and pastoralists in the more remote
areas, who use traditional, less productive methods of animal husband-
ry.

4. Although institutations have recently been established in East
Africa for training veterinary and animal husbandry personnel at
advanced levels, there is a need for facilities for training middle
grade technicians and field staff to assist in the administration
of the necessary veterinary services, and to teach modern methods and
skills tothe traditional farmers and pastoralists in the less developed
regions of Kenya and other countries in East Africa. These include
such personnel as veterinary assistants and scouts, meat inspectors
and graders, mobile demonstration unit operators and extension officers.
There is also a need to provide refresher courses to livestock and
veterinary officers. It is for the purpose of meeting the more
practical needs of the livestock industry that the Government wishes
to establish the Animal Health and Industry Training Institute.

III The Project

5. The Institute's curriculum will consist of practical training
courses in the following fields: animal health, including tsetse
control; poultry raising; artificial- insemination; meat hygiene;
and hides and skins processing. The courses will be of varying
duration, ranging from two weeks for refresher courses to up to two
years for hides and skins processing personnel and veterinar-y assistants.

6. The academic qualifications for admission will depend on the
level of the posts for which the students are to be trained. It is
envisaged that the trainees will be recruited in many cases from in-
service personnel, not only from Kenya but also from other countries
in the region, and that their fees will be paid by their sponsoring
Governments.

7. The Institute will have a full-time te-c-hing staff consisting
of a Principal and four training officers and a part-time staff
consisting of instructors drawn from various Government departments
and private organizations. The SpeciLl Fund allocation will provide
the services of the Principal 'and three training officers, specialists
in the fields covered by the Institute's curriculum for the equivalent
of sixteen man-years. T'uring the year before the expiration of the
term of each of these experts, they will be understudied by suitable
qualified local candidates who will replace them upon )the completion
of their service. It is envisaged that the understudies will be drawn
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from personnel in various Government agencies and private organizations
and from graduates of the veterinary schools of the University of
East Africa. The Special Fund will also provide laboratory and
library facilities, vehicles and other miscellaneous items of equip-
ment.

8. The Government's contribution will consist primarily of capital
outlays for the establishment of the Institute's plant and other
physical facilities, supplementary senior and junior staff, and re-
current costs of the Institute.

IV Financial Provisions

9. Special Fund Contribution

Experts (for 16 man-years) US $331,200
Equipment 60,800
Miscellaneous 9,900

TOTAL 401,900

Less Government contribution toward
local costs of project 49,700

Special Fund Contribution 352,200

10. Government Contribution

Capital expenditure $196,000
Senior and Junior counterpart staff 96,281
Operating costs 181,160

Total counterpart contribution 473,441
Plus Government contribution

toward local cost of project 49,700

TOTAL G0V'3RM1TNT CONTRIBUTION US $523,141.

Ruben P Mendez/pjp
31 January 1964.
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I. Introduction-

1. The Managing Director submits the following report and recommendations on the

application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in pre-investment surveys,

and pilot demonstration schemes leading to reclamation of the Yala Swamp.

II. Background

2. Development of the agricultural sector in Kenya is essential for an improvement

in levels of living. The distribution and rate of growth of the population makes

it necessary not only to improve existing -practices, but also to open up new areas.

In particular, the lowlying areas of the Kenya Nile basin in the neighbourhood of

Lake Victoria offer interesting possibilities for highly productive irrigated

agriculture. However, the inadequacy of rainfall in this basin is a limiting factor.

3. Over much of the central Nyanza area on the north-west shore of Lake Victoria,

the average annual rainfall is about forty inches, poorly distributed and unreliable.

In addition, flooding and poor drainage reduced the productivity of the land. Some

areas of the lake-shore lowlands, such as the Kano plains, are densely populated,

while others like the Yala Swamp are almost empty. Some redistribution of

population both within the lowlands and between the lowlands and the densely

populated upland areas is desirable both from the point of view of population

distribution and to achieve improved production based on modern methods with

a high income return.

4. In 1954-56 a survey of the water resources of the Kenya Nile basin was

carried out by Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners at the Government's request. The

consultants recommended that the Kano plain should receive first priority in the

development of the basin as a whole. The irrigation potential of this plain was

then assessed at 30,000 acres, and development was proposed on the basis of two

main crops, sugar-cane and rice.

5. Following upon these recommendations an experimental farm was started in the

Kano plain but the prevailing system of land ownership and cultivating and grazing

rights has proved to be a major hindrance to the establishment of any efficient

system of irrigation even on the basis of a limited pilot scheme.
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6. Under these conditions, the Government of Kenya has decided to follow up

an alternative suggestion presented by the consultants which would consist of

exploring the feasibility of reclaiming and irrigating the almost uninhabited

Yala Swamp south of the mouth of the Nzoia river and some sixty miles west-north-

west of the Kano plain. If the technical and economic feasibility of the scheme

can be established by means of demonstration schemes and if the reluctance of the

local population to embark on the practice of irrigated agriculture can be

overcome, it is hoped that it may be possible to reclaim the entire Swamp and

to relieve the population pressure in the Kano plain by encouraging the transfer

of population to the newly reclaimed areas.

7. The Government considers this project as urgent, and has already committed

finance for planning the work. It is anxious to implement a systematic programme

for the development of irrigated agriculture, of which this project is a part.

In this connexion it is recalled that the Special Fund has already approved in

Kenya a survey of the irrigation potential of the lower Tana river basin in the

eastern part of the country.2/

III. The Project

8. Two pilot schemes would be established, one at Bunyala, located between the

Nzoia river and the Yala Swamp, and one within the Swamp itself. Both localities

have ready access to rail transport and potentially to lake transport as well.

9. The area at Bunyala, 500 acres in extent, will be used to demonstrate the

feasibility of irrigated agriculture, and to provide the essential basic data on

soils, water needs for various crops, suitable systems of rotation, and optimum

size of farm unit. This area, being subject to periodic flooding from the Nzoia

river on its northern flank, would call for the design and construction of

adequate flood protection works.

10. The purpose of the second pilot scheme, of approximately fifty acres near

the Yala river, would be to explore the methods required to undertake drainage

of the Swamp itself. This will require construction of drains and levees in the

2/ See document SF/R.5/Add.37.
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Swamp, and bank protection and river regulation works on the Yala river, which

will be used to provide the irrigation water once the reclamation is done.

11. The information derived from both pilot schemes will be used to prepare

designs and cost estimates for reclamation of 15,000 acres of Swamp near Bunyala,

and, as a further step, to provide tentative engineering designs and an assessment

of the total cost of reclamation of the whole Swamp.

12. During the five years of the project, training will be given to local

Government personnel in the operation and mranagement of the schemes, and to

farmers in the techniques of irrigated agriculture.

13. The Special Fund will provide thirteen and three-quarters man-years of

experts in the following fields: flood protection and reclamation, hydrographic

survey, farm management under irrigation, irrigation design and control, and
economics, including services of short-term consultants in the fields of

irrigation and drainage, marshland reclamation, irrigated cropping, and health

aspects. It is envisaged that most of the experts will have completed' their

work in three years, but that the services of the irrigation agronomist will

be needed for an additional two years, in order to continue the testing and

demonstration work. Three man-years of fellowships will be granted for training

abroad certain key counterparts of the experts. Equipment to be supported by

the Special Fund will include pumps, flood-gates, earthmoving equipment,

agricultural machinery, a dredger, transport vehicles, and medical supplies.

14. The Government contribution will comprise counterpart technical and other

staff, construction of flood protection levees, services and facilities.

IV. Executing Agency

15. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations has indicated

its readiness to serve as Executing Agency.
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V. Financial Provisions

16. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be

as follows:

Phasing of expenditure
Total cost First Second Third Fourth Fifth
(in $US) year year year year year

Gross project costs:

Experts 326,O0O_/ 88,000 103,500 93,100 20,700 20,700
Fellowships 15,000 - 10,000 5,000 -

Equipment 241,500 130,500 92,000 19,000 - -

Miscellaneous 19,600 5,600 5,800 5,800 1,200 1,200

Total 602,100 224,100 211,500 122,900 21,900 21,900

Executing Agency
overhead costs 46,900

Special Fund
direct costs

Grand Total 649,000

a/ Gross cost, representing fifteen and three-quarters man-years of expert
services.

b_/ Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or operation
incurred directly by the Managing Director.

17. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated

at the equivalent of $48,900 representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross

expert cost which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards

local operating costs of the project. In addition the Government is expected to

make a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $316,000. The

exact amounts will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.

18. To the extent administratively desirable, it is the intention of the

Managing Director, subject to the concurrence of the Government, to include in

the gross project budget any part of the counterpart contribution which the

Government agrees to make in cash directly to the Special Fund, and to show the

Governing Council earmarking increased accordingly.
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VI. Recommendations

19. The Managing Director

(a) RECOMMAENDS that the Governing Council earmark $649,000 for this project,
of which $602,100 will be for project costs and $46,900 for clearly
identifiable additional costs incurred by the Executing Agency in the
execution of the project; and

(b) REQUESTS the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude the
appropriate arrangements.
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UNITED NATIONS SPECIAL FUND
NEW YORK

SF 310 KEN 6 28 February 1964

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I thank you for Mrs. Boskey's letter to Mr. Cohen of
28 January conveying the Bank's comments on the request by
the Government of Kenya for Special Fund assistance in Surveys
and Pilot Demonstration Schemes Leading to Reclamation of the
Yala Swamp.

We are glad that the Bank supports the agricultural
development in Central Nyanza although it has some apprehensions
regarding success of the scheme because of the fear of conserva-
tism of the Luo tribesmen.

We have since had a report of a meeting addressed by the
Minister of Home Affhirs in Kenya in which the people hailed
the Government's plan to develop the Nyanza region and pledged
co-operation in such development. The Minister was confident
that the scheme would become popular when fully implemented.

In view of the above, therefore, it seems to be heartening
that the project will have good chances of success

Yours sincerely

Paul-Marc Henry
Associate Director
Bureau of Operations

Mr. Richard Demuth
Director, Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
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I Introduction

kmaging Director submits the following report and recommendations on the
application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in pre-investment surveys

and pilot demonstration schemes leading to reclamation of the Yala Swamp.

II. Background

2. Developments in the agricultural sector of Kenya are essential for the
improvement in levels of living. The distribution and rate of growth of the
population makes it necessary not only to improve existing practices, but also
to open up new areas. In particular, the low lyi.ng areas of the Kenya Nile basin
in the neighbourhood of Lake Victoria offer interestinr possibilities for highly
productive irrigated agriculture. However, the inadequacy of rainfall in this
basin is a limiting factor.

3. Over much of the central 17yanza area on the northwest shore of Lake Victoria,
the average annual rainiall is abcut forty inches, poorly distributed and
unreliable. In addition, flooding and poor drainage reduced the productivity
of the land. Some areas of the lake-shore lowlands, such as the Kano plains,
are densely populated, while others are almost empty like the Yala swamps. Some
redistribution of population both within the lowlands and betweon the lowlands
and the densely popuilated upland areas is desirable both fron t'he point of view
of population distribution and to achieve improved production based on modern
methods with a high income return.

4. In 1954-56 a survey of the water resources of the Kenya Nile basin was
carried out by Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners at the Government's request.
The consultants recommended that the Kano plain should receive first priority
in the development of the basin as a whole. The irrigation potential of this
plain was then asseosed at 30,000 acres, and devolopment was propozed on the
basis of two main crops, sugar cane and rice.

5. Following upon thece reccmmendations an experimental farm was started in
the Kano plain but the prevailing system of lapd ownership and cultivating and
grazing rights has .proved to be a major hindrance to the establishment of any
efficient system of irrigation even on the basis of a limited pilot scheme.
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6. Under these conditions, the Government o Keriya has decided to follow up
an alternative suggestion presented by the consultants which would consist of
exploring the feasibility of reclaiming and irrigating the almost uninhabited
Yala swamp south of the mouth of the Nzpia river and some 60 miles west northwest
of the Kano plain. If the technical and economic feasibility of the scheme can
be established by means of demonstration schemes and if the reluctance of the
local population to embark on the practice of irrigated agriculture can be
overcome, it is hoped that it may be poissible to reclaim the entire swamp and
to relieve the population pressure in the .Kano plain by encouraging the transfer
of population to the newly reclaimed areas.,

7. The Government considers this project as urgent, and has already committed
finance for planning the work. It is anxious to implement a systematic programme
for the development of irrigated agriculture, of which this project is a part.
In this connexion it is recalled that the Special Fund has already approved in
Kenya a survey of the irrigation potential of the lower Tana river basin in the
eastern part of the country.J

III. The Project

8# Two pilot schemes would be established, one at Bunyala, located between the
Nzoia river and the Yala swamp, and one within the swamp itself. Both localities
have ready access to rail transport and possibly to lake transport as well.
9. The area at Bunyala, 500 acres in extent, will be used to demonstrate the
feasibility of irrigated agriculture, and to provide the essential basic data
on soils, water needs for various crops, suitable systems of rotation, and optimum
size of farm unit. This area, being subject to periodic flooding from the Nzoia
river on its northern 2laAk, would call for the .denign and construction of
adequate flood protection works,

10. The purpose of the second pilot scheme, of approximately fifty acres
near the Yala river, would be to explore the mothods required to undertake

drainage of the swamp itsolf. This will require construction of

SD/R.5/Add. 37
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drains, and levees in the swamp, and bank protection and river regulation works

on the Yala river, which will be used to provide the irrigation water once the

reclamation is done.

11. The information derived from both pilot schemes will be used to prepare

designs and cost estimates for reclamation of 15,000 acres of swamp near Bunyala,

and, as a further step, to provide tentative engineering designs and an assessment

of the total cost of reclamation of the whole swamp.

12. During the five years of the project, training will be given to local

Gofernment personnel in the operation and management of the schemes, and 'to

farmers in the techniques of irrigated agriculture,

13. The Special Fund will provide thirteen and three-quarters man-years of experts

in the following fields: flood protection and reclamation, hydrouraphic survey,

farm management under irrigation, irrigation design and control and economics,

including services of short-term consultants in the field's of irrigtion and

drainage, marshland reclamation, irrigated cropping, and health asp'ectU. It is

envisaged that most of the experts will have completed their work in three years,

but that the services of the irrigation agronomist will be needed for an

additional two years, in order to continue the testing and demcnstration work.

Three man-years of fellowships will be granted for training abroad oertain key

counterparts of the experts. Equipment to be supported by thp Spccial Fund will

include pumps, floodgates, oarthmoving equipment, agricult rai madhiery, a

dredger, transport vehicles, and medical supplies.

14. The Government contribution will comprise counterpart technical and other

staff, construction o2 flood protection levees, services and facilities,

IV. ExecutingAmencZ

15. The .1anaging Director proposes to recommend that the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations be invited to serve as Executing Agency.
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V# Financial Ptovistans

16. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be
as follows:

Phrsinp of exenditure
Total cost First Second Third Fourth 1.Zf t
(in $US) _year year year ,ear ye!r

Gross project costs:

Experts 326,0002/ 88,000 103,500 93,100 20,700 20,700
Fellowships 15,000 - 10,000 5,000 - -

Equipment 241,500 130,500 92,000 19,000 - -

Miscellaneous 19,600 5,600 5,800 5,800 1,200 1,200

Total 602,100 224,100 211,300 122,900 21,900 21,900
Executing Agency

overhead costs

Special Fund
direct costs -

Grand Total

Gross cost, representing fifteen and three-quarters man-yoars of expert services,
b/Includes any expenditbre for costs related to project evaluation or operation

incurred directly by the Managing Director.

17. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated

at the equivalent of $48,900 representing fifteen per cent of the estimated gross

expert cost which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards
local operating costs of the project. In addition the Government is expected to

make a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $316,000. The
exact amounts will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.
18. To the extent administratively desirable, it is the intention of the Managing
Director, subject to the concurrence of the Government, to include in the gross
project budget any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government agrees

to make in cash directly to the Special Fund, and to show the Governing Council

earmarking increased accordingly,



Your a.t 3F 310 UK-XL4 6 Jawuarr 28, 1964

Mr. Myer Cohen, Direetor
Bureau of Operations
United Nations Special Fund
New York 17, New York

Dear Mr. Coh n

I 4= replying to your letter of hovemb-r 11, 1963, in which You
invited tha Bank -t com.eafte n e request fron the Govrmont of Kekyv for
assistance frQS th. Special Fund for pr.-investmsnt surveys and pilot deson-
stration schea leading to retlasstion of thl Yale Swamp.

The projoct As dasigned to evaluate the dsirability of reclaimlng
15oo acres in the Yals Swavp, with the ob jct of releasing population pres-
sgire in the nearby Kano Plain and kaoing 30,O0 acres in the Plain available,
through irrigation, for the production of sugar case and rice.

The Bank would support the desirability of agricultural dvlopment
in C entrai hyanza. However, the information available to us doos not permit

judg-m-nt cocerning the likalihood that the proposed project would achieve
its purpose of opening up the Kano klain for irrigation, or whether it is of
high priority on its own mrit4. As to the latear, we have some doubt that
the Yale area itself would be as suitabie for the production of sugar cane
as certaia other areas under investigatLon in Kenya.

It may, moreov-r, be relevant to take a,-.count of the difficulties
which have bien encountored in atttispting to establish a pilot irrigation
project on the Kanw Plain. This project was strongly supported by the gen-rel
survey mission which was organised by the Bank in late 1961. It had been pro-
posed by conmlting (mginaera as a means of determining the cropping systems
and size of holdings best suited to mall-cale irrigated farming, and also
of demonstrating the advantages of irrigation to th Xeloal Luo trib e3wun.
Rut. as is noted in the umarj of the Goverment's request to the Special Fund
for the pro ect now under clnsideration, th, - e conservatiam of the tribos-
men has aso far proved a major obstacle to setting up of rMy pilot achese on
the Plain. It occurs to us to wonder wh thor thia chances of success for P
similar schma in the Yala Svavm area wa likely to be any greater, since her.,
again the copjerstion of Luo tribe would hav to be enlisted.

,laarid w/and e. Sinerely yours,
Mr. Kordik
Mr. Kalderen
cct tiles Air.y Bsk y
.321 MI Development Services Dapartmena



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Je E. Twining, Jr. DATE: January 23, 1964

FROM: L. Kalderen IK

SUBJECT: Kenya - UNSF pre-investment surveys and pilot
demonstrations schemes leading to reclamation

of the Yala Swamp.

1. This is in reply to your memorandum of November 14, 1963,
regarding the above.

2. The Bank's Economic Survey Mission strongly supported the
proposal to establish a pilot irrigation project on the Kano Plains,
designed to determine the cropping systems and size of holdings best
suited to small-scale irrigated farming, and to demonstrate the
advantages of irrigation to the reluctant Luo tribesmen of the areas.
The Mission accepted the assessment by consulting engineers of the
irrigation potential of the Plains i.e. 30,000 acres. There is no
mention in the Missionts report of the Yala Swamp project, now sup-
posed to yield 15,000 acres. The present switch in the government's
interest from the Plains to the Swamp can presumably be explained by
the difficulties encountered in launching even a pilot scheme among
the Luos of the Plains. The application indicates that the govern-
ment hopes with the aid of the 15,000 acres Swamp project to drain
off enough population pressure from the Kano Plains to be able to
push on with the 30,000 acre scheme.

3. The information available to us support the desirability of
agricultural development in Central Nyanza, but it does not permit
a judgement whether or not the Yalk Swamp project as outlined in the
application would achieve its purpose with regard to opening up the
Kano Plains for irrigation, nor that it would be of high priority on
its own merits. Our position on the proposal should, therefore, be
generally favorable, but we should not take the lead in sponsoring
it.

LKalderen:se
cc.: Mr. Kordik
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FORMNo 57A INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. L.J.C. DATE: January 11, 1964

FROM: H. Kordik

SUBJECT: U.N.S.F. - Pre-Investment Survey Leading to the
Reclamation of the Yala Swamp

1. The Government of Kenya has requested U.N.Special Fund assistance
in carrying out a pre-investment survey for the eventual reclamation of the
Yala swamp in the Kenya-Nile Basin. The project area is relatively small;
the application mentions a reclaimable area of only 15,0OO acres.

2. The survey as devised by the Kenya Govemment seems to exceed the
usual scope of UN.Special Fund pre-investment studies because about 40% of
the costs relate to what is really the first stage of a development project.

3. The Bank Survey Mission's report recommended irrigation develop-
ment of about 30,000 acres of the nearby Kano Plain. Establishment of a
pilot scheme has so far been impossible, because of the local tribesmen's
conservatism. There is no evidence that a pilot scheme in the Yala swamp
with the same Luo tribesmen could be more successful.

4. It is mentioned in the application that the development costs of
an eventual project would be rather high, but would be justifiable on high
returns of rice and sugar cane, the main crops expected to be cultivated by
the settlers. It seems doubtful whether the Yala area would be as suitable
for the production of sugar cane as some other areas which have been under
investigation in Kenya.

NK:gm



FoRM No 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATON,

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Department of Tec ic 1 Operations DATE: December 13, 1963

FROM: J. E. Twining, Jr.

SUBJECT: Request to the U. Special Fund from the Government of Kenya
(SF 310 UK/KEN 6) r assistance for Pre-investment Surveys and Pilot
Demonstration Sche s Leading to Reclamation of the Yala Swamp.

Further to my memorandum of November 14, 1963 I am attaching for
your information the comments of the Water Resources Development Centre
to the Special Fund concerning the above-mentioned project.

Attachments:
Mr. Dumoulin's memorandum of December 2, 1963 to Dr. Lopez-Herrarte (and
attachment).

JET:ian



WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT CENTRE

UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. E. Iopez-Herrarte Date: 2 December 1963
International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development and International Development FILE NO.: SF 310 UK-KEN
Association

FROM: J. Dumoulin, Technical Secretary,
Water Resources Development Centre

SUBJECT: Pre-Investment Surveys and Pilot Scheme for
Reclamation of Yala Swamp - KENYA

I am attaching for your information the comments of

the Water Resources Development Centre to the Special Fund

concerning the above-mentioned project.
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Mr. Myer Cohen, Director 2 December 1963
for Special Fund Operations 1

J. Dunoulin, 'Tochnical Secretary ,
Water Resources Development Centre

Pre-Invectment Sur and Pilot Scheme for
Reclamtion of YAl am-KiA

1. Although the request referi several times to a survey carried out
by Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners, and the recommendations of
these consultante, we have been unable to obtain a copy of this
report and therefore are unable to co-ent on how the present proposals
fit in with the recomnLndations.

2. The World Bank report on Kenya (1963) "strongly -uvports the
proposal to establish a pilot irrigstion plant on Kano Plain" but,
unfortunately, does not refer to the Yala Swamp area.

3. Yrm the informtion given in the request and obtainable elsehere
the object of the proposals appears sound, though details given are scanty,
particularly in respect of foll-up action to put the lessons learnt
in the pilot projects into large scale practice. her, in the absence
of more detail, can we cczm-ent on the financial side of the request,
or the allocation of the various specialists called for.

4. One omission in the request is any reference to liaison with the
Meteorological Services. Proposals of this description, in an area of
lov and erratic rainfall particularly, require very co:plete meteorological
and hydrological investig-tion, and as flood protection works form a
part of the request, such basic knawledge becomes even more urgent. We
would recovi end that the .M.O. should be asked to advise on the
necessary observations to be carried out for this purpose.

5. It is also noted that, although this area is one where a bl
incidence of bilharzia is reported there is little reference to a
serious problem in the request, other than a rather vague reference to
"health aspect" when consultants are mentioned. Since this disease can
be greatly increced in extent and intensity by irrigation works if
adequate precautions are not taken in the original designs it is recoiended
that W.H.0 should be asked to advise on this aspect, as well as on such
other factors as sanitation, mlari control and ccwrxaity water supplies
within the area.
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6. An unusual feature of this request is the absence of any provision
for fellowships or other form of training of local staffs. Does this
mean that the Government are satisfied that there are sufficient adequately-
trained men availabl vithin the country to put into practice the lessons
learnt on the pilot projects? If they are sure of this, then it is agreed
that training elements are unnecessary.

7. In this same connection it is noted that $115,000 has been allocated
for the purchase of eartrmving and agricultural equipment and of a
cutter section dredger. No reference is made, in the description of the
Governmat counterpmrt contribution, to operators for this machinery.
Will no training be required for these mrn - for the dredger operator
in particular?

8. Provided that these two organizations (wVU and wO) are consulted
on these points, we would suggest PAO as the most suitabla agency to carry
out the project.
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CINTERNATIONAL BANK FOR | INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Department of Tec ica Operations DATE: November 14, 1963

FROM: J. E. Twining, Jr.

SUBJECT: Request to the U.N pecial Fund from the Government of Kenya
(SF 310 UK-KEN 6) or assistance for Pre-investment Surveys
and Pilot Demonst tion Schemes Leading to Reclamation of
the Yala Swamp

Attached is a summary of a request received by the United
Nations Special Fund. The Special Fund has asked for the Bank's
comments on this project.

Please let me have a memorandum containing your department's
comments, or indicating that there are no comments to be passed on
to the Special Fund.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to
the Bank and therefore wish to see the full governmental request
to the Special Fund before offering comments, please let me know
and I will ask the Special Fund for the full text.

JET/mct

Attachment

A similar memorandum is being sent to the Dept. of Operations - Africa.



SP 310 UK-KEN 6 UNITD NATIONS SPECIAL FUND RESTRICTED

Request from the GbverfVtint df Kenya for assistance in
Pre-Investment SurvY, 6id Pilot Demetttratichi Schemes

14dlng to 1kclamation of the Yala Swamp

SUMMARY
Date request received: (revised) 25 October 1963

Amount requested from the Special Pund: $487,050

Government counterpart contribution equivalent of: $250,000

Duration of the project: Three years

Type of assistance requested: IJG 0 5 Experts and equipment

Objectives of the Project: WSGARCHIVES

The purpose of the project is to assess the advisability of reclaiming
15,000 acres of fertile land in the Yalla swamps, in order to release the
population pressure in the nearby Kano Plain thus making available about 30,000
acres of land for irrigation for the production of rice and sugar cane if the
current land tenure system could be modified. To achieve this it is intended to
have a 500 acre demonstration pilot scheme in the Bunyala area and another 50 acre
pilot scheme in the Yalla swamp.

Background:

Over much of the central Nyanza area of the Kenya Nile Basin the average
annual rainfall is about 40 inches but eratic and unevenly didtributed. Of this
the effective annual rainfall contributing to plant growth may not exceed 20 inches
which is not sufficient to ensure successful growth of crops. In addition the high
incidents of flooeing and poor drainage greatly recude the productive capacity of
the land. The area ia densely populated with an intensity approaching 500 persons
per square mile. A reasonable standard of living for the agricultural community
cannot, therefore, be achieved without providing irrigation facilities. In 1954-56
Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners carried out a water resources survey of the Kenya
Nile Basin and recommended first-stage development of about 30,000 acres on the
Kano Plain and another 15,000 acres in the Yalla swamp. Although the scheme was
reported as generall profitable, due to lack of adequate information on the crops
to be irrigateTin the area, the establishment of an experimental farm to study
the growing of sugar cane under irrigation and of a pilot scheme to determine
watering and cropping systems and the size of holdings best suited to the introduc-
tion of efficient methods of irrigation, farming on a village scale, was recommended.
This experimental farm has been in operation for some years but the extreme
conservatism of the local tribesmen has so far proved a major obstacle to the
setting up of a pilot scheme on the Kano Plain.

Along the northern edge of the swamp Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners
recommended 1,200 acres of land as immediately irrigable for paddy, lagoon and
grain crops by pumping water from the Nzoia river. This is the Bunyala area.
This area could be used as a pilot area with a view to the reclamation of 15,000
acres in the Yalla swamp, and eventually to the development of 30,000 acres on
the Kano Plain. The area has been surveyed in detail to a scale of 1:1,200 and
detailed plans have been drawn up for the development of the first 500 acres.
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As the area s subject to periodic flooding from the Nsoia river, extensive
flood protection levees will be necessary. The cost of develotenht '~f -This small
area is therefore expected to be high, If, however, this project As, successful
it is likely thit developnent of over 15,000 aOdres' in the afjacent Yallaswnamp
area would follpq,.leading to the absorption of surplus- population.from the J4n
Plain. The gross annual return p 13h1ding is 8stimate& t be abbtt 300,000

I. for the 15,QOO Acre area. Schemes of this magnitude are considered by: th
Government as of the grdatest importance to the national eoon:ii and th6'nedessity
for the. sucoessful.establishment of a pilot project such as 4s, now pnvisaged
is fuii recognized

The Project:

The bnya3,a area .J;es to the south ofNzoia river slightly.above the
point *t whi . chit enters lake Victora. The pilot area, would require pumppd
irrigatini from thes 4ia... The Yalla swamp lies a little. rther;;t.t the south
and could be, irrigated by gravity from run-of-river flo~w 1*ithe Yalla river.
Both are within wimales of existing rail head at Butere .an4 are-servd with a
fair network of 'earih roads. The function of the project will be:

(a) to design and construct adequate flood protection works for the
protection of the area against flood from the Nzoia river;

b) to develp the 500 acres pilot area as outlined in the .Gib report;

c) to plan and develop a 50 acre pilot scheme in the Yale Swamp;

.(d) to manaige and operate both schemes when fully developed and to train
local Government personnel in their operation and management;

(e) to carry out topographic, hydrological and soil, surveys, and tentative
engineeringdesigns for the reclamation of. the Yal. Swamp

(f) to construct, pilot drains, levees, bank protection and river regulation
works in the Yala Swamp and the ala River.

(g) to assess the total cost of reclamation of. the whole swamp.

The construction of the pump house, maintenance and control .structures
would be done by the Government. Special Fund assistance will be required for
the provision of pumping plant and other equipment and for the preparation of
the irrigable fields and the subsequent management and operation of experimental
work on the project.
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Adminitrative and Pinancial Data:

(a) Special Fund Contribution -

Total lst year 2nd year 3rd year

Experts - 144 man-months *$244,800 $ 81,600 $ 81,600 $ 81,600

Consultants - 10 man-months + 10,250 - 5,125 5,125

Equipment -
Pumps for two pilot areas 30,000 30,000 - -

Gates and other irrigation devices 8,500 6,000 2,500 -
Earth moving and land levelling

equipment (motor grader, tractor,
scraper, ditcher, etc.) 35,000 35,000 -

Agricultural machinery 10,000 7,000 3,000
Cutter suction dredger for operating

drainage ways to Lake Victoria 70,000 - 70,000 -
Transport vehicles (4 Land Rovers

and 2 lorries) 18,500 18,500
Preparation and printing of reports 10,000 2500 2,500 5,000
Medical supplies 42,000 14,000 14,000 14,000

Miscellaneous 8,000 2,000 2,000 4,000

3487,050 196,600 180,725 109,725

*Experts will be flood protection and land reclamation specialist, hydrographic
surveyor, farm management specialist and irrigation technician and economist.

+ Consultants will be in the field of irrigation and drainage, marshland
reclamation and irrigated cropping, including health aspects.

(b) Government counterpart contribution -

Preliminary Surveys $ 14,000

Construction of flood protection levee 56,000

Provision of staff housing and farm buildinas etc. 44,000

Provision of medical facilities for staff and tenants
(capital cost only) 6,000

Construction of canals and structures, etc. and
preparation of land 92,000

Counterpart Staff tincludes construction foremen for
2 years, assistant agricultural officer and junior
agricultural development staff and health assistants
for 3 years, maintenance of station not included). 38,000

$250,000

In addition the Government will pay 15 per cent of the expert costs,
estimated at $38,260.

/9..
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Urrena of the Projects

e-third- of the population of Kenya lives in the area of high population
densi.ty rear aoe V.tori . Intensive agriculture can only be introduoea. In
the Kiib Plin, whlch offeia the higheht' irrigation potential' after population
prespure has been relieved there. For this, the bent poseibtity 1is.' Re
reclanation of the- Yala Swamp. Although some preliminarY lt1dies were' ade ot' this
scheme by Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners, its execution cannot be undertakpn
before making a complete as essment of yhe potentialities of tbip,.arge e4*16
operation. Government has now- committed funds on. preliminpiy work which should
be continued in the 'next financial year' starting in July 1964. Tia pr.6ect
should be prepared in time to direct the efforts which th Kenya Qvnimen is
now making and would be willing to continue.

S.R. Vasudev/vcd
8 November 1963

4 1.1, -



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Department of Operations - Africa DATE: November 14, 1963

FROM: J. E. Twining, Jr.

SUBJECT: Request to the U.N Sp ecial Fund from the Government o Kenya
(SY 310 UK-KEN 6) for assistance for Preeinvestment iurveys
and Pilot Demonstration Schemes Leading to Reclamation of
the Yale Swamp

Attached is a summary of a request received by the United
Nations Special Fund. The Special Fund has asked for the Bank's
comments on this project.

Please let me have a memorandum containing your department's
comments, or indicating that there are no comments to be passed on
to the Special Fund.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to
the Bank and therefore wish to see the full governmental request
to the Special Fund before offering comments, please let me know
and I will ask the Special Fund for the full text.

JET/met

Attachment

A similar memorandum is being sent to TOD.



SPECIAL FUND FONDS SPECIAL

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: PLAZA 4-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: SPECFUND NEW YORK

REFERENCE: SF 310 UK-KEN 6 11 November 1963

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I attach three copies of a resume of a request received

from the Government of Kenya

for assistance from the Special Fund for Pre-Investment Surveys

and Pilot Demonstration Schemes Leading to Reclamation of the Yala Swamp.

I should be grateful for any comments which the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development may wish to make on this

request.

Yours sincerely,

er Cohen
Director

Bureau of Operations

P

Mr. Richard Demuth,
Director, Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington 25, D. C.
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Wi 310 LL -G 6 UNITED NATIONS SPEOIAL UMID RESTRICTED

Request from ih6 Oov4einm'ent of Kenya for assistance in
Pre-Investmnrit Suwveys id Pilpt Demnstraticr Schemes

Leading to ,clamat on o" the Yale Swamp

SUMWARY

Date reQuest received: (revised) 25 October 1963

Amour' requested from the Special Fund: $487,050

Government counterpart contribution e uivalent of: $250,000DECLASSiFIED
Duration of the project: Three years

Type of assistance requested: AUG 0 5 202? Experts and equipment

Objectives of the Project: WBG ARCHIVES

The purpose of the project is to assess the advisability of reclaiming
15,000 acres of fertile land in the Yalla swamps, in order to release the
population pressure in the nearby Kano Plain thus making available about 30,000
acres of land for irrigation for the production of rice and sugar cane if the
current land tenure system could be modified. To achieve this it is intended to
have a 500 acre demonstration pilot scheme in the Bunyala area and another 50 acre
pilot scheme in the Yalla swamp.

Background:

Over much of the central Nyanza area of the Kenya Nile Basin the average
annual rainfall is about 40 inches bu$ eratic and unevenly didtributed. Of this
the effective annual rainfall contributing to plant growth may not exceed 20 inches
which is not sufficient to ensure successful growth of crops. In addition the high
incidents of flooding and poor drainage greatly recude the productive capacity of
the land. The area ia densely populatid with an intensity approaching 500 persons
per square mile. A reasonable standaer of living for the agricultural dommunity
cannot, therefore, be achieved without providing irrigation facilities. In 1954-56
Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners carrie4 out a water resources survey of the Kenya
Nile Basin and recommended first-stage .development of about 30,000 acres on the
Kano Plain and another 15,000 acres intihe Yalla swamp. Although the scheme was
reported as generally profitable, due to lack of adequate information on the crops
to be irrigated in the area, the establishment of an experimental farm to study
the growing of sugar cane under irrigation and of a pilot scheme to determine
watering and cropping systems and the size of holdings best suited to the introduc-
tion of efficient methods of irrigation, farming on a village scale, was reoommended.
This experimental farm has been in operation for some years but the extreme
cuaaervatism of the local tribesmen has so far proved a major obstacle to the
setting up of a pilot scheme on the Kano Plain.

Along the northern edge of the swamp Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners
recommended 1,9000 acres of land as immediately irrigable for paddy, lagoon and
grain crops by pumping water from the Nzoia river. This is the Bunyala area,
This area could be used as a pilot area with a view to the reclatation of 15,000
acres in the Yalla swamp, and eventually to the development of 30,000 acres on
the Kano Plain. The area has been surveyed in detail to a scale of 1:1,200 and
detailed plans have been drawn up for the development of the first 500 acres.
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As the area is subject to periodic flooding from the Nsoia river, extensive
flood protection levees will be necessary. The cost of development of this small
area is therefore expected to be high. If, however, this project is successful
it is likely that development of over 15,000 acres in the adjacent Yalla swamp
area would followleading to the absorption of surplus population from the Kano
Plain. The gross annual return per holding is estimated to be about 300,000
for the 15,000 acre area. Schemes of this magnitude are considered by the
Government as of the grdatest importance to the national economy and the necessity
for the successful establishment of a pilot project such as is now envisaged
is fully recognized.

The Pro ect:

The Bunyala area lies to the south of zoiia river slightly above the

point at which it enters lake Victoria. The pilot area would require pumped
irrigation from the Nzoia. The Yalla swamp lies a little further to the south
and could be irrigated by gravity from run-of-river flow in the Yalla river.
Both are within 40 miles of existing rail head at Butere and are served with a
fair network of earth roads. The function of the project will be:

(a) to design and construct adequate flood protection works for the
protection of the area against flood from the Nzoia river;

(b) to develop 4e 500 acres pilot area as outlined in the Gibb report;

(c) to plan and develop a 50 acre pilot scheme in the Yala Swamp;

(d) to manage and operate both schemes when fully developed and to train
local Government personnel in their operation and management;

(e) to carry out topographic, hydrological and soil surveys, and tentative

engineering designs for the reclamation of the Yala Swamp;

(f) to construct pilot drains, levees, bank protection and river regulation
works in the Yala Swamp and the Tala River;

(g) to assess the total cost of reclamation of the whole swamp.

The construction of the pump house, maintenance and control structures
would be done by the Government. Special Fund assistance will be required for
the provision of pumping plant and other equipment and for the preparation of
the irrigable fields and the subsequent management and operation of experimental
work on the projects
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Admnistdative and Financial Data:

(a) Special Fund Contribution -

Total let year 2nd year 3rd year

Experts - 144 man-months *$244,800 $ 81,600 $ 81,600 $ 81,600

Consultants - 10 man-months + 10,250 - 5,125 5,125

Equipment -
Pumps for two pilot areas 30,000 30,000 -
Gates and other irrigation devices 8,500 6,000 2,500 -
Earth moving and land levelling

equipment (motor grader, tractor,
scraper, ditcher, etc.) 35,000 35,000 - -

Agricultural machinery 10,000 7,000 3,000 -
Cutter suction dredger for operating
drainage ways to Lake Victoria 70,000 - 70,000 -

Transport vehicles (4 Land Rovers
and 2 lorries) 18,500 18,500 - -

Preparation and printing of reports 10,000 29500 2,500 5,000
Medical supplies 42,000 14,000 14,000 14,000

Miscellaneous 8,000 2,000 22000 4,000

$487,050 196,600 180,725 109,725

*Experts will be flood protection and land reclamation specialist, hydrographic
surveyvr, farm management specialist and irrigation technician and economist.

+ Consultants will be in the field of irrigation and drainage, marshland
reclamation and irrigated cropping, including health aspects,

(b) Government counterpart contribution -

Preliminary Surveys $ 14,000

Construction of flood protection levee 56,000

Provision of staff housing and farm buildings etc. 44,000

Provision of medical facilities for staff and tenants
(capital cost only) 6,000

Construction of canals and structures, etc. and
preparation of land 92,000

Counterpart Staff tincludes construction foremen for
2 years, assistant agricultural officer and junior
agricultural development staff and health assistants
for 3 years, maintenance of station not included). 38,000

$250,000

In addition the Government will pay 15 per cent of the expert coots,
estimated at $38,260.

/...
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Urgency of the Project:

One third oftlhe Fpulation of Kenya lives in the area of high population
dendity- near IAkeYfictorAa*. Intensive agriculture can only be introduced in
the Iano Plain, which o'f'erbsthe highest irrigation potential, after population
pressure has b~ee z'elievea there. For this, the best poseiiityile in: the
reclamation of the Yala Swamp. Although some preliminary ptudies were made of this
scheme by Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners, its execution doenndt be 'idertaken
before making a -complete, aesGesrment of yhe potentialities of this large scale
operhtion. GOvernMent han now committed funds on preliminary work"which shou'ld
be continued in the next financial year, starting in July 964 This proldot
should be prepared in time to direct the efforts which the na 3vernment is
now making and would be willing to continue.

S.R. Vasudev/vcd
8 November 1963
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UNITED NATIONS KES2MIC"E

s?/R.8/Add.44/Corr.1SPECIAL FUND 12 December 1963

ENGLISH ONLY

G01VER =G COUNCIL
Eleventh session
13-20 January 1964
Agenda item 5

DECLAS
Recommendation of the Managing Director

IM1PA AUG 0 5 2022

Minerali esources survey in Western Kenya WBG ARCHIVES

Corri endum

In view of the fact that Kenya has become independent on 12 December 1963
the title of this project has been changed to read as above.

63-28970



Distr.

UNITED NATIONS RESTRIC

sF/R.8/Add.44SPECIAL F UND 18 November 1963

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

GOVIENING COUNCIL
Eleventh session I(RbF4

13-20 January 1964
Agenda item 5 DECLASSIFIED

Recommendation of the Managing Director AUG 0 5 2022

UJNITED IKINGfOM: KEA WBG ARCHIVES

Mineral Resources Survey in Western Kenya

Governing Council earmarking:1/ $539;900

Government 's counterpart contributionJ/
estimated at equivalent of $365,o0o

Daration: Two and one half years

Purpose: To carry out geochemical, geophysical
and geological surveys for the
purpose of assessing the iineial
potential of a promising area, selected
on the basis of earlier reconnaissance

Executing Agency: The United Nations

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Paragraphs

'I. Introduction . . . 1
II. Background . . . . . .. * - 2 - 6

III. The Proj}ect . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 -,12

IV. Executing Agency . . . .. ... .. A 13

V. FinancialProvisions ....... ..........- 14 - 16

VI. Recommendations ...... . .. .--. . 17

1/ The Government's cash payments towards local operating costs are included

under the Governing Council earmarking and not in the Government's
counterpart contribution.

63-26359 /9-.
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I. Introduction

1. The Managing Director submits the following report and recommendations on

the application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in a mineral resources

survey.

II. Background

2. Kenya's economy is at present based upon subsistence agriculture, and its

potential mineral resources are still relatively unexplored. However, Nyanza

Province, in western Kenya on the shores of Lake Victoria, is believed to hold out

good prospects for future mineral development. In the past it has been a

sizeable gold producer, its peak output being 104,000 ounces in 1939, and there

is a large copper mine which has been in operation for the last ten years in the

northwestern part of the project area. However, there has been no detailed

mineral exploration beyond the boundary of the present mine.

3. Since the end of the Second World War, the Kenya Geological Survey has

concentrated on providing initial geological maps, which now cover approximately

60 per cent of the country, and in 1959-60 the United Kingdom Government

financed an airborne geophysical survey of an area where copper indications

were wide-spread. Following this survey which revealed a number of anomalies,

electro-magnetic ground checks were carried out but with no conclusive result,

though limited geochemical tests did show that many of the anomalies were related

to iron and copper mineralization.

4. The Government of Kenya has accordingly decided to carry out an intensive

investigation of its mineral resources, and following a favourable report by two

United Nations experts, the Government is seeking Special Fund assistance in

carrying out the exploration of a selected area. This area, lies in the central

western part of the country which borders the Lake Victoria and includes the

gold district of Kavirondo, the copper-rich zone in central Nyanza Province and

the Migori Belt on the Tanganyika border where occurrences of gold are known.

5. The project area is almost ideal for prospecting: .rock exposures are

wide-spread and overburden is shallow. The area is well served by roads and

by a railroad which runs from Kisumu to Mombasa.

/--.
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6. In addition to helping to train Kenyans in modern techniques of mineral

exploration, it is hoped that the findings of the project will attract

international capital investment.

III. The Project

7. The purpose of the project is to assess in detail certain areas that might

yield important revenue-earning minerals. Complete sets of aerial photographs

and topographic and geological maps of the project area will be provided by the

Kenya Government.

8. The proposed project area, covering 9,000 square miles, is one in which two

distinct types of mineralization are encountered: copper, gold, silver, iron and

other associated minerals of the Pre-Cambrian Age; and pyrochlore, nepheline,

apatite, rare earths and carbonatite minerals of more recent formation.

9. The exploration programme will proceed as follows:

(a) Completion of geochemical tests for base and precious metals in the

anomalies already revealed by geophysical surveys in the Migori area;

(b) Geophysical work by ground magnetometer, followed by a search for

metallic minerals by prospecting methods supported by electro-magnetic

surveys;

(c) Resistivity survey of gold reefs, particularly in the Migori Belt and

the Kavirondian formation in areas where gold has been extracted by

open-cast methods in the past;

(d) Geological exploration of the carbonatites;

(e) Sampling of off-shore sands and gravels in Kavirondo Bay and in the

main body of Lake Victoria;

(f) Investigation of all interesting anomalies and surface finds by

diamond drilling. In the Migori Belt, where several thousand feet of

sustained drilling must be done in a relatively small area, the work will

be done by contract; all other anomalies will be investigated by the project

staff;

(g) Throughout the project, existing maps and photographs will be

constantly analysed as a check on the efficient conduct of the. operations.

The results of the investigations will be mapped and evaluated.

/...
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10. The assistance to be provided by the Special Fund over a period of two and
one half years will consist of thirteen man-years of expert services including
a project manager, one geophysicist, one geochemist, two economic geologists, a
chief driller and short-term consultants; four man-years of fellowships;

equipment including vehicles, diamond drills and instruments; and that part of the
drilling programme which is to be subcontracted. Provision is also made in the

budget for the services of a financial adviser, to be provided directly by the
Special Fund, to assist the Government if it so wishes in investigating the
possibilities of mobilizing the external capitel required for development

subsequent to the project.

ll. The Government, as its counterprt contribution, wiU provide technical
and administrative personnel, labour, office srace and furniture, warehousing and
garaging, maintenance of project equipment, printing of maps and reports and al
mineral analyses required except those to be made in the field.
12. The Special Fund has now under evaluation a request from the Government of

Tanganyika for assistance in a mineral survey of an area contiguous to the present
project area, and of apparently similar mineralogical character. If approved,
the. Tanganyika project will be undertaken in close co-ordination with the Kenya
one.

IV. Executing Agency

13. The United Nations has indicated its readiness to serve as Executing Agency
for the project.

V. Financial Provisions

14. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be
as follows:
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Phasing of expenditure
Total cost First Second Third

(in $US) year year year
Gross project costs:

Experts 269,l00ia 119,000 134;6oo 15,500
Fellowships 20,000 10,000 10,000 -

Equipment 131,800 95,000 25,000 11,800
Subcontracts 56,000 20,000 36,000 -

Miscellaneous 16,100 7,400 8,100 900
Total 493,000 251.l00 213,700 28,200

Executing Agency
overhead costs 4o.0,300

Special Fund
direct costs 6,6oo

Grand Total 539,900

a/ Gross cost, representing thirteen man-years of expert services.
b/ Includes any expenditure for costs related to project evaluation or

operation incurred directly by the Managing Director.

15. Included in the total estimated project costs is an amount estimated at the
equivIent of $43,200 representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross expert
cos'v, including the expert component of subcontracts, which will be paid by the
Government as a cash contribution towards local operating costs of the project.
In addition, the Government is expected. to make a counterpart contribution
estimated at the equivalent of $365,000. The exact amounts will be determined
at. the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.

16. To the extent administratively desirable, it is the intention of the
Managing Director, subject to the concurrence of the Government, to include in
the gross project budget any part of the counterpart contribution which the
Government agrees to make in cash directly to the Special Fund, and to show the
Governing Council earmarking increased accordingly.
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VI. Recommendations

17. The Managing Director

(a) RECONMEWDS that the Governing Council earmark $539,900 for this

project, of which $493,000 WIll be for project costs, $6,60o for Special

Fund direct costs and $40,300 for clearly identifiable additional costs

incurred by the Executing Agency in the execution of the project; and

(b) RlQUESTS the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude the

appropriate arrangements.
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UNITED KIGDOM . KENYA
WBG ARCHIVES

Mineral Resources Survey

Estimated Special Fund project costi: $ 488,900
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I. Introduction

1. The Managing Director submits the following report and recommendations
gn Ohe application of the Government of Kenya for assistance in a mineral

resources survey.

II. Backgroun

2. Kenya's economy is at present based upon subsistence agriculture, and its

potential mineral resources are still relabively unexplored. However, Nyanza
Province, in western Kenya on the shores of Lake Victoria, is believed to hold
out good prospects for future mineral development. In the past it has been a
sizeable gold producer, its peak output being 104,000 ounces in 1939, and there
is a large copper mine which has been in operation for the last ten years in

the northwestern part of the project area. However, there has been no detailed

mineral exploration beyond the bourd4ary of the present mine.

3 Since the end of the second World War, the Kenya Geological Survey has

concentrated on providing initial geological maps, which now cover approximate-
ly 60 per cent of the country, and.in 1959-60 the United Kingdom Government

financed an airborne geophysical survey of an area where copper indications
were widespread. Following this survey which revealed a number of anomalies,

electro-magnetic ground checks were carried out but with no conclusive re-sult,

though limited geochemical tests did show that many of the anomalies were
related to iron-and copper mineralization.

4. The Government of Kenya a6 'acc6rdinfly decided to carry out an intensive
programe of its mineral resoui366s, and fellowing a .favourable report by tw#

United Nations experts, the Goverriment is seeking Special Fund aseistance in

carrying out the exploration of'a belected area4 This area lies n the central

western part of the country which borderwsthe Lake Victoria and includes the

gold district of Kavirondo, the copper-rich zone in central Nyanza Province
and the Migori Belt on the Tanganyika border where occurrences..of .gold are

kr'own.

5. The project area is almost ideal for prospecting: rock exposures are
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widespread and overburden is shallow. The area is well se-v.cd by roads and by
a railroad which runs from Kisumu to Mombasa.

6. In addition to helping to train Kenyans in modern techniques of mineral
exploration, it is hoped that the findings of the project will attract inter-
national capital investment.

III. The ro1oct

7. The purpose of the project is to assees in detail certain areas that
might yield important revenue-earning minerals. Complete sets of aerial pho-
tog aphs and topographic and geological maps of the project area will be
provided by the Kenya Government.

8. The proposed project area, covering 9,000 square miles, is one in which
two distinct types of mineralization are encountered: copper, gold, silver,
iron and other associated minerals of the Pre-Cambrian Age; and pyrochlore,
nepheline, apatite, rare earths and carbonatite minerals of more recent forma-
tion.

9. The exploration programme will proceed as follows:

(a) Completion of geochemical tests for base and precious metals in the
anomalies already revealed by geophysical surveys in the 14igori area;

(b) Geophysical wor4 by ground magnetometer, followed by a search for
metallic minerals by prospecting methods supported by electro-magnetic surveys;

(c) Resistivity survey of gold reefs, particularly in the Migori Belt
and the Kavirondian formation in areas where gold has been extracted by open-
cast methods in the past;

(d) Geological exploration of the carbonatites;
(e) Sampling of off-shore sands and gravels in Kavirondo Bay and in the

main body of Lake Victoria;

(f) Investigation of all interesting anomalies and surface finds by
diamond drilling. In the Migori Belt, where several thousand feet of sustained
drilling must be done in a relatively small area, the work will be done by con-
tract; all other anomalies will be investigated by the project staff;
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(g) Throughout ther project, itig 4ips' in& hCbe cl o tly
analyzed as a check on the efficieiVcondedtof the operatiohs. The results
Of the, investigations .will be mapped and evaluated,

-Qi Ihezassistance 'to:be,'proVided b the SPeci ?nd oe a prod o
and one half years will consist of thirteen man-yea o exper seres in-
cluding a project manager, one geophysicist, one geochemist, two economic
geologists, a chief driller aid. sh teteriv consultants; four man-years of
ellovishipp.; equipment including vehic].es, diamond drills and instrumiqnts' and

that part of the drilling programme which is.to, be subcontracted.

The Gpve nment, as its -counterpart cootrilbution) will provide technical
and administrative personnel, labour, offico space and $urniture, Marehontaing

qnd garaginp, maintenance of project equipment, pxinting of maps andreprts

and all mineral analyses required except those to .be: made in the field

12. The Special.Fid has now..under evaluation. a request froml th6 Oovernment
oA Tanganyika for assistance in a mineral survey of an, area contiguous to the
present project area, and of apparently similar mineralogical character. If
approved, the Tanganyika project .wiLl be undertakent in close. co--ordination
with the Kenya one.

IV. Executing, Agency

. The Managing Directoi proposes to recommend that. *the United iations be
invited to -serve as Executing Agehoy for the project.
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V. Financial Provisions

14. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will
be as follows:

Phasing of exoenditure
Total cost First Second Third

(in $US) year year year
Gross project costs:

Experts 265,2C:2/ 117,300 132,600 15,300
Fellowships 20,000 10,000 10,000

Equipment 131,800 95,000 25,000 1,800
Subcontracts 56,000 20,000 36,000 -
Miscellaneous 15,900 7,00 8, COO 900
Total 488,900 249,300 211,600 28,000

Executing Agency
overhead costs

Special Fund
direct costs

Grand Total

Gross cost, representing thirteen man-years of expert services.

15. Included in the total estimated project costs is an amount estimated at
the equivalent of $42,300 representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross ex-
pert cost, including the expert component of subcontracts, which will be paid
by the Government as a cash contribution towards local operating costs of the
project. In addition, the Government is expected to make a counterpart con-
tribution estimated at the equivalent of 1"365,000. The exact amounts will
be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.
16. To the extent administratively desirable, it is the intention of the
Managing Director, subject to the concurrence of the Government, to include in
the gross project budget any part of the counterpart contribution which the
Government agrees to make in cash directly to the Special Fund, and to show
the Governing Council earmarking increased accordingly.



April 22, 1963

Your Wets SY 30 UK (i.') 4

Mr. )Ver Cohen
Director
Bkweau of Opwrations
Ubitod Nations Special Fund
Nowr York, X.T.

Der r. Cohen,

This is in reply to your letter of April$, 1963 in uhich you
requested the Bank's coam.nts on a request received from the Govwrt
of the United Kingdom (Xsya) fqr assistance in aUnection with a Mineral
Lesourcas Exploitation Survey.

We hav. no detailed cont to submit on this request, but believe
that the project is useful and quite sound technically. You might wish
to look into two minor administrative points, namelys

a) The cost for the six short-term technicians appears low.
If the cost of transportation of $1,000 is considered for
each of the consultants, it would leav on4l $9,000 for
their actual services.

b) tUner the item an" Supplies" is the coat of
transportation expenses included? %IlU the Goverment
exnpt this equipuet from import taxes, etc?

Your. sincerely

Amnir P. Benjank
Developient Services Departmnt

MFB:fph
co. TOD

Africa
Central FMles with full text of request (3 pp mimeo'd plus Appendix A,, 2 3, h

and Ptap); Bulletin No. 2 (Geology
and Mineral Resources of Kenya);
Summary of request
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OFFI QEOEMORANDUM
TO: Department of Opera is - Africa DATE: April 16, 1963

FROM: J. E. Twining

SUBJECT: Request to the U.N. Special Fund from the Government of the United Kingdom
(Kenya) (KEN 4) for assistance in a Mineral Resources Exploitation Survey.

Attached is a copy of the full text of a request together
with a summary received by the United Nations Special Fund. The Special
Fund has asked for the Bank's comments on this project.

Please let me have a memorandum containing your department's
comments, or indicating that there are no comments to be passed on to the
Special Fund.

TOD's comments are attached for your information.

Please return the full text of the request,c TODts comments
with your comments.

t~ &de-



FORM No. 75 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

(2,60) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION ASSOCIATION

Date
ROUTING SLIP 4/10

NAME ROOM NO.

To Handle Note and File
Appropriate Disposition Note and Return
Approval Prepare Reply

XX Comment Per Our Conversation
Full Report Recommendation
information Signature
initial Send On

REMARKS

From A. D._SPOTTS WOOD
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. W. J. Armstrong DATE: April ll, 1963

FROM: Harry C. Phillips, Jr.

SUBJECT: Comments on U.N. Special Project - Mineral Sources Survey, Kenya

Technically the project appears quite sound. The preliminary
work such as complete sets of aerial photographs, topographic maps and
geological maps supplied by the Mines and Geology Department of Kenya
has enabled the U.N. technical consultants, Messrs. Carman and Jaffee,
to formulate and pinpoint a comprehensive project.

The present financial difficulties of the Government of Kenya,
pointed out in the project presentation, would make it necessary for an
advanced guarantee of the availability of counterpart support funds.
The intention of the Government to support the project is not questioned,
only its ability to financially make the money available when necessary
during the project and for the follow-up and promotion of any commercially
exploitable geological finds. The project costing brings up several
comments and questions, namely:

1. Does the cost for foreign technicians for the project include
the anticipated expenses for such items as housing and trans-
portation for the technician and his family?

2. The cost for the six short-term techniciansalso appears low.
If the cost of transportation of $1,000 is consi'dered for each
of the consultants, it would leave only $9,000 for their actual
services.

3. The item entitled "Fellowships" does not specify the number of
participants or whether it includes transportation costs.

4. Under the item "Equipment and Supplies" is the cost of trans-
portation expenses included? Will the Government exempt this
equipment from import taxes, etc?

5. In "Miscellaneousn (contingency), funds appear quite low for
a project of this type. A 10 or 15% contingency reserve could
be recommended.

HCPhillips:nmm
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Technical Operations Defartment DATE: April 9, 1963

FROM: J. E. Twining

SUBJECT: Request to the U.N. Special Fund from the Government of the United Kingdom
(Kenya) (KEN 4) for assistance in a Mineral Resources Exploitation Survey.

Attached is a copy of the full text of a request together
with a sumary received by the United Nations Special Fund. The Special
Fund has asked for the Bank's comments on this project.

Please let me have a memorandum containing your department's
comments, or indicating that there are no coments to be passed on to
the Special Fund.

Please return the full text of the request with your coments.



SPECIAL FUND FONDS SPECIAL

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: PLAZA 4-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: SPECFUND NEW YORK

REFERENCE: SF 310 UK (KEN) 4

5 April 1963

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I attach a copy of a request received from the Government
of the United Kingdom (Kenya) and three copies of a r4sumS of
that request which is for a Mineral Resources Exploitation
Survey.

I should be grateful for any comments which the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction ard Development may wish to
make on this request.

Yours sincerely,

Myer Cohen
Director
Bureau of Operations

Mr. Richard Demuth, Director
Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N. 4.
Washington 25, D. C.
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Request from the Government of Kenya AUG 0 5 2022
for assistance in a

MINERAL RESOURCES EXPLOITATION SURVEY WBG ARCHIVES

SUMMARY

Date request received: 5 February 1963

-Amount rquested from the Special Fund: $497,940*

Government counterpart contribution: $365,400

Duration of the Project: 2 1/4 years

Type of assistance requested: Experts, equipment, fellow-
ships and subcontracts

*Including $42,620 to be contributed by the Government toward meeting local
operating costs.

Objectives of the prnject:

The ground survey of the western pre-Cambrian zone of Kenya covering about
9,000 square miles is the target. This is an area which has al:.eady been prospec-
ted by geological, geophysical, top-graphic and aerial photographic surveys.
Different anomalies ard occurrencez have been found.

Background:

The Government of Kenya has paid a great deal of attention to the mining
development of the country. The Mining and Geological Department was established
in 1933. Since the last war the Kenya Geological Survey has provided geological
mapping (scale 1:125,000) for 60% of the country, an unusual record,

Two distinct types of mineralization are encountered in the pro ject area:
copper, gold, silver, iron and others which are of the pre-Cambrian age, and
pyrochlore, nepheline, apatite and other carbonatite minerals related to tertiary.

In 1959-60 the Government of the United Kingdom financed an airborne geo-
physical survey of the area where copper indications were widespread. Three
electro-magnetic systems were employed and revealed a number of anomalies, Sub-
sequent electro-magnetic ground checks did not produce any practical results,
however, limited geochemical tests revealed that a considerable number of theso
anomalies had been caused by sulphide mineralization. Perhaps diamond drilling
will reveal an important copper-gold ore body.

At one time, in 1939, Nyanza Province was an important gold producing area.
This industry has never fully recovered from the effects of the Second dorld War.
In the past, only the most accessible minerals were extracted.' There is a strong
posibility of finding gold mineralization in the depth. Some carbonanite centres
have been located. In these deposits are apatite and pyrochlore, the world's
large&t p')tential source of columbium. Very little study has been carried on to
ascertain their economic possibilities. Elsewhere in the project area there are a
large number of intrusive veins whose margin explorations offer interesting possi-
bilities of binding contact-deposits.

I...
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As a result of the above work there appears to be a very interesting pre-
Cambrian area in western Kenya, the Nyanza Province, which would now warrant
further detailed ground investigation, employing such modern methods as geophysics,
geochemistry and diamond drilling. The project is an essential prerequisite to the
stimulation of economic interest in Kenya and the attraction of capital investment.

In addition to its mineral possibilities Nyanza Province is almost ideal
country for prospecting. Rock exposures, which are widespread, and over-burdens
are in general shallow. There is a high incidence of waterways with most of the
rivers flowing throughout the dry season providing water for drilling and showing
stretches of exposures of fresh rock.

There are many roads and tracks, and the Province is bisected by a railroad
running from Kisumu to Mombasa.

Already working in one zone, in the north-west of the project area, is an im-
portant mine, the Macalder Copper Mine. Its concentrates are transported by boat
from Mohuru Bay, on the Victoria Lake, to Kisumu and thence by rail to Mombasa, on
the Indian Ocean. This mine became operational ten years ago but there has been
very little opportunity to undertake explorations beyond its boundaries.

The advantages from the opportunity for the officials of the Mining and Geo-
logical Department to acquire valuable experience during the life of the project
and the training of personnel under Kenya s fellowships through the scope of the
jpecial Fund contribution should be stressed.

The request has been prepared by Mr. Carman and Mr. Jaffee, UN experts.

The Project:

The ground survey of the above-mentioned 9,000 square miles will be carried on
by

(1) Geochemical testing of interesting zones and anomalies revealed by the
geophysical surveys already completed in the Nigori area.

(2) Geophysical work by ground magnetometer to trace the contacts between
intrusive and intruded rocks. Having located these the search for metallic
minerals will be pursued by electro-magnetic survey.

(3) Resistivity survey of gold reefs, particularly in the Migori belt and
Kavirondian Systems, where gold was extracted by open-cast methods in the
past.

(4) Geological exploration of the carbonatite area, and

(5) Sampling of offshore sands and gravels in Kavirondo Bay and Lake Victoria.

/0...
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Government contribution:

The Government will provide the following:

(1) Complete sets of aerial photographs of the project area (scale 1:40,000).

(2) Complete sets of topographic maps of the project area (scale 1:50,000).

(3) Complete sets of geological maps of the project area (scale 1:125,000).

(4) Eight geological sheets of selected parts of the project area
(scale 1:25,000).

The Government will create mineral reservations covering any areas to be pros-
pected by project personnel.

The Government has at present serious dif ficulties with budget deficits
necessitating a reduction of staff, however, it is undertaking to maintain the
strength of the geological survey at the level neceesary to provide adequate suppori
for the Nyanza investigation.
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Contribution of the Special Fund

A. Personnel Man-months Amount Total

1 prioject manager 27 $50,040
1 geophysicist 24 42,220
1 geochemist 24 42,220
2 economic geologists 48 84,440
1 driller 24 42,220

consultants 6 15,000
cn n 284,140

153

4 fellowships 48 416,000 $ 16,000

B. EquipmEnt

(a) Vehicles
4 land rovers $21,0002 power wagons )

(b) Drills
diamond drills ani accessories $29,000
diamond drills, bits 20,000
rock drills, gasoline power 3,000
drill, steel 1,800

(c) Prospection
geophysical instruments $13,000
geochemical implements U,000
radios 6,000
camping 9,000

(d) Offices
office and drafting $ 5,000
printing of maps 10,000 $128,800

C. Sub-contracts
diamond drilling, 7,000 feet $ 56,000

D. Iiscellaneous 4 13,000

$497,940

This total includes $42,620 to be paid by the Government as its contribution
toward local operating expenses.

/...*
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Gwernment contribution

A. In Kind

(a) Personnel Amount Total

4 geologists $84,000
4 technical assistants 24,000
6 drilling assistants 45,000
1 prospector 7,000
1 surveyor 7,000
2 drillers 16,000
2 draughtsmen 9,000
2 secretaries 11,000
6 drivers 14, OO 1217, 400

(b) Offices and garages

offices and garages $27,000 27,000

(c) Analysis

Mineral analysis $20,000
Metallurgical testing 10,000 $ 30,000

(d) Contingencies $ 20,000

$294,400

E, In Cash

(a) Personnel Man-months Amount Total

conrinn labour 360 $10,800

(b) Materials

explosives, fueling
maintaining vehicles $24,000

(c) Facilities

printing of maps and reports $30,000

(d) Miscellaneous $ 6,200 $ 71,,000

G.dA:mbr
4.IV.63
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DP/SF/R.8/Add.28
PROGRAMME 19 February 1969

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

DECLASSIFIED
GOVERNING COUNCIL
Eighth session
16 June - 3 July 1969
Agenda item 3 WBG ARCHIVES

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PRCGRAMME (SPECIAL FUND)

Assistance to the Government of

KENYA

Supplementary Assistance to the Kenya Polytechnic. Nairobi (KEN 2)

Estimated equivalent value of the Government's
participation in the project: $1,913,000

Governing Council earmarking:- $ 919,400

Duration: Three and one-half years

Participating and Executing Agency: United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).

I. Objectives

1. The purpose of the project is to assist the Government in further strength-

ening the Kenya Polytechnic in Nairobi, by emphasizing the training of national and

East African counterpart personnel to qualify them to occupy additional and higher

teaching positions on the staff, and by developing certain higher-level technical

courses which have recently been introduced by the Polytechnic.

1/ Included in the Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated at the
equivalent of $96,800, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross expert
cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards
local operating costs of the project.

69-03784
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2. At its eightn session in iay 1962 the Governing Council of the Special iund

approved a project 2or assistance in expanding the facilities of the Kenya Poly-

technic in order that it might train larger numbers of technicians and also intro-

duce training at higher levels.- The -articipating and Executing Agency is

UNESCO. The project became operational in June 1963, and is scheduled to be

completed in June 1969.

3. The Polytechnic has received extensive aid from a bilateral source for the

construction of new buildings and the extension of the workshops. In addition, a

special link has been established between the Polytechnic in Nairobi and the

Regent Street Polytechnic in London, whose Director of Education periodically

visits the Institute. It is expected that this bilateral assistance will continue

during the course of the proposed supplementary programme.

4. Teaching activities have developed satisfactorily and the project was

successful in:

(a) Consolidating the preliminary Technicians' courses, developing the

Intermediate and Final stages of the Technicians' courses and the Ordinary and

Higher Certificate courses, as well as introducing the Ordinary and Higher Diploma

courses in Mechanical, Electrical and Civil Engineering. All the above courses

follow the curricula and syllabi of the City and Guilds of London Institute:

(b) Increasing the enrolment and graduation of students at all levels of

the Technical courses assisted by the project well above that anticipated. For

example, 1,423 students were enrolled in June 1968 compared with 1,215 foreseen

in the Plan of Operation.

5. On the other hand, the training of national and East African staff to replace

the international experts has fillen seriously behind schedule. This is because

in the first years of operation the recruitment of counterparts was necessarily

limited to the very small number of East African nationals who had been trained

overseas and who were willing to accept teaching positions which were economically

much less attractive than those offered by industry. With the increasing production

of graduates by the Polytechnic and the Faculty of Engineering of the University

College at Nairobi, the recruitment possibilities began tc improve in recent years.

2/ See document SF/R.5/Add.36.
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6. It is expected that the extension of the project's activities will result in:

(a) A significant increase in the proportion of East African citizens on

the staff of the Polytechnic, and particularly in the number holding senior

positions;

(b) Upgrading the Technicians' courses and the gradual transfer of lower

levels of instruction to the newly-established Secondary Technical Schools.

II. Execution

7. The supplementary assistance to be provided by the UNDP (Special Fund) under

the extension of the project will concentrate on:

(a) Training national and East African counterpart personnel, both by

working with the experts and through fellowships; and

(b) Developing higher-grade Technicians' courses, introducing a greater

degree of specialization within the basic fields of Mechanical, Electrical and

Civil Engineering as well as project work organized in collaboration with industry.

8. Because of their interrelated nature, these activities will be carried out

simultaneously by the full team of experts already present in Nairobi. Selection

of candidates for the award of fellowships locally or abroad will receive early
attention, so that the return of the fellows to take up teaching positions can be
co-ordinated with the departure of the experts which will begin early in the second
year of the supplementary programme.

9. The Government Co-operating Agency will be the Ministry of Education. To
facilitate the timely operation of the project, the Government will continue to
provide:

(a) All operating costs of the Polytechnic;

(b) Counterpart personnel. The Government has agreed to carry out the
necessary measures, including the provision of adequate scale of salaries, to make
available qualified national and East African counterpart staff in sufficient
numbers;

(c) Equipment and supplies as required;

(d) The existing buildings housing the Polytechnic; and

(e) All support services.

The value of the Government's participation in the project has been estimated at
the equivalent of $1,913,C00, all of which represent expenditures arising directly
from the project. /..
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10. To assist in the execution of the project, UNESCO, in its capacity as

Participating and Executing Agency for the UNDP (Special Fund), has agreed to

provide:

(a) Under the expert component of the project:

(i) The services of a Project Manager;

(ii) Experts in the fields of mechanical engineering (power plant,

applied mechanics and machines, workshop technology, design);

electrical engineering (power and machines, workshop technol-

ogy); electronics and telecommunications, civil engineering

and structures, and construction and surveying; and

(iii) Consultant services for specialized advice on training and to

contribute to the existing departmental courses;

(b) Under the training component of the project, sixteen fellowships for

sixteen man-years to train counterpart personnel in all aspects of the programme;

(c) Under the equipment component of the project:

(i) Laboratory and workshop equipment for training purposes; and

(ii) Books, publications and audio visual aids.

11. A detailed review of the work carried out will take place at midway of the

additional period of assistance; this assessment will be undertaken jointly by

the Government, UNESCO, and the UNDP (Special Fund).
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III. GoverningCouncil Earmarking

Phasing of expenditure

Total cost First Second Third Fourth
(in U) year year yevar year

Experts 645,CCO / 258,CCO 219,300 141,900 25,8Co

Training Component 92,8CO 46,400 34,8co 11,6CO

Equipment 50,CCO 20,000 20,CCO 5,CGO 5,COO

Miscellaneous 38,700 15,500 13,1CC 8,5CO 1,600

TCTAL GROSS
PROJECT COSTS: 826,500 339,900 287,200 167,0CO 32,400

Participating and
Executing Agency
overhead costs 90,9CO

UNDP (Special Fund)
direct costs 2,CCC

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARKING: 919,4CO

a/ Gross cost represents 25 man-years of expert services.

IV. Recommendations

12. The Administrator:

(a) Recommends that the Governing Council earmark $919,4CO for this project,

of which $826,500 will be for project costs, $2,000 for UNDP (Special

Fund) direct costs and $90,9CO for clearly identifiable additional costs

incurred by the Participating and Executing Agency in the execution of

the project;

(b) Requests the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude the

appropriate arrangements.
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thia oould lead in tamn to a better distribut~m of assistaxa by the Inmlusim
of support for the Xmbasa istiu tet, an won me for the Xwqa Polyto*h8c, in

tah -rtwsion to tbe xeis Ia U~r pgtoct.

Mes EK*W Poly+echnic is won wpuippod for tbo Urvdan of tmabna-iaS
up to dipl " level ad then is a rJsk of dupioatig tbo 'Oft of the

Ub iv?1itq P&* ty of 0ng wing it mv advanod oquipment an o m advanowd
oowrmws ame introdw:*d. Close 1imism and collAborotimn bobome tto Polytoob-
pit and the Urdvewity is therefore important.

In vir of the tlnulng short*V of oomterport pwoosa, o~hasis
asb1A be plaad on woopmes to correst this situation dal" the S ecod phoss
aud it would soon advi*sblo to obtS ftRm isuranes frm the 0ovatumtut that
the oomterpart omtribution obs.1 imus a adoqaato vsber of qu lifad ad
ftelAwitl salaried sOmat"Wpt ataf".

*i not* fram paragraph 3 of the Sawwwy that a3y fo of the tean &VU1b-
le fllosips hoa. for bem siwrdod. Conequently, we Wmid qustion tIW

n-ed to all.ate. five v fol6 meo"a in the oadca* Phaso.

Buseen ?OV022
Dovoloraint Sorvices Departnt

.. o lve - Acting Dii.ctor, UN.S
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Mr. C. Bruce 559

To Handle Note and File
Appropriate Disposition Note and Return
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Full Report Recommendation
Information Signature
Initial _ Send On

REMARKS

When comenting on this project you said

that Africa Department "has no specific

coments to make and generally supports
the request". Education Division's
comments are attached. Would you go
along with these, particularly the last
parag7 h

From
Eileen Powell (27h3)



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: leen Powell DATE: September 17, 1968

F RO .tqL . Bgrt

SUBJECT: KENYA - Request to the UNDP (Special Fund) from the Government for an
extension of the KEN-2 project establishing the engineering
department at the Kenya polytechnic, Nairobi, Kenya -
DP/SF/310 KEN 2 (EXT)

The Education Division already has an education project being
implemented in Kenya and a second project for education is likely to be
prepared during November, 1968.

In regard to the proposed UNDP project, the Kenya Polytechnic is
well equipped for the training of technicians up to "diploma" level and J'
there is a daxager of duplicating the work of the University if more
advanced equipment and more advanced courses are introduced This argues
for closer liaison and collaboration between the University Faculty of
Engineering and the Polytechnic.

With regard to staffing, the College has leaned heavily upon tech-
nical assistance and will continue to do so until a more realistic
recruitment policy is adopted by the authorities concerned. The college
has been in existence for eight years, has received technical assistance
in respect of staff for six years and still reports lack of counterparts
to the Unesco experts. It would seem essential that a second project
should include firm assurances concerning the provision of an adequate
number of qualified and sufficiently salaried counterpart staff able to
assume the tasks of the experts at the conclusion of the project.

The desirability of approving yet more fellowships is doubtful when,
over a period of 3-6 years, only four of the existing ten fellowships have
been taken up.

Perhaps of greatest importance, the education project shortl to be
considered by the Internation 1. Development Association, included a
proposal for the upgrading of% ombasa Technical Institute to polytechnic
level. Such a propos would be studied in the light of current and
proposed activities atienya Polytechnic.3 The Bank/FAQ project identifica-
tion mission due to arrive in Nairobi about September 25, 1968, will
therefore pay special attention to the Kenya Polytechnic. It might
therefore be useful for the UNDP to suspend a decision about the pro-
posed project until the relative loading of the Kenya and Mombasa
polytechnics has been considered. This might in turn lead to a better
distribution of the proposed technical assistance by including support for
the Mombasa Institute as well as the Kenya Polytechnic.

MHultin/SJGBurt:vct

cc: Messrs. Piccagli
Ballantine
Stewart
Tolley



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Miss Eileen Povell DATE: September 9, 1968

FROM: Colin Bru4

SUBJECT: Request to the UNDP (Special Fund) from the Government of Kenya
for an extension of the KE.-2 project establishing the engineering
dejpartent at the Kenya polytechnic, Nairobi, Kenya - DP/5Ff31O KEN 2
(EXT)

With reference to the above request to the UNDP from the

Government of Kenya, the Africa Department has no specific comments

to make and generally supports the request.

CBrucettj



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO . NEW YORK

REFERENCE; DP/SF/310 /QZL 2 (EXT) 28 August 168

Dear Mr. Demuth,

.... I attach three copies of a resum6 of a request received from the

Government of Kenya for

assistance from the United Nations Development Programme (Special Fund)

for th Zen a Polyteciulc. Nairobi, (extensiun)

I should be grateful for any comments vhich the International Bank

for Reconstruction and Development may wish to make on this request.

Yours sincerely,

Iyer Cohen
Assistant Administrat r

and
Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Director of Development Services
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

'A:v
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DP/SF/310/KEN 2 (EXT) RESTRICTED

WBG ARCHIVES 12 August 1968

UNITED NATIONS DEVSLOPMNT PROGRANME
(SPECIAL FUND)

Official Request from the Government of Kenya
for an extension of the KEN-2 project establishing
the Engineering Department at the Kenya Polytechnic,

Nairobi, Kenya

Date Reqeust Received: 15 May 1968

Proposed Duration: 3-1/2 years

Amount requested from UNDP (Special Fund): US$837,000

Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution: US$2,325,500

Local Operating Costs: US$92,250

Proposed Government Co-operating Agency: Ministry of Education

I. Background

1. The Kenya Polytechnic was opened in 1960 by the Government to train
technicians in collaboration with, and to serve the needs of industry. At
its eighth session in March 1962 the Governing Council of the Special Fund
approved a project for expanding the facilities of the Polytechnic Engineering
and Building Departments and establishing a close liaison with industry to
provide the student with in-course training and to provide for the development
of a school curriculum which reflected the needs of industry. _/ Special
Fund assistance, which is scheduled to terminate in June 1969, consists of
ten experts, ten fellowships, and equipment totalling US$1,313,532: the
Government is supplying staff, buildings, equipment and miscellaneous costs
for a counterpart contribution of US$3,257,116.

2. Considerable success has been achieved to date. All scheduled courses
have been developed and introduced, and enrolment targets have been reached
and exceeded. The close liaison with industry has resulted in the intrc-
duction of needed courses and the up-grading cf some existing courses. In
order to accommodate the expi.nsion to date, and to provide for similar future
growth, the Polytechnic needs experts to develop additional new courses as
requested by industry; equipment to allow for increasing enrolment, course
diversification and course sophistication; books and audio-visual aids;

l/ Document No. SF/R.5/Add.36

* PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS DOCUMENT IS A SUMMARY OF THE REQUEST AS SUBMITTED
AND DOES NOT REPRESENT THE VIEWS OF THE UNDP (SPECIAL FUND) ON THE MERITS
OF THE REQUEST



fellowships (in addition to those granted under the current Plan of
Operation) to train the additional counterpart staff needed as a result
of increased enrolment, increased course diversification, and an unbalanced
ratio of local to expatriate staff; and additional student accommodation.

3. The main problem encountered in the project implementation is the
persistent difficulty in recruiting counterpart staff: this is due in
part to the higher salaries paid in private industry. The withdrawal
of the Unesco specialists in 1969 wiukd create a teacher shortage which
would make it difficult for the Engineering Department to maintain its
achievements to date. It is also necessary to allow more time to complete
the existing programme of fellowships for training of counterpart staff as
only four of the ten available fellowships have been awarded to date (1968).

4. As a long term solution to the problem of suitable polytechnic
teacher candidates the Government will initiate (January 1968) a teacher
training programme providing secondary school leavers with a five year
bursary to allow three years of study at the Polytechnic, one year
in industry, and one year at the teacher training school. In order to
improve the technical capabilities of secondary school graduates, the
Government also plans to assess and up-grade the present secondary trade
and technical school staff with the help of the Polytechnic and international
experts. However, the effective development of these programmes requires
experts to assist in establishing the pre-service and up-grading programmes,
and to advise on secondary trade and technical school curricula, and
laboratory and workshop layouts.

5. In the light of. the above needs, and of the increasing need for
technical peresoael i.dicated by recent 1rean manpower surveys, the
Government requests an extension of UNDP pvcial Fund) assistance.

II, The ProAect

6. The major objectives of the extension, the duration of which is 3-1/2
years, are:

(a) to provide facilities for the training of an adequate number
of Erngineering and Building Technicians to meet the national
needs in the early 1970's;

(b) to introduce and develop higher level and more specialized
courses of study; and

(C to augment the programme for training national technical
teaching staff.

7. Implementation of this proposal will require an extension of the
project on much the same scale as that provided by the current programme,
until the end of 1972. Hcwever, it is expected that the nature of the
work currently being done by the experts will change as a result of the



completion of the Polytechnic extension (whose design and construction
took a high proportion of the team's working time); the new objective
of improving the training programmes at the secondary schools; the
increaaing need for more specialized advice on the new higher level
courses; the proposed recruitment of numerous highly qualified counterpart
staff; and, the decreasing need for project staff to "sell" the benefits
of the programme to industry as graduates prove their worth.

8. To implement this project the Government will provide salaries for
professional and other staff, salaries for fellows, bursaries for students,
buildings, equipment and supplies, and a contribution to local costs,
totalling US$2,417,740.

9. The UNDP (Special Fund) is requested to provide 10 experts for a
total of 366 man-months of service, 5 fellowships of 12 man-months each,
equipment, and miscellaneous costs to an estimated total of US$837,000.

Since the effectiveness of any further fellowships is contingent
upon the successful completion of the current fellowship programme, the
Government also requests permission to award the unused fellowships
granted for the current project after the official termination date (June
1969).

Ill. Financial Data

A. Contribution Requested from the UN4DP (Special Fund)

1. Experts - 10 expeits, 30-1/2 man-years US$615,000

Chief Technical Adviser and Senior Specialist
in echanical Engineering 42 m/m

Specialist in Mech. Eng. (Workshops) 42 m/m
Specialist in Mecianical Engineering 30 M/m
Specialist in ::ngineering Science (Heat Engines) 36 m/m
Specialist in Engineering Science (Applied

Maths and. Thysics) 30 m/m
Senior Spec.alist in Electrical Engineering 42 m/m
Specialist in Telecommunications and Radio 30 m/m
Specialist in Electrical Engineering (Workshops) 36 m/m
Senior Specialist in Civil Eng. and Building 42 m/m
Specialist in Civil Engineering and Building 36 m/m

2. Fellowshic - 5 posts, 5 man-years US$24,000

Mechanical Engineering 12 m/m
Mechanical Engineering (Workshop) 12 m/m
Civil Engineering and Building 12 m/m
LIectrical Eligineering 12 M/M
Telecommunications 12 M/M

/. .
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3. Egimen US$160 000

Laboratory and Workshop Equipment US$125,000
Books and Teaching aids 30,000
Final Report 5,000

4. Miscellaneous US$38,000

TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED FROM THE UNDP (SPECIAL FUND) US$837,000

B. Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution

Salaries (professional and other staff) US$1,608,310
Fellowships and bursaries 38,620
Buildings 412,990
Equipment and Supplies 163,950
Miscellaneous 101,620

TOTAL GOVERNMENT COUNTERPART CONTRIBUTION US$2,325,490

C. Local 9perating Costs

The Government proposes to pay an amount estimated at US$92,250 as
a cash contribution towards local operating costs of this project.

J.D. SPROULE
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The Knya Polytechnic, Nairobi

Governing Council earmarking:Y $1,428, 100

Governmenyts, counterpart contributionji
estimated at equivalent of: 880,00

Duration: Six years

Purpose: To expand the facilities of the Kenya
Polytechnic in order that the Polytechnic
may train larger numbers of technicians
and also introduce training at higher
levels than heretofore provided.

Executing Agency: The United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization
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I. Introduction

1. The Managing Director submits the following report and recommendation on the
application of the Government of the United Kingdom on behalf of the Government of
Kenya for assistance in expanding the Kenya Polytechnic at Nairobi.

II. Dackground

2. The Polytechnic opened in January 1961. Its purpose is to filUthe gap in
the technical education system in Kenya between the training of skilled craftsmen
and that of university engineers. Skilled craftsmen and artisans are being
trained in existing technical and trade schools, while the Royal College at Nairobi,
which is also the object of a recommendation by the Managing Directory provides
university courses in engineering, not only for Kenyans but also for students
from Tanganyika and Uganda.

3. The courses at the Polytechnic begin at a level equivalent to the upper
grades of secondary schooling. It is at this level that courses have been given
during the first year. It is intended that courses at the post-secondey level be
introduced gradually, preparing students for supervisory posts at the sub-

professional level and for positions as instructors for the existing technical

and trade schools.

4. If the school develops according to schedule, it is expected that a complete'
programme of courses will be established by 1967, and will then be in a position to
meet at least part of the estimated demand for technicians below the university
level.

5. The expansion of the course programme and the concomitant increase in
enrolment vill require more teaching staff and equipment than are available at
present. It is to help finance this expansion that the Government has requested
assistance from the Special Fund.

II. The Project

6. Under the project, the facilities of the Polytechnic will be expanded in
the fields of mechanical, electrical and civil engineering in order to enable the
school to offer the courses required for the Higher National Certificate for

1/ See SF/R-5/Add.35.
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technicians and the Final Certificate for craftsmen of the City and Guilds of

London Institute. In addition, a science course will be instituted, preparing

students for entrance to the Royal College at Nairobi.

7. In the course of the ,project period, courses at higher levels than those now

being givda and new subjects in the fields mentioned vill be introduced. The

Polytechnic's own teaching staff will increase from six in the present school

year to 16 at the end of the project. Present enrolment is 102 students; for the

school year 1967-1968 it is expected to be 430, excluding evening and part-time

trainees.

8. The Special Fund will, over a period of six years, provide 44 man-years of

expert services for approximately ten posts. The tasks of the experts will be to

initiate new courses, improve existing ones, and train counterpart staff to take

over at the end of the project. The Special Fund will also supply equipment for

several workshops and laboratories. Finally, the Special Fund will enable a

number of counterpart staff to complete their training abroad by grantig

fellowships totalling ten man-years.

9. The Government's counterpart contribution will cover counterpart staff, part

of the instruction equipment, scholarships, and all further running costs. No new

building construction is required because the existing premises were planned for

the growing enrolment.

10. The Government will specifically undertake to make available duly qualified

counterpart teaching staff in the course of the project so that, at the end of the

six years, when the international experts have left, the Institute can carry on

with its own staff at the level established under the project.

IV. Executing Agency

11. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization has

indicated its readiness to serve as Executing Agency.
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V. Financial Provisions

12. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be as

follows:

Total cost Phasing of Expenditure
1in $US) st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year 6th Year

Experts 884, 400* 100,500 180,900 201,000 201,000 120,600 80,400

Felloships 50,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 -

Equipment 340,000 40,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 -

Miscellaneous 53,100 6,000 10,900 12,100 12,100 7, 20 4,800

Total project
cost 1,327,500 156,500 301,800 323,100 323,100 137,800 85,200

Executing Agency
overhead cost 100,600

Total Governing
Council
earmarking 1,428,100

* Gross cost, representing 44 man-years of experts" services.

13. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estimated at

the equivalent of $132,700, representing 15 per cent of the estimated gross expert

cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards local

operating costs of the project. In addition, the Government is expected to make a

counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $880,000. The exact amounts

will be determined at the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.

14. To the extent administratively desirable, it is the intention of the Managing

Director, subject to the concurrence of the Government to include in the gross

project budget any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government agrees

to make in cash, and to show a Special Fund allocation increased accordingly.

VI. Recommendations

15. The Managing Director

(a) RECOMMENDS that the Governing Council approve an earmarking of

$1,428,100 for this project, of which $1,327,500 will be for project costs

and $100,600 for clearly identifiable additional costs incurred by the

Executing Agency in the execution of the project; and

(b) REQUESTS the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude the

appropriate arrangements.
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CONFIDENTIAL

CONSULTATIVE BOARD
Seventh mpting
16 February 1962

United Kingdom Kenya) The Kenya Polytechnie Nairob

1. The Government of the United Kingdomt, on behalf of th6 Government of Kenya,
has requested assistance from the SpecUal Fund -fo expanding the Kenya Polytechnic

at Nairobi.

2. The Polytechnic, which opened in January 1961, was established to tieet'the

growing demand in Kenya both for secondary schooling of technicians and for post-

secondary training at the sub-university level. Enrolment is expected to increase

more than fourfold between the present school year and 1967-68. According tm

recent plans, 430 full-time students will be in the school by the latter year. In
addition, the Polytechnic will give evening and part-time courses.

3. In order to accommodate the expected higher number of students, the present
facilities of the school will have to be rapidly enlarged in the fields of mechani-

cal, electrical and civil engineering. The present request is for assistance in

cmmpleting that part of the expansi-,n which concerns post-secondary training.

4. Under the project, facilities for the following courses will be established or
expanded: Higher Natisnal Certificate Course and Full Technicians' Course of the
City and Guilds of London Institute, and a science course preparing students for
entrance to the Royal College, Nairobi.

5., The assistance requested from the Special Fund amounts to 1,064,000 for the
services of experts in the fields listed in paragraph 3, fellowships for the
counterpart staff, and equipment for laboratories and workshops. The Government's
proposed contribution would be the equivalent of $880,OO. The proposed project
period is six years.

6. The request has been evaluated in consultation with the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. The proposals given below are
conditional 6n assurances from the Government that counterpart staff in sufficient
numbers and witI: the required ability will be made available in the course of the
project to ensure the continuation of the Polytechnic at the level established
under the project.

62-35906
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7. The Managing Director proposes to request that the Governing Council Authorize

an amunt of $1327,500 to cover the estimated project costs of this project ever

a period of six years. Of this, $884,400 would be for forty-four man-years of

expert services, $50,000 for ten fellowships of one year each, $340,000 for equip-
ment and $53,100 for miscellaneous costs. The Government's counterpart contribu-
tion is estimated at $880,000, and in addition the Government will be expected to
cntribute in cash a sum equivalent tN fifteen percent f the expert services.
8. The Managing Director proposes to recanmend that the United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization be invited to serve as Executing
Agency for the project.



Your Reft SF/310/KEN 2

August 25, 1961

Mr. yer Cohen, Director
Bureau of Operations
United Nations Special Fund
New York, New York

Deer Myerz

In your letter of August you asked for our com-
ients on the request received from the GOverment of Kenya for

assisteno to the Keny* Polytechnic in Nairobi.

While we have no pprticular informAtion concoming
the project, it would be our general opinion that the training
of the type envioioned under this project will be incexsingly
important in Kezya.

Sincerely yourv,

Kcznneth R. Ivecn
Assiatnt Director

KRI mo Technical Asseltance and Planr.i.g ?t4ff
cc% TOD

E.A. & A.
Central files



FRM-No. 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Kenneth R. iverson DATE: August 23, 1961

FROM: 0. H a

SUBJECT: Kenya - UN. Special Fund Project for Assistance to the
Kenya Polytechnic, Yairobi

4e have no additional information on the proposed project.

In the coming period of self goy rnnenm and eventual full in-
dependence, training of Africans in various skills will be very
important in Kenya and also in U -anda and Tang anyika. The proposed
project scems to be of high priority.

I sugrest that the bank should take a favorable attitude.

PLeon:0HCalik-a:eb
cc: &essrs. Cope/Cheek

Thonnpson



FORM No. 57A INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TOD/

TO: Department of Operations - Europe, Africa any DATE: August 17, 1961
Australasia

FROM: Kenneth R. Iverson

SUBJECT: Request to U.N. Special Fund from the Government of Kenya (KEN 2) for
assistance to the Kenya Polytechnic, Nairobi.

Attached is a resume of a request received by the United
Nations Special Fund. The Special Fund has asked for any comments
which the Bank might wish to make on this project.

Please let me have any views which would be useful for us
to pass on to the Special Fund. If there are no comments, I would
also appreciate a note to that effect in order that we can reply
promptly to the request.

LiA



FORM No. 75
(2-60) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
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Date

ROUTING SLIP

NAME ROOM NO.

To Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Signature
initial I Send On

REMARKS

From



FORM No. 75
(2.60) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Date
ROUTING SLIP August 18, 1961

NAME ROOM NO.

Mr. Van Helden

Mr. Reid

To Handle Note and File
Appropriate Disposition Note and Return
Approval Prepare Reply

x Comment Per Our Conversation

,Full Report Recommendation
Information Signature
Initial __aI Send On

REMARKS

Q A A

From
P.J. Squire



FORM No. 57A NTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(5-48)INENTOABAKFRRCNTUTO AN DEEOM T

TOI OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Department of Operations - Europe, Africa and DATE: August 17, 1961

Australasia

FROM: Kenneth R. Tverson

SUBJECT: Request to U.N. Special Fund from the Government of Kenya (KEN 2) for
assistance to the Kenya Polytechnic, Nairobi.

Attached is a resume of a request received by the United
Nations Special Fund. The Special Fund has asked for any comments
which the Bank might wish to make on this project.

Please let me have any views which would be useful for us
to pass on to the Special Fund. If there are no comments, I would
also appreciate a note to that effect in order that we can reply
promptly to the request.



SPECIAL FUND FONDS SPECIAL

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE PLAZA 4-11234 CANLE ADDRESS, SPECFUND NEW YORK

REFERENCE: 3F/310/KEN 2 16 August 1961

Dear Mr. Demuth,

..... I attach three copies of a rdsumd of a request received

from the Government of Kenya

for assistance from the Special FundxAmu to the Kenya

Polytechnic, Nairobi

I should be grateful for any coments which the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Dvelopment may wish to make on this

request.

Yours sincerely,

Myer Cohen

Director
Bureau of Operations

Mr. Richard Demuth,
Director, Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington 25, D.C. Z
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SF/310/KET 2

UNITED NATIONS SPECIAL FUND

Request from the Government of Kenya for asststaince to the

KYMA POLTCHNIC. NAIOBI

Summary

Date request received: 7 August 1961

Amount req-xested from the Special Fund; 41,064,000

Government contr bution (including cash
paymzents towards local operating costs); $ 980,840

Daration Six years

Type of assistance requestedz ELperts,. fellowships and
equiipment

Pa4ckgr md

The Kenya PoLytechnic opened in Nairobi in January 1961. It provides courses
at thi teshni.ian level in mechanical electrical, automobile and civil engineering,
in bu1ding,. sclon , heme e-onwics, and commrcial subjects, The total enrolment
of full-tits Atudents in Sept ber 1961 will be 10, This nur-ber is expeted to
r~ise to 430 in the year 1967-68, For part-;time day-time students the fIgu3r is
expected to rise from -66 to 11770 betw-en the snni two date i, and Lor evening
students the correuponding figures are 298 and 895. This amounts to a total number
of traned of 3,095 in the year 1967-68.

This compares with a total of 2i500 trainees in technical and trade schools
run by the Government and by indus1try at the present timj. Br 1964 this number is
expected to rise to 8,000, At that time the total enroi:ent at the Polytechnic is
expected to be around 2,000.

It is estirated that for each university trained erogineer industry needs ten
technicians of the Po.ytechitc level, While there are -no figures showing that the
achievezent of this relationship underlies the present request,. it is stated that
the prcject wunission haq been designed to enable the Polytechnic to keep pace
with tha evpected increased demar4 for tachnicians. A -onpaLte manpower survey
establishing dizmand with some precision is not ava4labj.e, There is, however,
attached to the reqaeot an analysis of professional and technioal posts in the
Government seriices containing estimates through 1965.

Entrance requirements for the regular courses are the possession of a Kenya
Preliminary Examination Certifieats with at least two years further secondary
education. Junior courses on a day release basis are conducted for those candidates
whose prospects are promising but who fall short of the above requirements.

Figures on the availabtlty of suitable candidates are lacking.



QOjeJtive of the pVoject

To enable the Kenya Polytechnic at tairobi to expand its training facilities
to meet part of tkre inuleaaed demand for te diiani in ehyW induttrr.

Dencription of the prodeqt

Assistance is sought for the departnents of Mechanical Engineering (including
Automobile and lroduction), Electrioal Engineering (including Telecommunications),
Civil Engineering (including Iuilding and Carpentry), and Science; and also for a
Material Testing LAboratory serving both the departments of lechanical Engineering
and BaiMding,

Daring the first one or two years of the prnjeot, the training will still be
aimed exclusively at the "Ordinary Level"., ie., the City and GuiLds ordinary
certificate or the Tntrmediate Lovel of a Teohnicians' Course. After that, courses
for the- Higher er ific.ate or full Technicians' level are planned.

The duration of the courses is not given.

The expansion of the course programme and the growing student body will
necessitate an increase in teaching staff. The Polytechlie's own teaching staff is
scheduled to increase from 6 in the academic year 1962-63 to 16 in the year 1967-68,
The latter nunber presumably includes the counterparts to take over from the
Special Fund experts, whose nwmber and timing is shown below,

Equiment is already on order for several departments of the Polytechric and
during the years of the project further equipuent to a total value of $397,600 will
be ordered

Z r. 1 bu- f the - overment

The 0overnment contribution to the project is planned as follows:

Equipment $ 56,000
Staft 664,720
ur"e.ries, oto. 29,400
uning costs 22Z

Total counterpart contribution $$80, 040

Contribution to.ards local
operating costs

Grand total $980,840



]ntrti2 reqeste. fren th-pjciaj Fund

Forty eisht manoyear .ofxpt stervcei aw vf

Total l962'-63 19634-64 1964-6g 

Mechanical. EVneeorn

Education Officer to
lecture to

Ord ry Level'- 9 1 2 2 2
Advanced Level 9 1 2

Electrical Engineerin

Education QMicer to
lecture to

Ordinary Level 6
Advanced Level 6 . 2 2

Civil Engineerin~
Edugatign Officer to
lecture to

Ordinary-Level 6
Advanced Level 3 - 1 1

F4uaation Of$icer to
lecture to

(Physics/Ghemistry)
Ordinary evel 6

(Physics)
Advanee4 Level

48 5 9 11 5

EquipMent to a total value of $341 600 for the several workshopp and labora-
torio are requestd. diqto are attached to the request,

The one-year- felowshps are distributed as follows:



}96/63196 64196 /6 1265/66 1266/6 1967/68

Mechanical

Engineering
Production &
Metallurgy

Voorkshop TeehnQlqw I

Heat engines and
Applied thermo-
dynamics

Autmoble
Engineering

Civil Engineering
(Building) - -

Elootrical machines

FRadio~-

Television 1

Electrical
Transmission -

Phyeies -

These tems have been ooated as follows * overnuent pstjng r

xperts, 48 man-year $ 672)000 su8$200

Fellowhips, 10 of 1 year 50,400 50,000

Equipment

$1,064000 $120.0800

J.P. Prine/Jb
15 August 1961
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Estimated value of the Government's
participation (counterpart contribution): $2,686,000

Governing Council eamarking:i $ 793,500

Duration: Three years

Purpose: To continue and zomp!ct, the training of the national
and reglon4lly recruited teaching staff of the
Faculty of Engineering, University College, Nairobi.

Participating and Executing Agency: The United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO),
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I. Introduction

1. The Administrator submits the following report and recommendations

on the application of the Government of Kenya for continued assistance

in strengthening the Faculty of Engineering, University College, Nairobi.

II. Background

2. At its eighth session in May 1962, the Governing Council of the

Special Fund approved the Managing Director's recommendation for a project

to assist in the improvement and expansion of the facilities of the Faculty

of Engineering of the Royal College (presently University College) at

Nairobi6 The principal aim of this assistance is the training of

professional engineers to meet the growing manpower needs of Kenya and

other East African countries. The Participating and Executing Agency is

the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.

The project, which became operational on 5 July 1963, should have been

completed in July 1968 but was extended to January 1969. Important

bilateral assistance has also Leen provided to the project.

3. Since its inception, the project has developed satisfactorily. The

Faculty of Engineering now offers courses in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical

Engineering and Land Survey. The enrolment and graduation of students has

been in excess of that foreseen with a total enrolment amounting, in the

academic year 1967/68, to 301 students. Fifty-two students graduated in

1967. Graduates are in great demand and find ready employment in

Government organizations and local industry.

4. Despite these encouraging results and the Faculty's prospects for

rapid and continued growth, it must be noted that the training of national

and East African staff who are to take over from the international experts

has fallen seriously behind schedule. Until the courses at Nairobi began

to produce graduates the recruitment of counterparts was by necessity

limited to the relatively small number of East African nationals returning

from overseas after obtaining a degree. As a consequence, many of the

3/ See document SF/R..5/Add.35.
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staff positions at the Faculty of Engineering had to be filled by

expatriates working, in most cases, without counterpart staff. While

this personnel is highly qualified, the Government believes that it is

essential, to ensure a solid foundation to the Faculty of Engineering, that

a substantial proportion of its staff be composed of qualified East

African nationals. It is to reach this objective and complete the training

of this counterpart staff that it has requested a continuation of the project.

5. A joint UNDP (Special FundyUNESo miseh' assisted the Gove~rnmert

in the elaboration of this request.

III. The Projlect

6. The purpose of the project, the duration of which is three years,

is to assist the Government of Kenya in further strengthening the Faculty

of Engineering, University College, Nairobi, by completing the training

of national and East African counterpart personnel to qualify them to

occupy higher and/or additional teaching positions on the staff and to

upgrade the lefel of some of the courses provided by the Faculty.

7. The present number of Faculty staff -s '38. With the increase of

student enrolment the number of teaching posts will be increased to 43

in 1969 and 47 in 1970. The number of East African citizens on the staff

is now 15, most of thom have been recently appointed to the position of

Assistant Lecturer. It is not expected that in the short duration of the

project a conversion to a totally East African staff can be achieved;

however it will be possible to increase .significantly the present number

of East African citizens now holding such positions as well as to upgrade

some of the incumbents to higher teaching posts. The Government has

agreed to carry out the necessary measures, including the provision of

adequate scale of salaries, to make available qualified national counterpart

teaching staff in sufficient numbers.

8. During this Supplementary Assistance to the project the existing links

of the Faculty with the Civil Engineering Department of King's College,

London University, the Electrical Engineering Departments of Trondheim
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University) Norway, and the Dundee University, Scotland, the Mechanical

Engineering Department, Leeds University, and with the Department of

Geodesy and- Survey, Oxford University, will be continued and hopefully

expanded to assist in the upgrading of the local courses. A connexion

has been initiated also with the Civil Engineering Department of the

University of Wales, Swansea.

9. To implement this project, the Government will continue to provide

the cost of operating the Faculty. This cost is estimated at $2,686,000

for the three years' extension and covers emoluments for personnel, new

machinery and tools, supplies and miscellaneous.

10. The Government Co-operating Agency continues to be the Ministry of

Education of the Government of Kenya.

11. To assist in this additional phase of the project the UNDP (Special

Fund) will provide expert services, including those of a Chief Technical

Adviser, in the fields of mechanical, civil, agricultural and sanitary

engineering, telecommunications and electronics, electrical power and

land surveying, consultants' serv.ces and fellowships for twenty-seven

and one-half man-years. Some special equipment for civil, mechanical

and electrical engineering and land surveying and miscellaneous items will

also be provided.

12. The Government will take full responsibility for continuing the

activities of the project after the period of UNDP (Special Fund)

assistance.

IV. Participating and Executing Agency

13. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,

a Participating and Executing Agency of the UNDP, has indicated its

readiness to execute this project.
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V. Financial Provisions

14. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking

will be as follows:

Phasing of expenditure
Total cost First Second Third
(in US) Year ear Year

Experts 467,400 / 172,200 166,000 129,200

Training Component 359,500 40,600 78,000 40,600
(Fellowships)

Equipment 60,000 5,000 52,000 5,000
Miscellaneous 28,000 10,300 10.000 1.100

TOTAL GROSS
PROJECT COSTS: 714,900 226,100 306,300 182,500

Participating and
Executing Agency
'overhead costs 78,600

UNDP (Special Fund)
direct costs ./

GOVERNING COUNCIL
EARMARKING 795,500

a/ Gross cost, representing 19 man-years of expert services.

b/ Includes any expenditure for costs related to project appraisal or
operation incurred directly by the Administrator.

15. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount

estimated at the equivalent of $70,100, representing 15 per cent of the

estimated gross expert cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash

contribution towards local operating costs of the project. In addition, the

Government is expected to make a counterpart contribution estimated at the

equivalent of $2,686,000. The exact amounts will be determined at the

time of signature of the Plan of Operation.

/...
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16. The Administrator

(a) Recommends that the Governing Council earmark $793,50 for

this project, of which $714,900 will be for project costs and

$78,600 for clearly identifiable additional costs incurred by

the Participating and Executing Agency in the execution of the

project:

(b) Requests the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude

the appropriate arrangements.
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
T r. S.J.G DATE: March 15, 1968

FROM: C.P. van D

SUBJECT: Request from ov ment of Kenya for UNDP assistance to the Faculty of
Engineering, iIversity College, Nairobi

The expansion of the Faculty of Engineering is a high-priority
project for the East African region as a whole. Manpower data, analysed
for the donor conference last year, indicated persistant shortages of
engineers in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania for the coming decade and there
can be little doubt about the urgency of the need to expand in this field.
In view of the likelihood that the University of East Africa might dis-
integrate in three seuarate, national universities, however, it would be
worthwhile to investigate whether the Faculty of Engineering will continue
to serve the needs of the East African region as a *-hole or, in the long
run, only the needs of Kenya. Ie do not knou about any plans of Uganda
and Tanzania to establish faculties of engineering at ilakerere and Jar es
Salaam, but if the establishment of such faculties would be a long range
objective the expansion of the Nairobi faculty should be carefully planned
It should be noted that the request for UNDP assistance originates from
the Government of Kenya only, but the justification is given in terms of
the "manpower requirements of East Africa" (para. 3). Some consultation
with the two other governments would appear desirable.

CPvanDijk/ms

cc: Mr. Tolley
Mr. Piccagli
Divisional Files (2)
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FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Projects Department

TO: IFul"Y&MauigBprmg DATE: march 12, 1963

FROM: Eileen Powe

SUBJECT: Request to the UNDP (Special Fund) from the Government of Kenya for

assistance to the faculty of engineering, University College, Nairobi_(Phase II)

ffP/SF/310 KEN 1.

Attached is a suamary of a request received by the UNDP (Special
Fund). The UNDP has asked for our comments on this project.

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandmn giv-
ing your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department
has no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Bank's Area Department

Development Services Department will reply to the UNDP in the
light of coments received.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to us
and therefore wish to see the full governmental request to the UNDP
before offering comments, please let me know and I will ask them for
the full text.

Attachment

EPowell/pme
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UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRA1ME
(SPECIAL FUND)

Official Request from the Government of Kenya
for assistance to the Faculty of Engineering,
University College, Nairobi (Phase Two).

SUMMARY *

Date request received: 27 November 1967

Proposed duration: Three years

Amount requested from UNDP(SF): $834,600

Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution: $2,686,000

Local operating costs: $77,250
Proposed Government Co-operating Agency: Ministry of Education

I. Background

1. The three East African countries of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania are
carrying on large development programmes which depend strongly upon the
engineering profession for their planning, design and dexelopment, execution
and final operation. The High Level Man Power Report prepared by the
Ministry of Economic Planning and Development for Kenya estimated that in
1964 there were over 800 engineers employed in the country, but only 5.5%
were Africans. Taking into account a policy of progressive East Africanization
and an expansion of industrial activity, the report estimated that nearly 700
engineers would be required between the years 1964/7o.

2. Degree courses in Engineering were initiated in 1961 at what is now the
University College in Nairobi. Initially the courses were based upon the
London External Degree, but degrees in Engineering of the University of
East Africa have been awarded since 1965. At the finalization of the 1966/67
session 52 engineering students were graduated. It can be expected that
the graduation per annum will approach 100 by 1970.

3. In March 1962 the Governing Council of the United Nations Special Fund
approved a programme for assistance to the Faculty of Engineering, University
College of Nairobi of $832,600. A subsequent amendment increased the Special
Fund allocation to $955,000. The object of this project was to improve and

* PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS DOCUMENT IS A SUMMARY OF THE GOVERNMENT'S REQUEST
AS SUMITTED AND DOES NOT REPRESENT THE VIEWS OF THE UNDP (SPECIAL FUND)
ON THE MERITS OF THE REQUEST.
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expand the Faculty of Engineering for the purpose of training professional
engineers to meet the manpower requirements of East Africa. To this end
the project provided for (a) experts in various engineering disciplines
(b) fellowships for training abroad, for some of. the counterpart personnel
appointed by the Government who should take over the duties of the experts
after their leaving (c) equipment for the technical laboratories. This
project is scheduled to be completed in Auguist 1968.

4. Since the inception of the above Special Fund project the Faculty of
Engineering has developed as intended with the institution of courses in
Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering and Land Survey. With regard to
the number of students entering and qualifying, progress has ben slightly in
excess of that foreseen. On the other hand the programme for recruitment of
East African staff to act as understudies to the international experts has
fallen seriously, behind schedule. As a result the experts oh duty throughout
the project have functioned as full members of -the faculty, carrying a full
teaching load in addition to their other duties as experts. Furthermore, many
of the fellowships provided for in the Plan of Operation have not. been used,
or if they were, the fellow will not return to Nairobi until after the end
of the project so that there would be no opportunity for an adequate handing
over of responsibilities. It can reasonably be expected that the improvement
in the local staff recruitment situation experienced in 1966 and 1967 will
continue as more candidates become available as a result of thexpansion
of the, degree courses at Nairobi and with the return of many East Africans
from abroad.

II. rTherOject

5. The purpose of tbe requested aecond phase of the project is to complete
the original assistance progamme of Phase I and to proyide a f 'ther degree
of East Africanization in the staffing of the teaching positions f the
Faculty of Engineering.

6. To this end assistance from UNDP (Special Fund) s requested for a follow.
up operation to cover the period mid-1968 to mid-1L971, consisting of three
components:

(a) The provision of sdven expert posts for a total of 21.5 man-years.
These posts are a continuation of the.expert post. of the current project,
namely: agricultural, mechanical, civil and sanitary engineering, tele-
communications and electronics, electric power, and land surveying. Their
duties will comprise: teaehing"the' undergraduate courses and training
counterpart staff to take over at the end. of the project.

(b) Fellowships for a total of 39.5 man-years. This number includes
the unfilled fellowships of the current project and 26.5 man-years for new
ones. It is requested that the duration of each fellowship be from two
to three years. The request separates the fellowships into overseas
fellowships for study abroad and local ones tenable in Nairobi with the
intention that the recipients should undex'go on-the-Job training and study
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for their M.Sc.,. both at the Faculty of Engineering. It is further
requested that, should it prove necessary, the long duration fellowships
be tenable beyond the termination of the project.

(c) Equipment for a total amount of $100,000. The need for
additional equipment arises from the fact that the attendance of larger
numbers of students at practical laboratory courses makes it necessary
to duplicate some equipment and also because of the heavy demand upon
instrumentation and relatively sophisticated equipment for the students'
required final year project.

7. The Government counterpart contribution will consist of the current
costs for staffing and running the Faculty of Engineering.

III. Financial Data

A. Contribution requested from the UNDP (Special Fund)

1. Experts - .7 posts for 21.5 man-years $515,000
Agricultural Engineering 36 m/m
Mechanical Engineering (Production) 36 m/m
Telecommunications and Electronics 37 m/m
Civil Engineering (Soil Mechanics) 37 m/m
Electrical Power Engineering 38.5 M/m
Land Surveying 36 m/m
Sanitary Engineering 34 m/m
Consultants 3 m/m

2. Fellowships - 18 posts for 39.5 man-years $197,500

3. Equipment $100,000
Civil Engineering $16,000
Mechanical Engineering $!6,000
Electrical Engineering $16,000
Land Survey $52,000

4. Miscellaneous $22,100

TOTAL AMOUNT BEQUESTED FROM UNDP (SPECIAL FUND) $834,600

B. Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution

Operating costs and personnel services $2,686,000

C. Local Operating Costs

The Government proposes to pay an amount estimated at $77,250
as a cash contribution towards local operating costs of the project.

G. POZZI
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Miss Eileen Powell DATE: March 114, 1968

FROM: Colin Bruce

SUBJECT: Request to the UNDP (Special Fund) from the Government of Kerya
for assistance to the Faculty of Engineering, University College,
Nairobi (Phase II). DP/SF/310 KEYf 1

The Africa Department has no particular comment to make

on the above project, and is in general agreement with it.



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Africa Department DATE

FROM: Poril

SUBJECT: Request to the UNDP (Special Fund) from the Government of L fr gggistance

DP/rR T81al.

Attached is a summary of a request received by the UNDP(Special
Fund). The UNDP has asked for our comments on this project.

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giving
your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department has no
comments to offer.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Projects Department/

Development Services Department will reply to the UNDP in the
light of comments received.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to us
and therefore wish to see the full governmental request to the UNDP
before offering comments, please let me know and I will ask them for
the full text.

Attachment

5?wirfl/me



Fo*. No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Projects Department

TO: ___DATE: rch 12, 1960

FROM: Nileen poe"1l

SUBJECT: Request to the UNDP (Special Fund) from the Government of Wg ft
assistance to the facult of Mineering, 5tiiritw CoLegj robi (Mase U)
D 8 0 =10

Attached is a summary of a request received by the UNDP (Special
Fund). The UNDP has asked for our comments on this project.

Please let me have at your early convenience a memorandum giv-
ing your Department's comments, or indicating that your Department
has no comments to offer.

A similar memorandum has been sent to the Bank's Area Department

Development Services Department will reply to the UNDP in the
light of comments received.

If you consider that this project is of special interest to us
and therefore wish to see the full governmental request to the UNDP
before offering comments, please let me know and I will ask them for
the full text.

Attachment

EPw.Ue/p..



UNITED NATIONS 'PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP/SF/310 /KEN 1 6 March 1968

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I attach three copies of a r4su of a request received from the

Government of Kenya for

assistance from the United Nations Development Programme (Special Fund)

for the Faculty of Engineering, University College. Nairobi (Phase Two).

I should be grateful for any c16mments which the International Bank

for Reconstruction and Development may wish to make on this request.

Yours sincerely,

)qyer Cohen
Assistant Administrator

and
Director, Bureau of Operations and Programming

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Director of Development Services
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
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UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
(SPEdIAL-FUND)

Official Request from the 6overnment of Kenya
for assistance to the Faculty of Engineering,

University College, Nairobi (Phase Two)..

SUMMARY *

Date request received: 27 November 1967

Proposed duration: Three years

Amount requested from UNDP( SF): $834,600

Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution: $2,686,000

Local operating costs: $7T,250

Proposed Government Co-operating Agency- Ministry of Education

I. Background

1. The three East African countries of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania are
carrying on large development programmes which depend strongly upon the
engineering profession for their planning, design and dexelopment, execution
and final operation. The High Level Man Power Report prepared by the
Ministry of Economic Planning and Development for Kenya estimated that in
1964 there were over 800 engineers employed in the country, but only 5.5%
were Africans., Taking into account a policy of progressive East Africanization
and an expansion of industrial activity, the report estimated that nearly 700
engineers would be required between the years 1964/70.

2.- Degree courses in Engineering were initiated in 1961 at what is now the
University College in Nairobi. Initially the courses were based upon the
London External Degree, but degrees in Engineering of the University of
East Africa have been awarded since 1965. At the finalization of the -1966/67
session 52 engineering students were graduated. It can be expected that
the graduation per annum will approach 100 by 1970.

3. In March 1962 the Governing Council of the United Nations Special Fund
approved a programme for assistance to the Faculty of Engineering, University
College of Nairobi of $832,600. A subsequent amendment increased the Special
Fund allocation to $955,000. The object of this project was to improve and

* PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS DOCUMENT IS A SUMMARY OF THE GOVERNMENT'S REQUEST
AS SUBMITTED AND DOES NOT REPRESENT THE VIEWS OF THE UNDP (SPECIAL FUND)
ON THE MERITS OF THE REQUEST.
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expand the Faculty of Engineering for the purpose of training professional
engineers to meet the manpower requirements of East Africa. To this end
the project provided for (a) experts in various engineering disciplines
(b) fellowships for training abroad for some of the counterpart personnel
appointed by the Government who should take over the duties of the experts
after their leaving (c) equipment for the technical laboratories, This
project is scheduled to be completed in August 1968.

4. Since the inception of the above Special Fund project the Faculty of
Engineering has developed as intended with the institution of courses in
Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering and Land Survey. With regard to
the number of students entering and qualifying, progress has been slightly in
excess of that foreseen. On the other hand the programme for recruitment of
East African staff to act as understudies to the international experts has
fallen seriously behind schedule. As a result the experts on duty throughout
the project have functioned as full members of the faculty, carrying a full
teaching load in addition to their other duties as experts. Furthermore, many
of the fellowships provided for in the Plan of Operation have not been used,
or if they were, the fellow will not return to Nairobi until after the end
of the project so that there would be no opportunity for an adequate handing
over of responsibilities. It can reasonably be expected that the improvement
in the local staff recruitment situation experienced in 1966 and 1967 will
continue as more candidates become available as a result of the expansion
of the degree courses at Nairobi and with the return of many East Africans
from abroad.

II. The Proejct

5. The purpose of the requested second phase of the project is to complete
the original assistance programme of Phase I and to provide a further degree
of East Africanization in the staffing of the teaching positions of the
Faculty of Engineering.

6. To this end assistance from UNDP (Special Fund) is requested for a follow-
up operation to cover the period mid-1968 to mid-1971, consisting of three
components:

(a) The provision of seven expert posts for a total of 21.5 man-years.
These posts are a continuation of the expert posts of the current project,
namely: agricultural, mechanical, civil and sanitary engineering, tele-
communications and electronics, electric power, and land surveying. Their
duties will comprise: teaching the undergraduate courses and training
counterpart staff to take over at the end of the project.

(b) Fellowships for a total of 39.5 man-years. This number includes
the unfilled fellowships of the current project and 26.5 man-years for new
ones. It is requested that the duration of each fellowship be from two
to three years. The request separates the fellowships into overseas
fellowships for study abroad and local ones tenable in Nairobi with the
intention that the recipients should undergo on-the-job training and study
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for their M.Sc., both at the Faculty of Engineering. It is further
requested that, should it prove necessary, the long duration fellowships
be tenable beyond the termination of the project.

(c) Equipment for a total amount of $100,000. The need for
additional equipment arises from the fact that the attendance of larger
numbers of students at ;ractical laboratory courses makes it necessary
to duplicate some equipment and also because of the heavy demand upon
instrumentation and relatively sophisticated equipment for the students'
required final year project.

7. The Government counterpart contribution will consist of the current
costs for staffing and running the Faculty of Engineering.

III. Financial Data

A. Contribution requested from the UNDP (Special Fund)

1. ERxperts - 7 posts for 21.5 man-years $515,000
Agricultural Engineering 36 m/m
Mechanical Engineering (Production) 36 m/m
Telecommunications and Electronics 37 m/m
Civil Engineering (Soil Mechanics) 37 m/M
Electrical Power Engineering 38.5 m/m
Land Surveying 36 m/m
Sanitary Engineering 34 m/m
Consultants 3 m/m

2. Fellowships - 18 posts for 39.5 man-years $197,500

3. Equiment $100,000
Civil Engineering $16,000
Mechanical Engineering $16,000
Electrical Engineering $16,000
Land Survey $52,000

4. Miscellaneous $2.100

TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED FROM UNDP (SPECIAL FUND) $834,600

B. Proposed Government Counterpart Contribution

Operating costs and personnel services $2,686,000

C. Local 0perating Costs

The Government proposes to pay an amount estimated at $77,250
as a cash contribution towards local operating costs of the project.

G. POZZI
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I, Introduction

1. The Managing Director submits the following report and recoMnecdations on the

application of the Government of the Ubited Kingdom on behalf of the Government of

Kenya for assistance in expanding the facilities of the Faculty of Engineering of

the IRoyal College at Nairobi.

II. Backround

2. The Royal College was established in 1954 and, together with Makerere College

at I0ampala, Uganda, and the University College at Dar es Salaam, Tanganyikao, will

constitute the University of East Africa from 1963 on. Each of the three branches

specializes in certain fields and is open to students from all three countries.

Among the faculties at Nairobi is one for Engineering, and it is for this Faculty

that Special Fund assistance has been requestedl/ The College was started and

is operating at present under a special arrangement with the University of London.

3. The Department within the Faculty of Engineering for Viich Special Fund

assistance has been requested are already in operation. However, lack of qualified

staff, premises, and equipment have until now prevented them from covering a number

of subjects which are considered essential for the needs of the developing

economy of East Africa. The Department of Civil Engineering needs facilities for

training in soil mechanics required for road construction; the Department of

Electrical Engineering should be further developed in the field of

telecommunications and high voltage techniques; the Department of Mechanical

Engineering should expand its training facilities in the special field of

agricultural engineering; and the Department of Land Surveying needs general

strengthening.

4. The Faculty of Engineering has been, and still is, the recipient of assistance

from bilateral sources, primarily in the form of buildings and equipment.

3/ Expansion of the Kenya Polytechnic at Nairobi to 'allow for the training of
a larger number of technicians is the object of a recommendation of the

Managing Director in SF/R.5/Add.37..

1.-
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III. The Project

5. The purpose of the project is the detailed planning and execution of an

expansion of the training facilities of the Faculty of Engineering of the Royal

College at Nairobi.

6. The expansion will concern both the number of subjects covered and the number

of students attending. The yearly enrolment of first-year students is expected

to increase from the present number of 51 to more than 100 in the academic

year 1966-1967. Of these, almost half ill study civil engineering, the rest

mechanical and electrical engineering and land surveying. Taking into account

a total drop-out rate estimated at 30 per cent, approximately 75 engineers will be

graduated each year from 1969 cn. eis number constitutes the minimum vxgently

needed in Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda.

7. To broaden the scope of the instruction offered, it is proposed to fill the

gaps noted in paragraph 3 above and to strengthen the teaching in civil and

mechanical engineering.

8. The degree courses will take three years. Entering students must have

completed their secondary education

9. The Special Fund will, over a period of five years, provide 25 man-years of

expert services for six posts. The task of the experts will be to advise on

planning of curricula and syllabuses, plan workshop and laboratory layouts, draw

up lists of equipment, teach, prepare instruction material, and train counterpart

staff to take over at the end of the project. The Special Fund will also supply

laboratory equipment, books, and audio-visual aids. Finally, the Special Fund

will enable a number of counterpart staff to complete their training abroad by

granting 12 man-years of fellowships.

10. The Government's counterpart contribution will cover buildings, furnishings,

part of the equipment, counterpart and other personnel, and other running costs.

11. The Government will specifically undertake to make available duly qualified

counterpart teaching staff in the course of the project so tat, at the end of the

five years, when the international experts have left, the Institute can carry on

with its own staff at the level established under the project.
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IV. Executing Agency

12. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization has

indicated its readiness to serve as Executing Agency.

V. Financial Provisions

13. It has been estimated that the total Governing Council earmarking will be

as follows:

Total cost Phasing of Expenditure
'n WS) lot Year ;d Year 3rd Year 4th Yea 5th Year

Experts 502,500* 100,500 120,600 120,600 100,500 60,300

Fellowships 60,000 10,000 25,000 25,000

Equipment 180,000 50,000 lOOOO0 30,000

Miscellaneous 30,200 6,opo ,00 7,300 6,o0o 3,600

Total project cost 772,700 *156,500 237,900 182,900 131,500 63,900

Executing Agency
overhead cost 22,t22

Total Governing
Council earmarking 832,600

* Gross cost, representing 25 man-years of experts' services.

14. Included in the total Governing Council earmarking is an amount estibiated at

the equivalent of $75,400, represepting 15 per cent of the estimated gross expert

cost, which will be paid by the Government as a cash contribution towards local

operating costs of the project. In addition, the Government is expected to make

a counterpart contribution estimated at the equivalent of $924,000. The exact

amounts will be determined qt the time of signature of the Plan of Operation.

15. To the extent administratively desirable, it is the intention of the Managing

Director, subject to the concurrence of the Governments, to include in the gross

project budget any part of the counterpart contribution which the Government

agrees to make in cash, and to show a Special Fund allocation increased

accordingly.

I.OF
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VI. Recomnaendations

16. The Managing Director

(a) RECMOW1NDS that the Governing Council approve an earmarking

of $832,6O for this project, of which $772,700 will be for

project costs and $59,900 for clearly identifiable additional

costs incurred by the Executing Agency in the execution of the

project; and

(b) REQUESTS the authorization of the Governing Council to conclude

the appropriate arrangements.
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United Kin dem (Ken.y)): Faculty nf Engineering, Rmyal College, Nairobk

1. The :overnmnit of the United Klngdomy a behalf of the East Africa High

Cmnission.,?has requested. assistance from the Special Fund in expanding the facili-. -

tieg-ofthd' Faculty of Engineering of the Royal CAllege at Nairobi, Kenya..

2. ,The-Royal C*lege was established in 1954 and, together with KMakerere :College

at Kampala, UgantdP., and the University College at Dar es Salaam, Tanganyika, will

fran 1963 .constitute the- University of East Africa. Each of the three, branches-

specialises in 'certain fields and is open to students from all three territories,

Among the faculties at Nairobi is the one for Engineering, and it' is for this

Factilty that rpecial Fund assistance has been requested. The College was started

and is operating at present idnder d special. arrangement with the University of

London.

3. Under present development plans, yearly enrolment of first-year students is

expected to increase from the present number of 51 tn more than a hundred in 1966-

1967. Of these, almost half will study civil engineering, the rest studying

mechanical and electrical engineering and land surveying. Considering a total

drop-out rate estimated at 30 percent, approximately 75 engineers will be graduated

each year from 1969 nn. This number constitutes the minimum urgently needed by the

growing economies of Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda.

4. The assistance requested from the Special Fund amounts to $695,100 for the

services of experts in civil, mechanical and electrical engineering; fellowships

for the counterpart staff; equipment for the departments of civil, electrical and

mechanical engineering and land surveying; and books and films for the library.

The Government's proposed contribution wnuld be the equivalent of $924,200.

DECLASSIFIED
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5. The project has been evaluated in consultation with the United Nations Educa-

tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization. The proposals given below are crkndi-

tional on assurances from the Government that counterpart staff in sufficient

numbers and with the required ability will be made available in the course of the

project to ensure the cintinuation of the Institute at the level established under

the project.

6. The Managing Director proposes -t request that the Governing Council authorize

an amount of $772,700 to cover the estimated project costs of this project over a

period of five years. Of this, 6502,500 wmuld be for twenty-five man-years of ex-

pert services, $60,000 for twelve man-years of fellowships of different durations

up to a maximum of twn years, $180,000 for equipment and 630,200 for miscellaneous

costs. The Government's counterpart contribution is estimated at 4924,000, and in

addition the Government will be expected to contribute in cash a sum equivalent to

fifteen percent of the expert services.

7. The Managing Director proposes to recommend that the United Nations Educationa),

Scientific and Cultural Organization be invited to serve as Executing Agency for the

project,



September 18, 1961

Your Ref x 3 310 KM14 1

Mr. Wtrer Cohen# Director
iureau of Operations
United 4ations Special Fund

ew York, 4sw York

Dear Mr. Cohen

I am replyinMg to your letter of August/l6, 1961 to Mr. Demuth
in which you ask for the Haxk's oomments on the request from the
Government o' Keqya for assistance from the Special Fund to the
Royal College, Nairobi.

The Royal Technical College will serve Kenya and the neighbor-
ing Fast African territories of Uanda, Tangaryika and Lansibar. In
all these territories, Aricanizavion programs promoted by the
governments have increased greatly the need for properly educated
and trained Africans for high positions in both governmrent and
business,

Certainly the kind of facilities proposed are particularly
needed for atvanced technical education in this part of Africa
and should be encouraged. It is doubtful, however, that original
research as described in the project will produce useful results
and have as direct a bearing on the countriesI economic devlop-
ment as ight be achieved should Special Fund assistance be directed
to other channels.

Sincerely yours,

J E. Tvining, Jr.
Technical Assistance and Planning Staff

JETtias
cc TOD

E. E. & A.
Central Files
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FORM NO. 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mario Piccagli DATE: September 11, 1961

FROM: L. Gray Marshall '

SUBJECT: Request to U.N, Special Fund from the Government of Kenya (KEN 1) for
assistance to the Royal College, Nairobi

Inasmuch as I knew that John Lithgow had acted in an advisory way
to the Royal College at Nairobi I had him make up the following:

The East Afric territories of Kenya and Uganda have probably one
of the highest iso1,aunic levels in the world. This is particularly
important to the electric supply industries in the territories and, of
course, to the whole engineering world and any facilities requested to
increase the study of this phenomena would have a world-wide value.
The suggestion, therefore, of research into ionospheric and lightning
phenomena is interrelated and would be valuable.

Internal combustion engine and road vehicle performance would be
valuable in the sense that Kenya and Uganda can provide some of the worst
terrain for vehicle operation plus high altitude roads all within 100 miles
of the college. Even now some of the well-known manufacturers operate
their own research programs centered on Nairobi. Obviously college
laboratory facilities would be a useful adjunct to manufacturers' private
efforts.

I would imagine that reference to solar energy really means the use
of solar energy for domestic services rather than large scale use, i.e.
cooking, water distillation, etc., similar to work being done at the India
Research Institute.



FORM No. 57A
(5N.) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. P. J. iuire DATE: August 25, 1961

FROM: P,

SUBJECT: Request to U.N. Special Fund from the Government of Kenya (KEN 1) for
assistance to the Royal College, Nairobi.

I feel that the departmental comments on this project will
more appropriately come from one of the engineering divisions.
However, I share Mr. Groenveld's skepticism concerning the realism
of provision for ionospheric, lightning and solar energy research
in Kenya. A further consideration is that we are sending a
general survey mission to Kenya next month and would be in a
position to make authoritative comments about the end of the year.
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FORM No. 75
(2.60) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Date
ROUTING SLIP

August 18, 1961

NAME ROOM NO.

To Handle Note and File
Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply
X Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation
Information Signature
nitial !Send On

REMARKS

From
P.J. Squire
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TOD] - OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:

Department of Operations - Europe, Africa and DATE: August 17, 1961
Australasi a

FROM: Kenneth R. Iverson

SUBJECT: Request to U.N. Special Fund from the Government of Kenya (KEN 1) for
assistance to the Royal College, Nairobi.

Attached is a resume of a request received by the United
Nations Special Fund. The Special Fund has asked for any comments
which the Bank might wish to make on this project.

Please let me have any views which would be useful for us
to pass on to the Special Fund, If there are no comments, I would
also appreciate a note to that effect in order that we can reply
promptly to the request.



FORMNo. 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TOMr. Kenneth R. iverson DATE:Aigust 23, 1961

FROM:0. H

SUBJECT5enya - 7N. Special Fund Project for Assistance to the
Royal Collere, Jairobi

:!e have no additional -1fornmation to offer on the uronosed project.

The Royal Technical Collece will serve 7enya and the neighborin
East African territories of U-anda, Tanganyi'a and Zanzibar. )r all
these territories, Africarization pro,rams Drombted y the novernmrents
have increaesed -reatly the n ed for properly educcatcd and trained
Africans for hi4h positions in both _overnnent and blsiness.

I suvvest that the -ank should take a favorable attitude.

OHCalika: eb
cc: Messrs. Cope/Cheek

Thomson



FORM No. 57A INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(F- 48)INENTOABAKFRRCNTUTO AN DEEOM T

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TOD

TO: Department of Operations - Europe, Africa DATE:
Australasia

FROM: Kenneth R. Iverson

SUBJECT: Request to U.N. Special Fund from the Government of Kenya (KEN 1) for
assistance to the Royal College, Nairobi.

Attached is a resume of a fequest received by the United
Nations Special Fund. The Special Fund has asked for any comments
which the Bank might wish to make on this project.

Please let me have any views which would be useful for us
to pass on to the Special Fund. If there are no comments, I would
also appreciate a note to that effect in order that we can reply
promptly to the request.



SPECIAL FUND FONDS SPECIAL

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEPHONE: PLAZA 4-1234 CABLE ADDRESS, SPECFUND NEW YORK

REFERENCE: bF/310/KEN 1 16 August 1961

Dear Mr. Demuth,

I attach three copies of a rdsumd of a request received

from the Government of Kenya

for assistance from the Special Fund Am to the Loyal

Colleze. Nairobi

I should be grateful for any cments which the International

Bank for Recors truction and Development may wish to make on this

request.

Yours sincerely,

Myer Cohen
Director

Bureau of Operations

Mr. Richard Demuth,
Director, Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Developwunt,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington 25, D.C.
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MTEP NATION4 SPZCIA FMN

Request from the Qov rnient of Kenya for assi t~noe to the

ROYAL COLLEGE, NAIRO

Date reat received (unoffcial) 27 July 1961

Amount requested from the S.pecial Dund 0 0

Proposed, Governmnt contribution
i lu difhg a a sh p ants wardts p
opating costs) #977,150

Dufat Ron o3 te't: Five years

Type of assistance requested: Experts, fel owships,, technicians,
and equipment

Backsround

The Royal Technical College of DEast Africa was established in 1954 and

designed to serve ienya, Uganda, Tanganyika and Zanzibar. In January 3961 it

vas transformed into the Royal College, Nairobi, with the status of a University

Col2 g. The expansion necessitated by this transformation is nOW in full

progress.

There are to be five faculties, viz, Arts, Science, Engineering Art and

Architecture, and Special Professlonal Studies.

Together with two other university colleges, Makerere College and the

University College at Dar-es-,Salaam, the Royal Qollegej Nairobi, will conetitute

the University of East Africa.

Special Aind assistance is being requested for the deve&opment of the

Faculties of Bngiueering and of Si1,enoe of the College in Nairobi. These faculties

have been planned taking into consideration both the growing demand for engineers

accomparyinlg the econr,'mie development of the region# and the Government' s

africanization programme for the rapid repladement of eicpatriate staff. As

regards the former, by 1965 there are expected to be as a minimum 135 engineering

vaeancies. As regards the latter, there are 190 engineer p;sts in the Kenya
Ministry or Public Works, none of which are occupied by Africans. The nwuber of

expatriate engineers in 4ll of East Africa is estimated at 700,

Attached to the request is a statistical ana]ysis s then e tiw te

vacancies for university-rmined professionals in all fields through 1965,



In addition to training needs, there are felt to be research needs, notably
in the following fielde: agricultural processing, nechanization of agricltvre,

irrigation, uses of solar energy, iandEing of otor vehiclee at high altitudes and

under other hardship =,nitions peculiar to East Africa, performnce of internAl
combustton engines at high altitudes, etc. General47 speaking, a need is felt for

research into the specific problems of East Africa as deterxined by climate,

geography, etc.

The FaquIty of Engineering has been the recipient of Ponsiderable assistance
from other sourpes. ICA has contributed $450,Q00 for a new building and equipment.
A new building for oivil enginpering and new preiises for the Faculty of Scienoe
will be financed with Colonial Development and WeLfare funds.

In spite of this asaistanoe and existing facilities, there are still
aerious gaps in the c;qui-primnt reqired, and it is partly for this reason that
assiatance from the Special Fund is being requested.

Ob tesa of +.he project

To assivt the Faculties of Engineering and Science of the Royal College
at Nairobi in expanding their research and training capaoitiee to cope with the

increaping demands resuting from the counitrys economic development.

1. In the iehaaL Engineering Departmerrt training and research facilJties

will be set up or expanded in the fieldo of road vehicle performance and performance
of interaal combustion engineo in general.

2, In the Eleotrical Engine vring D zpartent trainin6 and research

facilities for ionospheric research and a Lightnir, research station are to be
set upt

3. In the Department of Ag-icultural Engineering and Economic otany,
training and research facl,2itios product processing (zotably coffee) and in

econorio botany will be se up.

4, In the Department of Civil En neerng and Land Surveying training and

researeh faq-ilities in these two fieldo are to be established.

5 Finall:y researeh facilities for solar energy are planned

The student body for the tWo Faqu ties m ncerned for thi na t e acadmico

years is estimated as follows;

agneering Science

196/62 163 78
1962/63 190 110
1963/64 235 125
1964/65 280 140
1965/66 300 170
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The annual intae is given for the College as a whole, but not soparate Y
for the faoqlties cmnerned4

Government contz~jution

The Government proposes to contrtibute to the project as lpllows,:

A GapItal FgpMtditure

(i) BDilng:
M Ech n &kinerin& 1orkhops (part) $ 10,000
Civil Bngineering b14l'ng $5,200

-~ leotrieal ainering Idirg (part) 50,00
Physjcs buildilng (part new buildi ) 190,000
Botany (extenion 6. b0i00ng)

(ui) Eguent
KgneeiTs (Civil) 85,000
Engineering (Elertrical )0,00
Fngineerinxg (K" hanical) 50,000
Physics 35 000
iotaxw 00

B, Remurrent Rxrniture

(a) Counterpart personnel paid by the Royl
College, Nairobi (25 man/years)at Senior
Lecturer status or above. $2l3,00

(b) Assistant pers9nM4 (30 nan/years)
at technician level./ _h___

Total $9240200

The Govexnment estimates, its contribvtion towards local rpera.f- ng costs

at $52,950, %hich brings the tata to $977,150.

Assirstance ranuested from the .pOal Fur4,n

Expert servipes, equipment ard felowshipa for the several fie3As covered

are requested as follows%



SET~ (man years)

Field 96263 96/64 196I2 1%65/66 9

Mechanical
ineerng 5 1 11

FeQ. En4ineering 4
Ionospheric research 4 -
Agric, Engineering and

Econo io oitany 4
CLvil Engjneering and

land svrveying 4
Solar energy research 4

k -7 6

F 4 SHI S (nan-years)

Zlec. Engineering and
ionospheric research 4 1 1 1

Agrio. $ng Aeering and
Bognoric Botany 4 1

Mech. Engineering $ 42,100
Eleo. 4ngneering and ionpopherio research 37,700
Agrio, Engineering and Eoono:c Botwa 14900
Ovil 1ngineering and land surveying 25,000
Solar anergy research 20,000
I4brary and reference books

Tota I Awyunt of Speo dl Fund Contribui5on

Experts, 25 wn-yiare 0425,000
Techniciano, 8 man-,years 20,000
Felowship8, 8 man-7yeara 40,000
Fquipmant 3 0

Total

There is no further specification of the 8 mn.nyears of technizian
services. It is to be noted that their salaries amount to only 4d5,000 per
man-year.

Application of our pro-forns costing igures results only in a reduction
Qf the total post ot experts by $2,500.

P. Pri1/ea
loAugvst 1961


